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Glossary

Jewel Precious ornaments.  Gold and silver as well as stones.

Magnate Very wealthy and powerful person.

Martinmas November 11th.

Motley Pieces of differently coloured cloth stitched together.

Penthouse A small building attached to the side of a bigger one.

Peppercorn rent A nominal amount. 

Romance Story

Rule Rules and regulations for religious institutions to follow.

Sumpter horse Pack horse for carrying belongings etc.

Historical accuracy  Extremes of wealth, influence of the Church,

fragile law and order, corruption, difficulty of travel, economic turmoil,

recognition of status, and dirt are all characteristics of the mediaeval

period.   The reality of every-day living and society in those times is so

very different from what we are used to today that a reader would be

continually distracted from the story.   To take one example:  In this book

inns are civilised places with public and private parlours and one bed per

person.  Wrong on all counts!  How people lived then (covering a wide

area of Europe and a number of centuries) is a large and fascinating

subject.  Often details such as clothing vary over time and distance. Skip

down to the library to discover lots of factual information to stoke the

fires of imagination and warm the chilling ignorance of how our

forebears lived.  In the meantime please forgive the inventions,

simplifications and omissions and enjoy the tale.

What are those slashes?  They are called a 'Trupt'.  Occasionally you

will see one character's words finish with a / and the next start with a /. 

This indicates the second interrupts the first.  For example:

"...I really think you ought/"

"/Shut up!  I don't care what you think..."

Sometimes people interrupt themselves.

"...then we should/ /Sssh!  Here he comes..."
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1 The story so
far

This is the fifth book in the Minda series.

1 Minda grows up from an abandoned crippled child to a clever

and determined fighter.  At the end she is eighteen and has

organised the death of her brother...

2 ...So she can inherit the Dukedom of Avel.  But to do so she has

to deal with nasty enemies in the Abbey.  She uses guile and

charm to win the hearts of a depressed town.  Once her castle is

safe she goes to the King and 'ambushes him with charm'. 

Finally she is given twenty noble teenagers for a sort of 'boot

camp'.

3 Minda collapses from strain of overwork and no close family. 

There is a deadly half-hearted rebellion to test the King's resolve

and beat-down Minda.  The cadets do well to support her and

one group of cadets, the Black Team, are involved in brutal

violence.  At the end the King realises he needs Minda's

determination and strength.

4 Six cadets, the Black Team with a fearsome reputation, go to

traditional enemy Lanconia for a 'keep out of trouble' holiday. 

They win hearts, make alliances and help the King deal with

plots within his court.  Minda rushes after them but while the

Black Team are successful she is a fish out of water – except she

meets and has a few days of romance with a duke her size.  The

Black Team are not yet eighteen but have reshaped

international relations and set the scene for both countries to

deal with the powerful and greedy Church. 
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Catch-up with places and people
Minda who became the Duchess of Avel at Christmas has given the

town of Bartonbry a future by developing the economy.  One of her

projects was the cadet school which consisted of seventeen boys and

three girls mostly from noble families.  They learned to work in teams,

(Red, Blue, Yellow and Black)  'hedgerow fighting', reading, writing,

estate management and accounting,  business finance and law.  She has

turned them from aimless annoying teenagers into confident youngsters

with the whole world before them.  In the rebellion of the early summer

they proved themselves.  After a summer's break they will be back for

more business training and eventually become the well-educated, well-

connected and efficient international traders and administrators of the

future.   As a way to improve international relations the cadet school will

be repeated with foreign cadets due to arrive in the autumn.

Flor is her closest servant having trained with her for two years in

'hedgerow fighting' and shared excitements.  Lucky is a trusted close

bodyguard Minda recruited herself eighteen months ago.  Brand is her

old fighting tutor.   Little Arthur is a cheeky kitchen-boy adopted by

Minda as a mascot.  Not yet twelve he's got the wisdom of fools. 

The capital of Briton is Melbun three days from Bartonbry.  The King is

a ditherer and had Minda to thank for stamping out the first signs of

rebellion last spring.   Not only has she shown strength and cleverness in

business and fighting but her Black Team of teenagers have now

removed any threats from Lanconia and made it a close ally.  Minda

tends to keep out of politics and get on with her money-making and

investments.  Lostnock is a thriving port a day's ride from Bartonbry.  In

the spring rebellion Minda organised its defence and her forces sacked

the cathedral in an unfortunate episode that was supposed to be a

peaceful surrender now known as Black Friday.  One of the churchmen

scheming to kill her, Father Harris, was captured and is now given

limited freedom to work for the King's intelligencer Xavier.  For a while

Minda has been a close friend of the travelling intelligencer Silks who is

now stuck in Melbun. 

Minda has special boots to help her walk which are now very

fashionable.  They have a pocket in the side which can be used to sheath

an 'Avel knife' which is modelled on the one Minda forged for herself. 

Minda learned blacksmithing as a child and is built for it!   She may be
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one-eyed and ugly but knows how to win absolute loyalty and in

particular turn enemies or people with problems into friends and reliable

assistants.  As well as her castle in Bartonbry Minda has many estates

and properties.  There's a hunting retreat at Willows, three hours from

Bartonbry, and a magnificent country palace just outside Melbun known

as Avel Towers.  Of course she has town houses in Melbun and

Lostnock.

The Black Team consists of Lord Weston's daughter Jane, two

runaways from merchant families Rachel and Maggie, and two orphans

from the Melbun quays John and James.  They have shown themselves

to be resourceful and diligent.  Originally they had special training to be

spies or agents being taught Italian and deception.  Their future arrived

too quickly when during the spring rebellion Maggie killed five and

Rachel three which has given the team a reputation for appearing out of

the dark to commit atrocities.  In the late spring they were joined by

Alefred, son of the Ambassador-at-home [Foreign secretary] and made

the most of their welcome in Lanconia.  In particular Jane has captured

the powerful Duke of Orfleur by romance and discipline, they've made

friends with his son Johnas but made it clear Johnas isn't in Minda's

league when it comes to marriage.  At the Lanconian capital Arlesene

they've dealt with secret plots close to the King, won the admiration of

the Lanconian nobles and children by holding a 'sports day' as a prelude

to a cadet school for foreigners, and shown the King and his son Tomkit

how to defeat the Church by forcing their granaries opened so the poor

don't starve after bad harvests.   Dockside orphans John and James

naturally make allies in the dockside underworld of Arlesene including

chief crook Louis Wernol.  The Duke's secretary Mr. Jim is their road-

uncle who makes up romances including one of a lonely smith-goddess

'Minden' who finds children based on the Black team and 'King of the

Imps' based on Little Arthur.   Minda followed the Black Team to

Lanconia, was a social failure but met and fell in love with the Duke of

Troctenburg who is a Minda's size, young and single!
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2 Plans
So far July had been cool and plagued with unpredictable showers. 

Minda had just seen the trouble bad harvests could bring in Lanconia.

Still, her job was to do her best, and what better time than now to start. 

While coming down the hill from the village of Top she saw Bartonbry in

the distance wrapped by the bending river. Pride at the reviving town

filled her with energy and purpose to drive the people of Bartonbry to

start working harder today.  She'd been away over six weeks! Six weeks

of idleness. Nearly two months when the future of her town had drifted.

At five miles from Bartonbry Minda called the party to a halt. She sat

gazing at the view with hand shading her eyes to show them this meant

a lot to her and perhaps they would catch the same idea. Her town

where she was the heart pumping the money round and mother showing

it how to grow up with friends and father showing it how to be stout. It

was all the family she had. Jane Weston would have her duke but she

couldn't have hers. Maggie and John would grow a family across nations.

Johnas would be an eligible strong man from a strong family now Jane

had dried him out and stretched him. James might soon have Helen.  Al

knew how the marriages of nobles went. Rachel and Little Arthur were

tumbling stars like herself: Burning, uncatchable streaks.

Most of the party knew when Minda stopped to think it was about things

beyond them.  How had Little Arthur caught her mood so quickly? He

tugged Rachel off her horse and together they too had their eyes shaded

surveying the valley.  Rachel knew this was a lesson but the purpose

escaped her for now.

Ten minutes of standing still were finally turned into five miles of

reflection as Minda led-on without a word.  Johnas had nobody within

whispering distance that understood Lanconian so he followed the

crowd.
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A mile from the town gate Minda whistled for Rachel and Arthur. By now

Arthur was able to ride safely and with great show. His horse was

always decorated in some way whether a silver bell or a flower in the

bridle or black and white bunting or just a few minutes with a curry-

comb and a ribbon. Nobody knew exactly why or dared ask. The truth

was that Arthur saw the smiles on people's faces as a result and that

made him happy. The loveliest smile and firmest hug was from Minda

herself so that was reason enough.  

"Rachel and Arthur you still have the magic of living each day as it

comes with a smile. Now there will be storms of paper, time will be

stolen from us in whole days. There will be spears of things we've

forgotten and floods of people expecting miracles. Everything will need

to have been done before everything can be started and some silly idiot

is bound to start an argument. We have a hard six months ahead. Will

you stay by my side?"

"Yes Minda." said Rachel.

"No Your Grace." Minda's shivered. "I may have to stay to look after here

while you go and fight them in Lostnock or something like that."

He spoke horrible sense! She couldn't take him to war. "Arthur you are

very wise.  That's why I love you." She had nobody to talk to about the

sorrow and bravery of separation. "We must have talks in the autumn

evenings. You have a lot to do in the next few months Rachel but an

extra thing is to take me to see Elizabeth Mintern whenever I need it.

Ask Maggie." Mister Chris' wife had looked after Maggie when she

needed a mother's care to soothe hurts and steady breaths. "She's my

mum."

Her unmistakable pre-sniffle voice was caught by Arthur. "Please Miss. I

have a real mother. You could visit her if you need your curls combing."

Minda and Rachel looked at each other in astonishment. Arthurs mother

was a prostitute who kept pigs. It was Arthur's perfect observation and

his cock-eyed conclusion that was a moon in daylight.

Minda said "That's another wise thing you've said Arthur. Will you look

after me if nobody else can?"

"Yes Minda. I'll be first to volunteer – And last to leave."

Minda made a mental note to confide in Rachel that Arthur was to be

looked after whatever happened to herself – And that was one more of

these many tasks about to engulf them like wolves the size of
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thunderstorms. "I don't have two good feet, two good hands or two good

eyes but I have two good hearts and you are they Rachel and Arthur."

As soon as Minda entered the town everyone wanted to welcome her

and ask questions, if only "Hope you're well miss." Her people should be

dutiful but this crowd was impossible! She should have sneaked-in at

night and sneaked-in.  Now Johnas was riding beside her as the most

important guest.  Everyone jumped to the wrong conclusion that the

Duchess had brought back a prince from a foreign land to marry. The

Black Team were good learners but poor teachers so Jonas's British was

very sketchy and all he did was smile which perfectly filled the Briton's

expectation of an idiot foreigner.  This was a muddle and Minda didn't

like muddles – especially in her own town.  She might as well say her

speech here and let it spread.

"My party. Over by the Crown! Someone take my horse. Arthur here!

Spread back people! I want a space five yards round me. Quick!"

"Get back!" said Little Arthur shooing with a fierce expression and

waving arms that was a pleasure to see – and obey after a cheeky

objection. When Arthur had the crowd sent back to his satisfaction he

made a little bow to Minda so she might start.  He got a huge cheer and

many shouts of his name. He bowed to the audience and then spotted

one of his friends fidgeting. "Dan Fox! How dare you present yourself to

her Ladyship with your hands in your pockets. Come out here this

minute and say sorry." 

A boy of ten faced Arthur and said "Sorry Bishop's tart."

"Not to me idiot! Go to her ladyship and say sorry." Dan had no choice. He

was used to beatings so he went to get his punishment. 

Minda stopped him after a step. "That's alright Dan.  Are your hands in

your pockets?"

"No Your Grace."

"Good. Now listen everybody. You know I am growing this town. You

know Bartonbry will be one of the biggest, richest, most famous and

most fashionable places in the whole world in ten years time.  Your dull,

depressing, decaying town dying while my father was here is now in my

hands.  Already you know how I work to make your town work. It is

nearly six months since I arrived – By God that was a cold day.  Now

every one of you – including Dan there – needs to know one thing.  Are

you ready? I'm going to tell you one thing. Dan?"

"Yes Your Grace."
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"I'm still a teenager! What do you make of that?" She knew there wouldn't

be an answer. "It means I want everything to happen NOW! I know it will

be a strain but I have just been to Lanconia where they know about

fashion and finance too – so we have to sprint to get ahead of them and

that's what every man woman and child in Bartonbry will be doing for

the next six months. We have to sprint! No time for hands in pockets.  I

will leave you with good news. We are not sprinting so we can defeat

armies but so we can take their trade. If anyone here has to put up with

something unbearable then come and see me but if not then I expect the

whole town – " this came as an afterthought but worth adding "and the

Abbey to work every hour."

Arthur recognised Minda's 'end of rant' posture and in a gesture that

amazed himself went to her and put his arm through hers, smirked at the

crowd and said "Any complaints?" Minda was shocked. It was the first

time in her life that a man had sort-of apologised for her and offered to

take the consequences. Silence. "Come on! The Duchess is promising

clouds of work to soak you dripping wet."

A voice in the crowd called "She's our duchess and we love her."

Sheriff Brock hiding at the back shouted for three cheers and got them

without any effort.

Minda said. "I'm very tired. I have six weeks of business to catch up with.

I want to say hello to you all but it will have to wait. Thank you for your

welcome it means a lot to me... ...The next six months is going to be like

having a baby. Creeping worry. Bloody hard at times then rewarding.

This town is going to be reborn."

When she arrived at the Castle Minda didn't let her strike at the citizens

take away the need for immediate action.  She would face the enemy of

accumulated administration face-on. That's what Brand had trained her

to do so that's what she did.  Still in her road clothes she entered the

main hall to find it empty! She supposed it would be full with people

asking this and wanting a signature on that. What was happening! All

her staff said 'Hello and welcome back' but carried on about their

business! It was an outrage! Um. Perhaps it was Doreen's doing?

Steward and Chief of staff Doreen had instructed the staff to be pleasant

but nothing more and not to ask any questions.  Not from malice but

guessing that the same question repeated after many long days on the

road would be annoying.  Minda embraced Doreen. Suddenly 'Hello

Doreen' became 'I'm so so so happy to be here in your arms'. Nobody with
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business in the castle office would think of disturbing them. "Five

minutes ago Maggie told me you were still a teenager Minda. I love you

sweetheart. Perhaps you will never grow up.  Don't worry we'll love you

every day." Amongst her tears Minda thought of Arthur and cried more.

Minda's plan had been to parade the castle servants from office-men like

Tomlyn to stable-chiefs like Perce to give them the talk she'd given in the

town but as she'd given it there it would be wasted again.  Doreen

calmed her down. "Minda darling. Look at me! You are my darling. We

both know how your seams may tear and leave you in a heap.  It has

happened before.  Now you have more to do you have more people

watching to stop it. We know the signs and will pull you from the fire if

you look like getting burnt."

"But I have to stretch farther and faster than my opponents."

"No you don't.  While you have been away I have spent many evenings

with Brand. He doesn't know it but when he thinks he's talking about

men-at-arms I'm thinking about you and the world. You have to stare

them down mostly or find their weaknesses – but ask Brand – and you

will be on the track to victory."

"That sounds like Brand. Whispering the best military move he can think

of to the woman sharing his bed in a way she guesses is always full of

victory."

"Has he shared your bed Minda?"

"Only under hedgerows and then we know the value of warmth and

military discipline. There's only the rare case when we take any clothes

off no matter how damp. It's just one of those things that lives with all

the other nice things – like being able to feel your toes or not having a

rock poking into your side."

"Right Minda! I'm going on one of these midnight ambushes to find out

for myself!"

"No. Seriously.  Boys cuddle up to girls because that's who they have

been paired with. Usually we are too tired to bother with sex and – well it

just isn't the time or the place – and it's usually too bloody cold." Doreen's

laughter was so unexpected to Minda.  Minda's generation of hedgerow

fighters knew they would have many opportunities in the future, and this

might be a good time to earn credit by promising to stay awake for your

partner. Doreen's generation knew when the schemes of a willing boy

and girl provided the opportunity it should be taken no matter how cold. 

Doreen held Minda tighter. "Perhaps we should talk about this

sometime."
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"I wish we could."

Doreen caught Minda with a grip. "What do you mean 'wish we could' ?"

"I'm sorry. Oh no! I'm so more sorry than sorry. You have been a mother to

me but somehow my heart-mother is Elizabeth – Mrs. Mintern in

Lostnock. You are strong for me and speak sense and I know you love me

but when she holds me I'm floating as if back with the stars I'm supposed

to have come from."

"You're very lucky to have found her. How will you make her happy?"

"Um. I've never thought of that?"

"Doesn't she need a bit of happiness? I worry about you and smile at your

whims and cleverness but she hardly knows you. How will you pay her?"

"I don't know."

"You'll soon find a way.  I expect by being happy yourself when you see

her next."

Minda leant against Doreen. "I don't know when I'm happy or angry or

frustrated or living a legend instead of a life.  I'd decided to command the

castle like an army with orders and campaigns and sergeants chasing

details so we could get everything done. Now you've confused me."

"You children keep pushing at the world to turn it faster then when it

does you can't keep up. Take a rest. Your castle and dukedom cannot be

shaken by being shouted at."

"I'm cross and – I don't know – ashamed. In the square Arthur apologised

for me like he was a man telling the crowd not to worry I was only a

woman he would have a word with later."

"I bet nobody has ever done that to you before without regretting it."

"He did it so naturally!"

"You're lucky.  You demanded nothing but the drudgery of hard work

from the townsfolk then Arthur gave them a ray of hope."

"What! Am I really that bad? It's for their own benefit."

"Shall you rest an hour Minda then wash the road dust from your ears so

you may hear the many things the staff are proud of doing in your

absence.  You will be surprised. Everyone knows to ask 'What would

Minda do' and then do it.  Shall I arrange a welcome meal in the main

hall and then a council this evening."

"I must see my accounts and organise the King's visit Doreen."
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"I suggest others must do those things and you must practice your smile

of admiration at their boldness."

"So I'm to be a figure-head. You and the other servants have decided you

can do as you want."

"You are a figure-head Minda and if you will listen later then you will

learn your servants really are loyal. They have some nice surprises for

you." 

End of the Black Team's adventure
This was the second homecoming for the Black Team. At Melbun they

met their families and adopted families for the first time when they could

say they were at peace. Now they could take stock without worrying

about leaving for unknown dangers at half an hour's notice. They'd spent

many hours with the King who was pleased at their effect on the

Lanconian court. No other ambassadors could have achieved what they

had. 

Now they were coming back to Bartonbry for some more work which

Minda had refused to tell them about. Jane resumed her role as their

commander but without a mission. Having real experience of deadly

ambushes and their aftermath, ambush practice was now just a

children's game to them so travelling was an unrelieved chore.  John and

Maggie were happy enough being with each other.  James would rather

be back in the Melbun intelligence office. Al wanted to see Bartonbry for

himself as his last-minute attachment to the Black Team before they left

for Lanconia meant he'd missed the months of cadet training.  There was

no doubt Al would be an international statesman and there was no

doubt that Bartonbry would be known across Europe.  Rachel saw her

future as a gatherer and trainer of armies with a bit of personal close-

fighting for private excitement. If she was to play a part in ridding Italy of

the mercenary bands then she needed to learn more riding, fighting and

about armies.

Jane addressed them outside the castle. "Welcome home.  I suppose

that's what it is for now. I guess we are expected to behave. If we don't

get commanded to present ourselves tonight shall we wander the town

and make friends again with the people of Bartonbry in the inns?"

James said "You are a fine general Jane. Thank you for leading so well."
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"Even if you did abandon us to deal with the poison in Arlesene while

you went to meet your lover boy." Said Rachel with a grin.

"We coped said John. Maggie is our wolf who is hardly seen but hunts

long and hard when she needs to. She led us with great coolness."

Al said "Already it's like last night's dream. How did we deal with

ambassadors and the King and at the same time the worst criminal of

the docks? And then to get Tomkit to visit Louis was unbelievable!"

John said "I liked Louis.  He's no more brutal than half the courtiers.

Maggie is teaching me to write in Lanconian as well as British so I can

be a good son to him."

Jane brought them back to immediate responsibilities "We may have to

look after Johnas. We must make him as welcome here as they made us."

Maggie said "What about finding him a wife?"

Jane knew to face danger. "I haven't decided yet.  I fancy the Duke

himself though."

"I didn't mean to gossip Jane. Really. If you know your mind we will help

you."

"You have forced my hand.  The Duke."

"Does he know about this?" asked Rachel.

"Yes. We're one but he would understand if I wanted the younger man."

"You're very brave Jane." said Al.

"I love him! That's not bravery."

Rachel said "Alright – very good sense. How will Minda take it?"

"She's bitter at the thought but resigned."

"It's sad." Said John.

"We must try to keep her cheerful." said Maggie.

"We don't seem to have anything better to do." said James.

"Stop moaning James. From now on we've got to set a good example."

Rachel said "We haven't been out at night for ages. Al needs practice.

Can we get a couple of nights free Jane? Ask Minda if we can go

smuggler-hunting."
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"She won't let us do that now we are the darlings of royal courts and Jane

about to be a duchess herself." moaned John. "We'll get a couple of weeks

of being good doggies and then sent on our duties as courtiers."

Allesandro found them sitting downcast in the yard, unwilling to admit

the adventure was over by entering the castle. 

"Ho my beauties! Where's a kiss for your old teacher?"

"You've caught something from Perce 'my old beauty'!" said Rachel as she

volunteered first.  Allesandro was very smartly dressed in the new

Bartonbry style of dark twill suit with black and white candle-wick

seams. "Look everyone! He's no longer a wandering conjurer but a proper

Bartonbry gentleman."

"You all gave such good reports of me that now I'm the head tutor for all

the cadets."

"Good luck then." Said Rachel.

"Stop being mean" said Maggie. "He was an excellent teacher. We

learned lots in a little time."

"And it went in deep." added John.

"You were easy to teach. Shall we find you some quarters inside then I

have at least one nice surprise for you. Follow me steady my beauties

and see what uncle Alex has for you."

Strangely they didn't head for their old dormitory but a chattering Alex

led them past the offices to what had been servants' quarters but had

clearly been altered. The smells of new-sawn wood, putty and paint

wafted everywhere. "This is the new school room. Below is the

equipment room. Above is the dormitory. And here are new apartments –

studios as they say in Italy – for the staff. You can stay in these until I get

my staff.  They are dark but the masons will be putting windows in as

soon as we can get them off more urgent work.  Use three for now. Say

one for boys and one for girls."

Everyone except Al recognised Alex's simple trick. He fell into the trap of

being the one to ask the obvious question. "What's the third one for

then?"

"Servants! Remember the two men that came with us to Willows? Well I

have been getting them to learn to ride and carry road gear and go ahead

and prepare lodgings.  I'm sure you'll be on the road a lot."
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There was an uncomfortable silence as implications began to surface.

Maggie broke it "Thank you Alex. That was very thoughtful."

Rachel was more blunt. "I'm so lucky to have you thinking of us when we

were over the ocean hoping we'd return – but while we're here we want

maids and footmen rather than road-men."

"Oh! I see. I'm sorry." Alex was hurt and downcast.  "I imagined you as

always in the saddle. I didn't think. How stupid of me. I'm getting like

that now." John was suspicious. Did he detect insincere acting? "Um.

What would you say if I gave you a maid and a changing room? Would

that get me another kiss?" This was too rehearsed! James picked-up

John's crooked finger signalling 'deception' and guessed too.

James watched Alex's eyes to see which of the other apartment doors he

was looking at then decided. "Now then Alex. How well do you think you

have taught us? Would you like a demonstration? Are you ready?" The

Black Team didn't need any follow-me hand sign to realise James was

following a scent. "John has been practising for hours every day at

conjuring and will now give you a demonstration.  Shall we see if John

can magic a maid right now." Alex was not sure whether to be cross or

proud.  James saw the flicker of reaction and knew he was guessing

correctly.

The girls called "Yes" without Alex having any say.

"Fourth apartment John?"

John said "I can try brother but I'm tired after my long journey. I can't

promise you any particular colour hair or eyes. Will that do?"

"Alright. Stand back in case it goes wrong.  Al will you open the first

door."

"Nobody here John."

"Now the second door.  Is that empty?"

"Yes. Empty also."

"Now that leaves three, four and five. Are you sure you want this maid in

four James? Take your time."

"Er. Four was my first choice and I'll stick with it brother."

"Is that alright ladies?" 

They knew to follow James of course even if they hadn't quite understood

what was happening out of their sight. "Yes. Number four."
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John chanted "In room five there's no one alive." He nodded at Al who

confirmed the room was empty.  "In room three there's nothing to see." Al

found nothing there.  "In room four there's something more. Stay back Al!

Will the maid in room four show herself." There was a stretched pause

before the latch rattled and a rather nervous lady's maid appeared.  "Go

on Rachel give Alex his kiss. It was his trick really but we stole it."

"You have done better than ever I taught you. And I liked the way you

made a show of it."

Al said "But how did you know it was room four?"

James said "Simple. I watched Alex's eyes flick there."

Jane said "Thank you Alex. We don't know what we're supposed to be

doing here but you have cheered us up.  We hope to be in the inns of

town tonight telling tales – Will you join us?"

"Sadly my beauties I have to attend Minda's homecoming council but you

enjoy Bartonbry while you can."

When Alex had left them Jane said "We'll use the other empty

apartments as well.  What's the worst that can happen?"

"Studios! I think I shall have the studio with the peacock wall-hanging,

gold thread in the silk bed clothes and giant window facing east to catch

the rising sun." They laughed at the many facets of their changing

circumstances.  One day pampered at the court of the King of Lanconia,

hoping a few minutes ago for a cloak-bed under a hedge, and now

quibbling about these excellent rooms which marked a big increase in

their status.

Catching-up
After Doreen's talk Minda's long-nurtured plan of dictating a stream of

orders was put aside. Instead she walked round the castle grounds

where thanks to Doreen's orders the staff acknowledged her, and of

course smiled, but didn't talk about business unless asked.  Naturally

Minda asked but the first bit of business was always how things were

going and she had to ask again about what action was needed.  She was

impressed with the directness of everyone with respect for her time.

Doreen had indoctrinated her staff well.  Flor, Lucky and Brand met her

together. The men promised to bore her later but could they take the

Black Team out for a couple of hours before the homecoming council? 
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Perce's stables were as gorgeously aromatic as ever. 

"Ow be you Minda my beauty?"

"I be steady. Ow be you Perce? Beauty indeed!" Minda mimicked.

"Roight as a man with fifty 'orses ever be."

"He's a happy bumpkin miss." Said a young lad. "I'm Rouse of the Blues

miss."

"Now now Rouse! You know better than address me as 'miss'."

"Sorry Minda."

"No – Try again."

"Your Grace?" Rouse was lost but Minda's smile encouraged him.

"Come come. Where are you standing now?"

"Er. In the stables miss."

"I thought you had to call me 'my beauty'. It's catching. What's got into

everybody?"

"Sorry your beauty."

"Perce will give you extra duties until you get it right. Anyway what are

you doing here? The cadets are not due back for a month."

"I'm happier here than at home miss – your – my beauty."

"Oh I'm sorry to hear that. I can't mend everything in this world but we

will talk later."

" 'E's really good Minda. Works 'ard un keep arsking 'til 'e unerstand."

"Right! Rouse you're going to be one of the most important men in the

Kingdom. We can't travel or trade or fight or even fetch wood to build

houses or warm ourselves without horses.  In time to come you won't be

skulking in stables but using your knowledge for all our profit.  You will

know the whip of the schoolroom and learn how to harness humans as

well as horses."

"Yes my beauty."

"Cheer up! Perce knows about men – and women – lots and lots about

women don't you Perce?"

"Lot more to larn yet."

"When you're dead the name Lord Rouse will be spoken among real

horsemen and half-horsemen as the Bible of the best horsemanship.  In
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the smiths we have a brotherhood. Do you have the same with horsemen

Perce?"

"Um. More we knows lots of each other an some names get spoke with

awe and others be scorned."

"If a duchess can be a brother smith then a lord can be one of the best

horsemen."

"I'm not a lord my beauty."

"Not yet Rouse but your father won't live forever.  Things take time. I was

once your age – listen to me! I know how everything has to happen today

if not yesterday when you're a teenager." Minda paused.  "You two must

keep reminding me because I forget it every day.  Now will Thunder be

ready for me tomorrow at seven?"

"Not for riding rough. E'll be fine for a getting-to-know-you ride round the

walls but 'e 'ave a strong-will which 'aint always mind on 'is job. I'm sure

you'll boss 'im quietly in a day or two."

"What do you say Rouse?"

"He's a great strong 'orse – horse miss and he can learn if he wants to."

"An what be 'is uver side Andy?"

"Panic – Mischief – Fun. That's what we say. If you make them scared

they panic.  If they want attention or to bully they be awkward. For an

'orse – horse like Thunder he has been afraid a lot and we are keeping

him away from the other sparky animals and showing him that he gets a

reward for putting his mind to something useful."

Minda looked at Perce. "It makes sense to me. I'll work with him starting

at seven tomorrow. You show me and I'll learn." 

Her private secretary Paul was helping chief of finance Francis Tomlyn in

the accounts office. Across the room two busy clerks looked up and

smiled.  Still in silence, with smiles from Paul and Francis she beckoned

the clerks into the corridor.  "How's things Sam and James."

"We're very busy but it's good work."

"What you mean is you're good workers. I can tell because I know you

are."

"Thank you miss."
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"Now you're going to have a lot more work soon. You and Francis will

need to sort out two apprentices or junior clerks very quickly.  The next

six months will be more busy than busy. Are you ready to be senior

clerks?"

"Yes. Thank you miss."

"Francis is your boss but I've just been to Lanconia as well as Melbun

and that means visitors to house and feed. Francis is being a banker to

Bartonbry on my behalf so we need more staff.  You know how hard the

work is."

"Yes miss." Said Sam.

"How hard would you say?"

"We've got used to it by now but a newcomer would find it hard." Sam

was obviously the spokesman for both clerks.

"How? In what way?"

"Knowing when to work on your own and when to get your work

checked.  Knowing who doesn't submit straight accounts."

"How do you deal with that?"

"Oh didn't you know? We have a bailiff now."

"What's a bailiff?"

"Mistress Doreen put the problem of fraudulent accounts to the Sherif. He

asked what was it to do with him. She said fraud was a crime and

anyone who dared to try a fraud against you would have no fears about

stealing from others.  So why didn't he appoint an under-sheriff who

would help honest people deal with dishonest traders."

"Oh I see.  I'm paying for this person who I don't control."

"Yes miss. But Doreen says Brock will see you get value for money."

"I trust Brock.  Is he still as honest now he's Baron of Barton?"

"Between ourselves miss. He's twice as honest." 

"In a nice way." Added James. "He goes out of his way to give people a

knowing look and hint how they might make amends."

"And does it work?"

"Yes miss. Wife-beating has stopped."

"Oho! I shall have to speak to Eve!"
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"No miss. He says it is you and the Queen that made that happen."

Minda guessed 'and the queen' was Brocks invention. Well done for him

to make the most of his brush with royalty. "Thank you Sam and James.

If ever the Office gets into a muddle then let me know. It will be too late

then but better late than never."

Minda put her arms round the shoulders of Paul and Francis. "I'm sure

we have lots of news we can share in the council. And I promise to find

out about your private lives soon but for now is there anything you need

to show me in the files?"

Francis said "Welcome back Minda. We will get two new clerks on

Monday and I have something to/"

"/What! You have taken on two more clerks."

"Yes."

"Not 'Yes I'm terribly sorry?' "

"No Minda.  You have told us to take responsibility. I asked my

colleagues, Doreen, Paul, Flor, Alex and Brand if the workload would

reduce, stay the same or increase and they agreed it would increase.  I

thought it better to start as soon as possible."

"Well I'm cross! Very cross! You should have started weeks ago.  No I'm

not cross at all. Ask Sam and James what I spoke to them outside about

and you will see that I am following way behind.  Are you married yet

Francis?"

"Two weeks ago."

"Then I shall make you a gift as soon as I think of one. Only a token of

your worth."

"My worth was measured in bags of jewels at Mid-winter and then in

hours to the noose and then you made me what I am now.  Happiness is

worth more than those jewels."

"Let's put your own happiness on the debit side and see what we have on

the credit side shall we? First we got the jewels back thanks to your

confession. Second we discovered your brother for the turd he was and

thrashed him. Third – and now I come to the two important items – Third

you have your wife's happiness and fourth you have mine."

Paul said "I'm married too!"
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"No!" Minda's training not to say stupid things was forgotten. "You

naughty man! You go behind my back you lovely man to sneak a

marriage when I'm not looking. You didn't ask me first!"

"Ask you what first?"

"Stop it! I'm being silly. Can't you see how happy I am for you by my

smile?"

"It's lovely to see you smile and mean it." Minda wasn't completely sure

she meant it. 

Homecoming council
The homecoming council began with a meal around the table in Minda's

parlour.  Guest of honour was the Sherif Brock, now Baron of Bartonbry,

with his wife Eve.  Everyone else was a member of Minda's staff. Doreen,

Brand, Flor, Lucky, Paul, Tomlyn and Allesandro.  The last time Minda

sat at this table like this was when she'd been dragged out of her

depression by Tom and Delphia and Henry and Mister Chris.  It was like

riding through a forest in the moonlight where there are sudden white

pictures amongst the dangerous blackness.

At the first possible moment Minda stood up. "I owe you all an apology. I

left without thinking but you stayed and kept thinking. I came back

expecting to find a muddle that would need a month of direct orders to

sort out. I was wrong. I'm so lucky to have you.  My holiday was

interesting but I'm no match for the Black Team when it comes to

Lanconia. We have a thousand things to do that would take most people

years when we only have weeks. Some of you have guessed a bit but it

might be much more.  Bartonbry is now going to be the town that leads

this Kingdom in foreign affairs at least as far as Lanconia and possibly –

much more expensively – Italy.  You have all heard by now this winter

we will have foreign cadets.  The hundred things we have to deal with

tonight are better discussed on a full stomach.  Lucky! You're at the

bottom of the table like a cast-off shoe. How are you?"

"My wife tells me/"

"Wife! Lucky! A toast! This is fine news. Tomlyn you're married. Paul!

You're very quiet?"

"I have nothing to say but I'm happy even if it's a little strange. Thank you

Mistress Doreen for making the introductions." Minda's was holding
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Flor's hand beneath the table. Both knew it was a difficult moment for

Minda and knew from years in the dark how important simple comforts

could be.

They ate while Minda told her story including the shameful episode at

the presentation of the Briton ambassador to the King of Lanconia where

she was snubbed by the fashion-mad court. "We must talk about the

Black Team later." At the end of the meal Minda raised her glass.  "If I

was a duke then Doreen would be the best duchess a duke ever had. 

You have been the guide for all my servants. My first toast is 'Doreen

guide to all my servants'." This was very respectfully drunk. "My second

toast is to Doreen who caught me today before I could damage her work

and hurt myself." This was drunk with curiosity but more respect.  "My

third toast is to my servants who knew the way and only needed

Doreen's lamp in the darker places.  I cannot say how much your silent

industry means to me. If you're confident then there's hope we might

cope with the coming storm. To all my servants! – Especially yourselves."

Minda split the council into two sessions: Reporting what had happened

with immediate events, then policy making.  Financially the business

accounts were under strain but under control. When asked, Francis said

he knew what he was doing with the estates and town loans and as she

knew he was expanding his office to deal with the matter. Minda

suggested that he might want more when he'd heard her news and if so

to get on with it.  Brand said the Little Army as it was now called was

temporarily under the command of a veteran of the Italian wars with the

duty of making them a force of men-at-arms who would know how to

take orders.  "Good. Well done Brand. We don't want to be bothered with

soldiers. But we will have this general examined. Firstly I don't want him

training these men just to send them as his paid mercenaries to Italy

where I believe there is a lot of fighting for money going on. Secondly I

want him completely loyal to Bartonbry – I mean Avel. Well done again."

"Er. We used some of the Cathedral papers to pay their wages and new

equipment Minda."

"Does everyone know that 'Cathedral papers' are the words we use for the

chests of treasure taken from Lostnock cathedral which we claim

contained papers? Lostnock cathedral will be paying for your servants

and luxuries for many years I hope.  I'm sure Paul and Francis have dealt

with the paperwork.  It's our solemn duty to put that wealth to good use. 

Between ourselves now we know exactly how much wealth a place like

Lostnock Cathedral has we can either force an argument or settlement
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with any religious establishment and win.  The Black Team were very

clever in helping the King of Lanconia force the Lanconian Church to

open its granaries to the poor when over there they are starving due to

two poor harvests. The same could happen here so be warned!"

Francis said. "I can guarantee that nearly all of the treasure can't be

traced. I've heard you have a debt to the Duke of Orfleur. That is how we

may lose certain – er – papers."

Flor raised his cup. "Well done Francis."

"I have tried to calculate the investment and reward for the occupation of

the Lostnock cathedral and even if you include the cost of sending the

Little Army and training the cadets it's still between one to a hundred

and one to fifty."

Brand said "Shit!" When the rest of the table looked at him he said "Shit.

Shit. Shit! What happens if anyone finds out! Either we're in trouble or

everyone will be raiding cathedrals."

Minda said "You're right Brand. Everyone forget Tomlyn said any figures.

It's a good way to get rich and we must do it again in good time but for

now we will claim poverty of course but not let it stop us making

Bartonbry great."

Lucky said "Please Minda may I call a toast?"

"Of course Lucky."

"My toast is to the men and cadets who gave their lives on Black Friday."

Brand said "Their memories will stay with us."

Minda changed the subject. "The King and court will be here in a month.

Is there a plan and who is in charge?"

Doreen said "There is a plan. We've all been involved. We have guessed

at many things and found out numbers and so on but there are some

matters we would like your thoughts on and in particular we have dealt

with the essentials and not the things that would be nice to have.  I

know we have 'chests full of papers' but the manner of your welcome

must come from yourself."

"Me and Arthur will have a council with you tomorrow at noon. Will that

do?"

"Yes. Ideal. Please Minda I know you love Arthur but why have him as

well?"
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"He has made our King smile and now the King of Lanconia and many

others. I want to show him the hard work that goes to build the fortresses

of friendship that he walks through like he owns them."

"Thank you Minda. I didn't ask to express disapproval – Just curiosity."

"I understand Doreen.  It's good you are curious. Our Arthur is foolishly

curious and it leads him to show where we may be foolishly simple.  Who

better to be the host to our King and a couple of dozen courtiers,

ambassadors of Lanconia and Italy and all their guards and servants."

Brock said "Do you know how people are suspicious of strangers? Of

course you do. I'm told that at the rebellion Little Arthur gave the people

of Bartonbry confidence and that's exactly what they need not to feel put

upon by lots of outsiders."

Doreen understood first. "Brock is saying that Little Arthur is everything

to all men. If he strides to the gate and welcomes the King or an

ambassador then that tells the whole town they can safely follow."

"The next item is Johnas, son of the Duke or Orfleur. The Dukedom of

Orfleur is one of the more powerful in Lanconia. I've met the Duke and he

has been very friendly to the Black Team and he controls two of the ports

Briton uses to trade with Lanconia.  I can tell you that unless there is an

accident Orfleur and Avel will be close together and as such will be a

force that very few would dare defy.  You all know Jane from the Black

Team? She has chosen to marry the Duke himself. I know she has

wondered whether to marry the Duke's son Johnas or the Duke.  I feel

responsible.  Our Jane has maybe seen me take a dukedom and rule it

and she thinks the same."

"Why not?" asked Brand.

"She's just seventeen! He's forty seven! But that's not the difficulty. She's

pledged allegiance to the King of Lanconia and she means that truly. 

Suddenly she's a maid in a world of greybeards.  Trying to please them in

all sorts of ways."

Lucky said "Now I know you're not jealous...  ...So how will you support

her."

She was. "I don't know." was all Minda could manage.

"I asked because the young girl is a good general for a handful of close

comrades but not yet skilled in bigger military matters. The Lanconians

set a big store by force of arms.  If she took an army to a battlefield today

she wouldn't have a hope."
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"Oh I see. You and Brand sort it out."

"We'll report back Minda."

"Now Johnas. He's not the one for me for all those that wondered. I wish I

could find a man and marry but you all know why that can never happen.

Johnas was sent by his father the Duke of Orfleur – the one Jane intends

to marry – to see for himself that he isn't in my league. He is a fish out of

water like I was in Lanconia. Mostly he can't speak our language. The

Black Team seem to have put their young minds to speaking Lanconian

so we will let them look after him a bit then when there's nothing left to

keep his interest he and Jane can go back to Orfleur."

"Which brings me to the Black Team.  They went to Lanconia to get away

from bad feeling here and have done a magnificent job of bringing Avel

and Orfleur together and Briton and Lanconia together.  There are

promises of friendship that have to be paid for with gold and hard work

but the profit will be enormous.  We may have to spend money and risk

our generals to deal with pirates on the seas but that will be worth it if it

brings safety to trade and travel. When Francis has time we can count

the cost of their visit which I think is mostly a day's entertainment for the

Lanconian nobles and some fine clothes and see how much we will save

in soldiers and ransoms by pirates."

Francis added "Everyone will gain by trade. A ship of grain from Lostnock

to say Orfleur is easily fifty pounds profit and also work for the crew,

shipwrights and dock labourers as well as better prices for farmers."

"Thank you Francis. We may have lots of little gains or big ones but the

effect is the same. Profit, work and progress. Alex. Should they be sent to

do the same thing in Italy?"

"No Minda. I should say not.  Italy is like a squabbling shoal of fish. It's

really lots of small kingdoms.  The Black Team would find themselves in

the middle of feuding where – supposing they could stay safe – their

friendship is worth nothing against the decades of plots, intense intrigue

and brutal open warfare."

Brand said "Rachel wants to go but only when she knows how to put a

real army to work.  She reminds me of you Minda but whereas you

charmed us to follow a clever and fearless fighter she wants to know the

trade of armies so she can do the one thing she wants."

"What is the one thing she wants?"

"Become a hero by defeating and destroying the plague of mercenaries in

Italy so their feuds can be settled without constant threat of war."
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Brock said "Is it our business? Why should we get involved?"

Francis said "It might mean more trade. The uncertainties of war soon

become losses to a merchant."

"This will be expensive so somebody should do that profit and loss sum."

Minda said "This is something to think about for the future."

Alex asked "We had planned for the cadets to return here for the winter

and bring tutors in law, estate management, soldiering, accounts and

finance here. But now we have to accommodate foreign cadets it may be

better to start our cadets here then send them to your estate at Melbun

where they are close to the best tutors.  That would leave us space here

to deal with the foreign cadets."

"Good idea. We'll do that. Are you ready to take on the Melbun estate

Flor? You'll have an autumn of being an important man everyone wants

to know."

Doreen answered before Flor could reply. "He managed really well –

spectacularly well – all on his own to look after Bartonbry during the

rebellion. I'm sure he will be a good ambassador for us and our methods

in Melbun.  The steward there is another Tomlyn who cannot be

completely honest so that may need dealing with."

Flor said. "It was different here when you all left me because the

townsfolk and Abbey and castle worked together in good spirit. I didn't

have to dress in fine costume and be nice to people and bow and know

which hand to blow my nose with."

Brand said "If I go as well will that make it better? We need a home for

the Little Army and really it's the King's and as the cathedral papers will

no doubt see they're smart as well as cheerful we should start to make

Bartonbry more than a name for the people of Melbun."

"It seems you have thought of everything! How about it Flor? I'm sure

your old captain will give you all the support you need."

"I will carry your standard, heat your hall and make you proud of me but I

couldn't be the host to fine guests. I don't know how."

"Neither do we. You'll have to rely on the staff and get some advice."

"When do I leave?"

"I'm sorry to banish you Flor. You know it's a promotion because you can

do it better than anyone else.  Why not write to Mister Trentchard and

Marline and invite them to stay then work your way up to counts, then

earls then dukes."
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"You make it sound so easy Minda."

"We will be finding out for ourselves here with the whole Court on our

hands! I've never hosted anything and everyone needs somewhere to

sleep and enough to eat without all the luxuries that kings and nobles

expect."

Doreen said "When we get the cadets back we'll have them here for a

couple of months then they will go to the Melbun estate. We can use

them to do a lot of the work – It will be good experience for them."

Lucky said "It's lovely to have you back Minda. You look determined and

older – a bit like my mother when she wanted me out of her way. I don't

care what the Lanconian court thinks – you're our star of Avel. Now what

about the Black Team? That wasn't settled and also the Abbey has

accepted you are on the side of the angels so it might be worth seeing

how you can help them." Everyone appreciated Lucky's careful praise

while not forgetting important business.  

Minda said "Thank you Lucky. We must make friends with the Abbey. I

don't know what to do with the Black Team.  Will everyone think what

can we do most usefully with them – to train them in the next two or

three weeks. If the answer is not much then we'll see Jane off to Orfleur

and split them up."
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3 Autumn
The Black Team
The Black Team had three weeks under Brand and Lucky of being

individual captains for a dozen soldiers each.  This was Rachel's

speciality so she was given the toughest to turn into mounted troops. 

John and James found solo command very difficult. They weren't used to

having to demand discipline as their training had been about self-

discipline. They asked Rachel to tell them her magic but the only way

she knew was to demonstrate by example. After being 'Rachelised' as

they called it after the way she'd charmed the guards at Arlesene the

boys didn't have many problems so long as the threat or promise of

Rachel wasn't far away. 

Maggie sat her men down, got everyone to give their names and tell

what weapon they preferred. Then she went round again with what non-

fighting role they preferred – cook, carter, scout, horse-man,

intelligencer, general labourer and so on. "I know how to use all those

weapons.  You five stand up and face the others. Now Dick – The first

man I shot the arrow went in here." She touched him just behind the eye.

"The second went in through his left eye Hal.  Next – Will! No armour, no

mail I went for his heart – Here.  Simon you stand in for Lord Ruswell."

Maggie stepped back three paces then took her Avel knife from her boot

and showed how it flew into Simon's forehead.  "Kenton you stand in for

Lady Ruswell who had used a crossbow to injure Rachel." She swept her

knife slowly up into Kenton's belly then faced the men." my arm went

right in up to the elbow.  Now I also know how to cook, swear, gamble,

ride, and a hundred things you need to know before I will be happy.

While you're with me I will have absolute obedience.  I fight to win. I

train to fight.  Two weeks ago I was dining with the King and Queen.

Two weeks before that with the King and Queen of Lanconia a day after

murdering a courtier – after I cut his balls off to hear him scream.  Here's

the deal. I will forgive stupidity once. I will always forgive mistakes and

ignorance but I will never forgive laziness or pretending.  If you've made

a mistake then own up – if you don't then I may be tired and need some

chopping-up-men practice. Do you all understand?" There were nods and

murmurs of agreement.  "So who would like to own up to not knowing

what an intelligencer is?" Everyone put their hand up.  "Good. Now listen
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as this is very important.  If you don't understand something I say or you

think it is wrong then you must speak up there and then.  When it comes

to battle there is no time for second thoughts."

Al had practised gentlemanly combat at Melbun. Being son of the

Ambassador-at-home he was used to tournaments for young nobles. 

Mostly it was the art and show of hand-to-hand fighting rather than the

brute force and knock-out blows that counted.  His weeks with the Black

Team in Lanconia had shown him a more practical side to being ready to

fight and training others to protect you.  He knew the expert was Rachel

so asked her for advice. 

"They must want to do what you want them to do. That's the secret."

"But how?"

"First tell them what you want them to do. Do you know?"

"No."

"So make a list – Keep it really simple. More simple than simple."

"Then what?"

"Tell them who you are and you were dining with the King of Lanconia

last month."

"And our King of course."

"You can let them know you take that for granted. Ted! Tell them you're

on familiar first name terms!"

"But I'm not – Oh I see. Very clever."

"You can lie to them but they must never lie or 'forget' or be lazy to you.

All I want you to do Al is keep them out of trouble. I'll try to keep an eye

on you and them.  Er – Would you mind if I was to catch them one day

and blame you for all their faults? It may not be needed but you saw at

Arlesene what I expect of guards. You did well on the road to Arlesene

too but this will be tougher."

"Why will it be tougher Rachel?"

"Because it's meant to be tough so we learn more. For us being good isn't

good enough. We have to be better than the best." 
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Minda offered Jane the choice of a dozen soldiers like the others or a

dozen house servants. "You have shown you are a good general Jane. Do

you want to learn to command a household or an army?"

"An army."

"That was quick! Why?"

"A household can't run away or betray you but/"

"/Yes it can. Corrupt servants are everywhere."

"Um. Sorry Minda. What I meant was I have seen how you have made

your servants loyal and at Orfleur we'll do the same thing."

Minda took a moment then overflowed with happiness. "You said 'we'll

do it' not 'I'll do it'. That's a lovely gift to me Jane. You and the Duke are a

good match."

Jane took a few seconds to catch up as her 'we' had been subconscious.

"I suppose now you say it Charles said how he admired the way I'd

improved the guards and servants of the Arlesene party."

"Does he really make you happy Jane?"

"Yes. I love him. I will run away to be back with him if I have to."

"I will stop you by making sure you go within the month with a dowry.

How is Johnas taking this?"

"I guess he is disappointed but knows his fate and knows there's no

malice. He now understands he was as wet as a bucket of piss – the King

of Lanconia told him so to his face – and I dried him out. Started to

anyway.  He's going to work hard at being a good duke-to-be and spend

a couple of years trying to keep up with me."

"What are you planning Jane?"

"One marry the Duke of Orfleur. Two get the neighbouring dukedoms and

smaller men to recognise the Duke's cleverness and money and influence

and my determination. I learned some of that from Louis 'king of the

docks'. Three to take the power of Orfleur to Arlesene.  I want to run up

the stairs from the deepest basement to the tallest tower of the Duke of

Orfleur's castle to say it's mine – It's beautiful! Four to stand on the

bridge to claim my Earldom and pledge my service to the King. I like the

King and Queen. Even though it's just a title I will make sure anyone else

that has it in future has a duty to follow.  I have said publicly in front of

the nobles of Arlesene that my service will be real and not just in name."

"How will that be then?"
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"I don't know yet. I will lead an army if he asks but I won't accept a kiss

and an dismissal to Orfleur unless it is hard service."

"Pirates are the service I would think of.  Should you be learning

commanding sailors."

"Yes! You are so clever Minda! Of course. Rachel can get her feet wet on

this side and I will do my bit for Lanconia."

"Hey young lady! I'll say what Rachel does with her feet. It's a good

suggestion but can we keep it to ourselves for now.  Do you want to find

out about commanding sailors then? You only have three weeks."

"I can leave inside the hour."

"Slow down! You kids expect everything to happen at once!"

"You teenagers! Just because you're a year and a half older than me!"

This was a happy moment of jesting. These two who would soon be the

most powerful women in Europe.  Now they were deepening their

relationship.  Minda was envious and proud. Very proud. Jane was riding

at the head of the hunt over every obstacle with each leap a caught-

breath until the landing of yelling triumph. 

Minda said "If there's anything you need then ask me.  Or take it and ask

me later.  I mean that."

"I know you do. When the ship was coming in to land at Orfleur John said

one of the things we should look for was a husband for you.  We tried."

The King visits Bartonbry
The King had regained his confidence. Having seen how Minda's allies

had organised themselves in the rebellion he appointed some to drive the

court back on the road after ten years of only gentle excursions from

Melbun.  Jane's father, Lord Weston was one of the first to be deputised

to organise a tour. He immediately and deviously delegated the task for a

profit. As Jane's success in Lanconia became clear he knew he'd done

right by passing-off mere administration to others.  Lord Weston

understood every nuance of politics in Melbun. He was happy to stand

up when standing-up was a good thing. Now by good fortune – albeit a

complete surprise – now he would soon be father of the Duchess of

Orfleur which by all accounts meant he had access to one of the most

important dukedom's in Lanconia.  He'd discussed it with his wife very

carefully.  Jane was sure even though the Duke was thirty years older.

Lady Weston had carefully quizzed Jane about the Duke and been told
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immediately that they had slept together and would do so again and

defend Orfleur together.

Minda had no experience of hosting the King, his court, followers and

everybody's servants.  Every effort had been made to make everyone's

stay something to remember as a well organised event. In her initial

briefing Minda said "We are known for our welcome. A 'Bartonbry

welcome' is being used everywhere to mean enthusiastic hospitality. We

must do more than that and make a 'Bartonbry stay' something to praise

in public." As it happened the town had been drilled in accepting the

Avel wish as its command whether as defence against rebels in the

spring or welcoming high-class strangers in August. Quite how the news

leaked it was never known, and never worried about, that small

expenses such as drinks or a meal, in the name of Barton's legendary

goodwill to strangers would quietly be refunded by the castle.

Accommodation for the visitors was not to be refused and spare beds

were to be made available. In particular the whole town had heard

through many channels that anyone showing an initiative in making the

court party welcome whether nobles or servants might be rewarded.

Little Arthur resumed his symbolic dawn patrol outside the town gates. 

He would often ride out then walk back with some peasant farmer

bringing their produce to market. This was an honour for a peasant

because although everyone knew he was the son of Mrs Gridds who kept

pigs on the West Meadows he must really be a noble. After his sarcastic

mid-winter mimicry aimed at embarrassing the Abbot everyone expected

a blessing. Now, six-months later his blessings were thoughtful, sincere

and sometimes used long words or even Lanconian!

He had to endure being taught to read and write but Minda's maid Lizzie

was a natural teacher.  He taught her a lot of Lanconian and a hundred

things he'd been told about the details of ships. "I want to be captain of a

ship when I grow up then I can quiz every sailor on the name for all the

parts of the ship." Lizzie soon knew the Lanconian for every part of a

ship.

By simple but efficient arrangement Arthur was available, mounted,

alone, to welcome important visitors outside the gates of Bartonbry and

conduct them in. He knew how to cheek guards and kings and draw a

kiss from queens and admiring looks from ladies-in-waiting. He knew

exactly how long to put his fingers over his mouth to signify thinking
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before answering a question. The travellers would be taken to the town

square where Arthur would introduce the earl, ambassador, duke, count,

or king. (They were all the same to Arthur so he would have you believe.)

"These unexpected guests have arrived! Will the people of East street

make them welcome?" Nobody from East street was in a position to

argue and Arthur took care to use the more wealthy streets. After doing

this once everyone was warned.  In truth the castle was huge inside and

could accommodate many, but why not spread the burden.

When it was the King himself that arrived with not the slightest

possibility of mistake, Arthur made a point of welcoming his friends the

King and Queen. This time Minda was with him as an ordinary country

woman, except that anyone who knew Minda's huge size wouldn't have

been fooled for a moment. Arthur said straight to the King. "Our smith

invites you and your lady to his forge sir. Her Grace would take charge of

your party. Will that do?"

"Yes Little Arthur! We know you are an imp!"

"Then will you follow me? I'm sure you know there is no danger – This is

Bartonbry. Will you leave your party in the hands of the Duchess so she

may feed and house them?"

"Lead on imp!" The King smiled at Minda as he fell under the fey spell of

a real Bartonbry welcome .

At Elphe's forge the usual gathering of loafers waiting for their work to

be done or lack of excuses to go were shoved out of the way by Little

Arthur.  "Men listen to me! At Christmas Smith Elphe said if the King let

Minda into his court then the King could enter his smithy.  He did and

now we will see the bargain honoured."

The loiterers didn't know what to do but slowly the indoctrination of 'be

nice to strangers' and 'Arthur's voice is the Duchess' command surfaced.

Elphe was more alert and knew when Arthur caused trouble it was for a

good reason.  "Welcome to my forge Your Highness King Edward." 

Arthur said "Sir. Would you wish to see Smith Elphe's work or his wife

and daughter?"

At that moment, being asked that impossible question, the King knew it

wasn't just James that was clever but Bartonbry itself.  "I am here to

meet the people of Bartonbry not hammer horseshoes." 
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The shortage of cash crisis that had threatened to strangle regrowth in

the town had been dealt with by Tomlyn on Minda's behalf.  Yards and

workshops expanded which displaced houses to the disused plots on the

abandoned side of Bartonbry.  Civic pride showed itself in the volunteer

militia companies left-over from the scare of the rebellion of the spring.

Each of the six companies thought of itself as an elite and began to

develop into a social club with uniform, rules and plenty of ale. 

Amazingly some had invented histories going back a hundred years!

They all had badges and were getting uniforms. Minda chuckled at their

soldier-playing but reflected that Lostnock might learn a lesson in

making arrangements for its own defence. She couldn't refuse them an

opportunity to show-off in-front of the King but neither did she want to

be seen playing with toy soldiers. It was fine for Little Arthur to be a

clever fool but these men believed in their worth.  In the end she decided

to warn the King in advance and have him appoint six experienced

commanders to take one company each for three days of real training

finishing with a royal parade.  Rachel took the news of this royal

command to each company and explained they had the choice of being

known as the Bartonbry milkmaids or Bartonbry militia and she would

now get each company ready. Of course everyone had heard of this girl

who had beaten sense into the castle guards of Arlesene, so although

they were silently reluctant they had to obey. 

The evening before the first day of the exercises Rachel and Lucky

inspected them all together in the main hall of the castle. She addressed

them. "The next three days are meant to be hard. You will learn a week's

fighting in three days and two nights. You will be tired, dirty, bruised but

I have seen to it there will be good food and ale.  Now each man will

remove his badge and give it to me as you exit. The King himself will

return it.  If that badge means anything then you have to earn it. When

you've earned it back the whole town will know you are worthy."

The King appreciated the carefree and busy atmosphere of Bartonbry.

His rash suggestion at Christmas that Minda would make a good ruler

for the Kingdom was confirmed.  By devious means Minda had

discovered the size and shape of the King and Queen's feet and had Avel

boots made for them. Plain polished black for the King and Golden tooled

calfskin for the Queen. Rather than simply give him the gift she sent the

King and Little Arthur to walk together the five minutes to town.  Minda

had indicated to the King that there was a mischief but it would be a

nice surprise. Arthur took all the compliments addressed to the King for

himself and replied graciously. Arthur stopped outside a shoemakers

shop "Sir this man has made you some boots. Will you come in to his
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shop and try them on?" The novelty of this was that this gift was given in

a dingy shop smelling of leather with just the three of them. "Sir Minda

wondered about gold wire inlay and gems but decided against as she

said these boots would take a beating in the next three months. But they

have got the proper side pockets."

Arthur said "I put a carrot for my horse in mine." and demonstrated the

fact there and then.  

The King said "I once had boots but they chafed and wore out almost as

fast as shoes. What is special about these?"

"They are very hard wearing. There are nails over the sole leather into the

secret which is strips of hazel to make the sole firm yet springy.  Her

Grace's boots were first made by harness makers, basket makers and

shoemakers together because of her crippled foot. Also we put pitch on

the seams to keep the rain out.  Then Sir they support the ankle by rising

up the calf. It feels strange for a week but then the good grip makes for a

confident stride over any ground day or night. The stepped-up heel helps

fix a stirrup, stamp a firm grip on the ground and soon becomes more

comfortable.  The baron of Barton, the Sherif, is someone you will know

who can vouch for their virtues."

"And they're fashionable" said Arthur. 

"And you can carry a carrot for your horse in the side pocket." Said the

shoemaker with a grin. 

"And they don't have lace holes but buttons and flaps. That's because the

she can't do laces with her bad hand you see."

"Well I will try them. It all seems newfangled fashion to me but you're

sincere and the Duchess is no fool."

Arthur said "There is one thing sir. They can get very smelly. If you rinse

them – I mean if your servant rinses them – just a little soap and warm

water. Not hot. The seams are tarred."

"Please Sir" said the bootmaker "If you have a complaint or another

shoemaker has made an improvement will you send word? In the few

months we've been making them we are learning.  Her Grace said

especially to put in air-holes if you didn't need them to keep the water

out."
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Return of the cadets
Immediately after the King and his court had headed out to wilder lands

of the north, the town and castle was made ready for the returning

cadets. Some of the cadets had already come with the court party. The

rest arrived during the first week of September.  This time they were

keen to learn more and develop their strengths. Now they knew they had

strengths not just the dreams and demands of spoiled boys. 

Jane had been sent to Orfleur in the care of the Lanconian ambassador.

After their toughening up with common soldiers the remaining Black

Team had another difficult task, trying to mix with the other cadets.  It

was explained how hard it would be to treat them as equals but they

must. John and James might teach Lanconian in return for writing

lessons or loan of a servant.  Another new thing was the cadets were

now allowed personal servants who they were responsible for in all ways,

including daily loyalty and working with the other servants.

The next two months at Bartonbry dealt with weaknesses in scholarship

of all sorts, estate management field trips and being in complete charge

of a big house for a week. Mister Chris and Henry had three days on

geography and how people and trade fitted into the landscape, then

stayed for an extra day and gave classes in artistic and technical

drawing. The last week before being sent to Melbun was based on the

idea that the Red, Yellow and Blue cadets would play the role of an

outlaw band under the guidance of Minda while the Black Team and

their men tried to hunt them down. For both sides it was hunt and be

hunted. Lucky and Allesandro kept in touch with both sides so brigand

raids could be simulated, encounters arranged, false information spread

and so on.  At the end everyone knew that a determined and practised

enemy was a very dangerous and exhausting thing to deal with. Even

though both sides were experienced at teamwork, fatigue and worry

caused arguments and accidents.  The final act was a negotiation of

settlement where each side would have to give-up something it valued.

Finally all the cadets were hustled onto a stone barge for a restful

afternoon's voyage downstream from Willows to Bartonbry. There was

food and ale to be had without the worry of being attacked. 

Lucky addressed them. "We made it hard. Tomorrow will be a rest day

and then it's three days on the road you all know to Melbun. There will

be no japes when we get back. This may be the only time everyone who
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set out returns. We will say a prayer for our comrades who died at

Lostnock in a minute."

"Well done!" said Alex. "We will discuss the lessons on the road to

Melbun. That's the end of your military training with us I'm afraid. The

next few months are going to be just as important and twice as

confusing. You're going to Melbun to make room for a new school of

cadets from Lanconia and Italy. When they return to their kingdoms in

the summer I hope you will be going with them. You know how that

turned out for the Black Team.  They failed miserably to start trading but

they achieved a world of other important things."

Lucky said "Two more items. First keep silent about this week. Now you

know how important it is to be better prepared than your enemy we must

keep the advantage by not letting any enemies know how well prepared

you are. Second I'd let any one of you share my hedge-bed. You may feel

grumpy and grubby now but you have earned a single word which isn't

to go beyond this boat. 'Unicorn'. That's our master word which means

you give aid to your fellow 'unicorns'.  That word is special to us in this

boat and one or two other very very special people."

New schools
The Blue, Red and Yellow cadets went to Minda's estate 'Avel Towers'

just outside Melbun to learn law, accounting, tax calculations, estate

management, household management, investment, etiquette and

modern languages. The leading families took it in turns to invite them to

hunt and dance. The leading professions took it in turns to invite them to

show off their knowledge and interest in everything.  By now everyone

knew that the cadets had determination and uncompromising backers.

Jed had unknowingly shown himself to be an ideal banker by drawing up

an investment plan for his own anti-rebel army.  The fact that he could

bed the wives of the Italian and Lanconian ambassadors without any

stain was a bonus even if he had slain his father, the Archbishop, on the

King's command.  Parrick's tendency to hide in the stables, even if he did

a good job there, was resisted by Mary.  

Flor hadn't had the courage to claim a wife of Mary in front of Minda, so

he shamefully stole her from Bartonbry and wrote to Minda from the

village of Top his request to be allowed to marry Mary knowing that any

denial would be two days behind. Like everyone else in the castle Minda

knew Flor was courting servant Mary.  She was jealous of course. How
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easy it was for other people to find wives and husbands! Of course she

didn't begrudge Flor a wife – but she did! Thinking about it, she

supposed Flor was the only man she'd owned who shared her daily fears

and dealt with them. Dealt with them without complaint and steady

intelligence. She hoped he would be able to deal with all the problems of

running a cadet school in a huge estate without her soft touch by his

side. Now she knew what misty-eyed was. Poor Flor. She would write to

Mary via Paul or Paul's wife and encourage her in a commanding way

not to let Flor try too hard to do the impossible.  Of course she would

write to Flor by the weekly messenger too.  One thing she would suggest

to Flor would be a secretary – why not use one of the cadets? But also to

keep sending his own handwriting as she was motherly-proud of his

progress and kept telling him. But hey! If she could train half the cadets

to write properly then she could afford a tutor for Flor.

The foreign cadets arrive
Because they knew some Italian and a lot of Lanconian and they were

teenagers the Black Team was sent to Ravengap to meet the foreign

cadets.  The twenty five teenagers were accompanied by two old soldiers

to act as uncles. Dennis Jajeuer, now known as Densen, who had been a

good friend to the Black Team in Lanconia and Ranaldo di Porelli from

Italy. With them came with four tutors and a dozen servants.  It soon

turned out that four of the servants were actually dockside boys from

Arlesene sent by Louis as requested by John. There were three girls from

Arlesene and two Italian sisters. In total there were five girls and twenty

boys being eighteen Lanconian and seven Italian. The Black Team were

experts at making friends and guessed that nerves and seasickness

hadn't helped mixing the nationalities or classes so they set about it with

deliberation. Al took the task of congratulating the adults and comforting

them with how much their hard work was appreciated. Maggie made the

girls welcome. Rachel teased the Lanconia noble boys. John whispered

encouragement and slipped money to the dock boys. James did his best

with the Italians.  For now there were four clans and the adults.

They had to take the longer route to Bartonbry via Melbun to show the

capital that the Duchess was true to her word with nothing to hide from

anybody. After a day there the ambassadors tossed a coin to see which

party should go first over the hills from Melbun to Bartonbry as all of

them together would be too many for the inns. Instead Al suggested that

the adults should go first and the teenagers would follow on the next
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day. "It's time for the adults to devise a proper plan and it's time for the

teens to learn to walk for themselves." 

On their way over the hills Maggie snuggled up to John. "I'm proud of

you. You're like a mother to those boys."

"It's because I'm trying to look after them like you look after me. How are

your girls?"

"They're going to put up with whatever happens. None of them are really

keen like we were."

"You girls were keen but James and me were pulled from the docks in

minutes. I know how it feels. Shall I look after them tomorrow and you

take my boys?"

"I never thought of it like that. Clever boy! My clever boy. My sweet boy."

"Will we ever settle down Maggie?"

"Of course."

"Where?"

"I don't know. Does it matter?"

"A bit. I feel like there's a huge world and I should be somebody

important somewhere important but Bartonbry is a tiny spark and

Melbun is a well of nothing."

"Don't be so gloomy dear. You've already made friends with kings, dukes,

ship captains and Louis of course."

"I'm worrying it will crumble."

"If everything went really wrong Minda would see we were appointed

agents for one of her estates to keep us.  We might not be rich but we

wouldn't starve."

"You're right. I'm too gloomy. How many children shall we have?"

"You'll have a dozen from the Arlesene docks. You already have four."

"No! I meant real children."

"They are real children. Remember Minda was an orphan but still a real

child."

"I meant of our own."

"Shall we start with the one inside me."
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"What! No! Really! A baby!"

"Yes you silly."

"Why didn't you say?"

"Babies can start but easily not finish.  I didn't want to disappoint you if it

failed early."

"But you would be disappointed and you'd keep that from me. You would

be sad so I didn't have to be. That's horrible. If we're to share happiness

then so too we share sadness."

"I'm sorry John. When I was shocked-silly at Lostnock with Elizabeth I

vowed never to make anyone I loved sad because sadness is a plague."

"It is a fire. If it bursts up then we must all fight it together."

"I suppose you're right John."

"I know I am! A sadness shared is a sadness halved. I won't have my

pregnant wife worried by sadness."

"We're not married John."

"By tonight we will be. You see.  Tell your girls to be ready one hour after

we arrive at Top village!"

John explained his situation and plan to his brother.  "James can you tell

the rest of the Team but to keep it a secret.  I want them ready but not

helping if you see what I mean. That goes for you too brother."

"I don't understand."

"I'll make all the arrangements then you be ready to follow-me. We

mustn't get drunk."

"But why now John? This is all very childish. If you were at Bartonbry it

could be done with the proper respect you and Maggie deserve."

"Because I said I would."

"Well I wish you happiness and the rest of us will guard against nothing

but we will still stay on guard between us.  You and Maggie have a night

off."

When they arrived at the tiny village of Top John kissed Maggie outside

the yard gates for the 'Top house' inn, handed the reins of his horse to the

nearest person then headed to the smithy.
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"Now then young man! I can't shoe a horse if you don't bring it."

"You know I'm one of the Minda's cadets and I know who you are Smith

Lester.  I don't know any special signs but I think you can help me. I

should like to get married tonight to my sweetheart who is carrying my

child. You may ask any of my party if we are true and they will say yes so

I implore you to do so in public."

"Now now young man. Can't you wait one more day and be

acknowledged by everyone in Bartonbry? You know the saying 'Marry too

soon. Repent too long.'?"

"Yes of course smith. Um – I was going to say this summer I dined as

family with the King and Queen of Briton and Lanconia. That's true but

doesn't deal with your doubts.  How can I show my honesty?"

"Why here and now? Why not with a priest?"

"I promised Maggie I'd marry her today so I have no choice if you know

what I mean sir. To us growing up in the Melbun docks priests were

crows."

Smith Lester chuckled "You know I was a lonely brother at Bartonbry

Abbey until Her Grace found me a wife and family here.  She's a saint. So

I must be extra careful to see her name isn't being abused."

"Please sir I'm asking in my name and of Maggie my wife to be. We could

be married tomorrow but I promised we'd do it now."

"I have an adopted wife and daughter. They make bargains like that with

me. I love them dearly and we're happy."

"So will you make us happy sir."

"I will John."

By reflex John put his back against the wall and reached for his Avel

knife. "How do you know my name!"

"We know everyone important who passes through here. What their

business is and how truthful they are. In a remote place you need to

know these things."

As if to emphasise this point a serving girl ran into the forge. "Father! Oh

I see you know. – You're going to marry this John and Maggie Ulex."

John said "He's thinking about it. Thank you."

"Go back and tell them I need a hair from the head of every girl, a needle

and a bit of Iron – however small – from every boy. A boot-nail will do or

something they can steal."
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"Yes father."

"What do I have to give?" asked John.

"You have already given it.  It is for others to give their blessing with gold

and iron.  Now you leave it to my daughter."

"But I have money. Real gold and silver. I should pay."

"You'll pay later young man – Every husband does.  This evening you can

rely on your friends. Now get to the inn and get that road-dust off! I'll give

you an hour and a half then the whole village will be here to watch."

It was now dark. Certain things had been handed over to the smith and

the whole village formed a flickering crowd outside the smithy.  Two

torches had been wedged behind the folded-back smithy doors with

another inside to show the important steps.  Up here in the village of

Top, ex-brother Lester was the nearest they had to a priest so he started

by saying a prayer in font of the smithy. He was amazed when the Latin

coda was followed-up by half a dozen voices in Latin.  Momentarily

confused he decided to expand God's language for these strangers by

trying to remember something appropriate from his abbey days.  He

found a general blessing on the company and then how God's love

stretched everywhere.  The responses were nearly perfect! Still in Latin

he said as an aside "God lives here." Now in British he said "Welcome to

you all. He smiled around as if he'd never been without that defining

characteristic of Bartonbry.  Framed as a silhouette in the doorway he

held his arms up and open in exactly the way Little Arthur had parodied

the Abbot at Christmas. Everyone was included. After the soft rhythmical

Latin he asked bluntly in British: "Are we to marry this boy and girl?"

"Yes!"

"You understand they marry themselves while I only stop the groom

escaping and get a kiss as reward from the bride. You people may stop it

now. You must say if John or Margaret are doing a bad thing as it can

never be undone...  I ask you a second time to speak up if this foolish,

illegal or devious...  I ask you a third and final time. Shall these two be

lawfully man and wife to live together for ever on this earth under the

gaze of God – Whether in pleasure or pain. Whether in sun or rain.

Whether for loss or gain?"

"Yes." said Rachel straight away followed by everyone else.

"How about you John Taylor? Will you obey your wife as you expect her

to obey you?"
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"I will obey her without any expectation."

"Will you serve her for all your days?"

"Yes. With all I have."

"Is that good enough for you Margaret Ulex?"

"Yes."

"Will you serve and obey likewise though he be a man and you a

woman?"

"I will serve and obey."

"Will you both command in your different stations of husband and wife?"

A moment's glance between them "Yes."

"John come with me to my hearth. You see those flames. Here are the

golden hairs from all the young the girls we could find. As you throw

them into the heat to crackle up in a second that means you will never

be with another woman while you have Margaret. In your own time

John." John threw the few hairs into the flames where they flashed into

nothing. Lester declared to everyone "A man must destroy his fancies to

be married. Well done John. Now Margaret you have to take a hammer.

He handed her a two-pounder on a long handle. Her happy face in the

glow of the hearth was like the sunrise in May. There were no flowers to

be had of course but everyone knew they were in her hair as Smith

Lester showed how to hammer two thin strands of sun-hot iron into one.

After the first few strokes he covered her hand to take the hammer off her

and kissed her in the same movement.  Then he quickly beat the two

strands into a helix then trimmed it and flattened it into a ring.  After

quenching he held up the tiny dull brown ring and said "Tonight we have

forged a marriage ring. Look at it! Tonight we may boast we have made

it but now it needs to be polished and there are only two people who can

do that." He handed the ring to John.  John's hand was shaking so it was

not easy to get it on Maggie's finger but the deed was done in front of

everyone.  How could anything be so perfect! Sniffles were everywhere in

the silence.  

Rachel said "I'm never going to get married but when I do it will be on

this spot. Three cheers for Smith Lester."

That unlocked the others. Al said. "The King gives you fifty pounds John

and Maggie."

"Each?" Asked John.

"Er – You'll have to ask him next time you see him."
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Both James and Rachel guessed Al was bluffing but tonight was a time

for solidarity. Rachel stepped up to Maggie and hugged and couldn't

keep the tears away as her best friend passed into matrimony. James

and John looked at each other happy but blankly – No deeds needed

doing. All James could think of was to let Rachel find John in a minute

while he showed the 'no danger' hand signal.

The next day when they admitted what had happened to Minda she was

instinctively jealous at another marriage that was beyond her power.

Then furious, inside, when she heard the beautiful details.  She had to

retreat to her room and cry.

Doreen was more understanding and immediately sent John and Maggie

to be temporary stewards of the hunting lodge at Willows. They could

always be called back tomorrow but wouldn't it be lovely if they could

have a house of their own, even if it did have fifteen hearths.  Probably

fourteen too many but good training and a happy start to married life. 

Getting the new cadets settled in wasn't easy. There were language

difficulties, nationality difficulties, class difficulties and sex difficulties.

The two Italian and two Lanconian tutors had been augmented with a

lawyer and an accountant from Lostnock hired on good terms as

otherwise Henry would expose his frauds.

The cadets were split into five teams. Each had an Italian noble boy and

a girl. Four had a boy from the Arlesene docks and the rest were made up

with Lanconian noble boys. They were called Lion, Tiger, Bear, Wolf and

Eagle teams.  Rachel addressed them all in the schoolroom. 

"Tonight we have a feast.  Tomorrow we show you about. Then it gets

hard. I started at Christmas. Within six months I killed four men with my

own hands and saved hundreds more by thinking – thinking and

thinking before running away. I will tell you all now one thing. If there is

only one thing you learn at Bartonbry it is 'run away'. It's the hardest

thing to do.  We will show you how to fight swords, liars and lawyers. We

will show you how to fight with your mouth and eyes and the complete

trust you have your comrades.  Even the prettiest rose has thorns – We

will show you where there is the silver of wealth and the gold of loyalty."
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James said "You must be important because we have very important jobs

to do which we can't do until you're settled-in. Welcome! We love

important people because they are so interesting."

Al said "I am the son of the Ambassador-at-home, Rachel is an

armourer's daughter and James an orphan from the docks of Melbun. Do

you see we care nothing for rank of birth or sex. Rachel is our military

leader. I'm not allowed to tell you what James does but it is important.

I'm hoping to learn a lot with you about the things I missed out on due to

ill health.  I know when I should go back to the schoolroom."

Rachel said "Our schoolrooms will be here and in the rain and under

hedges. You will act as kitchen staff, servants and carters. You will get

given responsibility for ten soldiers or discovering the fraud in a business

at short notice.  We want you trained to lead so you can win whatever

you want by getting the help you need from loyal friends and staff."

James said "Today you are boys and girls. You will soon be men and

women."

Al said "And then go from men and women testing your new status to

confident and powerful men and women."

Alex added "You have seen these three. They are just seventeen years

old.  They didn't know what they were doing either but they can now

speak Italian and Lanconian, have the keys to the castles at Melbun and

Arlesene and the keys to the hearts of many people of all ranks."

The door burst open and Arthur slid to a halt next to Alex. Dressed in his

silk suit and sash from the fashionable clothiers of Arlesene he was

already stunning but now he took out his Moorish golden dagger covered

with jewels.  With a deep bow he greeted everyone in Italian and

Lanconian. Again in Italian and Lanconian "If you need a guide,

messenger or someone to whisper secrets you don't have anyone else to

whisper secrets to then I am your servant." Again in both languages he

said "We truly love our Duchess of Avel and she loves us but she only

speaks British. You should call her Minda."

Minda strode into the room. She managed the Lanconian and Italian for

"Welcome into my fortress. Our days are numbered. Let us make the most

of what we have. You must mean something to me we shall all eat and

dancing."
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Alex said "Our lady Minda finds new languages impossible. We will try to

use British but we don't expect miracles.  Many of our cadets from

Melbun were very bad at writing would you believe."

James jumped in "I can hardly write still. I think I can write in Lanconian

more than British! I will tell you again. In Bartonbry we help those who

need helping – and we all need help of one kind or another."

Rachel put her arm around James' waist. "James couldn't even make his

sign when he came here, now every day we make him practise even

though he is an important man who has almost single handedly

discovered two plots against the King of Lanconia."

Alex said "What Rachel is trying to tell you is that after being here and

working hard you will find the world ten times more profitable, a

hundred times more dangerous and a thousand times more exciting."

Minda added "We keep you safe here. Enjoy the dirty challenge we are a

teach not a punish. You to be first generation stitching Briton Lanconia

and Italy a family."
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4 War!
The next day a messenger arrived at Bartonbry with letters for many. The

Pope and his cardinals had decided that Minda and her appropriately

named Black Team and Jed were to be 'anathema'. Clearly this was

something bad so Minda resolved to find out for herself from the brothers

at the Abbey what it was all about. Now the new Abbot and most of the

brothers accepted her as a 'housewife to the town'. She would help the

brothers to her ability but expected them to work and wouldn't put up

with nonsense.

After sending word, Minda took Rachel with her to the Abbey through

the November drizzle. Soon she was in a warm room with Brother

Caxton, apothecary, the castle's best-known friend and Abbot Clorges.

He was thin and sinewy with a bony look of asceticism. His face was

fixed like the stone carvings all about them.

"I'm here to ask what 'Anathema' means."

Brother Caxton said "The Abbot is only two months new from our sister

abbey in Lanconia. His British isn't very good."

"Abbot Clorges may I introduce one of my Black Team, Rachel Whin. She

speaks Italian and Lanconian. Please speak to her freely. We must settle

important things."

In her gentlest voice Rachel said in Lanconian "Sir. Our hours are short.

Our enemies gather. We must be agreed."

He replied "I cannot guarantee anything."

Rachel said "We know you are not used to women and think we are evil

just for being women but unless we talk everyone in this abbey will die

and many other abbeys too."

"Are you threatening me?"

"Yes."

"I won't be spoken to like that. Caxton! I demand an apology."

"You don't deserve it sir and you won't get it."

"You Britons stick together don't you!"
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"Sir the young ladies know what they speak of while you don't. That's the

truth."

"Hmm." Minda and Rachel knew they were already doing well with such

a sour look on the Abbot's face.

Minda said "Have you heard the news from Rome?"

The Abbot nodded. Brother Caxton said "Yes. It arrived an hour ago."

Minda said "What does it mean?"

The Abbot replied "You are Anathema – Enemies of the Church. Both of

you have committed grave sins against God's Church and must repent

and do penance as prescribed by his Holiness Pope Rebenard the

seventh."

Minda said "Don't bother with the details as we won't be repenting or

doing penance.  What does Anathema mean?"

Brother Caxton replied "It's the worst thing the Pope could do. It's like

sending you to the gallows. The churches are forbidden to accept you."

"I've been accused of witchcraft many times before. Here is my word for

you Brother Caxton. You and your brothers are welcome by arrangement

at the castle and I will make it clear you are not to be molested in the

town. Here is my word for you Abbot. Are you listening? If your brothers

are to remain inside the protecting walls of Bartonbry – the walls that I

pay to be guarded in times of war and rebellion, and repair in times of

peace – then the brothers need to defy the Pope. It's that simple. I – like

all women do – have cleared up the dirt you men let gather here and at

Lostnock."

"What about killing the archbishop of Arlesene."

"Who killed him? Tell me why was he killed?"

"You plotted to kill him witch." Rachel put her hand up to ask a question.

Minda said "The answer is 'yes' Rachel."

Rachel said straight to the Abbot in Lanconian "Minda has just given me

permission to kill you this minute. That's what I want to do because I

don't like you. You're a horrible cold man. Bartonbry doesn't like people

like that. I tell you what. You can die on this spot – unloved and soon

forgotten – or go home or to Rome and tell them there the Duchess

knows loyalty and corruption. She insists on the former and hates the

later to the point of seeing the perpetrators being slaughtered with her

own sword.  The previous Abbot here tried to poison her and the Bishop

of Lostnock hired assassins to kill her. The Archbishop of Melbun defied
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the King when it came to protecting that evil bishop. The Archbishop of

Arlesene died because he had plenty of food yet would not feed the

starving poor. Was he a godly man?" Silence. "Answer! Is the man who

won't share his food with people starving at death's door godly?"

"Godliness is not for you to decide. It is a matter for the Church."

"Oh no. God is everywhere. We are his eyes. Was he godly? You're an

expert so it shouldn't be difficult for you to tell us. Was he godly?"

Silence. Brother Caxton knew where his loyalty lay and kept quiet.

Eventually the Abbot said "The power of God is absolute."

Rachel replied instantly "So it will protect this abbey against fire then?"

Minda said quietly "Please Brother Caxton will you tell your abbot what

happened at Christmas and how close the abbey was to being destroyed

and how hard I and Brock worked to stop the mob getting their simple

justice.  Either I can count on the loyalty of every single member of the

Abbey or they will be expelled from Bartonbry. You know what can go

wrong with the best intentions and you know I mean what I say.  Please

get those who cannot be loyal to Avel and Bartonbry to leave by noon

this Thursday.  That gives each man three days to decide.  Next Saturday

we will have a feast in the castle for loyal brothers and a pyre for the

rest."

Brother Caxton replied. "I understand. You are clear and fair. I will do my

best."

Rachel said "If you need help brother then please ask."

He replied "For myself I will be at your feast and I know say two dozen

others who are like-minded and of course for most of the lay-brothers

with relatives near they will find a way to take leave or attend the feast.

Oh and another thing. Did you know there are rewards for your deaths?"

Minda said "Yes I'm afraid so but thank you for your warning.  I don't

need to offer any reward of money to the townsfolk of Bartonbry to burn

your abbey. It will be their pleasure and this time I won't waste a

moment trying to stop delayed justice being done." 

On their way back to the castle Rachel asked "What reward?"

"One thousand silver florins for me and one hundred for each of the Black

Team."

"It's good to know how much to take from the bastards then. Where do

they keep their money?"
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"Hold back Rachel! We're trying to keep our churches friendly. Stealing

their money will cause a war."

"Isn't that what you want?"

"No. I want their money and loyalty and peace. They know what to

expect if they make the wrong decision.  We must help them make the

right choice.  You must understand the difference between a battle and a

war. The Pope has made a mistake by forcing people to take sides. You

see already half the Abbey is loyal so that's causing them problems. On

our side we must keep our allies together. That means kings and dukes.

Tomkit and the Lanconian King are probably a bit worried."

"When we were in Arlesene we made it clear they had the upper hand

against the Church and needed to have the courage to exploit their

advantage. They needed to believe in themselves."

"Fetch Al and James then we have a lot of letter writing to do and Al will

be riding as fast as he can to Melbun.  We've less than two hours if a

messenger is to get to Top before dark." 

Ambassador Alefred
Three days later Al and messenger Swift arrived tired and wet at Minda's

town house in Melbun.  Before they could get anyone to understand they

had important messages they were given an even more important

message. Raysell had given birth to a baby boy! It seemed the house

itself had caught the Bartonbry smile.  Flor and Brand were already there

sharing the joy of the girl they'd seen grow up in Trowstead.  Flor would

write to Mister Trentchard and Marline tomorrow.  He really liked writing

when there was nice news, there was something magic about painting

each letter into a word and having the words build into a happy story.

Swift was to keep his messages until Al returned from the castle so that

the right set could be delivered accordingly. This was James' idea to

make it look like the King accepted whatever Minda suggested. Al went

to his father's office at the castle. There was happiness and relief on the

Ambassador-at-home's face. 

"You can guess why I'm here father. Minda has taken the challenge and

wants me to ensure the King and Lanconians are willing to stand firm."

"Well at least you're worth a hundred florins to someone Alefred."

"I hope I'm worth a lot more to the Kingdom."
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"Aren't you afraid?"

"No sir. It has never occurred to me that there would be any plot against

me.  Later I may have to be more careful but I would rather show myself

to show the Pope doesn't frighten me and from that others will take

heart."

"What does she propose?"

"A proclamation of hers that as she is worth a thousand florins and each

of us a hundred so she will put up a reward of ten florins for the capture

or death of the Pope."

"Ten!"

"She's very cruel father."

"Ha ha! Ha ha! Brilliant! Ha ha! She's a witch!"

"Don't use that word sir! She hates it."

"She knows how to make stupid people angry."

"She said that there was nothing worse the Pope could do so she had

nothing to lose."

"But – and this is something you must learn if you're to be an ambassador

Alefred – what does she hope to gain. Always look for a way to gain out

of a crisis."

"I've already learned that lesson father. Um – Sorry sir. You were right to

tell me and I was wrong to be clever."

"Well I'm glad to hear it anyway. I don't think the Duchess would have

entrusted you with important messages if you had only three sails on

your mill. Right! To business."

"Sir she respectfully wishes to inform the King that the Church has a lot

of treasure that could be easily captured.  A more diplomatic message

might be that such wealth could be sent to the King's enemies in Rome

so best keep it safe in the King's castle. Secondly she respectfully points

out to him that a foreign king – which is what the Pope is – with lots of

little armies lurking in the Kingdom of Britain is not a good idea.  Thirdly

she admits she doesn't have a suitable candidate for a Briton head of the

Church in this country. Fourthly she is clear that thanks to this summer's

expedition by the Black Team that a lot of the Kingdom of Lanconia is of

the same mind as herself.  She will support the Lanconians in their fight

to see their churches obey the their King's command."
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"What you say makes sense. You presented that very clearly Alefred. I'm

very proud of you. How will she support her allies?"

"As they need it sir. Her allies have easy access to the treasure in the

cathedrals and abbeys so long as they attack without them having

warning to hide it."

"How much treasure?"

"She told me sir that Lostnock cathedral yielded rather more than she

turned over to the King's treasurer."

"How much more?"

"She didn't say sir.  If you asked I was told to say that you asked a good

question and that the treasure would be put to good use and that there

was an easy way to find out how much and that was by making your

own raid." 

"She seems to have blocked us there."

"Blocked you there sir.  But she did say if you needed the cadets to do

what they did in Lostnock here then she would allow that under her

name but it had to be done in complete secrecy and only you and the

King were to know about it."

"Why?"

"Because she says if it's her doing then the King does not appear directly

responsible and he could spend a month or two wriggling if he isn't bold

enough to face the Church. But to be honest she would see that as a very

cowardly action by the King. She doesn't really want the cadets fighting

again. It's an option anyway but if word goes beyond you and the King

the offer will be withdrawn."

"Why?"

"Because if the churches have notice they will firstly hide their valuables

then organise a fighting defence and cadets will be killed. Important

cadets – sons of important men. It wouldn't be long before a knife slid

between your ribs."

"I see. It is clear."

"Tell me Alefred – If the King ordered you to kill me like he ordered Jed to

kill his father would you do it."

"No. My loyalty is to the Duchess before the King. She would never want

you killed."
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"Suppose she did. Would you do it?"

"Probably not. But if you had betrayed my friends then I would kill you for

my own revenge."

"I understand."

"Do you father?"

"Yes.  I'm proud of you son. In a few words you have shown me you know

how strong you your bonds of loyalty are and who you serve.  Now the

Duchess says she has a wish to get the Italians to put their feuds aside

and unite properly. At the moment they squabble and cause our – er –

friends in Lanconia a bit of worry which isn't our concern.  If that

happened then there might be a lot of armed men with nothing to do in a

united Italy and they might spill out west to Lanconia or north. That will

do a lot of damage. Whatever happens Briton needs someone with your

skill to help Italy grow into a friendly state."

"I believe that won't happen for a while sir."

"Your Duchess cannot reach the Pope to snuff him out but she can gain

by freeing Briton and Lanconia.  The Pope has given us the excuse we

need.  Now I'm beginning to see a big plan.  The ease with which you

went over to Lanconia this summer then won their hearts was

exemplary.  It has all gone into my private papers for future historians to

read.  You don't realise what a big change you've made to all our futures."

"I have some idea father. That's why the Duchess is writing to the fathers

of the foreign cadets to explain that she is ignoring the Pope's action as a

silly outburst of an old man who knows his days are numbered.  Also she

reassures them that although none of the foreign cadets will be returned

before the agreed time they are not being held hostage as any

representative is welcome to come and see for themselves."

"Oh that's clever. Your child isn't a hostage but you can't have him back."

"What's clever about it father?"

"Don't you see Alefred? It puts the fathers in an impossible position if

they are to believe the Pope that Minda is a female Antichrist."

"What's impossible about that?"

"They are worried but can't speak up."

"What good would speaking up do anyway? They will be getting letters

sent weekly from their children saying how difficult but rewarding each

day is. They can show the letters to their friends. You know the plan is to

send our cadets home with them next summer? Oh! If the snow stays off
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the hills then Minda proposes to have the foreign cadets stay in Melbun

over the Christmas feast days with our cadets in their own homes."

"She is clever your Duchess."

"She's our duchess really isn't she? Britons' favourite duchess. The one all

good people love and all evil people fear."

"I suppose so. Now you haven't made any demands."

"I have actually sir. I've demanded the King takes sides.  She's made it

easy for him to make the right choice. I have also demanded you let us

deal with our close Lanconian allies as we like."

"You didn't demand anything like it."

"I may not have said it but we discussed it amongst friends – or in this

case amongst the family – so you could have objected but didn't so I

must take that as acceptance!"

"Yes. You're right. I'm so happy to see you as the fulfilment of my dreams

so soon that I'm not thinking. We must have you here in Melbun where

you can play a real part at court."

"No sir. I should be back in Bartonbry learning the things the cadets are

learning and making close friends with my generation. But by noon

tomorrow I shall start riding towards Lanconia. That gives your King a

chance to give a nod or run away."

"He's our King Alefred.  Your first allegiance may be to your Duchess but

the King is senior."

"What about the Pope. How senior is he? Now father I will be meeting

the Italian and Lanconian ambassadors and have invited the new

Archbishop of Melbun to Minda's house in a hour from now. I've let them

know her step-sister has given birth to a baby boy today so we may see a

gift as well – who knows? Worth a try."

"Son! – I wish I was as smoothly devious as you are! That's brilliant! Ha

ha!"

"I'm glad Bartonbry makes you smile father but I can't see the joke?"

"Ha ha! You lie beautifully son. You let me know that the King should

send a gift to Minda's step-sister in the most devious way possible. Come

here and let me hug you... Now will you do me a service? I want you to

visit your mother at home before you go off wherever you are going. Don't

worry her with rewards but tell her I say you're the best ambassador the

Kingdom has and you're doing that as well as being ambassador for the

Duchess."
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"Yes father. Can I have the King's response at Minda's house by noon

tomorrow? I must press on to Lanconia."

"Well done son. Finish with a simple demand." 

At Minda's town house Raysell and the baby were safely out of the way.

New father Richard Risket was known for being a well-meaning, honest,

dull-witted lawyer, but more importantly as-good-as brother-in-law to

the Duchess of Avel the most important woman in the Kingdom. He'd

had the good fortune to marry Raysell and been allowed to occupy

Minda's town house for a peppercorn rent. Now he'd just been coached in

focussing on important matters of state so he should have the good

sense to sit up straight for the next half hour.  He welcomed the Italian

ambassador then a couple of minutes later the Lanconian ambassador.

By now these officials were used to dealing with Bartonbry and knew the

importance of such a summons and the expectation of being treated as

brothers.

Al addressed them outrageously familiarly using first names. "Simply

Geseppo and Aristone I'm here to tell you of the Duchess' response to the

Pope's outburst.  She will carry on with her business and see that the

kingdoms of Briton and Lanconia expel any agents who swear allegiance

to a foreign king.  I will leave it to you Aristone to deal with your

neighbour as it isn't Her Grace's intention to interfere in your local affairs.

I'm also authorised to tell you for your own benefit that it's her long term

plan to see the misery of tribes fighting against each other in Italy ended

so Italy may become an equal partner in business and a whole kingdom

that Briton and Lanconia can respect.  She says it's in all our interests

that Italy is united and peaceful.  Brothers shouldn't be squabbling when

there are more important battles."

The Italian ambassador said "Alefred you're a straight speaker. Bartonbry

speaks straight. I cannot make any straight answer."

"There's more for you both. She has schemed to make the feud public on

the streets of Melbun and Arlesene. She offers ten florins for the death or

capture of the Pope." The ambassadors knew to expect the unexpected

from Bartonbry. Al's grin encouraged them to spend a few seconds

thinking.

The Lanconian ambassador replied. "If I lived on the street I know who I

would support! She's very clever."

"To be honest with you both my loyalty is to her first and only then to the

King of Briton. Today I'm here as her representative with her instructions

to tell you she will help you stand firm against foreign princes on your
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soil. She has instructed me to take that message to the heart of

Lanconia."

"What about Italy?" Asked Geseppo.

"I'm instructed not to go to Italy or engage in negotiations with or about

Italy."

"You really do speak straight."

"Why would I deceive my friends? The Duchess of Avel, the King, the

Duke of Orfleur and Tomkit are our family who have the strength to

remove the dirty, and suffocating blanket of the Pope's Church. That's a

lot of force with a lot of friends. Nobody likes the Church except the

Church. Why has it taken an nineteen year old crippled orphan to show

you that simple fact?"

"Who is Tomkit?" Asked the Italian ambassador.

"The Black Team needed a fighting name for the King of Lanconia's son

who would lead the opening of the granaries to feed the starving. You

can't call out in battle 'I wonder if his highness the son of the king duke

or somewhere and earl of somewhere else would turn around and clout

the bastard creeping up behind him' so you need a simple name. We

called him 'Tomkit' because he was like a tom kitten – keen to explore

any danger but needing a bit of guidance from a mother cat."

"Oh I see – thank you – Who was the mother cat? – Jane?"

"No sir. Jane was at Orfleur. We had Maggie and Rachel. Oh...  Sorry sirs.

I've just realised. You have met both so you know them. Now I realise

that as a tom cat leaves the queen to look after the kits so we boys

encouraged Tomkit but the girls guided him. Sirs! I'm sure you need no

telling but I must tell it again – Our Bartonbry girls are a force stronger

than flood-water."

The Lanconian ambassador replied "Strange then that your own chosen

lady was Paulanne from Orfleur in Lanconia and James's sweetheart is

Helen de Raqueronne from Lanconia."

"Why is it strange? What man wants to be married to a whirlwind?"

"Good point Alefred.  Now can you keep a secret. I want to tell you this

between us as you are so straight with us I feel I should tell you

something not to go beyond the three of us. Will you swear to that?"

"I swear."

"That was quick!"
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"I swear in complete loyalty to you sir. There is no other sort of loyalty is

there?"

"Yes there is. We meet it every day.  You are young and the day may

come very soon when your dreams of innocence will fade.  I have been

told by my King but I can see for myself that you are a person who will be

a friend worth having. Now you have sworn to keep the next thing

between us secret."

"Yes sir I have. Do you not ask Geseppo?"

"No. I will tell you why. As ambassadors abroad we are like burglars in

your kingdom so it's understood that secrets are to be shared for the

common good and each shall decide for themselves the common good.

The more they respect confidences then the more they will be told."

"So what about the Briton ambassador in Arlesene that we murdered?"

"That was very clever." said Aristone. "He was an embarrassment to all

the ambassadors.  You really were cleverer than you knew."

"I think it was pride that made us do it."

"You did it well."

Geseppo added "Yes. Our ambassador was replaced after a review."

"What's this secret Aristone?"

"James Taylor really does want to settle near Arlesene with Helen. At

least that's what he writes in his letters."

"Yes I know. Why is that a secret?"

"How do I know?"

All stopped to think. "Oh. You read his letters."

"Of course we do."

Al thought for a long time.  "That means two things.  First someone in

the Arlesene intelligence office is reading his letters." Al stopped here

seeing how to get his own back at the important point.

"And what's the second?" was forced out of the Lanconian ambassador.

"Second you wanted to let me know that the intelligence office was

reading James' correspondence with Helen. That's the act of a friend. I

have sworn not to tell anyone else but did you hope I would break my

promise?"

"It may be as well to let James know the possibility."
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The Italian ambassador said "I'm amazed. Aristone you forced Alefred to

secrecy knowing that it was a secret not really to be kept but then

Alefred realises and asks permission as if he really means it."

"Does he really mean it Geseppo?"

"Oh – Er – I think he does."

Al replied "Ambassadors I must tell you the dirty truth. One day I may

have to lie to you. That's a bit like being asked to murder my father. I

would rather not and wouldn't do so on anyone else's command but my

own knowledge of your fraud. I will never start with little bits of lying."

"Wait until you're married Alefred!" said Geseppo. 

"I'll second that." Said Aristone.

"I don't understand?"

The men chuckled. Geseppo replied "Little lies are part of being married.

She says 'Does this suit me?' and you say yes then she says 'You're only

saying that' then you protest with 'No it's really nice' and then she asks

'What is really nice' and you plump for the earings but apparently it was

her hair that had been done."

"So what's the answer?"

"There's no right answer but you get credit for trying."

"Women!"

Geseppo said "They make our lives interesting."

Aristone said "Don't let my wife hear that! She'll go mad!"

They all laughed. Al knew his friend Jed had bedded both ambassador's

wives in one afternoon. It was almost public knowledge, nobody worried

anymore about ambassador's wives, the ambassadors themselves least of

all.  Except the papal ambassador who wasn't allowed a wife.  Everyone

in the circle considered that an interesting situation worth watching for

illicit liaisons. What papal ambassadors didn't seem to realise was that

the first nice girl or beautiful boy to stumble by mistake into their private

rooms was as innocent as fox sneezing chicken feathers. 

Al was summoned to the castle to see the King next morning.

"I've heard good things about you from your father and everyone else

Alefred. Your Duchess has an excellent plan to match her excellent

servants. I have decided we should end the Pope's sovereignty of the
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Church on the first day of January.  That date is secret between your

father and you and me.  We will see the main cathedrals and abbeys

captured in secrecy on that day."

"Please sir the Duchess thought likewise that a given day should be set

but asks that it should be March so that proper military arrangements

may be made. She says to remind you that this might be an opportunity

to test the loyalty of some lords. Also she says that churches should be

encouraged to desert the Pope's cause of their own accord. You will be

able to reclaim their wealth and lands either way but it's a job for a very

clever person who must work stealthily."

"I should really have her here."

"She would come if you asked her sir. Her first thought was to come

herself but then it would look as if you were following her command

rather than the proper way.  She's very aware to how easy it is for a bold

girl to upset older men with her impatience and determination."

"Oh I see. Well she is the key to our success here and abroad so it would

be best if she would come as soon as possible to have a council of war."

"I will write immediately if you wish but a direct command may be more

noble."

"Tom. Your son really is the best. He tells me what I want to hear."

"Thank you sir. I take little credit."

Al said "May I suggest a very clever person to be the spider at the centre

of your web sir. You have met him – James Taylor of the Black Team. I

think you know the role he played with the intelligencer in Arlesene. Ask

Xavier about him."

"Alefred – You are to go to the King of Lanconia with letters I will see you

get them by noon. The date will be the first of March here then."

"Yes sir. I will brief the Duke and Duchess of Orfleur as well.  They are

the weathervane the Lanconians will look to. Duchess Jane Weston

won't hesitate to bring unexpected force to bear as needed."

"That gives me an idea Alefred. Lord Weston should be my commander

for this deed here.  He has shown he's a good organiser and if he knows

his daughter is doing the same in Lanconia it will help him concentrate

his efforts."

"I will tell Jane that sir."
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Al's father said "You will have four royal guards and a servant and

another servant who is well known to Xavier. We can't have you captured

for a hundred florins can we."

The King said "No we can't have that! How embarrassing!" He was

smiling. The formality of the meeting was over. "Notice you have no real

mission except to show you and Minda are energetic and sincere when

you offer support.  I'm letting you go because it is good that we have

clever people like you finding out what's really happening and not going

about your private deeds to our detriment."

"I will stick to my task sir. I will inform the King and Tomkit in confidence

of your plan and let them decide for themselves.  Can I ask you a

question sir?"

"Yes Alefred."

"Should I take Jed with me? He will be good company and drill and arms

must be getting tedious now for him so a fresh country may advise him

of the wider world."

"Why not. Hmm. Do not leave before you get word from me. I know you

have to leave about mid-day to get to a good night-stop but wait until

you have my leave."

"Yes sir. We'll wait." 

The party that left Melbun consisted of Al and Jed, the two servants for

Al, one of which was Xavier's cat's-paw who Jed knew well and trusted.

There were the promised four guards who looked properly equipped. Two

diplomatic messengers came with them, one each from the Italian and

Lanconian ambassadors.  Then there was Richard, the King's second son,

and his wife Charlsaine accompanied by a household of five with ten

more servants and four guards to follow.

Al said "Jed you're in charge. Count your party and tell me what to do. 

Everyone here thinks I'm a military genius because I'm with the Black

Team. I should be back at Bartonbry learning the basics so I need a few

lessons without spilling the secret."

"Oh I see."

"Be gentle with them Jed. I will find out about Dick and Charley. Think

about it! They won't be happy about being told to visit Lanconia at two

hour's notice for no good reason."
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"You're the boss Al. Can we proceed and I'll let you kiss-my-hand to the

royals on the way." 

The royal servants caught up with them that evening. Al and Jed were

stuck with their noble passengers. Nevertheless Al told encouraging

tales of Lanconia and was as helpful as he could be.  Al and the

diplomatic messengers were the only ones who had been more than a

fifty paces from dry land.  Al had a quiet word with them about not

mentioning the risks and discomfort of sea voyages.  They practised

ambushes and Al made friends with everyone of all ranks as he'd been

shown how to do on the journey from Orfleur to Arlesene.  Charlsaine

and her two ladies in waiting could hunt with a bow of course but her

three maid-servants had hardly ever held a bow or any other steel

weapon.  Jed and Al decided it would be a good diversion to teach the

maid-servants to use a bow now and as something to do on the voyage.

Prince Richard was twenty five and annoyed he couldn't take the journey

at leisure with displays of armour, hawks and pomp befitting the King's

second son. He knew he was being matched against the son of the

Lanconian King and he had to do the best he could at such short notice. 

Al caught his grumbling and told him that he would be judged on his

character not pomp. In a secret moment Al had been told by his father

that Richard had rich gifts for the Lanconians.  Al said "Prince Richard Sir

do you know we christened the King of Lanconia's son Tomkit? James

said he was like a tom kitten bursting to explore the world. We need a

battle-name for you sir so there's no doubt who we mean in an

emergency."

"I suppose it makes sense Alefred."

"Everyone knows me as Al sir. Tomkit was given his name and now he is

specially proud of it as it reminds him of his closest friends. His special

friends. I will tell you how he became a special friend with a notorious

common criminal known as 'King of the docks'. But now we need a name.

An explorer's name perhaps? Will you take 'Jason'?" 

Richard's father had warned him to take all suggestions from the Al and

Duchess Jane very seriously so this seemed a happy choice of good

name, politely put. Something he could live up to. "Thank you Al. I know

Jason led the Argonauts and hunted a golden fleece but you will have to

tell me more in private."

"Yes sir. Tell them how important our voyage is." Al whistled the 'stop'.

After a day with Al and Jed chivvying them the party halted and those

with weapons located them. "Richard now has the battle-name of Jason
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– A bold adventurer. Between ourselves and not another living soul the

private password will be 'Argo'. The diplomatic messengers are included

in our party in case anybody wonders.  They are entrusted with

important messages that tell the fate of kingdoms while we are going to

meet friends.  Sir? Do you have any words for us? We are a couple of

hours from Ravengap and we may not have another chance to speak

with the freedom of Britons for another month."

Prince Richard had been caught unawares. "Men – and women. Britons

and foreigners. Yes I shall be your Jason. Your leader. Our mission is

worth more than a golden fleece.  In June the Duchess of Avel set the

engagement of Briton and Lanconia and now the King makes the

marriage."

Al added "The King knows you will be confused for a day in a new

country or two but strangeness isn't badness – just different. Please ask

me or either of the diplomatic messengers if you are muddled. But don't

believe all our wild stories!"

At Ravengap there was no hope any ship leaving immediately as the

wind was dead easterly and likely to stay like it for a day or two.  With a

royal party they could ride up to any lord's castle, manor or house and get

admitted.  Al was a better learner than he knew and suggested to Jason

and Charley that they should stay in an inn at Ravengap for the first

night and see which of the local lords would be first to invite them to

enjoy their hospitality.  This was novel thinking but in the end Al

persuaded them that getting loyalty volunteered was better than

demanding it even if it was grudging.  "Suppose Lord Soanso offers you

sanctuary until you can embark then although it costs him money he

wins enormous credit as the only one with the wealth and loyalty to look

after you."

Two days of frustrating contrary winds began to blunt their good

humour.  To relieve the boredom Al and the messengers held language

classes while Jed drilled the guards and the nobles went hunting.  On

the basis of Tomkit making a useful ally with the King of the Arlesene

docks Al and Jed persuaded Jason to accompany them to the Ravengap

quayside. Al briefed them on the need to stick to a strict defensive plan

with no temptations for casual crooks and clear signals in case of

trouble. Al had negotiated a passage to Orfleur subject to the weather

improving and used his knife to make it clear to the captain that their

route and destination was secret and an alternative was to be put about.

As young men alone in an inn about to take a dangerous step the three
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of them half-shared their worries and clarified their boldnesses. John,

James and Louis had shown Al how docksides worked and knew that

their presence in this waterside inn wouldn't go unreported to people

who needed information and information-needers were the more

powerful type of men.  Their plan was to wait and see. Information-

needers may have spare information they thought worth selling.  Al

wondered how the Pope got his information.

Nothing happened. Al was perplexed. He couldn't believe that the

Ravengap people were uncurious about obviously noble strangers going

about mysterious business. Eventually he gave up and apologised to

Jason and Jed. "There may be some power telling the lesser ones to keep

clear. That's bad news."

"Why?" Asked Jed.

"Because it means they have something planned. We're supposed to be

the only ones with plans."

Jason said "Or everyone is going about their honest business and leaving

us in peace."

"That's a possibility that hadn't occurred to me Jason" said Al. "Thank

you." Jason slowly realised this was a way of saying 'don't be bloody

stupid'. He was impressed at Al's focus on what he couldn't see.  Al said

"We're going to signal we are about to leave. That will give them one last

chance to stop us...  Here boy!.. Tell your master that if a man with a red

nose has a message for me he should use the words 'black, white and

blue' at Lord Graveston's."

When they were outside town on the way to their temporary

accommodation at Lord Graveston's Jason asked about the man with the

red nose. 

"I made it up. Give them something to discuss or even if they are into

plots they might invent a man with a red nose believing they can fool us."

"Why are we playing these charades Al?" asked Jed. 

"Because there may be game hiding in the bushes and we don't have

anything better to do but to try to flush it out.  Also if I'm to be a real

ambassador then I will be passing through here many times with a tiny

guard and I'd like people to know not to even think of mistreating me. I

suspect everyone.  Did anyone think Lord Graveston is our false-friend?

Suppose someone offered him a hundred silver florins to capture me then
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does he need the money? My guess is that lords like to have the money

but see that the blame is put on others."

Jed said "You're being too suspicious."

"Will you secretly swap rooms with me tonight then Jed?"

"Yes of course."

"No. I can't leave you at risk. I'll secretly share your room and pull a nail

under my door."

Jason asked "Pull a nail?"

"Yes sir. A nail has a head and a spike. A thread tied round the spike

means it can be pulled under a door from the outside to wedge it. If

someone tries to push it open before pushing the nail out of the way it

rides up the spike and digs the head into the floor. Depending on the nail

and the door it may stop the door opening or not but it will leave a scrape

in the floorboards as the head is forced down."

"Oh. What about my door then?" asked Jason.

"You have servants with you. Get one to sleep next to the door."

"Do you really think Lord Graveston could betray us?"

"It's a possibility we must think of.  Ask yourself what would he do if he

wanted to make a profit? Attacking you or Charley isn't going to be

profitable but we are two hundred florins of easy money."

"How do you know he is a traitor?"

"I don't. He is probably just a normal coastal Lord with a not very happy

relationship with smugglers and pirates.  I can't take any chances."  

No unauthorised entrances were discovered. No messages came from

the docks from a man with or without a red nose. After three days the

wind changed, they thanked Lord Graveston and were soon experiencing

that nervous and exciting moment when the quay slips behind and the

ship becomes a free creature swimming with and against the elements. 

It was before noon when they left along with a dozen other delayed ships

using the same tide strung-out over a couple of miles. Each time they

looked the banks of the river were a little further apart.  

Al held a conference with the captain and then instructed the

messengers. "Roland and Julius you are fine men to have helping me and
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my country. I will see your masters get a good report. Now the plan is to

calm the passengers. You know what the sea does to stomachs. I was

cured by extreme work when I thought the boat would sink if I didn't

make one more extra effort.  We can't do that now so we will try to make

it easy for those that suffer.  Jed and I will lead you all in pirate practise.

We will say it's for something to do like we did the ambushes on the road

but we're not in Briton now and pirates are no joke. Not a word about

storms! Even if you are scared you must have a brave face or else the

others will despair."

Jed spoke to Jason "We have two or three days. It may get rough but you

and I must look brave no matter how sick we are."

"Sick?"

"I'm told the movement of the boat can make people sick. Al says it's

normal but not to worry as he knows a cure."

"Good. Look at how the ship rises on the waves and swoops down with

bubbles. It's like hunting over rough ground slowly. And there's no effort!"

"Sir we will soon have a practise for ambush at sea. Al says he will make

it fun. My stomach feels a little hollow I must admit."

When the ship was settled on a long reach the captain blew his whistle

and Al roused the passengers while the crew formed two even lines of

five at attention along each bulwark. The steersman was left at the helm

while Al introduced the captain. "Captain Thomas is our lord in every

matter on this ship. His word is law. In a gale a ship cannot stop and go

back to rescue people who have fallen overboard because they did not

follow orders exactly. You will drown in the cold foaming sea. Captain

can you tell us two things we must know."

"Welcome aboard Prince Jason and your wife. The sea is like the weather

but when it gets a bad mood it's really bad. My men know what they are

doing so the first thing is you must obey any command from them as if it

came from me.  The sea doesn't give another chance.  You may get cold

and wet. We do! It isn't nice but the voyage won't last for ever."

"Why not have a warm fire?" asked Jed.

"Bosun! Fetch an axe!" In a few seconds the captain had an axe in his

hand. "Here you are son. Pick any tree, chop it down and we'll have a

fire."
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"Oh I see. Sorry."

The bosun said "If we're not careful the ship itself becomes the fire. If it's

calm we have firewood for cooking but if it's rough the fire would

escape."

Jason said "Well it seems quite rough now what with all this leaping over

the waves."

The captain took a moment to understand. "This is calm Sir."

"What! It gets worse!"

"Yes sir."

Al said "None of you need worry about anything. It's natural to feel

unwell but there's nothing you can do about it except pray. Better still

don't obstruct the captain and his crew no matter how much the sea

offends you."

The captain nodded at Jed. Jed said "All passengers listen to me. We

may meet ambushers on the sea. Every man woman and the ship's cat

will be fighting for their lives so in five minutes we will start an afternoon

of practice. Each person will have a place on the ship to fight including

the ladies. I have brought bows and bushels of arrows for you." 

They arrived at Orfleur after three days a bit frayed, battered and wearied

but the combined determination of Al, Jed and Jason with the

encouraging sympathy of the messengers had kept their spirits up. They

had played ship-games none had done on land such as trying to juggle

with a single ball and bowling along the deck where of course the ball

wandered according to the changing tilt of the deck. Even a skipping

rope was a challenge that could be made amusing. Bows were kept

unstrung under a sheet of canvas in readiness for the lookout to see

something floating they might pass within bowshot. Two blasts on the

captain's whistle and would bring all bowmen and women to get their

bows, string them then shoot dozens of arrows at whatever drifted by.

The rocky cliffs of Orfleur with their lines of blasted black teeth at the

bottom leading into the sea to tear the bottom out of their ship were a

welcome sight for everyone.  The captain knew his currents and

channels so within four hours of sighting the coast they had glided into

the sheltered stone harbour inside Orfleur haven. The Prince's flag at the

mast top didn't mean as much as the black flag with a white star

hanging from the taffrail.  
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Lanconia landfall
Al renewed his acquaintance with the Port Warden and passed on all the

news knowing that it would be spread and it was his job to see it started

with a smile. The Duke and Duchess – She was so charming wasn't she –

had gone to Arlesene but Johnas had been left in charge. After the Port

Warden had read Al's passport request he said "It says here you are to be

given the status of royal ambassador."

"What!" It was sealed as you saw. I thought I was to be a messenger. It is

the first I have heard."

"You are right welcome here sir in any capacity. Our new Duchess is a

funny one sir. She comes at dawn when I'm busy with the dawn tides

and makes friends with the new arrivals then the two of us sit at

breakfast like man and wife discussing them."

Al said "You know her mission then?"

"No sir."

"Really?"

"No sir. What is it?"

"If she really hasn't told you then it is not for me to say but a single

question to the Duke will tell you."

"She's asked about making the harbour bigger."

"Take it up with the Duke if you really don't know."

"Piracy. I do know. But don't tell! We are working on it together."

"Well then there are others on our side of the water who are doing the

same in the same secrecy.  Keep your secrets. The only other I will tell

about this is Jane herself."

"She doesn't know enough yet. She's just a girl and has no idea of battles

at sea."

"That's why she's come to you so she can find out."

"But I don't know much."

"Have you told her that."

"I keep telling her."

Al could guess the pattern. He knew Jane wasn't getting up before dawn

to impress the port Warden for no reason. "She's away for the next week

or month. What would be the best present you could think of for her?"
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"I don't know."

"You know what women are like. They expect you to try and make an

awful mistake so they can gloat at your failings.  You make a great effort

and they say it's gone out of fashion – you know. Well she's not quite like

that. She's left you in charge of the harbour knowing that she has fierce

ideas about improvement.  Obviously she isn't expecting a new harbour

wall to be built in a week but if you had a plan for dealing with piracy or

had calculated the cost of a new harbour wall she would accept that as

the work of a intelligent man who wasn't lazy."

"You Britons think differently to us. You send me a girl young enough to

be my daughter and expect me to raise the port tax to pay for a new

wall."

"No I don't. She doesn't. Briton doesn't. What she's trying to find in you is

'what if' and 'why not' and 'how much'. She only knows lots of questions

but you may have an answer or two."

"You make it sound simple."

"Our Duchess of Avel – you met her a few months ago I remember – is

doing the same in Briton. We're all getting nagged and being better for

it."

By now servants with carrying horses had arrived from the castle. The

visitors were soon making the climb and admiring the magnificent

beauty of a castle almost like a giant house in its windows, roofs,

gardens and quality of construction. To those interested in such things

the strength was there if you looked behind the facade.

Johnas greeted them on the apron-yard in front of the main gate. Al

formally introduced them to allow each to have their moment of welcome

and reassurance of friendship renewed.  Johnas remembered that when

the Black Team first arrived three of them pretended to be servants. "And

how many of your servants are not true servants?"

Al replied. "Two have served us well but are not ours. They are

diplomatic messengers we can send ahead or they may chose to wait a

day and travel with us to Arlesene. There is no deception but by now you

know that my servants are not cattle. Jason's servants are learning too.

We have taught Charlsaine's maids archery and ship-bowls."
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"I have been left on my own to show how well I have learned my lessons.

Mister Jim has been left to spy on me – But he really is useful like a wife

reminding me of my chores and forgetings."

Jason said "We must riding. Can we eat anything."

Charlsaine said "Tired am us. Feast is nothing."

Al said "We are on a mission to Arlesene. I will explain more in private.

Can we stay a night under your roof that doesn't keep twisting?" 

While the others were being looked after by the servants Al and Jed

enjoyed wine with Johnas and Mister Jim. Jed had spent some time

learning Lanconian but the accent and body language needed getting

used to. However this was that sort of meeting where agendas were

shared out of necessity and willingness to help friends. 

After the factual news and purpose of their visit Al braced himself and

said. "Joe I've been charged by Minda to ask you a personal question

from her herself.  She worries you have been brushed aside and are

resentful as a result. She says the thriving town of Lostnock needs a

young lord if you are angry at being given the left-overs. Her news from

Jane is you are getting stronger and seeing further each week.  I am to

tell you with her words that Lanconia needs you but if anger has gripped

you then Jane will help you in every way."

Johnas said "It was a blow when she decided on my father not me but

Jane sits with me and we look into the future. She shows me the work I

have to do before I can challenge the world."

"Minda says also that she will be the Godmother to your first child. She

means you should get married. She told me that Jane would be

spreading the word you were a man to be trusted.  I'm only giving you

her messages sir."

"Thank you Al. She said something similar when I was at Bartonbry. She

got Jane to translate.  I have this winter to make three armies.  Jane

wants armies to command and I have to make them for her."

Al said "Do you believe that? Surely she wants you to spend the winter

learning how to command an army then the spring showing you how to

be a general in the field then the summer sending you as a general on

your own wherever the stab of steel is needed."

Jed added "We have a rule. Don't get into a fight unless you are

prepared."
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Al said "Jane has to fight the other thing at home but Orfleur has to show

it will take its might wherever needed to support its allies or hammer its

enemies.  You will be the sword of Orfleur that the rest of the world sees."

"No I'll never be that. I'm just a duke's son used to a bit of hunting. I have

a few followers because I pay their bills but that's not the same thing as

an army."

Mister Jim broke his silence. "Sir. Did you not listen? Your womenfolk see

you have a champion inside of you. They do not care if you have doubts –

They will see you lose them."

"It's easy for you but I have to live up to their expectations. Even now

when father and Jane are away I worry about what they expect me to

have done by the time they come back."

Mister Jim said "They know their man. They know you will try. You

should know them. They expect effort not any result."

Johnas said "You see me contented now because there is a third lady

pulling my puppet strings. I'm sorry for you Al. I know you and Paulanne

were very close but it's your turn to be brushed aside." 

There was a moment of worrying silence then Al said "If she is happy

then I'm happy for her... And you sir. She was my first love and I will

never forget that magic but the world turns while we are asleep."
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5 Planning a
campaign

After the urgent matter of sending Al to stop kings and dukes shuffling

out of the back door Minda had to decide how she would deal with the

crisis and exploit it to her advantage. Lucky was her only available

military expert and he was just a swordsman for hire. The truth was she

didn't know any confident experienced generals except Densen but she

didn't feel able to confide in him yet. Lord Scamson who was supposed to

have that role had been sent home because as Brand said 'He couldn't

organise a fart in a privy.' Rachel knew how to motivate men and collect

them into proud loyal bands but that didn't make her a general. Her best

general was Jane who was now busy elsewhere.  She dare not ask the

King for help as he didn't seem to be a good judge of generalship.

She called her household together for a formal ceremony.  Doreen, Lucky,

Paul, Rachel, James, Allesandro, Tomlyn and Arthur. "You all know the

price on my head and Rachel's."

"No? What?" Asked Arthur. Everyone had kept this bad news from him.

"Um. Arthur I have to tell you that a King in Italy called the Pope – He's

like the Abbot of abbots – has offered a reward of one thousand florins for

killing me. That's a lot of money."

"You can have my gold knife. That must pay any fine."

"It's not a fine but a reward for killing me."

"Oh. You can have it anyway if you need it."

"Thank you Arthur. Paul will you show everyone the deed." 

Secretary Paul unfolded a simple unsealed document.  "This is Minda's

deed of succession.  Would you read it with me Arthur?"

I Minda Duchess of Avel by descent and by the King's personal

command, born in Bartonbry, do will the following when I die. 

First to command all my fond friends be of good heart. Do not

worry for my soul. I made my peace with the Lord God at dawn

along Hickydicky lane.  Second I wish my trusted servant

Tomlyn or his successor in office to manage my affairs as follows.
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Third take one, two or three hundred pounds between you all

(whoever you be as Tomlyn or successor decide be a close and

worthy servant) as you will as a token of my love which no money

may buy. Fourth I charge my successor to be friends with the

people of Briton and my foreign friends and to give them aid as I

would. Fifth I charge my successor to always smile at friend and

enemy alike.  Sixth I nominate my successor to take all my lands,

money, jewels, treasure, rents, customary tolls and all other

income and assets to be Arthur Gridds, son of the Abbot of

Bartonbry and Abigail Gridds, known to all as Little Arthur.

Everyone looked at Arthur. Minda put an arm round him and smiled

down into his confused face. "You're going to be the next Duke of Avel

Arthur."

"Are you going to die!"

"Not yet. One day."

"You've only been here less than a year. You can't die yet."

"We write these horrible things so nobody squabbles like crows over a

carcass. We will all die one day."

After a silence Arthur returned to his beaming bold character with head

up, face set and shoulders back. "When you were fighting the rebels in

Lostnock Flor told me dying was for other people – I believe him." He

didn't get the relaxed chuckles he'd expected. 

Minda said "Sadly dying is for everyone Arthur. Me and you. Just writing

it on paper doesn't make it happen but it makes the job of those left

living less sad."

"Less sad isn't happy but it is a start." said Arthur.

Paul said "Will you all witness Minda's signature." Minda soon had the

quill and made a careful signature.  A fearless volunteer Arthur stepped

forward. "I'm sorry Arthur you can't sign it. I know you can write your

name well now but it's not the law."

"I will make my own deed then! I will deed the silly lawyers to drown in

their own water-brains. Give me the pen!"

Doreen said "I think it's for Rachel and me to be witnesses Arthur."

Rachel said "You see Little Arthur it is the womenfolk who control

everything. We know how.  When you have a wife you'll understand."
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Willows
However necessary, the will signing had upset Minda. Lucky suggested

they could take Rachel and James with them through the night to

Willows.  All of them knew about travelling at night and it would be a

time to be close and then there would be Maggie and John to tease for

being lord and lady of a luxury house.

Even though the chance of ambush was tiny they made use of their

freedom to take it in turns to invent a threat. None of them had grown up

expecting servants or guards so they had the fun of being their bare

selves in the variable half-moonlight. None of them were worried by

rustling leaves, animal calls or cold. Three hours by daylight and four by

moonlight to Willows meant they were there a bit after midnight.  Just

for fun they sat in silence in the shadows of the village of Willows to see

if there was anyone about. If there was it was unlikely to be honest

business. Nothing happened. When Minda and Lucky broke apart so

Rachel and James followed. Rachel lead the way up the lane to the

'hunting lodge'. Amazingly there was a light ahead! This turned out to be

a lamp at the gateway. They all saw how it cleverly it illuminated visitors

but kept the gatekeeper in shadow... ...but the gate was open!

Lucky said "So it's a bluff."

Rachel said we'll find out.  Standing full in the lamp light she said in a

normal voice. Gateman shut the gates then tell your master to come and

welcome James and Rachel." Nothing happened. They waited another

minute then rode through.  Twenty paces before the house they were

confused by the horses at the front stopping and a bell ringing.  Then

they understood and jumped off their horses and into the trees at the

side. It was Minda herself who ran to cut the string with another bell

ring. "Let's watch!" she said. Nothing happened for a while then there

was much arguing at the door and servants shouting from the side.

John's chaotic defence didn't have a chance against these four experts

who had trained and been trained with him. They all knew the noisy and

muddled servants were a distraction.  Then Minda thought about

Maggie! With child. She wouldn't be still in bed.  They shouldn't fall on

her in the dark in fun as she tried to come around behind them. Minda

rolled onto the drive, stood up and gave the 'no danger' and her own

signature whistles.

Maggie appeared in her night vest from amongst the muddled servants.

She couldn't be seen clearly in the squabbling lamps but her voice was

clear "Minda! Quick! Safety here." She whistled the 'to me 'and her
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signature. The game was over. "Alright Maggie. We'll be with you in a

moment."

As the household adjusted to its sudden awakening there were some

explanations.  James said "I sent word earlier for them to be on guard."

John said "A message from James arrived at dusk to be on guard but no

details so I did my best."

Rachel said "Well done John. You slowed us down and made us change

our plans."

John said "Did you see Kellik?"

"No?"

"Good. I had a scout watching you who hurried here."

"Oh I see." said Lucky. "Your line of defence was the house not the gate!

Obvious!"

John said "I'm sorry Minda but I was on that bank behind you within half

a minute of you lying prone in the grass. Do you see the lamps above the

porch. They showed you to me. You are dead!"

There was a silence then Minda said "I want to punch you to the ground

John. Dying is for other people. Rachel will tell you why dying is on my

mind today but you have done well."

Lucky added "Why am I so stupid. I see one trap and am so pleased I

don't see the real one."

Rachel said "Don't worry. We won't tell anyone how good you are at

deception John." 

The next morning was blustery but warm for November. Minda tried to

see what her house at Willows could become. Should she make it her

base for cadets or refuge from pressures of Bartonbry for her or even use

it as a base for hunting.  If Maggie and John found stewardship to their

liking then they could be moved to her other houses where there might

be more than stewarding to be done.

She called Lucky and the Black Team together. "I need a plan. You've

seen the plots of Melbun and Arlesene at first hand. None of us have led

an army. It isn't our way but we cannot pretend that if ten ships arrived
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at Lostnock full of soldiers from Italy or a pirate king that we would be

able to fight them off."

James asked "Why is it more of a threat now than before?"

"Because money is available to finance an invasion force and moral

scruples can be put aside when it means attacking the antichrist

herself."

"A thousand florins won't pay for much of an army." said Maggie.

"The Church has thousands of thousands of florins. They will find ways of

paying and also ways of making it holy to join a crusade against me."

"So who is the enemy?" asked Rachel.

"The financiers are the Church and the killers will be whoever will take

their money hoping for loot as well."

James said "It works both ways Maggie and John. Minda's plan is to raid

the churches like we did Lostnock cathedral and take their treasure and

demand loyalty. That's why Al has gone to Melbun and then to Arlesene

to convince the kings and dukes that they can and should break the

church's loyalty to a foreign king and get the treasure for themselves."

Lucky said "They won't like it. How will we catch them before they hide

their treasure and take arms? We don't want another Black Friday."

Minda said "It's planned for the first day of March in Briton and Lanconia.

The main churches to be taken on the same day."

Rachel said "How many men does it take to capture a cathedral? Thirty?

Fifty? There were a hundred at Lostnock and they found it hard. Who

would be the leaders? Where would they come from and go to? Whose

banner would they fight under?"

John said "How do you give them a way to escape or surrender quickly?"

James said "What happens if something goes wrong? At Lostnock there

was a castle and the Sheriff's men but other towns may not know their

duty to the King."

John said "Now I know why you have come here Minda. You wish me to

deceive so the Church doesn't suspect. It's difficult. Leave me to think

about it."

"No John, I could have called you back if that was all I wanted. I want to

see how you and your wife are settling down."

"It's funny being on our own. I know Doreen meant well but we're not

used to being our own master and mistress."
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Maggie said "It's lonely and we don't really have a mission."

John said "We have no teacher and no lessons. We are like a horse with

no cart and no driver."

Maggie said "I have spent hours teaching John his letters. Hours talking

to the locals finding about what they do, trade, farm, fish and so on. But

it's just something to do."

John said. "First thing Minda is to show your enemy the right face. Not

too aggressive and not too weak."

Minda said "You have a wonderful husband Maggie."

"I know. He does as I tell him."

Minda said "I have too many shadows and don't know how to fight them.

I can't ignore any of them and I can't seem to touch any."

Rachel said "What would Minda do?.. That's what we say when we are

confused."

"I say what would Maggie do?" Said John.

"What's the answer! Don't be cheeky if you can't be clever with it."

Maggie said "If Minda was here she'd decide to set others to deal with

churches, kings and armies. She might make sure they had what they

needed then wish them good luck and get on with her own plans. Now

children mine you/"

"/Stop it!" Said Minda.

"Please I'm sure if Minda was here she'd want her legend grown to sweep

like snow flurries on her enemies and sun-beams on her allies. Her

legend can be in many places at once but poor Minda has to walk on the

earth like the rest of us."

Rachel said "Mister Jim told us the most wonderful legend about you and

us.  He would say 'Now children mine can you guess what happened

next?' He called you Minden who found three baby girls in a basket

called Janet, Ranet and Minet and you made them magical gifts of

horseshoe, knife and needle. Each one 'put up her hair and left with

many a tear.'"

James said "It was the girls that were clever and when Minden found

three baby boys up a mountain wrapped in eagle feathers they grew up

strong but stupid.  Minden went to see the King of the imps – Now

children mine can you tell me who he was?"

Rachel, Maggie and James answered "Est sólo uno!"
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"That's right Little Arthur.  In exchange for sitting and reading with him

he gave Minden a walnut shell with the spirit of a fox inside it for one, a

purse of thistledown with the spirit of a raven in it and a sheet of paper

with the spirit of a cuttlefish in it – it changes colour to hide – for the

third."

"Oh well. My legend is as important as yours you terrorising girls."

Maggie continued "So perhaps the Lady of Bartonbry is very special in a

loving way as well as a ruthless and powerful woman who exposes false

hearts simply by turning her gaze onto men."

James said "I see! She is saintly. That's something the churchmen can

understand. That will make them think twice. A holy woman who rightly

exposes false hearts but forgives and heals them." Minda looked at him

sharply looking for signs of collusion but it was clear that everyone was

thinking hard about this idea as it developed. 

John said "We could spread stories of miracles. Brand did that before

didn't he."

Maggie said "You need a symbol of care that everyone can recognise. 

Like you are a strong and skilled smith which everyone knows and talks

about so what extra skill could you have that people will talk about and

admire as holy."

James said "Something to do with the Abbey?"

Minda was getting used to being resentful and proud of the Black Team's

knowing manipulation. "Thank you. I expected you to be hiding in

hedges and alleys not making legends and giving orders to kings, dukes

and duchesses. I'm happy with the way you have turned out.  But none of

us are settled in our lives yet.  Jane – bless her – has made the most of

her opportunities.  She will soon find how hard it is to be a duchess but

the rest of us are yet to find a purpose."

Rachel said "I have a purpose. First to deal with pirates then to bring

peace to Italy."

James said "I have a purpose. Intelligencing. I want to learn

intelligencing in Briton then a quick visit to Italy then there are all those

Baltiks and Northerns. They are only three days sail away on a fair wind

and they could land an army and we would be at their mercy. Unless Al

and me know how to tame them we must fight them. When the Pope is

thwarted by Lanconia and Briton working together he will soon look for

other weakness."

John said "In the spring rebellion nobody worried that Lanconia was

behind it or poised to invade to take advantage.  We were lucky that you
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forced the rebellion out into the open before it was ready.  Imagine if we

had to guard against boats coming up the rivers full of Lanconian troops

– you saw how they are more practised at soldering than we are. We

would have been shitting ourselves and had difficulty getting support

from the nobles in Melbun. They were slow enough to support the King

as it was."

Rachel said "We need a line of defence and a line of defenders. I will help

with that but please could I go to the King and explain."

James said "The King will get treasure from the Church in – err – 'the

future'. That will pay for castles and training and bribes to coastal lords

to strengthen their defences."

John said "Can we appoint a couple of cadets as money men who can be

trusted to see the treasure doesn't get lost.  How about Hawkes and

Noone? If so we need to give them special training and staff and an

office in the castle."

Rachel said "If you like I will see they are honest and well served by their

servants."

Minda said "That's four things you are doing."

Rachel said "If there's nobody else to do them then I shall have to."

Minda said "Come here and be held Rachel. You are my younger sister I

never had."

James said "You have been an aunt to John and me Minda."

"Not a mother?"

"No. We don't know mothers."

John said "But I have found my family. My purpose – which I haven't had

chance to say – is to be father to the orphans of Arlesene quay.  I have

your orders then I wish to return to Bartonbry be with my brothers from

Arlesene, Louis's sons if you like."

Minda said "What do you say Maggie?"

"Louis and Tallya are not here so we will look after them in their stead.

John writes every day."

"With Maggie's help. I dream of returning."

Lucky asked "John can you tell me what sort of boys or men you want to

take back there in the spring? When I picked you from the Melbun docks

you were living on your wits from day to day. You couldn't return and fit

in now. Those boys will be different boys in the spring.  You will help
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make them so – and so will I. They will be homeless when they return.

Did you know that?"

After a silence Minda said "They will be build better homes and if John

and James are examples they will build better kingdoms."

Maggie said "Bartonbry is a home for people without homes isn't it.

Allesandro, Lucky, John and James, and where else is your home Minda?

It may not be a family yet but we are trying our best."

Minda said "We're all growing up. Thank you Lucky. You have shown me

a truth about children and growing up too soon.  I now have a purpose. 

Yours John is to care for them. I have another.  I want to see your boys

become the most powerful men in Christendom. Popes, dukes, bankers,

merchants, generals. Shall we do that?"

Everyone looked at John.  "I don't know Minda. It's a nice legend."

Maggie recognised Minda's connection with a purpose. A purpose as

strong as John's care for the quayside orphans. At last! Something Minda

could aim at instead of spinning around looking for encouragement.

"Now children mine –

Lonely Minden often wept over her forge as she made nails, braces and

bolts but one day four black ravens took up residence in the rafters of her

forge. Their bright black eyes quizzed everything and poking grey beaks

called for attention. They were neither afraid nor showed allegiance save

to any warmth and food they could get. Minden knew these were magic

ravens and named them Pappa, El duk, Moneybags and Commandero.

They chortled over her forge and would pester her visitors to show their

characters with titbits or angry shouts.  Minden's ravens soon became

known far and wide. How she tamed them we shall never know but

Pappa, El duk, Moneybags and Commandero were seen in many places

watching. And do you know what they were watching for children mine?

– They were always watching for a man who would marry Minden. They

flew many leagues but never found a suitor until one day there was a bear

in a dark forest far away over the sea who dreamed of a beautiful she-bear

with golden fur and a single sparkling eye brighter than the North Star. 

"Tell me raven. How may I find my dream?"

"Follow the North star. The Bear star! you silly bear!"

So the bear who was really not all that silly because he knew his dream

was more real than ordinary dreams followed the North Star. But the

heavens don't have mountains and rivers so the noble bear – because

children mine he was really a prince who had sunk into being a bear –

found himself lost one day near Minden's forge. Bears get hungry just like

we do, so smelling a warm body he sharpened his claws and went into
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the smithy.  Oh children how much blood was spilled that day? None! By

now Minden had tamed the ravens to give her news from far lands so

when a bear arrived she was prepared. As you know my children she was

as strong as a bear herself and made the bear welcome. But do you see

children mine? The bear could not eat the lovely pastries, pies, and cakes

Minden gave him except by gross impoliteness of eating them whole off

the floor. Nevertheless Minden was not downhearted, she could see like

we all would that the poor bear couldn't hold a knife or share a washing

cloth. So she gently held the bear's paw and wrapped her strong hand

around his to hold a knife and so they cut up his food into polite portions. 

That kindness released the bear from his evil spell and he became human

again as a noble knight. He was strong and offered everlasting service to

his mistress Minden.  We all know the rest don't we children.

The message of the story was so strong that nobody spoke for a long

while. Nobody wanted to be the first to spoil the spell or herald the hard

practicalities. All except Lucky had seen the Duke of Troctenburg and

knew of his very close nighttime associations with Minda. They had seen

she was happy.

James said "Minda I have a confession. Will you hear it?" Minda nodded.

"I asked our King suppose you were to marry a foreign prince would he

see you kept your rights as duchess. He said yes. He said no man would

ever be worthy of being your master and he would declare that in public

to be the King's law."

There was more silence as Minda examined every face for signs of

deceit. "I cannot escape my legend! I wish the duke of Troctenburg was

here."

James said "Who shall fetch him Minda?"

"I will write myself! I do not need you children interfering! I will invite

him. Thank you all. I will marry who I please!" There was a pause. "And a

man my size is what I want. If John and Maggie can get married without

my permission then who I have as my guests is nothing to do with you."

Rachel said "It is!"

James said "Imagine the storm and tyranny of fear if there was constant

fighting between a shrew and a tyrant! All of us would go to warm

homes in Lanconia."
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Maggie realised the strength of this blow and went to hold Minda. "Don't

worry about James. We all know who our lovely tyrant is."

There was enough time for everyone to smile at Minda. John said "I have

my own tyrant now." He grabbed hold of Maggie and kissed her. 

Minda said "Children mine – I cherish your company. You are all the

winds and all their moods. In a few minutes – though you are not settled

you have settled me. I shall ask the Duke of Troctenburg to visit.  John

I'm overcome by your vision of quayside boys being popes."

"It was your vision Minda. You found Lucky. Lucky found me. I found the

Ravens."

"Ravens? Oh yes the boys from Arlesene quay."

Lucky said in a sad voice that was probably a parody. "I'm the only one

without a purpose."

Everyone disagreed but Minda got there first. "You will always be a

servant Lucky and never a lord. You know to serve is a purpose. You have

served me beyond my silly ideas. When I needed sleep you were awake.

Remember every man in Christendom is supposedly seeking my death.

How can I sleep with thousands of assassins? Because Lucky has chosen

to deal with any one at any time."

Lucky said "I sleep peacefully because you protect me."

Rachel said "Then we need good guards to protect us all. I will do that

thing."

Maggie said "I have a purpose but never said it." She stopped. This

highly trained group was unlikely to break such a silence. Eventually she

continued. "Peace and prosperity for my children." Minda stepped across

and enveloped her in all the love she had.  The men wondered if this was

a formula used by silly women, but when Rachel caught the arms of

Lucky and James they saw the stark determination of the woman's

world. 

The Abbey surrenders
When Minda returned to Bartonbry she invited the senior Brothers and

the Abbot to a council at the castle. 
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"There are two days left to decide for the Pope or me and the King. I am

going to give you good reasons for changing your rule. In this way

Bartonbry Abbey will become as well known as Avel and the town itself

in many kingdoms. The first reason is that if you don't I shall take every

scrap of property, treasure and rents for myself and the King. I don't need

to remind you of the sad events of Black Friday at Lostnock but if I need

to use force I won't hesitate.  The second reason is that your Abbey has

leeched the goodness from the town and kept the wealth for itself rather

than putting the money to good use.  I'm told your founders wanted the

order to be one of service not one of greed.  Now you have the

opportunity to win respect from the people of Bartonbry as well as other

Church institutions and of course please God by doing large works of

charity. I do not want to presume to say what works of charity those

should be but perhaps a school, hospital, accommodation for students,

repair of the roads like monks do for the road on the other side of the

mountain on the Melbun road.  Bartonbry is going to be a centre for

Lanconians and Italians to visit. You see I already have cadets and tutors

from those countries. We will get ambassadors and traders. The cadets

will soon grow up and be the ones that bring their sun here and take

back our knowledge and good manners. Do you want to remain grumpy

and miserable all tied up with your petty squabbles or be a progressive

abbey with influence extending far across the seas? Do you want to

welcome foreign churchmen in their own language and show them how

your abbey manages to do so much Christian work?"

The Abbot said "I thank you Duchess for speaking plainly.  Unfortunately

I cannot change the rule of the order without permission.  You are

eloquent about the future but whereas you are able to make your own

mind we in the Church are bound to our superiors."

"I will extend your decision time to one week from now. But please

decide to do what must be done by this time tomorrow so we may all

start on a new age of charity without delay.  If at the end of the week's

grace you have not resolved to be fierce in your dedication to public

service in the name of God then I will take the Abbey from you and do it

myself."

"You don't give us much choice Your Grace."

"I am giving you time to reform.  The Abbey will be something for

Bartonbry and God to be proud of whatever you decide. The question is

do you and your men wish to lead that path of glory or disappear and be

forever known as the greedy brothers. Do you want to be invited to high

tables across Europe or mocked for your tiny minds and great pride. 

Please decide quickly.  Is it going to be my abbey or your abbey?"  
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The Abbey capitulated next day. Minda went straight there with Lucky

as guard to see the Abbot.

"You don't know how much trouble and destruction you have saved Sir. 

Firstly I will look after you like we looked after the Abbey in the rebellion.

The Pope and seniors in your order are bound to be upset. You have

nothing to fear from them. In fact the Kingdom of Briton needs a new

archbishop and if you show application now towards charitable works

and foundations then I will support your cause there."

"Thank you Your Grace. I am new to the ways of Bartonbry."

"You must call me Minda. You can see I'm only just nineteen so expect

everything to happen today. Of course I know it cannot happen today.

We both know that money and a good plan are needed to make a start. I

know you have the money but do you have a plan? I have surveyors,

business managers, cadets training in money and estate management if

you should need them. I must also invite you to dine with me often so I

may share what my plans are in order that you may adapt yours

accordingly.  In the first instance might I ask you appoint a special envoy

for the new cadets and foreign tutors? They will appreciate it and it will

be a start to making Bartonbry Abbey well known amongst the nobles of

Europe."

"I thank you again.  Do you not demand an oath of loyalty?"

"No. I demand family loyalty which is stronger than an oath.  You will get

used to it and be proud to be part of the Bartonbry family. You have your

role – like a father who has returned to his family after years away."

Lucky said "Please Sir I should say this one thing that may be a difficulty. 

I have said to Minda to leave it to you to sort out for yourselves.  Brothers

are not allowed to marry but it might be better if they were. Ask if you

don't know how much trouble that has caused and think what effect

brothers that visit dark places in the town have. If you are changing your

rule it's something to think about sir."

"How do you tell Her Grace what to do?"

This was the first Minda had heard of this but knew it was a 'follow-me'.

"All my servants tell me what to do if they are sure.  I trust them and give

them responsibility. That way I don't have to worry about say your

brothers making women in the town pregnant when I have other things

that must be dealt with."

"Bartonbry is a strange place Your Grace."
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"Please call me Minda. It's getting a reputation for doing things better

than elsewhere. You are now helping build that reputation. Welcome to

our family." 

Minda summoned the most important two dozen people from the town

and told them that they must take lead in developing the town. She and

Tomlyn would of course be involved but both of them had work to do

across more than one kingdom so the citizens were to see to improving

trade, new building, improving roads and making sure the name of

Bartonbry for quality and fashion wasn't compromised by poor

workmanship or bad business practice. Minda would loan money to

businesses that needed it. 

Sheriff Brock and Minda dissolved the existing Town Watch committee

and more energetic men were appointed.  Each of the militia companies

had a representative and a levy was made on all households to pay for

reclothing and reequipping the Town Watch.  Minda herself would pay

for the town walls to be properly maintained. 
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6 Training
Cadet school
The cadets soon began to work as teams. The tutors were Allesandro's

idea. He wanted to teach drawing and music and singing and dancing.

He reasoned that Lanconian and Italian nobles would value some

refinements as well as strengthening of character.  Experienced

Lanconian soldier Lord Dennis Jajeuer, now known to all as Densen,

short for 'Dennis senior' to distinguish him from his son, was the

guardian of the Lanconians. The Italian guardian was also an old soldier,

Ranaldo di Porelli. Both guardians enjoyed the change from

widowerhood in a town swimming with politics to a trusted uncle with

plenty of time for hunting far from nagging supervision.  As birds of a

feather they got on well together. Minda introduced them to Brand and

Little Arthur.  Brand because he was of their age and similar

militaryexperience and Little Arthur because she wanted him to learn

being dutiful in two different languages. Minda took them out with the

Black Team for a day and a night so they could see the level of self-

discipline and hedgerow-fighting skills the cadets would be acquiring. 

Maggie and Rachel made sure the girls were full of determination. John

checked on the progress of the 'Ravens'. James made friends with the

remaining Lanconians while Minda kept the Italians on their toes.  After

a couple of weeks everyone knew each other and that somebody's eye

would always be on them.  The cadets weren't allowed servants and so

had to share chores.  They soon found when there was nobody to blame

but themselves they had to make a good effort. As Minda got to know

the cadets she warmed to them. 

Rachel leads out 
As Rachel got to know Densen and Ranaldo she pestered them to teach

her commanding an army.  Densen explained to Ranaldo how Rachel

had shown she could intelligently command fighting men. Now some of

the castle guard of Arlesene wore a special black sword belt to show

they had served her and survived the following drinking session with her. 

Fifty of the Little Army were reassembled for her to play with under the

guidance of Densen and Ranaldo.  This time they had full-time carters,
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cooks, victuallers and quartermaster. Their first expedition was a mock

attack on Lostnock to test the town's defences.  Densen and Ranaldo

enjoyed reliving their youth in the saddle without much responsibility.

Then they marched in the open to Melbun letting rumours be sent ahead

of an attacking force to see if the town could shake off its complacency. 

Rachel sent her horse-troops by a side route. Keeping even a small army

moving was an exhausting task with all manner of problems. The only

time feeding is easy is if soldiers and horses eat fresh air. They couldn't

take what they wanted and it was winter so there were hardly any

animals in the fields even if they had allowed looting. The weather

stayed dry which made movement possible. When they got to Melbun

the horses met a patrol from the Red team who gave the alarm in good

time. This distracted the defenders from the main road so the foot

soldiers reckoned they would have caused a lot of damage before being

pushed back even though there were only thirty of them.

After this mock attack some courtiers were outraged that a Lanconian

and Italian military expert had been with them and seen the state of the

capital's defences.  They might as well surrender now! Having heard of

Rachel's unstoppable way of dealing with annoying councillors from the

Briton ambassador in Arlesene the King invited her to his next council

meeting.  When the subject arose Rachel said "If I had one thousand men

I would now be sitting in the King's throne and you would be dead or

fugitives.  Do your sums to see the cost and the reward.  If I came by ship

from the Northern Lands to raid then two hundred men well handled at

the right time would earn me a ton of silver from Lostnock. Do not repeat

those figures to anyone. My Lady Avel cannot defend the whole kingdom

herself but she can show you where you are weak and need to take

action. One thing is clear. You need better warning of attack so you may

have a little time to gather what defences you have together and find a

leader.  You must join together not be picked-off singly.  As for the

Lanconian and Italian, they are our friends not our enemies. I would like

the Council to send them thanks for showing me how to command an

army."

"I don't believe it!" Said a councillor. "A girl claims she can command an

army impossible."

"Who here can command an army please?" asked Rachel.

Lord Weston spoke.  "I can."
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"Will you Sir and anyone else who knows these things bring as many

men as you can gather in three day's time with food, transport, arms and

everything else an army needs and we will go together to share every

annoyance and aggravation that man and God can think of as we march

west for a week of training so we may be ready for what must surely

come from the Northlands next year."

Another councillor spoke. "What is all this scare of invasion from the

Northlands? I don't know of anything. What do you know girl? You're like

them all from Bartonbry – Far too clever!"

She used her death-in-the-night soft velvet voice. "It is a good question

Sir but have I given you cause to be rude to me?" She waited for an

apology.  After fidgets, looks around the table and obvious displeasure on

the King's face she got it. "I would ask that what I am about to say stays

in your heads and isn't said nor whispered? Your highness is it safe for

me to explain?"

"It is my strict command gentlemen that we prepare for attack by in

secret."

"Thank you Sir. In case anyone has doubts – anything that tells our

enemies we are preparing and what we are doing and when they will be

completed will mean an attack before we are ready and five times the

cost.  The cost of fruitless unfinished defence will be wasted. The land

will be destroyed and business stopped, people will starve. A huge fine

will be needed that will come straight from your pockets.  Then you need

an army three times the size to defeat the well prepared enemy.  Is that

clear?..." She waited for positive acknowledgement.  "Is anyone not clear

why we prepare in secret?" Again she waited. "The Northernlands will be

paid to attack Briton by the Pope. They won't need much paying.  Now

you know why we are friends with Lanconia and Italy."

Somebody said "Why?"

"Because how do we fight everybody all at the same time?"

"I don't trust the sneaky Lanconians" said another.

"Lord Weston's daughter is now the gatekeeper of Lanconia. Even if the

King of Lanconia is overthrown or false we will have a brave and strong

ally at Orfleur.  Does that answer your question."

"Hmm. I still don't trust them."

"When I've finished my general's training Jane Weston and myself are

going to sweep the pirates from the narrow seas between Briton and

Lanconia.  I've offered to share commanding armies with you gentlemen

– do I have any volunteers for dealing with piracy?" There was no
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response. "Right then. In lieu of service each man here will put fifty

pounds into a fund so we may start. Is that alright with you your

highness?"

"Yes dear. I think you've stated the case admirably. One thing – What role

do the cadets have?"

"A good question Sir. I do not know the full answer but I guess they will

be most useful as men who know how to organise a defence.  They were

prepared for my arrival but not the details.  I expect they will take it in

turns to attack and defend a town just like two knights might practice

their fighting.  I'm sure they will enjoy that more than studying law and

figures, the many tiny details of estate management and discovering the

frauds of every trade.  Perhaps it will be good to give them a small army

each a bit like mine to practise with and then the Kingdom has energetic

petit-generals to defend it. Generals who will be ready at a day's notice

with prepared men to do what needs to be done that day."

The King said "I see your point full well miss. I remember when I visited

Bartonbry this summer volunteer companies of merchants, journeymen

and labourers were dragged from their comfortable beds by my

commanders at the request of the Duchess so they didn't forget the lung-

bursting and rain-soaking reality of war.  They were proud to get their

badges from me at the end and I was prouder to give them. They may

not be the best army but they have taken defence to their hearts and will

report to parade within an hour. Now then gentlemen the Duchess and

Rachel have shown us men where we are lazy. Wasn't it ever the

woman's way!" He smiled.  "Rachel Whin we must find a way to honour

you. For now I hope you are safe with those wicked foreigners." He

smiled more. 

"Thank you Sir." She looked round the table. "Will I be the only one

fighting on land and sea for Briton?" The smiles round the table were

stabbed out. She waited in the grim silence.  

Eventually Lord Weston said "I am not fit enough to be a general. I'm too

old. I will join you in three days and will help raise troops or volunteers

but my sword is now only good for show."

"Anyone else here?" More silence. Rachel stared into the eyes of each

councillor.  "I charged you fifty pounds for fighting piracy I now charge

you ten more pounds each for a suit of the finest dress armour and ten

pounds again for your ambassador of peace to be dressed in the Arlesene

fashion. Ask your wives and daughters what they would think of a

commander if she turned up at court in dowdy Melbun sacking. I've told

you about war but I and my friends are busy making peace also. If you
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think twenty pounds from each of your purses is a lot for peace then start

counting the cost of war."

The King said "Rachel. I was hasty and lazy. Tomorrow – I want you to be

presented to court and become a noble lady by title.  Councillors I expect

a jewel from each one as an encouragement for someone who looks like

she will soon be commander-in-chief.  You have more to learn yet dear so

I won't burden you with that responsibility yet."

"Please Sir would you find some small honour for Dennis and Ranaldo?

The King of Lanconia made Jane the Earl of Arlesene and it has

blossomed into the strongest allegiance so crediting those gentlemen –

who to be honest are just ordinary old soldiers – would show you are

genuinely friendly to both their countries."

A councillor stood up and said "Sir please may I mention another thing

we should deal with?"

"Yes Archbishop."

"This young lady like the Duchess of Avel is clearly a credit to our nation.

Young blood, determination and cleverness – and if I may say charm –

deserve our support.  The Pope has declared otherwise and I would like

to be the one that helps Rachel and her mistress be accepted back into

the Church."

Rachel said "What a nice man you are. I cannot speak for the Duchess

but for myself I'm proud to have been one of those that forced open the

granary doors of the Lanconian churches so the starving might be fed. 

The sin – for let us all be clear that's what it is – stems from the greed of

the Church. You will persuade the Pope to do penance before you ever

tempt me so that's a worthy offer.  History is being made gentlemen as

the Archbishop of Melbun now takes his allegiance from the King and no

longer that foreign King the Pope."

"I meant nothing of the sort! You are facetious and impertinent."

"Oh so you put allegiance to the Pope above allegiance to your King?"

"No that's not what I said!"

Back to the soft dark voice Rachel asked "Tell us who is your master."

"God!"

"And?"

"No other."

"No other?"
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"No! That's what I said."

"Perhaps you've had a long day and should get some sleep."

"Don't insult me! Ten florins reward for the Pope. You will have to pay for

that!"

"How much should it be not to be an insult? Five hundred? A thousand?

Five thousand. Tell us?"

"Five thousand! Five times the amount for the duchess."

"Thank you. I will write to the Pope immediately. I'm sure he'll be very

interested in your view.  He might also think of the consequences." There

was a sticky silence as the dragon stared at its prey and the other

councillors tried to keep out of her gaze.

"I don't know what you mean."

"You definitely need to get some rest if you don't understand that ten

florins is an insult but five thousand is an incentive that will soon have

dozens racing to claim the prize."

"Oh."

"And because you are tired I will spell something else out. Perhaps some

of the gentlemen here will see it happen as I must sleep far away – The

Pope will encourage the Northlanders to attack us and you will send him

subsidies. That looks like treachery to me and every other Briton. The

next annual subsidy will be paid to the King by February the fourteenth –

Saint Valentine's day – then there will be no doubt." The Archbishop

looked at the King but the prospect of treasure in his treasury pleased

him greatly. The Archbishop looked around at the other councillors but

they all realised he was to be abandoned in the ditch. Rachel continued

"Just like the councillors here know you are not to be trusted or

befriended so you must do the same with the enemy of our Kingdom the

Pope.  We all know it must be difficult for you. That's why the King asked

a gentle woman to coax you with good feelings of service to your mother

kingdom. He could have marched his guards into your churches, burned

them and killed the treacherous brothers.  I killed three men on Black

Friday and I have seen the effect deaths can have on some people so this

is the better way perhaps?"

"When you threaten me you threaten the whole Church."

"When you refuse to acknowledge the supremacy of the King over the

Pope you put more than your own cathedral at risk."
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The King intervened. "Thank you Rachel.  Archbishop – I know you have

only been in the job a short time – but you must bring me your plan for

making a Church of Briton not a Church of Rome by tomorrow before

nightfall.  See gentlemen a King has many different things to think

about. That's why I need honest councillors."

Lord Weston said "Sir. The Duchess is forcing the pace and we know it is

for good. Trade and peace are good.  Making good friends and

discovering lurking enemies is good.  Being prepared for invasion – and if

I may say so some Lords of the remoter parts of Briton might need us to

give them a lesson very soon – is something we must do.  Rachel asked

us to put our hands in our purses for her use.  That's practical for her –

and you will get something extra from me dear – but symbolic for the rest

of us."

Another councillor said "Prosperity pays for an army so we may be at

peace so prosperity may flourish."

Rachel would normally want to know that councillor's name but now she

was the tired one.  Weeks of managing an army and now jousting in

council had used up her last strength. 
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7 Close families
From the second week in December the cadets were to be ready at two

hours notice for the three day journey over the hills to Melbun.  Minda

decided that the tutors deserved a rest and would be the guests of

Allesandro and Doreen until the cadets returned some time in early

January.

Ravens
Minda had secretly installed a clothier from Arlesene and his assistants

with a cache of materials from Arlesene at Willows. Their second

commission had been to provide the Ravens with the finest uniform

combining Barton practicality and Arlesene style. Grey velvet tunics with

black embroidery and black silk sleeves with red lining. Grey hose with

white lining. Each boy had silver studs on his collar. Minda explained

they would be hard gold in future if they were practical. To finish their

outfit she gave each one a pure gold raven badge to be sewn on if they

wished. That lovely evening was continued as they sat round the table

by John writing a letter to Louis and Tallya describing these nobles.

Each raven boy added a few words with their own hand. Maggie's

contribution was 'hoping to see you soon'. 'They're good fun' from Little

Arthur and with help from everyone Minda struggled with the Lanconian

for 'Terri, Callen, Jean and Hewar are each fine boys.  When I see you

next dear Tallya and Louis I shall tell you secretly which one shall be

Pope. The others will be great men also. All my love and gratitude –

Minda Duchess of Avel in Briton.' When the wax had sealed the letter

she looked around the table. "Little Arthur you cannot be Pope. Maggie,

John and James you have the solemn task of seeing these boys become

great men. It's your role to serve so the Ravens may serve us all by their

great wisdom, great strength and great deeds.  You cannot see it boys

but there is wisdom and money protecting you like wisdom and money

protected me.  I became Duchess by my own efforts but was aided by

others who saw what I could be. Like Louis – King of the docks – is

honest then so am I and so will you be. We all murder – I am a murderess

– I secretly killed my own brother so you know.  Maggie has murdered

more than once. John has never murdered anyone.  Little Arthur was

nearly murdered – I was sick with fear – but he survived.  Nobody can

tell how strange his life will be but while it lasts every day the world will

feel better for his cheek."
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Hewar said "Please your miss. I am in admiration.  Minda is a saint." 

Eventually Minda understood it was all about her. "Hewar you say a nice

thing. I shall go to hell so others may have a better life. You will know

more of our ways soon."

Maggie said "Children mine I have told you the legend of Minden and her

six children. I have told you of the four ravens Pappa, El duk, Moneybags

and Commandero and how they found a bear to dance with Minden.

Now I will tell you another story children mine."

Long ago – long before the streams became rivers and the hills became

mountains there were three giant sisters. Secretly each one wanted what

the others had. Britomart had a fertile island land covered with sheep

surrounded by seas full of the most abundant, juicy and flavoursome fish. 

Lancelota had the land in the south and west where wine grapes were

plump, all manner of vegetables grew and forests climbed so high into

the hills their tops were covered all year by snow.  The third, Hansa, had

the lands to the north and east. These lands were often covered by snow

but hidden beneath the land was iron and other metals and the vast

forests were there to feed the smelting furnaces. There was every sort of

plant you could think of to make flavoursome strong spirits to bring

warmth in the winter and game in the forest to eat and make lovely warm

furs. But sadly children mine these three giant sisters were never

satisfied with swapping gifts but each secretly wanted everything. Envy

grew and blew like the north wind draining the warmth from their hearts.

Minden's ravens who went far and wide saw the frozen hearts of the giant

sisters and flew back to the warmth of Minden's forge with their feathers

all covered in rime. Janet who had been sent to look for brave men saw

every man afraid and raced back to Minden to report with the tremble of

fear in her voice. "Darling daughter Janet why are you trembling?"

"Because I have seen no man is brave only every man is afraid." Ranet

who had been sent to stop men arguing saw every man silently worrying

about a fight they would never win and raced back to Minden to report

with the tremble of fear in her voice.  "Darling daughter Ranet why are

you trembling?" "Because I have seen no man is certain only every man is

uncertain." Manet who had been sent into the world to mother to those

without mothers sent a messenger to Minden. "Those around me collapse

and screech to scare the rest. I secretly tremble but will not let them see

it. We shall never surrender. If you cannot deal with the giants then we

shall go on to the end. We shall fight on the seas and oceans, we shall

fight in the fields and in the streets, we shall fight against the armed man

and the incensed woman and their dogs."
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Minden wondered if her boy children Reven, Korpen and Fisken had

heard of the brewing battle of the giants.  Of course they had but they

were too busy finding which giant might do what to another to send word

back to Minden. Yes! Children mine they were more busy than a

woodpecker chipping at the tree in spring trying to find how the wars

would start.  But oh dear they didn't think these giants were sisters not

brothers. So the battles were being brewed deep in their hearts not

bruited around as insults and injuries to burst out into war. No matter

how hard they looked they couldn't see the envy seething in the breasts of

the giantesses. The truth is that they were looking in the wrong places.

Now then boys mine do you know to look into a woman's heart? Do you

know the hate, envy, resentment and fear in there? Do you know the love

in there?

Anyway children mine, Minden who had stayed in her smithy all these

years forged herself the strongest weapon she could think of to deal with

these giantesses.  Can any of you think what it was children mine?

It was a beautiful dress made of cloth of gold and threads of silver and

seams of iron. Minden forged the collar herself from star-iron and had it

rivetted round her throat to show she alone could call the highest stars

and the lowest smiths to her aid.  She made a knife of thistledown from

the field, a headdress of clouds from the sky, and a cloak of ripples from

the lake, then strode forth to meet the giantesses.

Maggie stopped and sat down. How could she stop now! Only one

person could possibly speak. Minda eventually brought herself to lift the

warm blanket of the dream. "That was lovely Maggie. You are a good

story teller. How beautiful a cloak of pond ripples must be! What

happened next?"

"I don't know Minda. I'm sorry."

Minda was at a loss so picked a victim at random. Commandero – Oh I

mean Jean." Minda blushed at her mistake. The cat was out of the bag!

"What do you think happened next?"

"I am not knowing miss. I have not hearing this story before."

John said "Nor have I Jean. I think we have to make the next chapter

ourselves."
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Jean said "Women!" Though he was clutching at straws it was the

perfect answer. Everyone smiled.

John asked Minda. "Now you have given away the secret shall we tell it

properly?"

"John and Maggie you have the magic with you today. I command we

first toast our friends amongst us and then those across the sea before I

tell you the tattered secret boys."

They celebrated John, James and Maggie.  They celebrated the King of

Lanconia, Louis and Tallya.  James went to Minda's side and signalled

Arthur to join them. He had an arm round each of them. "I am an orphan.

To my left an orphan. To my right an orphan.  No father to care for us. No

mother to care for us. John you lucky man you have Maggie your wife

and mother but us three here are still of the family of orphans

everywhere. Shall we celebrate each orphan in every kingdom?"

Arthur knew he wasn't really an orphan but also knew when a little lie

was worth keeping hidden. In Lanconian he said "If you won't be

peaceful then I shall fight!"

Minda was lost! The response was enthusiastic so she smiled.

"Ravens! We call you ravens for no reason but we have to call you

something. I meant every word of what I said earlier.  We have our pet

names for each of you. Jean 'Commandero' to be a great general. Callen

we have seen how you go about reckoning so we call you 'Moneybags'

Money is as important as the air we breathe. Hewa we call you 'El Duk'.

That's our silly way of saying 'The duke.' You know how to wait for lesser

minds to fade then instruct with your idea. And that leaves Pappa Terri!

We may have had too much wine so we will keep it secret to ourselves

but if you don't end up as the Pope then you will be a great man in

another way."

John said "Our lady is serious. Did you think you were brought all this

way to be clerks?"

Maggie said "Ravens listen to me.  Do your best. Our names are fun.

Pappa might become a farmer with a hundred workers. El Duk might

become a banker in the northern lands. Think how dangerous that would

be! Moneybags you might be the King of Lanconia's chief tax collector. It

may not be as exciting as lending money but it would be a good service

and well rewarded. Now that leaves Commandero. You will be a great
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general – A great general like Minda who sends other people to battle

she knows must happen or one who races to be first to stamp out fires."

Minda said "Boys. Orphans like me. We cannot ride to battle alone. We

cannot ride without a horse. I should say 'children mine' I suppose

because I mean we do what we do together and I will see you are fed

and mounted to do it."

James said "She will see you are trained at what you do best. Far better

than your enemies."

"And to run away." said Arthur.  "I've never run away yet but if I know

about running away then I know how to leave my enemy a way to turn

and run."

Bartonbry
The weather still looked fair at midwinter so Minda was able to relive

that mid-winter's day exactly a year ago when she arrived in the white-

out and found a tomb of gloom. She asked that Smith Lester should visit

from the village of Top, Smith Yolland and his apprentice should visit

from Heronswell and together with Smith Elphe they would have a

Brother's meeting in Elphe's forge. 

For Minda a forge was where she could forget about the outside world

and concentrate on making a very reluctant bit of iron stretch and twist

to her command.  Only she knew what that blunt billet should look like

when it was finished and it was only her skill and strength that could

drive it to be that thing. When the Brother smiths had properly convened

the meeting Minda said "Lester is the senior smith. Will you tell us your

news first brother?"

"As you wish Your Grace." She scowled. "As you wish Brother Minda. I'm

happily married. Thank you Minda. Thank you Elphe. The village of Top

isn't much but with the traffic it is still more lively than the Abbey was.

My wife and step-daughter tease and cheek me. They even insist I drink

ale after Sunday mass with the men in the inn."

"Are you their priest Lester?"

"Yes. There's nothing official but no other would stay in such a remote

place."

"So a few shillings for a few candles would be nice?"
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"Yes Brother."

In the following silence Minda looked at Lester and indicated Yolland.

"Oh yes! How goes it with you Brother Yolland?"

"Trade is good but my wife is still a burden to me and herself.  My

daughter is married with Minda's very gracious permission to Smith Tom

Watts of Lostnock. I thank you twice Brother Minda for taking Agnes as

your servant when she was poorly. That made her better and now you

should see her full of bright speed. Bless you Minda.  Second I guess how

hard it must have been for you to let Tom go. You were very noble.  I

have a gift for you from Tom and myself and a surprise.  First the gift. It's

a great big smith's kiss.  For Minda it was the first time in more than six

months she'd been loved so simply and powerfully, with such solidarity of

an honest family. There was no holding back the tears of emotion.  The

surprise was her star-iron ring! It had been found! She hadn't lost it

overboard when rescuing the boatmen at Lostnock. It had become

wedged between bottom boards of a stone barge. Minda held it up and

danced round the men kissing each one with perfect joy.  A year ago in

this forge she had been a fairy spirit fighting in a gown and now she was

a little girl with her most precious trinket.  Minda was ecstatic as she

swept it around at arms length looking through it and cheerfully playing

with it in hand and on fingers. The men were happy, they all knew

Minda wasn't always able to be cheerful however much she might want

to be.  

Elphe's report was of too much business.  He had an apprentice but

worked very long hours.

"And now junior smith. How has the year treated you?" Lester looked at

Minda. 

"I think you know the most. I have been sad. I have had too much work. I

have been blessed with loyal, intelligent and brave servants. I have

rescued a drowning Bartonbry and taken my wifely broom to the nobles

at Melbun.  I have even met the King of Lanconia. I have no family but

my servants and my cadets. Who can tell what the new year brings?" Her

smile hinted at some good news.
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Mid-winter magic
Tonight the market square was crowded with stalls. Hot and spicy food,

wandering entertainers juggling and playing, swings, fortune-tellers all

lit by the flickering orange of torches.  Ale and spiced wine was being

sold inside and outside the inns.  Brock, now Baron of Bartonbry and Eve

his wife, now Baroness and friend of the Queen and wives of

ambassadors strolled through the crowds being greeted gently and with

good humour.  Tomlyn, Lucky and Paul were arm in arm with their new

wives being shown how to treat a lady wife. Frivolity was something

strange to all three men but they were gracious about giving it a try in

the cause of happy marriage. James, Maggie and Little Arthur

chaperoned the cadets.

Minda was with steward Doreen and her maid Lizzie. All three of them

were newly dressed in the Arlesene fashion of thin pleated ribbons

fluttering in their hair, high collars with diamonds, padded shoulders

then fenestrated sleeves decorated with gold thread.  A thin but deep

and severe vee neck with a daring triangle of flesh to lay a locket or jewel

on suspended from a necklace. A light satin bodice slashed by a covering

black silk sash with a clasp at the hip for a purse, or sword for those who

knew how to use one. Skirts of deep reddy-brown velvet with silver or

gold darts from the waist would reach the ground in Arlesene but Minda

had decided hers would be three inches shorter and the others were

done likewise of course. In Arlesene the problem was dust but in

Bartonbry for most of the year it was mud.  It was rather outrageous that

a lady's maid should be dressed in more expensive and fashionable

clothes than any of the ladies in the town but Minda explained that she

wanted to show that service earned a reward. Everyone knew the dress

and diamonds on the collar belonged to Minda not Lizzie so they could

believe the maid was merely a clothes horse. Nevertheless Lizzie shone

with gorgeous prettiness and grace.

A gaudy huckster invited all and sundry to see the great Alex the most

accomplished magician in all Christendom perform incredible feats of

deception and magic in front of their very eyes.  "Hey you gentlemen

teachers come and learn something. Watch and be amazed as the friend

of kings and queens in five kingdoms demonstrates truly impossible

magic." The great man himself stood on a stage, hood over his face, with

arms folded in his magician's gown embroidered with occult symbols

and shiny buttons.  When the huckster had collected a crowd the
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magician slowly opened his arms wide, held up his hands and raised his

head to reveal himself as Allesandro.

He started with thimbles and coins that appeared then vanished. Paper

flowers grew from an empty cup. The tricks became more involved and

puzzling. How could coins vanish from inside a cup that one moment the

volunteer from the audience was rattling and then be full of wine? One of

the tutors was asked under the rope. Strangely he had an ace of clubs

card pinned to the back of his jacket.  "Come on Henri. Be a sport and

pick any card.  Look here I have a pack of ordinary cards ladies and

gentlemen. Face the audience so they can see your hands – I don't want

them to think you are a stooge. Inspect the cards please Henri. Now will

you pick any card from this fan while I and the audience think of a

particular card.  Take your time. See I have nothing hidden up my

sleeves.  Does the audience have any suggestion for a card to pick?"

'Ace of clubs!' came the shouts.

"Right then Henri make your choice." Henri picked one of the face-down

cards. "Now hold it up so everyone can see it." He showed the five of

hearts! "Is that what you were expecting audience?"

'No! What about the ace of clubs?'

"Well it's what I was expecting. Please turn around Henri." Now the card

pinned to the back of his jacket was the five of hearts! "You look confused

Henri? Someone has pinned a card to your jacket and it seems to be the

five of hearts. How did that happen?"

"I don't know'

"Neither do the audience and looking at them they're an ugly and

unfriendly bunch. They're getting nasty. Quick! Dip in your purse and

give them a few pennies."

But there was something wrong! Henri's purse was missing! "It's been

stolen!"

"What Henri? What's been stolen?"

"My purse!"

"Oh I don't think so. I've been keeping it safe for you in that box over

there. You see that silver box in that table that's been in full view all the

time.  Go and open it."

Henri hesitated. "Alright ladies and gentlemen. While Henri hesitates

would you young man in the front pick another card for me.  Are you
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watching Henri? It could be the Ace of Clubs. Your lucky card!" The card

picked was the joker "Turn round Henri." Now the card on his back was

the joker. "You see Henri things work out alright in the end.  Now what's

in that silver box?"

Henri stepped to the table and opened the small box. He picked a purse

out! "This isn't mine!"

"Oh dear! Just when everything was going so well. Hmm. The Great Alex

thought deeply for a moment.  Are you sure? Did it have a lot of money in

it? Have another look just to be sure."

"Hey! It's here."

"Well who's purse is this then?" Another tutor claimed it. "Ho ho! Not so

fast. Anyone might claim a purse. How do we know it's yours? Come here

anyway."

As the man dipped under the rope everyone saw he had the Ace of clubs

pinned between his shoulder blades. "Geomme.  I might have guessed it

would be you.  Are you an ace of clubs too?"

"I don't know..." 

'Yes!' shouted the audience. 

"Hmm. I think I should test you on what's in the purse. It could be

anybody's but only you would know what's in it."

"It's mine I tell you! You've seen me open it to buy you a drink more than

once. Give it back."

"Are you sure this is this your purse Geomme?"

"Yes."

"Why is it full of nuts?"

"Nuts? It's got money in if of course."

"Oh then this can't be yours. This doesn't jingle." Alex shook it to prove it.

"Henri? Was there anything else in the silver box when you found your

purse?"

"No."

"So it's empty."

"Yes."

"Will you check again."

Henri went to the table and inspected the box. "It's empty."
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"Oh so it is" said Alex looking for himself and tipping it forward so the

audience could see for themselves."

"I think we can get your money back Geomme. Repeat the magic words

after me. 'Diedum Doodle Day'"

"Diedum Doodle Day"

"Now look in the box." Yes! There was the purse and when Geomme held

it up and shook it there was the expected chinking.

The gaudy huckster, actually John with darkened skin, powdered hair

and stuck-on side whiskers with a screeching voice, launched into his

sales routine for each member of the audience to contribute a few coins

for this superlative sorcerer and purveyor of elixirs for all known droops

as taught to him by the venerable and wise doctors of Athens and Rome.

A different show was put on for the cadets. In memory of a year ago

Arthur was again picked from the crowd to have his penny 'vanished'

then turned into a gold Noble. In the exact year since he'd been the

innocent victim of Alex doing the same tricks Arthur had grown.  Then

he was a cheeky kitchen boy now he was an old man nearly twelve! He

was wise without knowing it, worked hard at playing, played at working

and of course 'Est sólo uno!' or 'There is no other!' He'd charmed kings

and kept lonely men company and now he was heir to the richest

dukedom in Briton. But one thing was the same – The moment was now!

Run shout and pester and let tomorrow look after itself.  He could read

quite a bit and had fun learning mischief for the boys in foreign

languages and nice things for the girls. Everyone at the castle kept him

busy with what they wanted. Every moment was exciting. 

Minda had planned a surprise for Smith Lester. Her plan was to repeat

the mid-winter singing of her legend outside the Abbey like they did at

midnight last year. What she didn't know was that there were slower but

more subtle planners of surprises with their own ideas. A year ago the

Abbey was trying to kill Minda but now Lester, the ex-smith of the

Abbey, was well aware of the fresh breeze blowing. He had a long talk

with the new Abbot and Brother Caxton so they could plot a way to

rebuild trust between Town, Abbey and Duchess. One of the militia

companies had secretly been recruited as a choir to sing the legend of

Minda song while the Abbey choir had developed the carol at the end

both musically and spiritually so it didn't actually name Minda but
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everyone knew the close connection. The message of mankind being

cared-for through the longest, darkest night of the year with infinite love

was clearer than ever.  The girl cadets had been coached by Elphe in his

forge assisted by Maggie in the whole of the song and carol but in

particular the bit where she leaves earth to become the North star now

rewritten with 'farewell' male voices as a desperately sad dialogue

between the choirs. 

As midnight approached everyone knew the pattern and waited for cues

that had been promised so they could be in the Abbey courtyard at the

right time. The only person in Bartonbry who didn't know was Minda.

Nobody would spoil such a surprise for her.  The whole town drifted to

the Abbey square and filled it. The Abbot himself invited them inside to

share the moment when God's love was free for all who would have it.

Even though the Abbey was huge when the whole town from Duchesses

and Barons to servants and smiths most people had to stand.  With news

of recent events everyone knew this was the first chance the Abbey had

to show it was truly of the same heart as the town and the Duchess.  The

Abbot climbed into the pulpit and smiled. Smiled and opened his arms!

Smiled with a true welcome!

"Town! Welcome! Like brothers apart we are reunited. In the spirit of our

Duchess I have cheated so the world may serve our wishes. I have

stopped time so you may all come in by midnight." He blew a whistle as

a signal and the abbey clock struck twelve without any other sound. 

"Midnight at midwinter.  We will sing the legend and the carol in a while

but shall we not think about our saviour in mid-winter in a stable? Shall

we not think of the many good deeds lords have done for their servants in

hard times? Shall we not take a few minutes at this bleakest part of the

year to remember our Lord's sacrifice on the cross for us.  A deacon

recited a well known prayer where what was in the past should be

forgiven and each hoped to do better in the future. The town-folk called

the responses.

The Abbot said "There are two parts to the song you all want to hear.

First we have an Earthly legend made for entertainment – And also so

you may see how a sincere character may defeat weakness of mind and

body and defeat evil on this earth. That sincere character as you know is

amongst us. It's in all our breasts if we look hard enough for it.  The

second part is the holy love from the infinity of the universe that God

shines down on us whether there are clouds or not.  Sometimes we all

have our clouds."
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Few could see the strange instrument made from strips of bent metal

used to lead the singers. This was made and played by Smith Yolland's

apprentice. The plinking of high notes, booming of the base and

twanging of the notes in the middle were percussive buttons against the

silk of choir voices.  When according to the song Minda was in a smithy

there would be actual strikes of a hammer on an anvil.  A year ago the

legend part stopped at Minda making fifty luck-shoes in Smith Yolland's

forge at Heronswell. Now that part was abbreviated and the way she

forged the King and his nobles together in Melbun was made something

only a magical smith could do. Then, according to the song she set her

heart on welding Briton and Lanconia and sent sharp nails to the King of

Lanconia to ask was he to use these for good or ill. 

Without accompaniment the cadet girls sang the most heart-rending

departure scene as Minda leaves them – however much she loves them –

for she has to bring love to the whole world. She is sure they will

understand in due course.  Minda was on fire with tears.

The carol part lifted the mood from personal grief to glorious sadness of

separation but warmth in knowing love.  The militia company had been

trained in demanding bellows and earthly pleas while the Abbey choir

answered with celestial precision and heavenly harmony.  The song

finished with the 'Min-der is watching. She's watching for you.' rhythm

on the strange music-box... ...then the three choirs started humming it

slowly and getting softer as if it was an echo.

The Abbot climbed back into the pulpit in the snuffling, silence. "We

worship God and we respect the Duchess." Then he made a statement

that changed the world. "She is a saint. Cheeky, saucy, far too young to

be allowed out on her own – but yet she has brought resurrection to this

church.  We were dying of self importance and now she has shown us

how to grow into our adulthood." Religion wasn't Minda's best subject

but even she could see that being called 'a saint' by the Abbot was either

a hug or a stab. 
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8 Over the hills
The next day the last of the baggage train, twenty horses, with Smith

Lester on foot, set off at dawn for the first stage of the three day journey

to Melbun. The cadet teams were dispatched at half hour intervals

without any adult supervision. They had plenty of time for the journey so

enjoy it and make the most of everything they saw.  What nobody had

told them was that Lucky, Arthur, John, James and Maggie were waiting

for them! Maggie and Arthur played the role of ragged peasants

struggling with a ditched hand-cart. Although the stone walls were the

same for miles and there was no reason to suspect an ambush it was a

lesson learned that evil-doers may hide in the open.  Each team caught

up with the peasants and let themselves be fully occupied for half a

minute before Arthur and Maggie drew wooden swords.  Maggie would

ask "How many friends do we have? Look around.  There would be John

and James on either side of the road each with an unstrung bow leaning

over the wall just five paces from the nearest cadet. "Where is Lucky? Go

on have a look!" The cadets couldn't see him until a rock fifty paces away

got up and walked towards them in a grey cape.  "We'll finish this lesson

in the warm of the inn at Top later. By the way we are saving up to buy

Lucky a fine suit and he wants to buy his new wife a golden present at

Melbun. Now be on your way and think what you lives are worth." The

character of each victim was judged on their response.

Minda's party brought up the rear.  Unlike last year everyone was used to

riding or dare not complain.  The Abbot had changed from severe step-

uncle to cheerful cousin. Minda was suspicious but couldn't help but

respond enthusiastically.  She took the opportunity at the start to check

everyone's weapons and role in preventing and dealing with an attack.

They had ten guards, four experienced and six learning. Rachel had

made a start on them before disappearing with her uncle-generals.

Minda and Lucky had little enough time to coach guards but there was a

great willingness in Bartonbry to learn.  Everyone knew that working

hard at being better was soon rewarded. With ten guards and ten others

including herself she needed to be sure everyone knew what do when

threatened. It was up to her to organise it.  "I'm so pleased we have time

to talk Abbot but first I must defend my people."

"My clerk knows how to use his sword."

"Does he! That's useful. What's his name?"
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"Calvert."

"Calvert! To me!" The surprised clerk rode up. "When we're on the road

Calvert you need to work together with my guards and me. We defend

everyone not just the Abbot and that means not just somebody else

doesn't it?"

"Er Does it Your Grace?"

"Yes It means not just me. You have a lot to learn and there are two

things to learn first. One – you call me Minda when we need to act

quickly. I may be a duchess but a speeding arrow can hurt me so if you

see one you shout 'Minda!'. Two – try not to forget what you learn.  Up

ahead cadets are being reminded what they were taught and forgot by

being ambushed. We will have planned ambushes but who knows what

may happen without notice. You will say to yourself. 'Minda insists I

remember I have brains in my head.' It will be night it will be day it will

be in the country or in the town amongst friends or enemies... ...Why are

you trembling Calvert?"

He looked at the Abbot who looked back blankly.  "I once did some sword

fighting but I haven't practised for years."

"Well done Calvert. You have confessed a small lie. No harm done.  I

expect the Abbot asked for a volunteer to go to Melbun and you

volunteered. Well done.  You see Abbot how the people of Bartonbry

want to be doing things.  Everyone will soon know Calvert that you

claimed to be a swordsman when you weren't but their first scorn will

become their second and third respect as you work long hours at

becoming what you once pretended.  Is that fair?"

"Yes er Your Grace."

"Call me Miss. Now come with me and we'll get you sorted out with

Lallup the captain of guards. A year ago he worked on a farm."

Once the defence of the party had been dealt with Minda went round the

servants saying "A year ago we rode and walked this journey and we did

spelling for those who couldn't spell as something to pass the time. Little

Arthur and Robin Magward who is now my head horseman on the road

were two who now read and write. Arthur writes in three languages –

Two more than me! And he can speak three languages. When he doesn't

know he makes it up I'm sure." 
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Back with the Abbot Minda said "You heard how Calvert was to call me

Minda because I need a fighting name. Please call me Minda because

we are friends with many years of very careful navigation ahead of us. I

know the rocks and pirates of politics that you don't. I have been forced

to study them! Now do I give you a name or shall you give me one?"

"Minda – See I learn and don't forget – I was christened as Robert de

Clorges. That's in north east Lanconia. Then as a novice I was sent to

Briton and forgotten for a while. There is an unpleasant history. Then I

was remembered and I was promoted year after year. I thought it was

because of my holy abilities. I once thought it might be because I knew

some terrible secret that was being used to blackmail the senior chapter.

But it was just money. My father had been banished but then returned to

favour and for promises of funds to the order I was promoted.  When the

Abbot of Bartonbry died nobody wanted the job. The longer the vacancy

lasted the clearer it was to everyone except me that Bartonbry was a

poisoned chalice – Er/"

"/Carry on. My private secretary Paul is three horses behind us and he

was the one who brought the poisoned bottle of wine to my room.  I love

him. He's so keen and uncertain at the same time. I expect that will

change now he's married."

"Eh? – Anyway Your/ /Minda – I was volunteered and came here

knowing the brothers were divided and determined to stiffen them in

God's will."

Minda pounced "And have you done that?"

"Hmm... It was... They saw you were a good person but their teaching

didn't even consider the whims of women.  You showed them the will of

God.  You are a Brother Smith so Brother Lester tells me and you beat us

with blow after blow, fire and quenching he said and I see his picture. –

When the Black Team came to thank the Caxton for saving Little Arthur's

life that was quenching that made me pray for a long while.  Would an

evil woman send imps to tease the brothers or innocent children to bring

a mirror?"

Minda knew the Black Team had made that raid on the Abbey without

her knowledge but in the way of a saint she shouldn't break faith with

the Abbot. "So you were given the poisoned chalice. Let us call it that. If

we give unpleasant things nice names where does that lead Abbot?"

"We hide them in the dark and do not address them Minda."

"Exactly. Now I still call you Abbot and not Robert. Why is that do you

think?"
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"I don't know."

"Because I was listening when you told me you were pushed into the

order at a young age and happened to be christened 'Robert'. That tells

me you are not sure what name is appropriate after this time.  Shall I

give you a name?"

"I think it would be best. A name given by you whether I wanted it or not

would be my fate." He tried to smile.

"You need a wife Abbot! Shall I call you Andrew after the disciple?"

"I will take it! I have heard about how women rule their men. I can see

it's true."

"We should talk more about that Andrew. At the next stream I and my

secretary will walk with you through it barefoot as if it were the warm

sea of Galilee."

As soon as it was known that the Duchess was passing through the tiny

village of Top it was assumed by the inhabitants that there would be

some competition and subsidised drinking.  Tonight it started off as

juggling balls for the cadets and then anyone followed by silly drinking

games as hand and eye coordination became impossible.  Lucky, Minda

and the Black Team gave a demonstration of juggling with their Avel

knives finishing with a circle round and across the heads in the public

parlour of the Top inn.  The cadets had been relieved of a few coins as a

reminder that they were still breathing but not shouted at for failing to

stay alert for danger. That lesson had already been learned the sickening

way.  Maggie told the cadets. "I love you all but your lives will take you

through trouble. It may be on the road or an angry arrow for revenge or it

may be a knife put between your ribs by a paid assassin... " Lucky

demonstrated on James how a dagger could be stabbed under the cover

of a cloak without anyone else realising until the assassin was yards

away. "...Or it might be in business with lies or love with lies.  Look at us

here cadets! We are liars, ambushers and fraudsters. We haven't been

caught and taken to Hell yet. Your enemies may go to Hell one day but

where does that leave you? You are surrounded by friends in Bartonbry

who will stretch you but most of the world is full of petty people who

have a few coins to pay an angry man to kill you."

James said "To kill you. In moments."

John said "For a few coins."

James said "You will soon be worth more than a few coins."
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Arthur said "I was nearly poisoned to death by my father.  Please don't try

to poison your children. Erm... You all hope to have children don't you?

Anyway you don't have to be rich to be worth killing." 

The next day took them over the gaunt pass in fine but chilly weather.

There were hints of snow at the highest points and plenty of white on the

mountains springing up on either side of the track. At last they came to

the huge cairn at the top of the snaking descent. A year after his first

view of this sheer wall when he completely froze at the horror of the

chasm Little Arthur dealt with this in a bizarre way. He was still petrified

by the void on the side of the track but reasoned if there was someone

more scared than he was he could be heroically sympathetic and lead

them down with their eyes closed as he had been by Mister Bob who

was afraid of tall things. Mister Bob had made him swear to help others

affected, so that's what he would do no matter how sickening.  The

cadets had been told about this but as none volunteered they were

warned that at the top it might be necessary for a bit of play-acting. 

However these foreigners for which this mountain was a mere hill, were

not needed as two guards of Bartonbry stood like stone at the sight of the

drop from Knowlecross. Arthur who was also hanging-back caught them

and the three of them walked down the three miles of zig-zag while their

horses were led for them.  Arthur was horribly disturbed by the sight.

Every moment he wanted to shut his eyes and be a hundred miles away.

But he stuck to his task insisting that his guards should open their eyes

for a moment at each bend then look up to how far they had come. The

guards knew nothing about Arthur's shared phobia until at the bottom

station Minda lifted him up in her arms like an infant and told everyone

how that was just the bravest thing she'd ever seen.  Unusually Arthur

was silent. He could share a stressed smile with Minda though. "This

little man is my mascot.  Cherish him when I'm gone."

That evening in the Star at Knowlegate the skittle alley was in full use

with prizes paid for by Minda. She insisted the Abbot make a team of

himself, Calvert and his two servants. "You're playing for the reputation

of the Abbey don't forget!"

"I should be at prayers."

"You will be coming this way many times. You have to show your

servants that they are appreciated and trusted. You have to make the

people of Knowlegate like you so you will get a bed when others have to

make do with stables. You have to make them want to find you a new

horse when yours has gone lame. You could pay money I suppose but
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that doesn't buy loyalty. This way you and they can look forward to the

next time. You might bring the innkeeper's wife a trinket from Melbun if

she or her husband does you a little service. That will be worth many

times more than it costs."

"How?"

"Every Abbot needs a reputation as a charming and generous man who

smiles to share joy.  Don't you want to share joy?"

"Yes but they won't respect me."

"Of course they will. They will tell all the other travellers how that nice

Abbot of Bartonbry cheers them up and it's about time a few of the sour-

faced abbots and greedy brothers had a lesson. Then they will ask you for

a private blessing.  These are simple people with no church."

"What about the road-mender monks?"

"They are private and they can't work in winter.  Hmm – Andrew I

wonder what sort of men they are?"

"How do you mean Minda?"

"I should think they are tough practical men don't you?"

"Oh – Yes! Out in all weather digging and carrying stones."

"What does that mean for you?"

"I don't understand."

"You want to start your own road-mending. Perhaps they will help get

you going with knowing the right and wrong way to do things. How will

you do that?"

"Oh I see. Minda you are a guiding angel.  Of course! I ask them nicely

because I'm in no position to demand."

"Yes. And why is it important you understand what sort of men these

are?"

"Um – I don't know."

"These few men are fiercely dedicated to a single cause that nobody else

loves and few give alms for. Do they desert it for a dreamy Abbot who

waves his stick and expects roads to be miraculously mended?"

"No. I suppose not."

"Then how are you going approach them?"

"I don't know."
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"Right Andrew. You go and play skittles for the Abbey team and I will

make it happen.  Off you go now!"

Minda hurried to the smith Tom Latchcock and wife Sarah. When the

door was eventually opened she found a moment of guilty silence.

Guessing there was plotting going on she thought for a moment and

asked Tom to talk to her outside. She knew that plots about her should

be allowed to develop. Nobody would be plotting to harm her so the

alternative would be a nice surprise however irritating it was not to know

everything. "How far away are the monks that mend the road Tom?"

"Ten minutes."

"How will you and I go and make friends with them?"

"They are – hmm – quiet. None is cheerful."

"How many?"

"Eight."

"If Arthur is hiding in your forge I want him to come with us in five

minutes."

In five minutes Minda had collected cadet Sandri, a guard to carry five

roast birds and asked for a cask of ale to be brought on a barrow as soon

as possible then collected Tom and a quiet Little Arthur.  "Don't worry

Arthur. I like mischief. I don't know what you're up to but I look forward

to it. Now we're on our way to see some monks who mend the snaky road

you so bravely came down. I'm so proud of you Arthur. I want you to see

real monks.  Don't say anything unless you must.  Sandri you have

spoken about and drawn roads and bridges. Do not to say anything

disparaging about today's road. One day you may be helping these men

and no doubt leaning little things from them as well. They are strong

practical men with simple faith. I think in two or three years – yes that

long – you will be brothers together. We will see."

The Brother's stone house was small and strongly built. The moon was

unclear but Tom confirmed they farmed their own plots and lived very

simply.  Minda hung back in the shadows. A brother answered when

Tom knocked at the door. Even Tom who all the brothers knew of course

found it difficult to break the ice. "The Duchess of Avel – you know John

– Minda – sends you hot roast birds as she knows a working man needs
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feeding with a woman's love and generosity. Ale is on it's way. She says

misery chills the bones but ale warms the heart."

"Aye you're right there but we have a rule of poverty."

Little Arthur said "Please Brother. Does half a warm bird each make you

rich? Does your rule demand being hungry?" 

"No little man." The smell of the birds made the temptation more horrible!

"I came down your road today. Who do I thank? Let me in so I may do so."

"Alright Tom I see your grin."

After the servant with the ale Minda loomed at the door and forced her

way in. She took the lead. "Brothers. I'm sorry if I burst on your men-only

abode. I do it for good reason. The first good reason is that I like to thank

my servants – are you not my servants who repair the road I often use?

You have nothing to fear." The next guess was a good bet. "You are all

brothers equal I guess? I have an Abbot with me who is not of your type

but I will make him work with his own hands upon your road if you will

let him."

A brother spoke. "Tom. This is very strange. I am not comfortable at all."

"Don't be worried Brother Driver she knows you are not used to this. Us

brother smiths have seen her strength and softness in her care for us.

She is strength which comes to lift not break."

Brother Driver addressed Minda. "Welcome then. Erm. We have banished

women from our lives."

"You are so charming Brother Driver.  I understand how some men must

leave their lusts in the past.  You need not fear that I would corrupt any

brother." She looked around "But I can tell you that women are not all

sucking parasites. What I see her is eight strong men who deserve to be

loved by eight strong women so you can be chased out of this house

every morning with a broom and welcomed back with a kiss." This was

fighting talk!

"I think we have found our rule thank you Your Grace. Perhaps you

should leave now thank you."

"If you had womenfolk to look after your fields and kitchens, marketing

and making sure you were well fed for a week when you were far away

would that not mean you could spend more time hammering rock and

forcing nature to pour its streams into your ditches?"

"Yes but it isn't our way."
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Minda smiled. "I know it's not your way but in five years time it might be.

I have three trusted servants in Bartonbry who I forced to meet widows

this spring and are now happily married.  I don't hear them complaining

and I know they never suffer worries about temptation. They are not

slaves to their wives and they don't confuse themselves with loyalties."

This was a lot to think about for the Brothers. 

Arthur said "Please Brothers our Minda isn't saying you must get married

but she comes here to tell you that a woman knows how to respect your

silent efforts. I have seen it with my own eyes brothers! They watch and

some see the strength of body and mind that went into something and

say so. Would she be here tonight just to annoy you?"

Minda said "Brothers I only spoke out of turn because I speak out of turn

in the King's court, the King of Lanconia's court and the Star.  Forget

everything I said about women. Your dedication to keeping roads

passable is needed throughout the whole kingdom.  It's a woman who

will tell you if you can repair the road here then you can do the same

there and there and there.  You are eight monks. In my party is a very

rich abbot who want's to repair roads there there and there. If you want

to meet him now then I will make it happen but please when he returns

from Melbun to Bartonbry you should ask how you can help him."

"There are only eight of us. We cannot repair what we have."

"That's my point! Nowhere in the kingdom are there eight more

dedicated men than you but if there were those that wanted to then how

would they know where to start? Could they build a bridge or a culvert

that would last many years?"

In the gap left by Minda's sudden halt Sandri said "I come from Italy. Our

main roads are solid stone for many miles. I'm obedient to the Duchess

and my father but I would show one or two of you how we make stronger

roads in Italy. I guess they are more expensive to build but need less

looking after."

Minda said "The reason I came here tonight was to ask you to help the

Abbot of Bartonbry.  He doesn't know how to ask. If I said he should train

for a week as a servant in your house then as an apprentice to find his

muscles and then to work with you on the road so he may know the rain

and wind and grit and bruises that he will want his men to endure. Then

will you do that?"

Another brother said "You can't command the Abbot of Bartonbry to dirty

his hands."
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Minda said "He would be here within the hour of his own accord if I said

you would welcome him. I know you're not used to outsiders and he has

important work to do in Melbun just now but he will be returning within

the month and by the snow-melt he will either be dead or a very holy

man. I am training him." The brutality of Minda's language wasn't lost on

anybody.

Another brother asked "Please your grace. I would like to thank you for

coming here tonight. I cannot remember the last time a traveller made us

such a succulent gift.  Normally they give us a few coins if they see us

working on the road."

"Thank you Brother. I do not mean to stay. I do not mean to see you

married but our Kingdom needs roads as they have in Italy. This young

man – Sandri – comes from Italy and I'm teaching him many things but

he can tell a lot about roads that deal with a lot more snow and ice than

you have here. I'm sorry if I squeezed you earlier with my talk of good

wives for you brothers. Ask Tom another time how it is my way to bring

lonely men wives so they may be steadfast and happy.  There is no need

to sacrifice happiness to be strong and purposeful."

On the way back Arthur said to Minda "You are strong and purposeful

but you have sacrificed happiness." Minda could only think of holding

Arthur close. Would the Duke of Troctenburg really come? Had he

forgotten her? If he did arrive would she really be happy? 
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8 Melbun Christmas
The last day's journey to Melbun was mostly through farming villages

dotted along gentle valleys. Woods and varied landscape gave the cadets

and guards numerous opportunities to practise ambushes. Minda would

halt them at the brow of a hill and ask the cadets to describe the nature

of the next view, type of farming, where the best fields might be and any

other features. With her two years of training under Harry Trentchard she

then explained how to read more features. James used his knowledge

gained from Mister Chris about how plants, soils, slopes, streams went

together with human activity.  Little Arthur had a little court of his old

friend Robin the lead horseman and Lizzie. Minda had asked him to

include the Abbot's two man-servants so they could build the loyalty that

comes from shared journeying.  It wasn't every horseman that learned

the Lanconian and Italian for horse and harness parts as Arthur called

cadets to help him out. By now everyone knew that he was something

more than an entertaining mascot and quite likely, so it was rumoured,

heir to the Dukedom.  Minda had suggested Lucky should be personal

bodyguard to the Abbot while Calvert was learning with the guards. 

Lucky would often sing with great beauty.  Paul joined them and the

simple dilemmas of men were discussed which lead to deep spiritual

feeling being revealed.  Minda and her men knew how to use subtle

weapons.  The Abbot had no idea he was being deliberately ambushed

but God's fresh air and these honest servants renewed his humility. 

Minda kept out of everybody else's way playing the spelling and

memorising games with the servants.

The light was fading when they reached the outskirts of Melbun. Minda

called a halt.  "Cadets you know what is planned for the twelve days of

Christmas. We have fine families for you to stay with. I want to see each

of your journals when we get back to Bartonbry. Peace be with you all. 

Maggie and John will be your godparents if you should need them. I

expect I'll see many of you at balls, feasts and hunts. Don't forget to

smile!" Having given Maggie and John a kiss and a hug the cadet party

left at a canter. 

The remainder carried on at the steady walk of the pack horses. "Thank

you for your company on the road Abbot. I will lend you two of my guards
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while you are in Melbun.  Calvert is better than he was but for now he

should stick to being a clerk."

Realising the Duchess was trying to fetter him the Abbot refused.  "I can't

trouble you although it's a generous thought."

"Two isn't enough for the danger you will be in. You'd better have four."

"No no really!"

"You have no idea do you Andrew? Many will see you as my puppet. The

evil woman. The deadly enemy of the Church.  That makes you a

conspirator in some men's eyes. Powerful and hard men.  In Bartonbry

you were being protected by me even when you were against me.  Now

you bring blunt words of wisdom to the magnates of the Church here,

now you defend the one who incited the Arlesene mob to drag the

Archbishop from his cathedral and hang him, you are a dangerous man.

You are more threatening because you are tempting and divisive. What

you have to preach will cause dreadful discontent amongst Church and

people alike.  I'll be looking after you but please let Lucky know – of your

own accord mind you – I don't want to be your nursemaid – let him know

where you are going so we may take steps to guard you."

"Am I really in danger? All I have come to tell my brother churchmen –

and the King if he will see me – how our Abbey will lead the spirit of the

new age of reconstruction.  Our example will be to do our part to improve

the trade and care of the people so they may grow strong."

"And how the Pope is a foreign king who takes money from Briton and

commands that the leaders of the new age are evil. You and the rest of

the churchmen in Briton are either for the new age or for the Pope. One

or the other.  You know how hard it was for your Abbey and I was

working on you all the time. Don't expect many friends in Melbun."

When Minda's household arrived at her town house there was a

confusion of news about Rachel and politics to catch up with but first

Minda had to see the baby and Raysell. Lonely James was sent to see

Rachel's parents for tonight and the next day would be Christmas for

which nothing was certain but to be cheerful.  The Abbot went to stay

with the new Archbishop of Melbun. As far as Minda was concerned the

next week would be one of politics and making friends amongst the

wealthier classes, especially parents of cadets.  Having got everyone over

the hills to be shown at Melbun she felt the pressure should now ease off

until it was time to draw all the threads of friendship into a single rope of

loyalty and then home.  Flor sent a message from Avel Towers to say he

was busy arranging cadets and their foreign guests but would be with
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her tonight or tomorrow morning. Avel Towers was preparing for a

reunion hunt then feast on the 12th day of Christmas for cadets, foreign

cadets and parents.

It was long after nightfall when Lucky escorted a newly scrubbed Arthur

to the castle gates.  "Good luck Arthur. I'll be round the corner if you need

me." Arthur walked to the small door in the gatehouse and presented

himself to the guard. "Hola! This is Little Arthur Gridds of Bartonbry to

see the King and Queen."

"By George! So it is! You're the Duchess of Avel's little chap! I remember

you! Come into the light so we can see what you're wearing.  Come and

look at this fellers!"

Arthur's experience in Arlesene had taught him how to pose to show off

clothes while his experience in Bartonbry had taught him how to smile to

show it was fun and to be taken as people saw fit.  He was impressive in

his Arlesene collared suit of grey damask, lace doublet and velvet hose,

black silk sword-sash with a gold Moorish dagger hanging from it. He

took it out of the jewelled scabbard and swept a few sword strokes in

slow motion. Some he'd been shown by Lucky but mostly they were

arabesques for artistic effect.

"Oh ho! You're a dangerous man and no mistake! Wait a minute. We must

see if we've got enough smiles amongst us to deal with an imp like you.

While the men are getting their gear how is the smiling Duchess?"

"She's healthy and happy and just arrived tonight in Melbun. Each day

she has more responsibilities. That's why I came myself to save her the

duty of reporting to the King first thing after a tiring journey. Polish your

smiles!"

"We know about your smiles now don't we men. We had your Rachel for a

day."

"And a night!" added another guard. 

"Oh! Did you all recover?"

"Eventually. We can swear in three languages now."

"Erm – Tell me. I was given wine by my father and it made me ill.  Why

do people drink it?"

"So they can be ill together. I was."

Another said "Just a little bit and you get a bit dizzy."
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"What? Like being on a ship?" said Arthur.

"Don't know. Never been on a ship."

Eventually the whole guard of sixteen men and commander conducted

Arthur the hundred paces from the gatehouse to the keep entrance. 

Secret messengers had sent news on ahead so it was a queen's maid

that cautiously opened the door a crack and demanded to know what

great warrior was wanting to come in and pay court to the Queen. " 'E

say's 'es Arfur from Bartonbry miss.  Yennow – where yer 'ed gets

chopped orf if you dun't smile. They 'ave a right rotten duchess there. 

One frown and it's orf to the dungeons."

Arthur was well used to badinage by now. "It's true miss – by the way

you have a voice just asking to be kissed – between you and me she had

her fool thrown into a bear pit for telling the same joke twice.  It spoiled

my day... I thought it was a good joke and was about to use it myself. 

How thin the ice of life we walk on. Amen. Open the door pretty lady."

Soon Arthur was being fussed by the Queen. "I only came to tell you Your

Highness that the Duchess of Avel was in Melbun and at your command

and the King's of course."

"We like you Bartonbry people Little Arthur. You cheer us up."

"Thank you lady. I like to see people smile. Especially pretty ladies."

"You are a rogue!"

"You do have a pretty smile! It goes all round your face."

"I can see I'll have to have a word with Minda about you."

"Which word?"

"Er – 'Men!' You are a whole peck of pepper young master Arthur."

"Um. Is that a nice thing? I don't know what a peck of pepper is."

"I mean it nicely. Come and tell me what's been happening at Bartonbry

since you were here in the summer."

Arthur had been carefully briefed on his mission, and since he knew

nothing of the plan to break the Church, and since he was a master of

adding details that brought everything alive he easily managed to give

the impression of a vibrant and well managed enterprise moving

smoothly forward on many fronts. 
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Arthur was used to strong women everywhere every day so it didn't occur

to him that it was strange that the Queen and not the King was

interviewing him.  As it happened it was chance that the Queen had

intercepted the news of Arthur's appearance at the gate and decided to

follow the lead of Minda, Jane and Rachel in taking command.  

"Please Your Highness may I begs a favour.  I found my way here by

asking for the castle but I'm not sure how to get back home. Will you lend

me a guard. I will pay!"

The Queen couldn't see any deception on Arthur's worried face. That was

because Arthur had spent a lot of time with deceivers. "Yes of course."

She had an inspiration of her own mischief. "Hmm – That'll be

threepence... Or sixpence if you want two guards."

Arthur was surprised by this clever riposte but recovered. "Dear lady the

prices in Melbun are awful dear. How far could I go for twopence?"

The Queen capitulated in smiles.  "Sit beside me and let me hold you

Arthur. You're my treasure. Tell me about your time in Lanconia."

Arthur knew to keep the pressure up "Then can I go home?"

"Of course. I would take you myself."

"Why not! Come and see the new baby!"

The Queen couldn't think of a way to refuse this happy suggestion. 

Bartonbry! 

James knocked on the door of armourer Whin, Rachel's father. Once he

was son-in-law-to-be but now he was orphan-man-step-son.  After the

servant had shown road-dusty James into Mister and Mrs Whin's parlour

all his fears about being rejected as not good enough were instantly

erased as Margery and Tom welcomed him with happy hugs and

enquiring smiles. 

Tom said "Rachel's not here. She's run away again.  This time with an

army and Lord Weston.  Come and tell us how you've been. Rachel said

you were the cleverest of you all. What have you been doing?"

"Nothing. Rachel gets to be a general. Al gets to be ambassador to

Lanconia. John gets to be father to four cadet orphan boys from the

Arlesene docks and Maggie gets to be mother to five cadet girls.  I get

given the left-over jobs of translation and encouragement."

"Oh so it's not very exciting then?"
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"No. Not at all."

"But what would you be doing?"

"I should be doing certain special things for the King."

"Rachel told us under oath of secrecy about how you were the key to

making Lanconia friendly.  She said if you hadn't used your brains Briton

and Lanconia would still be grudging neighbours."

"That may be true. Or she may have given me too much credit. But since

then I have been rotting in Bartonbry."

Margery said "Do you think the Duchess would keep you there for no

reason?"

"I suppose you're right but when Al, Jane and Rachel are allowed to

wander freely I feel left out.  The runt of the litter."

"Rachel has told us you will be one of the most important men in Europe.

We understand it's your choice not to marry and we have no regrets for

you or her. You will always be welcome here.  Rachel's path is wandering

like the wolf. Yours is watching like the eagle. She hunts with her pack

while you strike suddenly alone. That's what she tells us."

"It's boring."

"I have an apprentice like you James. He is always wanting to add ribs

and chiselled decoration.  I let him have a go on a test piece from time to

time and it goes horribly wrong. I think he will master it but if he really is

good he will experiment in tiny ways and tell me when he is ready for

another attempt."

Margery said "Isn't making friends with the foreign cadets valuable?"

"I suppose so. But I cannot show my hand. I have to be a helpful dolt."

"Dolt! Someone who can speak two foreign languages! If the Duchess

thought you were a dolt you would be back on the docks or sent

somewhere dangerous to learn."

"Melbun is dangerous."

"So learn James. Do you want every day to be excitement?"

"I suppose you are right. Thank you – er – mother and father. How is

Rachel?"
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Xavier, the King's chief intelligencer, was well aware of the arrival of

Minda and the cadets.  He wondered why James hadn't come to see him

immediately. 

Flor had been instructed to take intelligence advice from Xavier through

house-bound Silks and political advice from Al's father. Flor was to be

open with them in the general plans of operations based on Avel towers.

He may be commander of a huge country house but Minda had

impressed on Al's father and Xavier that Flor was a hard-working

apprentice. Both men knew Minda's liking for giving low people

responsibility and seen the excellent results in such a short time. Flor

was told to use the noble cadets to do his introductions to the nobility for

him. Soon respect for reliability would forge loyalty.  Flor found it easy to

take a couple of cadets and give them the problem of dealing with the

multitude of vested interests in Melbun. The cadets knew to make the

most of every day.  Flor had learned from Minda and especially Doreen

how to get cadets to share their real thoughts. In this way poor teachers

and obstructions were discovered and removed. More than that! Cadets

saw their opinions were taken seriously and thought about what their

opinions were. More than that! Cadets thought about where voicing their

opinions might lead.  More than that! Cadets understood that private

preference was a minor part of the whole machine that was fashioning

them into arrows that would fly far into the future. Brand could cheat

them of their lives by luring them into close encounters and stabbing

them with his finger. In two days before disappearing with troops on a

secret mission Rachel had reminded them of military discipline. The

leading men of the professions of Melbun knew Minda's cadets were

favoured by the King and of course rich parents in Melbun so it was

worth making an effort to forget strict rules of apprenticeship so long as

the cadets were only learning a part of the craft.  Soon it became clear to

everyone that the cadets, each one who had to learn at least one foreign

language, would know enough about a lot of things not to be fooled

wherever they went or whoever they spoke to. Gradually it dawned that

these cadets would know enough to recognise when they needed help

and who to ask. Later it dawned that such men with their determination

proven in the battle of Lostnock cathedral, with rich parents, well

connected with other cadets, supported by the Duchess and ready to

take any challenge were going to be wealthy men in their own right or

very valuable as wealth-getters for their families. 

While this tinder was setting fire to the wood there was a vital part

missing from the machine.  Many cadets had mothers and step-mothers
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who could listen without showing displeasure and give encouraging

words but the cadets were used to women like Rachel, Doreen, Jane and

of course Minda who could whip with the heart. The one thing that was

missing from Avel Towers was a strong woman.  Many felt its ghostly

absence but none saw it. 

After Flor had given each of the Briton cadets two new cadets to take

home and look after until the 11th day of Christmas when they would all

reassemble, he was left with Cadet Parrick who refused to go home to

being beaten and Cadet Tavey who said his family had fever.  Brand had

gone with the Melbun makeshift army under Rachel and Lord Weston.

Flor desperately wanted to share a fireplace with Minda but his was the

duty so he must do it. What would Minda do? ...She would forge the

future. So he would try with these two.  Why couldn't he have Little

Arthur to help him!

"Men – The rest have gone – we are left alone. What shall we do? Talk

about our old campaigns in foreign countries. Get stupidly drunk. Fetch

prostitutes? I should be warming my toes at Minda's house with her

beside me as we suck the fruits of the autumn and spit out the pips of

the details of the next twelve days."

Unexpectedly Parrick said "We're all three of us without families this

Christmas."

"I'm married."

"Mary is a bud not a flower or a stem yet." said Tavey.

"What?" asked Flor.

"I mean you cannot give her all your troubles – the ones that are pulling

you down – else you will overwhelm her. I have seen her fuss about you

but not what you do."

Parrick said "Please Flor Pil – Philip – has an eye for such things. You

know like Little Arthur but more clear – and less clever."

"You're right Pil. Some women take the threads of our worries and weave

them into blankets to protect is. Others get tangled." A moment from

Minda's training came back to him. "You are a clever man Pil."

"Thank you sir."

If you can't think of a roundabout ambush then go directly and close.

"What am I to do with you two for the next few days?"
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Pil said "You don't know and neither do I. That leaves Den."

Parrick said "I don't know either but horses still need looking after."

"We have servants to do that er – 'Den'. I'm a simple servant of the

Duchess but you are just as good as all the other cadets.  I don't want you

two being the left-to-last-gristle. I know your worth and you must stay

equals with the others. What do you say."

The truth was clear to them that without a family you were a stone to be

kicked.  

That evening, Christmas eve, was enjoyed by proud nobles all over

Melbun. Cadets and their new charges were in happy families keen to

see the next year as successful as this one. John and Maggie stayed with

Maggie's parents.  Minda's town-house had the lamp of a new baby to

light it, though it has to be said the men folk in their many separate

levels made their own society.  The Queen's royal guards mixed with

Minda's enjoying fire and warmed ale as they shared stories of Little

Arthur, Rachel and other cadets.

At Avel Towers Flor followed Pil's hint about Mary and suggested she

should take a little bit of interest in making Parrick and Tavey welcome

into their family for the Christmas period.  As soon as the thought was

expressed it made sense! Mary had been nervous from the moment they

left Bartonbry. She was worried that Flor would be making mistakes and

losing his temper and wasn't used to the idea of her own man who

needed personal care. As a servant at Bartonbry she wouldn't dare to get

involved in her master's business and she kept to that rule, neither

asking nor suggesting.  So long as he was looked-after that was all that

mattered to her.  In a moment Mary left servant-hood and became a

mistress.

Abbot Andrew was advised by Calvert to make use of Minda's guards

and goodwill. He had been at the Abbey for many years and seen the

changes in Bartonbry in the last year but none the less the shared

journeying, testing, enfolding friendship and care for each person of the

last three days was a revelation to him. "She made true brothers out of all

of Bartonbry while we bickered and fed our petty prides in the Abbey."

"I will get snubbed in Melbun Calvert. Everyone knows me as a place-

man not a man with his mind.  I may not be wise but I know the Duchess

is right and the Pope is wrong."
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"Please sir. I was speaking quietly with her secretary Paul who used to

be one of us. He says to me that nobody in Melbun will miss you if you

have an accident but Minda will be extremely cross. He said bluntly to

me so I could tell you if I thought proper that you may not be strong

enough to join in with Melbun politics and that various factions would

enjoy kicking you for their own pride."

"I will have to do my best."

"He said the Duchess would let you be humiliated unless you asked for

help before it happened."

"What did he mean by that?"

"I think he was hinting that with your big sister beside you anybody that

picks on you will get a bloody nose."

"But she's beside me already."

"Ah no sir. Hasn't she made it clear that you are to be your own master

and not her puppet. You're free to do your own business and she will go

about hers. That's what Paul was meaning. She will protect you when

you ask but as she isn't your lord until that time you just have four guards

to deter anger buying your death for a couple of gold coins."

"I will serve God as my Lord and he will care for me Brother Calvert." 

Christmas day
Every Christmas morning starts with a few moments of testing the

weather. There may be debts to be settled, rents to be found or excused,

children to be blessed at mass and fair-gifts to enjoy but nature will paint

the scenery for these acts. For cadets, nobles, merchants, armourers,

spicers, and for once the steward at Avel Towers, the world had no call

on them yet.  Bed on Christmas morning is something shared

everywhere. Half an hour of peace or family togetherness.

Nobody went visiting until after mass...  Except John and James took

brothers-in-law Maggie's father and Rachel's father for a walk along the

silent docks.  The slow flow of the river made the ships creak against the

wooden piles.  Lazy rabbits of pungent wood smoke flopped from scores

of chimneys in plentiful belches. The boys took their 'fathers' here to see

where they were until a year ago.  They pointed out the house they had

lived in. Not so much a house as collection of planks holding together

and pretending to keep the rain out. Unlike Arlesene there was no 'King
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of the docks', in the true Briton style all lords were considered bad.  John

and James explained this and promised to bring Louis to Briton as

respected guest as soon as they could.  John led them into the Mermaid

inn busy serving breakfasts. One second of curiosity reverted to tribal

hostility and silence. James was ready, he called clearly. "I was an

orphan of these docks. I have not forgotten it.  Hear my brother."

"I was an orphan of these docks. Now I have a family. That family you

know is of Bartonbry and the Duchess herself but you don't know this!"

He used the showman's pause. "I am a father!" And again he paused. "To

four boys." Another pause! "Four orphans from the docks of Arlesene are

in my care and the Duchesse's care and have a mother. They are strong

and will become great men."

James took over. "Today at noon we will bring an orphan churchman to

bring God's word to you who do not have a church. There will be a

collection afterwards. I want one of you to take that money and add it to

these four purses." Each of them held up their purse.

John said "Who will take the job of doling money to the needy?"

James knew there would be a pause or stupid idiot response. "I nominate

Slakey Bowen. The poorest man I know because he gives his good things

away. Will you agree?"

In the docks when people with money asked you to agree that set the

mood.

After the important business had been done John and James got a

corner table vacated for them and pulled over some of the men they

knew to enjoy a spirit and be introduced to their 'fathers'.  Christmas is

the day when fathers fill the neglected corners in their growing families.

A legend is born in the docks
John and James raced to find Abbot Andrew and told him of their plan

for an abbot no less to bring God's word to the godless world of the

quayside. 

"But I have to attend mass at the cathedral."

"Or you could shine light into a hundred dark lives."

"God's light. Their souls need a bit of light Sir."

"It can't be done." said Abbot Andrew.

"If you don't do it who will?"
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"It's not for me to say."

James said "A year ago a man called Lucky and a woman called Minda

rescued me from crime and even preying on my fellows. Now look at me. 

Will you not try the same a year later?"

John added "You have nothing to lose."

"But people will ask why I don't appear to worship God at his mass. 

What will they think?"

James said "What will they think when you tell them you left your place

at the golden high altar for service to God's most needy on the dirty

quayside?"

"They will be outraged."

"They be will won't they! How dare a jumped-up priest from Bartonbry –

That home of evil Bartonbry – take the word of God to those who need it

most!"

John added "Ask anybody in Melbun tomorrow who is the most holy

churchman and they will say Andrew! News of your crime will travel

fast."

"It's not a crime to preach at the docks."

"Good. Let's go then. James will see your guards are prepared. I will help

you in whatever way I can."

"You're getting me into trouble! I know it's a good thing but trouble will

follow."

"I'll explain on the way why it's better to make your enemies attack you

rather than let them stay hidden.  Come on. What do you need? Neither

me or James can read properly so if you need a reader I'll get one." 

The Abbot found his simple role amongst cautious people who knew

every edge of deception cleansing. Their responses were simple and

genuine.  Respect and awe at an abbot coming to bring God's word to

them was a novelty first but then one of those rare events they paid

attention to because it was unlikely to ever happen again. His clerk and

two servants managed to break up and direct the service. Afterwards

with John at his side and James in the crowd there was an informal

message of hope and change that anyone could see and it had started

here and had already spread to the docks of Arlesene!
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Minda had no knowledge of this until John and James took Andrew back

via Minda's town house for a little congratulatory wine. The rest of

Melbun knew long before nightfall. There were small pockets of nuns

and monks who praised him and large numbers of churchmen who were

infuriated that the Duchess had made them look tiny against a

gormwacket abbot who even had a new saintly name. Andrew! He had

done something none of them could ever attempt – she had done – in

less than a day after his arrival – In the docks! – An abbot! – Who did he

think he was! – He'd be walking on the water next! – That Duchess was

behind it!

Every native cadet saw the pattern and explained it with glee to their

guests and more carefully to their parents.  Without a doubt the Duchess

had brought the Abbot of Bartonbry, a chap who the Church had forced

into the unwanted role, to stab straight to the heart of the Church. 

Hadn't the first cadet back from Bartonbry been Jed Poolens who killed

his father the Archbishop? Nobles and magnates knew very well power

always stood on something and until the undermining of the Church was

verified or discounted they would stand well back.

The King also saw Minda's clever – it really was very clever – coup

against the Church. He was also glad he wasn't in the eye of the storm. 

His and her secret plan to raid the treasuries of the churches throughout

the Kingdom remained intact. Rachel's training was a great disguise and

investment against the North countries.  Bless Minda. He would see she

was hungry and savage.  The lioness!

For his own safety 'Abbot Andrew of the Docks' was given plenty of

congratulatory wine at Minda's then taken to Avel Towers.  Paul

explained the facts to Calvert who soon understood the Abbot could

hardly expect to sleep soundly at the Archbishop of Melbun's house. "We

have to look after him. We both know he is a pawn in the game of lords

but my lord, and I think God too, wants to make Abbot Andrew – have

you heard everyone calls him Andrew – a very holy man.  One that others

may follow.  You and I have to see him planted in the soil so he may

grow again from seed."

"You are wiser than me Brother Paul."

"We are all God's brothers are we not Calvert? I hate the Abbey of

Bartonbry with every ounce of my body but it can be saved and so can

the Church and our Kingdom."
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After Andrew had been sent to sleep off the success he didn't yet know

about Minda asked John and James to explain. "You have done well.

Very well. I didn't even know he was coming to Melbun and what his

purpose was but now we have the advantage thanks to your cleverness."

James said "It was all done for personal reasons. We have so much to be

happy for thanks to you and Lucky that we wanted to sow seeds of

happiness. John whispered how the docks had no priest and no mass

and I saw the ambush."

Minda said "But what ambush was that? Abbot or Docks?"

"As soon as I thought of the Abbot I knew we could lead him into the

ambush."

John said "He gave me the follow-me sign so I followed. When James

explained outside I saw how the holy hierarchy would be upset by a

high-up abbot getting his feet dirty."

"As we ran to the Abbot's lodging we thought how to make his stab

sharp. Another thing you don't know Minda is that we've arranged for an

unknown benefactor to roast an ox on the quayside. We've let it be

known the unknown benefactor is a very high-up noble who wants to

remain anonymous."

Minda smiled with unlimited pride. "Imps indeed! I am a very rich lady

but tell me how much this has cost in money."

James said "Ten shillings from me and John this morning. We don't know

how much from Mister Ulex and Mister Whin. Then bribing the

doorkeeper of the archbishop's palace to let us in cost sixpence.  Bribes

and drinks to make the crowd friendly three shillings. Coins to start a

collection was two shillings. Encouraging friends of ours to go round the

town spreading the gossip – Fivepence."

John said "My purse contained thirty shillings."

Minda said "No other lord would believe you two. I trust you exactly. You

may have forgotten a few pence here and there but you are due forty-one

shillings in money and a lot more in what makes Bartonbry great. Well

done.  You are like wood that lights itself."

Minda continued "Now James I have kept you away from Xavier so he

may come to you not you go to him. Now you have knowledge he needs

he can ask and you can give it to him in the spirit of Bartonbry so you will

have earned respect and increased your reputation for honest trading. 

John – I want you to enjoy the twelve days of Christmas with Maggie. 
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The next year will bring a child or children of your own which is

something more than boys from the docks.  I will do my best to see you

meet Louis and Tallya again. I want to meet them again too."

James said "Please Minda what will the next year bring for me?"

"I don't know James. Last spring was an uprising we could cope with by

our girls stabbing and shooting enough to scare the others back into

their holes. But those others were not really ready and didn't know what

they wanted to achieve.  Luckily we caught them unprepared. How far

can we run away if the Northerners land? I'm told Rachel asked this

question last week in Melbun and that's why everyone will assume

Maggie must also be a great general. Jane is a general in Lanconia.

Rachel is making it known she will be a great general. I have a

reputation for getting my way with a sharp blade if necessary. Maggie

may smile and there's no doubt she has many devoted cadets but a

dozen score of Northerners landing from a boat won't be stopped by that.

Does that answer?"

"Yes Minda. I am the man to stand in the road and demand they halt for

long enough for the rest of you to sharpen your swords."

"One of them yes.  We need warning, deception, secrecy and bravery. We

also need loyalty in Melbun.  We need the money from the churches to

pay for an army and forts on the East coast where we expect an attack

one day. We need to know more about our enemies. Are they united?

How strong are they. Do they intend to raid and plunder or occupy? I

don't want you to go and find out, you have to stay safe and send others

into danger. 

Hectic days
Flor came to the town-house alone. Weeks of hard worry on top of a year

of unglamorous responsibility were turned into a feast of satisfying pride

as Minda greeted him. He was hugged and kissed. "You've grown a

beard! Black as well! Let me stroke it. It makes you look older and full of

schemes." They sat alone together in Minda's private parlour enjoying the

fire. "What's it like being chamberlain to a duchess?. How are you

managing emptying all those chamber pots!" They laughed at the

memory of their first shared jest when the news of her father's death

reached then all alone at the inn at Heronswell.

"It's one of the hardest jobs ever."
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"I want you back by my side in the spring Flor. I must be travelling and I

need Lucky to watch for threats and you to manage the dozens of people

we'll have with us."

"It's a bit different from arranging food and a bed at the Sun in Lostnock

isn't it Minda."

"You did really well then looking after me while I caused trouble. Now I

have a dozen guards, two dozen pack animals, a maid, a dressmaker and

odd servants. That's before adding anyone like an Abbot and his party,

cadets, Arthur and Rachel or Maggie who will never be travelling on

their own again."

"Why not?"

"Because they have found how to command others and the future will be

a time of numbers facing-off not ones and twos sneaking in the dark."

"But think what the girls could do if their followers knew what to do

without being led all the time.  They would be free to swoop and scare

and flee without giving notice.  They could bait the trap and their

followers close it."

"I don't want them in that sort of danger Flor. They are too precious to

me."

"They and you are already in danger. Not only from the Pope which even

if the Church here is conquered will remain an enemy, but there will be

many who are resentful of the way you have stolen their wealth or are

about to suppress their smuggling, extortion and piracy. Doing

something doesn't make the danger go away – it only makes your

followers see you are not cowed."

"Flor! I'm so pleased you said that. I need your good sense.  You're right.

We should be out alone again lest we forget what personal danger is. 

Yes! I want to be scanning the skyline and crouching in the dark

listening for hooves."

"It's really lovely to be with you again Minda. I like the way you're so

calm. I store it in a little bottle to use when I need it. I like the way you

put your head on my shoulder to snore in church with your careless hair

in my face."

"I'm sure I don't snore!" They smiled. "I have so many people to look after

now I can't afford to be moody."

"Have you killed that black dog depression?"

"He's only sleeping I'm afraid."
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"You know how we make plans. Should we have a plan for when he

awakes?"

"How do you know these things Flor? You've always been a practical doer

of the moment."

"I have two cadets who talked about you last night.  Everything as it

should be but they felt so afraid in the spring when you collapsed they

wondered if you were cured. We hoped so and wished we knew the

medicine."

"For now the medicine is to see my men well dressed.  I have had my

spies take your measurements so there's a blue silk fronted suit with a

black sash and everything waiting for you next door which will soon be

finished with you inside it." 

The fire burned down as Minda snored on a happy shoulder. 

For Minda the next few days were a busy mix of business at court,

receptions, feasts with dancing and hunting. She hunted the peasant's

way, by stalking rather than chasing.  After the first hunt every host

knew to give her young companions, sometimes familiar cadets and even

the occasional girl and father. News of something excitingly different

spreads like lightning. There were young men who fancied their chance

to win the hand of the most tempting and rich woman in the kingdom. 

She was polite but firm with everyone and always encouraged someone

else to take the lead.  Everyone got dirty and wet but soon many found it

was so much more personal that having servants disturb a herd of deer

for them to chase.  Then in the evenings the stalkers would meet again

at their host's table.  Minda had foreseen that she couldn't have a new

outfit for all twelve days but the dressmaker worked hard to switch

around sleeves and replace a front or back piece. One back piece

plunged in a vee far below her shoulder-blades. This was absolutely

shocking but supposedly that's what they did in Arlesene.  Minda was

just being outrageous and shared the joke of watching who would follow

her lead over the next year with her secret Lanconian clothier in Willows

and dressmaker. She had already told them that what she wanted for

next Christmas was a back with an erotic snaking gash as far as they

could make it go!

Dancing was Minda's passion. As a cripple she had refused dancing for

so many years. But when forced to try again at a peasant's Harvest Home

she was so happy that nobody was revolted by her crooked looks and

eyepatch when she was their partner; and with her boot and two years of

strength training she could dance! Now prospective partners shrank
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away because her strength, size and enthusiasm made her partner look

like a doll being carried around by a truculent child. Nevertheless there

were some who bravely tried hard and were rewarded by a great kiss. 

The King and all the nobles were treated a little more respectfully but

she would do the great display manoeuvres and at the end present the

great man to the audience and their family with a public compliment

such as 'Aren't you lucky to have him Lady so and so' or 'Look at this

brave white-beard', give him a kiss then 'now where are you young

blackbeards hiding?' When a partner made an effort to be flamboyant she

responded. One or two had no doubt had plenty of wine at the preceding

feast to give them courage to 'dance with the Duchess' which she

enjoyed by adding extra bits to the dance and twisting her partner or

even lifting him off the ground and twirling him around to the delight of

the onlookers.  She was single, saucy, unassailable and living up to her

reputation.  Of course she tried to make friends with the noble women

but this was impossible in the competitive atmosphere she'd set up. 

After two days Minda realised that what these ladies wanted to hear

when they asked her about the cadets wasn't details or general potential

but just what a worry and responsibility they were. They couldn't

understand that things just happened because you had good staff to deal

with everything. Yet there were exceptions. The younger ones,

unmarried and perhaps out with her stalking earlier could see the black

of Minda's determination and the grey of their mothers' uncertainty.

Everyone complimented Minda on her outfits, most women made a

complimentary remark about Arlesene fashions. Two said they should go

to Arlesene to see for themselves. Minda noted their names.

While Minda was a personality in her own right there were many

thoughtful glasses of wine drunk while discussing her as a phenomenon

and then the political fallout.  There was no doubt in most minds that

she was a 'good thing'. She'd gutted the rebellion and made many people

realise when loyalty mattered by forcing the issue. She'd taken the

cadets and they would be men and a half. Then cool as kiss-my-hand

had won the King of Lanconia and was now making them take foreign

cadets into their own homes! Unthinkable, but she had thought it, and

those with foreign cadets under their roofs were proud.  Then there was a

teenage girl general with foreign generals helping her and Lord Weston

and five others, sleeping in tents when they should be dancing! Oh and

she'd married-off Lord Weston's daughter to the Duke of Orfleur – You

know the bit of Lanconia on our doorstep? Now she'd provoked the Pope

and wasn't it about time somebody did! It was said that the Pope took a

subsidy of four hundredweight of Gold and ten hundredweight of silver

from Briton each year. Why were they subsidising a foreign king! None of
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these philosophers had any answer but another goblet of wine.  So far

Minda was keeping her secret. 

Minda's servants had to work hard at odd hours but the word from the

street was that Minda was by far and away the most important person in

Melbun so they should be proud to serve. Maggie and John were at Avel

towers learning and helping Flor. James shared many hours with Xavier. 

James' experience in the Arlesene intelligence office was gone over

again.  Xavier questioned James about Abbot Andrew. 

"She's the only person he can trust. Until he preached on the dockside he

didn't credit himself. Now he has a status in his own mind."

"How do you mean that James?"

"Before his status was a cloak put on his shoulders by more powerful

people for their own reasons. Now he stands with or without cloak on his

own.  He's realised he is free of those cloaksters because he has Minda

and me encouraging him and protecting him whatever he says or does."

"So he's your toy now."

"Possibly. More like a horse that's been broken-in. It still has it's own

mind and we help it over hard spots but mostly it goes its own way on a

light rein.  Minda made it clear that if asked she would protect him with

more than four Bartonbry guards but it was up to him to ask. She was not

going to be his lord."

"It sounds like he has volunteered to be her servant whatever."

"It does. That's why we're trying to get him to say otherwise."

"He's already attracting a lot of attention. There's outraged enemies who

seek to spite him and some who can recognise a honest churchman after

all these years. What a master stroke of Minda's to arrange for the

anonymous roast pig donors."

"It was John's idea sir. We were always hungry. It was his idea. Only

later did Minda and others realise the cleverness of making it

anonymous.  Lady luck smiled on us."

"Now then James there is no other like you. I have not yet spoken with

Minda but I'm sure she is keeping you safe.  You have proved your skill in

Lanconia and I know your wish to return there. Wish of your heart many

times over I'm told. Until I know what you know I cannot brief you."
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"Until I know what you know I cannot brief you either sir."

"Good point well made James."

"And so we wait for others to unleash us.  I can tell you something. My

mistress has refused me leave to go East and North.  From this I guess

either she has others or knows you have or expects me to find some

spies."

"Er James we don't use the word spies."

"I do. When I was in Lanconia this summer I wasn't a spy but a cadet of

Briton trying to help my friends.  But if we are sending men to the

Northlands then they will be spying.  I know that in Briton we have a

king who rules. His rule may be a bit vague away from Melbun but in

general – mostly – he gets enough support to deal with patches of revolt.

In Lanconia it's much the same. In Italy each province fights each other. 

In the Northern Lands we know there are loose loyalties. There are many

traders who we deal with but also some who object to paying taxes and

go from there to plundering.  These may be no more than dozens of

scores of men – pirates mostly – but if they come in the night who will

stand against them.  Not me! I've been trained to run away."

"I cannot tell you James for reasons you know."

"You can tell me some things Xavier – or I will have your job and do it!

How – without giving me details – are you protecting the Kingdom

against the Northerners?"

"I know there is no better man to have my job James but you must

wait..."

"...I'm waiting."

"I have a number of sources there."

"I won't ask how many. When was the last report and was it accurate."

"Minda wrote to me and said I had to find somebody better than you to

succeed me. I can't. You are one of one."

"So does that mean I am to succeed you?"

"Yes and no."

"She also said I could have what money I needed – if I needed it. But the

truth is James if you gave me fifty pounds I couldn't get a good man into

the Northlands. They are so different."
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James saw the 'help me' and wondered if this was genuine or a ruse. "I

do not come to break you – nor to succeed you – I want to spend time in

the beautiful country a day's ride from Arlesene with Helen."

Xavier said "The last proven report was eight months ago.  We get lots of

gossip from ship captains which is a good guide."

"So do they have a big king or lots of little princes?"

"It depends what you mean."

Rachel's army 
Armies weren't supposed to be trudging through mud in December.

Lords were supposed to be enjoying the twelve feast days. Lanconians

and Italians were supposed to be the enemy. Knights were supposed to

be brutally fierce.  In total there were six hundred and fifty men divided

into three sections of mostly foot troops with two Melbun lords to work

together with either Lord Weston, Densen or Ranaldo; the three lords of

each section to work together as equals. Rachel was in sole command of

the fourth section of seven full fighting knights and their entourages.

Brand was her personal guard and assistant and man who smoothed the

edges of Rachel's strict discipline.  Normally a knight went to battle to

earn money by ransom or hefty pay.  The equipment and attendents

were very expensive. These were all second-rate semi-retired as there

wasn't much call for their services here. The place to go to earn money

was Italy. Violence was the language they understood. They didn't have

to please anyone as an armed knight was supposedly unstoppable. 

Rachel knew the thrill of killing but she wanted discipline and

obedience.  Her command was going to be a test. At the first muster she

demanded all the servants should leave with Brand while she beat the

brutes to her will.

"Men! You know who I am. You know I'm the one who is waking up

Briton for war. You know the King supports me. You know the Duchess of

Avel supports me. But I don't need their support. Look at me. Each one of

you would like me in your bed. It won't happen but you can dream." In a

flash her Avel blade was in her hand. "Now from beauty to blood. I killed

my first two because it seemed like a good idea. The third because his

open mouth was such a good target for a quick throw. The fourth

because I wanted to hear him scream as I cut his balls off.  That was in a

bedroom in Lanconia.  I'm not as strong as you but I am your
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commander. I want to learn how you fight and I want you to be my knife

when we have to fight as an army. I will call you seven 'the savage

blade'.  Like my blade you will be ready, sharp and shiny. If any man

objects to that he can leave now." This brutal take it or leave it approach

gave them no alternative.  "I have friends who are hard at work keeping

our enemies distracted until we are ready for them. When you're fighting

with me we're not going to battle to make battle but to win and destroy

and slaughter our enemies. If they land on our shores then there will be

blood. Mostly skirmishes on marshes and remote villages but you will cut

through an invading army as a knife through warm butter. I will see you

are at the right place at the right time and we've got our prey trapped

then you can go and do your slaughter that will save the rest of the army

and the rest of Briton. Then we might go and find a few others

plaguesters."

"Miss Rachel you forget the expense."

"What is your name please sir?"

"Hattorex"

"Sir Hattorex – We will give you a battle-name later – after sharing wine

would be best – well done! My way of fighting is to suggest a plan and

ask questions. In battle we must know what to do because we asked and

decided – there is no time for discussion.  So your answer Sir is that I

have not forgotten the cost. I mean the cost in gold and silver.  All of your

expenses this fortnight will be paid immediately we return to Avel

Towers on the Twelfth day of Christmas. You will be commended to the

King and all of Melbun nobility – Unless you betray or defy me in which

case I will kill you – I won't have a heavily armed enemy full of

resentment lurking to kill me.  Hmm. Does anyone want to say I can't kill

them if I wanted to? Speak up now as you will be a lesson to the others."

One growled "I don't like your threatening tone miss. You should show

respect. We know our business."

"I am the mistress. You are the servant. Your name?"

"Sir John Sallen"

"Now then Sir John. We must come to an arrangement mustn't we? I

have a whole army to command so I expect you men to use common

sense and not burst into anger.  I'm training lords to command without

fear. You must set an example of military discipline. Can you do that Sir

John?"

"Of course I can wench."
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"You cannot provoke me by calling me names or swearing. I can swear in

three languages but chose not to. Sir Hattorex! Do you know Sir John? I

will take your advice. Is he to stay with us or be sent home?"

"It's strange for us all miss."

"It's stranger for me! I was trained to assassinate in dark places in town

and wood. Now I'm trying to get all you strong men to march in the same

direction."

Another spoke "Sir Richard Doppel miss. You and your Duchess are doing

right well.  The rest may go home but I will stay."

"Thank you Dick." The familiar use of 'Dick' wasn't lost on anybody. "I'm

sure everyone wants to fight for Briton. We will do our best. I will lead

but always listen. I'm not quite twenty, you are only seven second-rate

knights.  Between us we have to protect Briton against thousands of

Northlanders in the spring. We will do the best with what we've got. I

need to know how to use you to best effect. One at a time or all together?

I don't know. In the next two weeks we will find out.  Is everybody

ready?" Again blunt refusal was unthinkable.

Rachel relented. "We're going to work together. We must or we will be

slaughtered. Today and tomorrow each section of the army will be

organising itself and marching a few miles.  We have to go twenty miles

due south.  Does anyone know the route? Are there good inns? What's

the road like? I've hired an armourer and his two assistants to see we are

well presented. I've got my dressmaker." She hoisted up her tunic to

show the chain mail underneath. "I mean a real dressmaker. I have to

look perfect so you can fight for a perfect lady.  Christmas is coming. The

others may find refuges in barns and churches but we will demand

entrance to a different Lord's house each night." Now even the slowest

could they could see they had a bold and thoughtful leader. "I have been

instructed how Knights are used in battle. As you know I have an Italian

general with me who says the days of you boys may be numbered.  He

said a modern Italian army would sweep you away in minutes. I am

worried for you. I will not fight battles I can't win and I will not send you

to die stupidly.  I am brave enough to run away and I will make you do

the same if we meet such opponents." 

The Christmas army, or 'Christmas capers' as it became known,

struggled to become a unit. Organisation was their first problem. Supply

had supposedly been dealt with by simple arithmetic but an unexpected

day of snow caused a lot of worry.  Once survival and coordination had
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been established came exercises in advance and retreat. Plenty of

problems occurred... ...so they were solved.  That's what they were there

for. Then they began attack and defence. Rachel soon knew her own men

and had them training hard with their assistants to coordinate with the

rest of the army. She made each knight be commander of them all for a

day. This involved everything from food for them and the servants to

discipline. However many rude words Rachel knew they were not to use

them themselves. Rachel herself was sweet and paid attention to their

methods of warfare. She had two of them teach her at a time so that she

could teach them working together without feeling slighted by being the

helper.  And she had her beautiful silk Arlesene dress altered every day.

Every lord they descended on using the King's authority to claim a night

of shelter soon realised he was expected to entertain as well. Rachel

made something clear to the knights that was strange to them: They

were to behave so that their host would consider being their host another

time. What nobody stopped to wonder at was how a seventeen year-old

in a very expensive gown could inspire the trust required to let seven

brute knights under their roof. Rachel knew it worked and so long as she

and the lord's mistress kept them away from the wrong sort of women

and showed them the right sort, a good time could be had by all.  On

some nights Rachel made them work through the night at her sort of

hedgerow fighting.  She explained the principles, made sure they were

dressed and armed appropriately then they went about looking for each

other or Brand and some servants on bonuses.  At one ambush Rachel

said "Everyone stay this side of the road. I have arranged that nothing

will happen for at least an hour. If I hear any man even fart then he will

be known forever as 'Farter'. I want a whole hour of silence with no

snoring. By now you know I train every waking hour so stay alert.  Even I

may be an enemy spy. It's John's turn tonight to attack or retreat. Good

luck men I'm going back to Lord Fasseks and a lovely warm soft feather

bed. Happy hunting."

Each man wondered what he was doing there without Rachel leading

them. She'd admitted they were on their own in this chill while she was

enjoying sweet dreams. It was outrageous.  Within forty minutes all the

waiting and wondering knights had been 'captured' by Brand and six

cadets with cold iron bars to the throat instead of sharp steel.

Rachel reappeared in the moonlight. "Hunters or hunted. That was

tonight's lesson. Don't get upset you were fooled because you fooled

yourselves. Your eyes were on the road but you forgot the bank behind

you. I wouldn't win on a battle-horse and you wouldn't win in a wood. 

Between us we have to win, we have to win whatever the battlefield.  I

know how to kill each of you in what you think is the safety of an inn or

manor house.  Two of these boys also.  Remember we are not your
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enemies even though one of your forgot tonight's safe word.  Clacko! You

owe cadet Parker's father five pounds and cadet Parker service until his

arm is mended again.  Now all you men listen. Tomorrow the knights

may learn from the cadets and the cadets may learn from the knights."

On their way back to Avel towers for the Twelfth day of Christmas, each

section had its role to play. They would be on display.  The only way to

get recognised was to appear in public before the nobles. The plan was

complicated but practical and all the commanders knew they should get

personal approval from the King.  In their frequent conferences Rachel

had seen all three of the ordinary sections beginning to work as a team.

She'd assured Densen and Ranaldo that the King was well aware of their

work and to expect some reward. She understood that trying to manage

a section of an army in December was one of those things that nobody

else would understand but while the King might not she did and she

would write to their Kings saying what superb ambassadors of strength

and togetherness they were. By now Rachel wasn't always sure when

she was awake and dreaming.  Some things repeated. Luckily her

dressmaker had forced her to have a maid and each evening was full of

everything nice. As each day passed it became more difficult for her to

hold anything in her mind without some repetition blurring her vision. 

Brand watched very carefully and made it clear to the knights that while

they'd had a few sleepless nights Rachel had three other army sections to

supervise and so any idiot who caused a problem by bad behaviour

would be sent home in disgrace... ...or a coffin.  "Come on boys. You

should be the sparkling jewels of the army. The day after tomorrow is the

mock attack on Avel towers.  Your job is to show how well you work with

the others. You must applaud archers and pikemen.  No man is an army

in himself. We do it together. A girl has made it so.  Funny but true!"

Sir Clacko said "We will be play-acting at Avel Towers but nothing we

have done these past weeks has been wasted."

Sir John Sallen said "Twice she has drawn her knife on me. I admit it I'm

a lady's man but she has a knight's power though I could break her arm

in a second."

Brand said "She will look after you. That's what women do. You have

served her and she will care for you whether you want it or not."

"I'm not sure I want it. It's too worrying." 

Happy new year
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While the weather held Minda made the most of her notoriety at hunting

then continuing the entertainment with a wash and change from serious

woodland hunter into the queen of fashion everyone watched.  She had

discovered Tomlyn's secret hobby of collecting jests and made herself

learn ten stories, working on them in private so she told them

convincingly.  Sadly whatever made people laugh in Melbun wasn't

Tomlyn's jests. People gave a little laugh and smile to be polite but the

only good that came from it when somebody who had drunk plenty was

prompted to start jesting as a result at which point something funny

seemed to happen. Minda was disappointed. She couldn't understand

what she seemed to be doing wrong and others managed easily.

Flor was on duty with her this evening. New Year's eve.  A worried Lucky

arrived, caught Flor, then Minda was pulled aside.  Arthur was terribly

ill. Could she come? It was only ten minutes ride back home.  In a

moment Minda had apologised to the host and hostess and was in her

temporary dressing room being unbuttoned by Lizzie. 

"Please Minda.  Arthur is fine. We have a nice surprise for you.  Sorry."

"Oh! Thank you for telling me Lizzie. I'm nearly in tears."

"You may be later Minda. It's a nice surprise."

Flor rode beside Minda "I'm sorry to make you suffer just now. It was only

after we'd set the plan I remembered last New year's eve ended in

tragedy."

"I'd forgotten too. Then I was chasing butterflies. Now everyone is

chasing me. I'm the star they're following."

"I remember your New year's wish as we rode back like this last year. You

didn't want to grow up."

"And you wanted me to stay alive so I could grow up."

"It's only eleven o'clock.  You don't have to wish yet."

"I know when you're hinting Flor.  As I trust you with my life so I must

follow your hints. Thank you Flor. We have grown up haven't we."

"It's too soon to judge yet. Here we are. We have to wait a minute."

"Why?"
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Little Arthur was there to meet them. "Oh my goodness I feel faint! My

slapzooles are shook up and I think I'm going down with the Blue dib-dabs."

"I shall cure your Dib-dabs – red blue or yellow – whatever colour with a

few spanks on your behind!"

"Have mercy Your Grace on a poor kitchen boy with strangulated knees!"

"Aha! Strangulated knees I know the cure for that young man."

"Bless you lady. You're a saint."

"Chop your legs off and they won't bother you again." 

Arthur said "Please Minda it's good to see you being clever and patient. 

May I welcome you to your lovely town house. See the ribbons hung over

the doors."

"Oh yes. Can I come in to my own house now?" Minda knew when to

relent from a fierce facade.

"Only if you're blindfolded. It's orders miss!"

"Who's orders!"

"That would be telling."

Flor added "You've got an hour left not to grow up.  Let's play Blind Man's

buff."

Minda had no option but to leave her hard-won business-woman self at

the door and join the game her servants had prepared.  It was new year's

eve so why not!

Inside Minda could hear lots of little bells tinkling and rattling. Arthur

must have led her into the main hall.  There was deliberate whsh-whis-

whsh whispering of what sounded like at least a dozen people to go with

the bells. What were they going to present her with. Why the bells? Now

there was only one little tinkling. She had no choice but to head towards

it. Someone took her outstretched hand. Low down... A woman or child?

Arthur said "Who is this Minda?"

Minda didn't know so she felt. A woman definitely. Who? None of the

black team girls. Not Doreen. "Speak! Where do you come from?"

According to the rules a voice could be disguised and although the

answer had to be true it didn't have to be lucid. "By the river" said a

woman's voice trying to be gruff." It was a common Lanconian voice

which gave the game away. 
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"Tallya!" Tallya was picked up and kissed. "You've come to mother your

Ravens. My joy!" She turned round to where she supposed Flor and lucky

and her other scheming servants were. "What a lovely surprise." Another

bell started ringing. "Oh Louis! How brave of you to come in the winter."

She found the ringer of the bell and felt him. It was a man with a beard –

! – You've grown a beard Louis!

A girlish voice replied "I had this beard when you met me." Unmistakably

a high-class accent despite the disguise.

"You're not Louis?"

"No."

She felt all round him but was still lost. "Speak in your true voice."

"May I have the second dance." 

"Tomkit! What Tomkit! I'm so honoured. You want to dance with me! She

held him and tried a twirl but nearly overbalanced by being blindfolded. 

He held her up. "Is your wife with you?"

"That would be telling." 

Another bell clinked very precisely. This must be Tomkit's wife. Or Louis?

Anyway the game must go on. She approached the bell cautiously.

Strange! It was high up. She reached up for the bell and found two hairy

wrists she knew instantly. From arms to face in a fraction of a second.

Lips together. White pleasure flame. Oh oh oh it was too much pleasure. 

Him! Her scheming servants. A white sky packed full of stars. Flying! It

was better being blindfolded, she was so happy with no distractions.

Eventually she whispered to him "I'm the ugly one. You can have my

blindfold if you need it. Will you undo it for me?" After Arthur mimed the

action and the Duke of Troctenburg understood.

Minda had her arm round Luvien. Blinking in the light she saw this end

of the room full of people. Tallya and Louis holding hands. Tomkit was in

a threesome with Al and Jed. No Queen? There was an old lady hovering

behind Luvien who she didn't recognise. "My mother" said Luvien. Minda

greeted her in British but received a glare in return. The Ravens in their

immaculate grey suits stood respectfully behind Louis and Tallya.  Her

close household servants were in the light with Arthur properly

restrained by Lizzie. In the shadows were many more faces... all happy

servants, guards and cooks and servers.  Nothing had been said for some

time. Minda didn't know if she should speak for herself or prompt Luvien

for both of them. She compromised by stroking his back while trying to

remember the names of the servants in the shadows. The fact they had
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been invited to this marriage was significant even if she hadn't got time

to get to the bottom of it. "It's soon the new year. I have the wish I dare

not make come true already. I will come and kiss you all as you make

yours. This is Luvien Duke of Troctenburg from Lanconia.  He will give

you ladies a kiss too.  You are to trust him as you do me – but woe betide

any hussy who smiles with her eyelashes! He's mine!"

New year was a very strange affair in Minda's house that night. The

servants were kissed, picked up and hugged by two of the largest people

in the kingdom.  Luvien was taller than Minda. Maggie had been shrewd

to suggest a bear in her story-telling. Minda managed the names of all of

her nearly twenty household servants.  By some strange process Luvien

was now accepted as the new master of the house and did his best to

guess the mad Bartonbry way of treating servants as real people. Al had

tried to explain it to him but now was the test.  Minda went along the

line saying nice things or asking simple questions.  She held or kissed

every one.  Arthur followed between her and Luvien to encourage the

Duke to at least shake hands.  Arthur would mime something large,

small or odd to Luvien and he would copy Arthur's expression and guess

what action to take as a result. Arthur kept congratulating him and

tipping-off Luvien in Lanconian about the next servant in the line.

Minda, with Luvien holding her hand beside her of course, gathered

Tomkit, Louis and Tallya with Al, James and Jed.  "Please translate boys.

I am so happy tonight. You have come across the sea in winter and I

have ignored you.  You are all in my heart but as you all see there is

another who owns my heart tonight."

Tomkit said "Luvien eh?" and smiled at both of them. 

Minda said "How is your wife Tomkit?"

"She couldn't come. She's with child and the last time we travelled it was

lost."

"I will write tomorrow to wish her better luck this time.  Hey! I might

have a child!" Her world turned upside down a few times.  Very gently

Luvien squeezed her hand. In the silence, as the cascade of why-nots fell

on Minda, Tallya said. You already have children.  Of your own we all

hope for but you are already a mother to many."

Arthur marched in banging a drum. He was followed by John carrying a

baker's tray full of sweet cakes. Maggie, wearing an apron over a little

belly-bump, was behind.  "King Louis and wife, Prince Tomkit, Duke of
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Troctenburg, Ravens, servants and Her Grace the Duchess of Avel!

Maggie has made us luck cakes for the new year." Minda was so used to

the Black Team's deception by now that even in this magical moment

she wondered about the authenticity of Maggie's apron.

Tomkit, the King of Lanconia's eldest son, took precedence.  Maggie said

in Lanconian "Tomkit – may you always find honest people. Louis King of

the docks – may you find welcome wherever you go. Tallya – I wish you

to have a royal cloak of happiness. Ravens you each have a sugar bird

carrying a wish in writing. I'm sorry they don't look much like ravens but

I'll do better next year." In British she said "Lucky and Paul these cakes

were given to me by your wives at Bartonbry. Your message Paul is

'Loneliness in the past is no reason to stay alone.' Lucky you are

instructed not to forget the marketing like you did last time you went

out... ...and even if you do please come back soon.  Flor and Arthur my

wish for you is the same 'May you continue to do so much with so little.'

To all the cadets here including my husband I wish you to continue

making your own luck – your own legends and own loves. I will put these

two aside for Rachel and Jane." That left two bulging luck-cakes on the

tray.  "Minda don't be sad if you can't be happy." In Lanconian to the

Duke "In Briton we cook these luck-cakes when our family and friends go

on a journey or take a challenge and we want to wish them well. Here I

have one for you of course. My spell is 'May your manners make us all

laugh together.' " She repeated it in British for Minda who took a few

moments to appreciate the cleverness behind the seeming insult.

Remembering Maggie's story of the Bear that needed help to eat she

picked the last cake from the tray and fed it to a somewhat confused

Duke. 

Immediately on his expedition's arrival in Melbun Jed had visited the

Lanconian ambassador to alert him to who was in the party and so he

knew to share whatever he wanted with Tomkit. 

"Tomkit?"

"Oh – Frederick the King's oldest son. – Sorry I thought you knew we

called him that. A Briton name given to a man by a girl has become quite

fashionable in Arlesene."

"And do you have a Briton name for the Duke of Troctenburg?"

"Not yet sir but I'm sure it won't be long." Jed then explained that there

was no malice in the visit of the chief criminal from Arlesene and the

ambassador should take his lead from Tomkit. 
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Al had gone straight to his father. The first question he was asked was

where were Richard and Charlsaine.

"Are they not here? They left Arlesene a week before us. We made good

time with only two days to wait at Orfleur for the weather. There was a

Duke heading north who promised to see them safe to the coast at

Hamorne.  He and she were not happy ambassadors father.  Jed and I

tried to build up his pride in an important mission but he found it easier

to complain than command. In truth I asked the King if Richard was

doing any good and he said only that it confirmed long-held prejudices

about Britons being dull and miserable. So with his Ambassador-at-

home we arranged for him to leave before the rest of us and we'd catch

up – so we said." 

"Alefred I don't know how you do it!"

"It's easy father. The King doesn't want to have to be nice to such

miserable people so I showed him a way to help himself and together we

are stronger."

"What did he ask you to do in return?"

"No father. It was me doing him a good turn. And I honestly said I would

do what I could if he helped. So a way was found.  When I go to help the

King I go to help the King not to bleed him. Don't we want a strong King

in Lanconia?"

"We didn't but now thanks to Jane and your team we do."

"Should I go straight to the King and explain about Richard and

Charlsaine?"

"No son. I'll tell him.  You have plowed and sown your field well there. If

the crop fails it will be for others to deal with it."

"I'll send an express message to Jane."

"No you won't! Listen! Firstly Jane isn't our ambassador in Lanconia or

Orfleur. She must be her own lord in her own country.  I think the Duke

will delight in a daughter-wife who is pretty and sharp.  You can tell me

more in a minute – but a friend who helps you because they want to is

worth ten who begrudge the service.  Secondly your mother used to say

to me my name must never be spoken in connection with anything that

went wrong unless I was a knight who rescued the situation.  Once or

twice I have let others make a mess and then dealt with the crisis.  Don't

tell anybody that Al. If something bad has happened to Richard and

Charlsaine then we need to find somebody else to blame. In the

meantime you were a hundred miles away."
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"It's almost like wishing things would go wrong for others so you can

blame them or shine."

"Wishing? Today is New year's eve.  Tonight as the cathedral bell clangs

twelve you will be in a new world of making things wrong for others. 

You may be on first name terms with the King and Queen of Lanconia

and their eldest son but the next year isn't going to be a picnic.  If

Richard and Charlsaine have been captured by pirates that won't be a

picnic will it?"

"No father."

"Forget them. They are nothing to the worse things you and the Duchess

and all the rest of us will have to face this year." The origin, purpose and

importance of Rachel's army – supposedly a girl's toy but really a clever

way to give Briton a shield against the northerners was explained to Al.

Everyone could pretend they were providing their superb and unmatched

skill for a good reason without being tested."  Al knew Rachel would

demand hard work for a purpose.  "The King was thrilled. To be honest

son when you told me about Rachel and Maggie in the King of

Lanconia's court scything down nobles I thought you were telling tales

but I saw her call-out councillors here who had no defence.  It was

brutal. She never raised her voice. Don't ever get on the wrong side of

Rachel son."

"I would submit to any of the Black Team."

"What about the Duchess?"

"I have hardly met her and she has hardly ever commanded me directly."

"She did send you to the King of Lanconia."

"That was to prove myself without the Black Team."

"You've given me dispatches from Ambassador Ecklark but tell me what

happened son."

In the next hour Al described their voyage to Orfleur, welcome there,

uneventful five days to Arlesene, being welcomed by the King. How he

took horribly rough letters from the Ravens written in their own hands to

delight Louis and Tallya. Neither could read but what they saw charmed

them. Soon the name 'scholars' was being used on the docks for the four

boys. How Ecklark was managing. Dot and his wife were with him and

he had schemed with Dot to write with every fashion change to Minda. 

His father understood the value of being first with the intelligence but

now they couldn't be diverted with money-making.  How he'd made

discreet and happy contact with the one of the clerks of the intelligence

office on behalf of James. He'd made sure the Italian ambassador didn't
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feel forgotten. How he tried his bloody best to get Richard accepted as

family by the court and failed. Most important of all he persuaded the

Duke of Troctenburg to come immediately with good chance of marrying

Minda.

"How did you do that son?"

"I don't think he needed persuading but encouraging.  Remember I told

you they were lovers from the moment she arrived in Arlesene in the

summer.  There was a problem I didn't understand and still don't. His

mother. She is a shrew that clings onto him. She hates everything and

everybody.  I have learned a lot father.  Why doesn't she love her son and

try to stop him marrying one of – if not the most – powerful women in

Europe? And he listens to her! She's come with us. I have tried

everything I could think of on the journey to make her trust me. I've tried

offering her my arm as we cross the yard to her horse. I've tried pleasant

conversation. I've tried useful conversation such as would she like to

know a bit about Briton? After thinking 'what would Minda do' I was sure

I had the answer. I opened my heart about Paulanne to her as a lost boy

in the world."

"What happened."

"She called me a fool for chasing women of a foreign country."

"Oh. She's a formidable opponent.  I think we'd better leave her to the

women to deal with. And what about Paulanne."

"It's in the past father.  Every time I travel through Orfleur I hope to see

her and kiss her and jest with her husband and play with her children

but..."

"It's alright son. We've all had lost loves. The world keeps turning. Go and

see your mother son. She loves you as a boy and when she sees you're a

man she will love you again. I love you too son. You make me so proud I

owe Minda a service."

"You yourself said the service of a friend was worth ten of those who

begrudge it. She knows that. A little service from you, a cheerful wave, a

dance, a quiet moment of thought together will be worth more to her

than ten times the jewels. Minda relies on you father."

"I'm worrying about what she thinks I can do."

"Oh don't worry. Whatever you baulk at will be given to me to deal with.

We should start thinking who should deal with the possible capture and

ransoming of Richard and Charlsaine."

"What do you suggest son?"
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"Rachel."

"Ha ha! Very clever. She can't fight on the sea yet. Us oldies know a few

things too son. By the spring she should know how to command a vessel

but the rest is money and practice. Until you me and a few others have

the key men in the key ports ready to accept her command we won't get

anywhere." 

New years day
Minda's town-house with scores of servants was crowded and crackling

with two different languages. Arthur, Maggie and John tried to sort

everyone out.  There was a lovely breakfast in the open parlour where

Minda was waited-on by Arthur and John. She was the only non-

Lanconian speaker.  In private Maggie told Minda that Mister Jim

suggested Brune as the name for the bear in the story.  They all knew

that there was magic in a name and if Maggie and Mister Jim wanted to

write their whims to each other then wasn't that just lovely. Minda knew

the strength of legend and rumour so this was really useful information.  

Tomkit and Minda went informally with Al to see the King and Queen.

After a family welcome it was agreed that tomorrow there would be a

public greeting but today Tomkit was welcome to join the King's social

programme as guest of honour.

Louis was escorted by John, Lucky and the Ravens to the Melbun docks

and then to Avel Towers.  Lizzie and Arthur were given the job of taking

Tallya shopping at Minda's expense for furs and anything else she

thought Melbun could offer.

What to do with the Duke's mother Beryl? Minda had been told about her

grip on the Duke by Al and Jed. She had insisted the Duke should go

straight to the King and was furious when Minda said it was all arranged

for tomorrow and Tomkit would take precedence.  Minda didn't need to

understand a word of Lanconian to see Beryl resented any interference

with her rule of the Duke.  Her first rule in a duel was not to get angry.

Clearly she would need to deal with Beryl but for now, so long as he was

able to come with her today without Beryl, that would do.  Minda

dragged him away from Beryl on the pretext of having to serious affairs of
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state to attend to while Beryl was to be sent shopping with John and

Maggie and hope for the best. 

Actually they went on a hunting party so Minda could show off her

fabulous new possession.  He was every bit the great noble, richly

dressed in gold-cloth cape and deep blue velvet hose and tunic. He had

an entourage of four well-liveried pages and was keen to get started. She

too was noble, dressed for all to see in a smile that shone on everyone

even if it was twisted in an ugly face. Her tunic was rough and dull but

her manner was smooth and bright. It was agreed that she would wager

a ruby on being first to make a kill with her little party hunting by stealth

against the traditionalists on horseback with the Duke. It was

understood of course that the Duke was to be given the first chances. He

wagered a great silvered hunting-horn he would kill the larger animal. 

She'd done it again! Made hunting yet more interesting. 

There was a stock-taking conference in Xavier's stuffy office. Jed, James

and Paul gave their various accounts and filled the gaps in each other's

knowledge. However there was one gap they kept coming back to, the

lack of intelligence from the Northlands. James said "I have half a plan.

No – a quarter of a plan. Are there lords, brigands, pirates, chieftains, or

outlaw bands in our own northern counties who are on terms with the

Northlanders? I expect the general scheme is to have the south loyal

because trade pays and war is ruinous and hope the north sees no gain

in attacking southwards."

Xavier said "It is true. The wolves of the north are their own lords. In

times past there have been raids and reprisals but the King supposes

that having rough warriors on the rough coasts of the north is a good way

to deter the Northlanders invading."

"Like they did in history." Said Paul.

James continued "We don't want to disturb that nest of bees do we!

Suppose a clever Northlander offered a reward or blackmailed one or two

of our northern lords to march south.  What would be the first we knew of

it?"

Xavier said "I see you are thinking about this deeply James.  This is more

of Alefred's hunt than ours."

"No sir. We are his eyes and ears. And his father's and the King's and

Rachel's."
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Jed said "I know I'm a much lesser general than Rachel and you have

only invited me to your conference out of politeness but/"

"/No Jed." Xavier interrupted. "James will tell you the cleverest person is

the one who can appear stupid. I have a very complimentary report from

Lanconia about how you acted the dull, stupid and randy Briton that the

Lanconians expected and so appeared harmless to the lords you met and

talked to about nothing much but training for fighting and then war and

then who were the enemies and what might be their tactics and then

what might be their strategy and then who might be their allies."

"Er – Did I?"

"You've just told us all those things from your time in Lanconia!"

James said "Xavier is praising you for being easy to tell things to. I have

to stay awake at night thinking of how I will scheme this and that while

you fall off your horse, get treated as a harmless but never-the-less

important child-buffoon, and waggle your ears as some lonely lady tests

out what they've heard about you."

Paul said "You're a natural intelligencer Jed. I'm just a clerk. My job is to

make sure you get paid and sent to the right place.  Xavier is the same

but he has to pull a hundred threads together."

"What about James?"

Xavier eventually answered. "James' job is to see I do my job well. See

how he showed the hole in our intelligence? He doesn't yet know the half

of how hard the job is – Yes I know you saw the disaster at the Arlesene

intelligence office very close – but it's worse everyday than that.  Alefred

will be in the open asking questions about loyalty and making promises.

Jed you will be in the open with your ears open. Paul is just a servant,

one of the many who have little danger, little pay and yet never tell a

soul about what they do because they have many other things to do. But

what about a true intelligencer? Everyone who knows about

intelligencing knows who the other master intelligencers are – they are

easy – we send little helpful hints between ourselves to suggest lines of

enquiry that show we are trying to defend ourselves not attack others.

Then there are councillors who know what I do. They see there is power

to be had and look what happened at Arlesene! There is nobody you can

share your thoughts with. You have to be a well into which every

question disappears. By the way it was Harzel who sent me that report

about Jed."

James said "And what did he say about me sir?"
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Xavier sighed. "Do you see what I mean? I let out one small secret

between ourselves and now another is about to be lost."

James said "I don't have a dagger to your throat."

"But now you know the secret is there it will only fester. Hmm. Let this

be a lesson to all of us – Including me.  A deer that isn't suspected in a

covert won't be hunted. I will say James is respected and has the

protection of the King of Lanconia as far as Harzel is concerned."

Paul said "Who is Harzel?"

James said "He had bribed his way inside the intelligencers office in the

hope of having it for himself. Firstly I was the one who found out and

secondly I asked if he was his own master and so discovered he was the

hawk of Italians."

Xavier continued "Then you see – this is why James is better than me at

my job – he saw that a ruthless and devious person like Harzel was a

good candidate for the Office. You have to be ruthless to send men to

unknown deaths. By 'deaths' I mean 'unpleasant – very unpleasant and

lonely deaths'. He saw that Harzel was ambitious and clever. Even

better. Once Rachel and Maggie had exposed him it was a matter of

making him loyal. James set Rachel to on him with the most exquisite

friendliness. Do I need to say any more?"

"What did he write about me?"

Xavier pulled a string, a bell tinkled, a clerk entered. "Yesterdays letter

from H at A." "Ah yes here we are. 'How will we share James? I want all of

him. Al has told me his plans.' Note gentlemen that we have to ask Al

what he actually said. Jed! You may be a buffoon, a brilliant buffoon, but

in the year to come you will need to say things as well as listen. I need to

know exactly – exactly – what you said. There's a difference between 'the

King' and 'the King's servants' or 'what will happen' and 'you're afraid

about something'. At Bartonbry you were taught exactness. I will repeat

that lesson – and we should all repeat it often."

Jed said "This is above my head."

James jumped-in. "No it isn't. You had brains when you were a clerk

destined for holy orders and then to rise in the priesthood. Did you lose

them at Bartonbry? No. You denied everything to do with brains as you

became a champion cadet – the first to be sent back as a reward, the

only one trusted to clout a lazy soldier. Do you think the Duchess sent an

idiot back to Melbun to advertise Bartonbry? Of course she didn't. She

knew you were full of good things."

"Oh did she?"
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"You're an international hero. Now let me ask another question – tell me

later if you would rather – How many women did you bed in Arlesene?"

"None."

"None?"

"All elsewhere."

"Thank goodness! We can't send our most virile son of Briton' abroad and

not have him in a few boudoirs."

"They were as well! You should have been there James!"

"I wish I had been but how many?"

"Um..."

"Didn't you keep a journal?"

"Yes. I suppose they are in there." Three men looked at each other. The

fourth was slightly bemused. "I could give you the details but do you

need that for intelligencing?"

James said "Of course we do! You weren't sent to Lanconia to fight with

an army were you? You were sent to hear whispers and to improve your

Lanconian.  Suppose Ambassador Ecklark dies. We need another who

knows his ways around the bedrooms or Arlesene."

"That's Al's job. Nothing to do with me."

"Al's job is to stay outside bedrooms. Your job is to be dragged inside."

"I refuse to give you the details of these ladies."

Xavier said "Some or all of these ladies were not ladies. They were put in

your path by Harzel – that's if you're lucky. I won't insist on details now

but by noon tomorrow in writing. It's your safety that matters to us. You

are valuable. That's why you are here."

Paul said "Also you're intelligent and strong. The King needs intelligent

and strong people. He made you an Earl in the spring.  What have you

done to earn that title since?"

Being quizzed about bedrooms and bowers in Lanconia was private fun

but this was a serious matter of duty. "Erm. I've led an army to support

the King and helped Al in Lanconia with good reports.  Isn't that enough

for you?"

Xavier said "Don't get angry Jed. We all admit you have earned respect

for your steady strength. Paul asked you what you had done and you
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answered. That's fine. Why don't you ask him why he asked instead of

getting annoyed?"

"I'm sorry. Erm. I'm slower that you others. The King gave me the title one

day. I had no service to give other than the service I would have given

anyway."

"And you'd just killed you father that was very convenient for the King."

Said Paul.

"And" said James "The King wanted your father the Archbishop killed so

he got you to do it.  What does that tell you?"

"Actually the King said he wanted me to stab my father. I made sure by

asking and stabbed. Then the King changed his mind but it was too late.

I obeyed my order from the King. He gave me the title of Earl of Melbun

for showing to others what happens if you obey the King."

Xavier said "He also gave it so he could show strength. He didn't ask

advisors about it. The King knows that you – without a copper penny –

are going to be one of his best servants and rather than keep it a secret

wants to show you as an example to others.  James will never get public

recognition."

"Why not?"

"You know what 'thankless task is'. Well intelligencer is one of those jobs

you do because you know nobody will thank you. The people you've

helped probably won't even know they've been helped. Will you do

something for me Jed?"

"Yes sir."

"Never acknowledge James as one of us in public but be a maid servant

for him in private if needed."

"Maid servant!"

"James would never ask you for anything unless he needed it would he?"

"Er – No."

"And he is doing valuable work which he can't tell you about.  So if he

asks for anything just give it under oath of secrecy."

Paul said "The Duchess has money so we shouldn't worry about the cost

of agents. She will see the King pays her for all her services or rob

another church."
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Xavier asked "What is happening with Bartonbry Abbey and the Abbot?

Has she bewitched him?"

Paul described how the Abbey had first surrendered and then put its

past behind it and embraced a new future and rule. He added that even

when the Castle and the Abbey were enemies or allies without choice

Minda's servants had pledged their complete support for their

neighbours.  The lessons of last winter and spring may have been sharp

but they could all see lasting good would come from the Castle while

bickering decay would destroy the Abbey.  James described the Abbot's

indoctrination on the road from Bartonbry in the ways of enjoying

fellowship of simple company and John's clever idea of getting him to

preach at the quay on Christmas day.

Xavier asked "Why was that clever Jed?"

"I know that one sir. The Abbot showed his strength and independence."

"And then what? What was specially clever about that?"

"It must make him feel good."

"Anything else?" Jed was puzzled. "What would others think?"

"They'd be impressed."

"And did he become the darling of the Melbun church?"

"Oh! No. Oh I see! By his simple Christian deed he has shown up their

game of gold and jewels."

"Like you did on the King's command."

James said "The really clever thing is something more. Shall I tell you?"

"Yes. I'm slow."

"He has upset the bishops here so he now only has Minda and possibly

the King for support. He has no way to go back to being rich and

indifferent.  John cut off his retreat."

"Oh I can understand that. It's clever. The whole thing.  But why bother

with him? Why does it matter?"

"Because Minda has a tame Abbot who will be an example to others in

the way she wants."

"It's all too clever for me but thank you for trying." said Jed.

Xavier said "You will get your brains back soon. We need eyes and ears

with brains. Of the four of us you are the only one we can send to the
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Northlanders or the northern counties. You need to know how we work

and we need to know what you're good at."

There was a pause. "Oh! I've just realised. If I have an army I must take it

to unfriendly places.  Um.  I had never thought of that."

James said "You did really well this summer.  Nobody ever thought a boy

could lead an army and yet you did it.  Without you what chance would

there be of a girl cadet being a general?"

"You're telling me I'm part of a team. Since Bartonbry I have forgotten

about teams."

"Welcome to ours." said Paul.

James said "You know what a team means Jed. We're looking after each

other and trusting each other. We still haven't dealt with the Northlands

and northern counties but the boudoirs of Arlesene won't be the place to

solve it."

Paul said "I have enough to think about for now but may I make a

suggestion? James said we have a team and that is true.  What name? I

suggest 'metal'. Each one to have his own code name. We might know

Jed as Bronze and so on."

Xavier said "Your scheme is to be secret and only ever used between the

Metal team.  I will be Lead.  James will you be Tin. Paul you can be

Gold. I will give Harzel the name Mercury."

Jed said "Gold for Paul!"

James said "A wise choice.  If our secret is torn from one of us then Gold

will be somebody's first choice.  Paul is either very safe in Bartonbry of

racing about with Minda and difficult to trap."

"Oh I see.  And Lead is dull and uninteresting so Xavier might not be

suspected."

"Exactly. Now Jed – why did I include Harzel?"

"Because he is your servant?"

"Good guess. No he's his own man. James and Rachel did it the

Bartonbry way."

James said "Because he will look after us like we looked after him. He

knows James has the ear of the King and could probably bring a couple

of assassins disguised as guards if he wanted but he reckons that James

would never want to do that so don't worry and be loyal instead.  Didn't

he write good things about you so Lead would know."
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Paul said "We must deal with the north! Metal names, pretty women and

clever schemes on the Melbun docks will not deal with the north!"  

Al, his father the Ambassador-at-home, Tomkit and the Lanconian

Ambassador were asked to meet with the King for half an hour before the

King and Queen departed for tonight's feast and ball at Lord Toullins. 

The King explained that he wished to have a council where no women

and especially no girls were present. "They gallop when we canter and

trot when we gallop. First in the Bartonbry way I would say to Tomkit

how welcome he is. That the King of Lanconia sends his first son is a

noble and friendly deed. We trust Lanconia likewise. I understand in

Lanconia there is a long history of anti-Briton feeling and in my Kingdom

we have the same about you. The troublemakers will seize on our

friendship as a betrayal.  We have to live with that but at least if we can

find the sources of the rumours we may deal with them."

As a good politician should, Tomkit's wake-up in the summer had made

him realise how Briton would be important to him and Lanconia. With a

Briton being made Earl of Arlesene there could be no clearer indication

that the two kingdoms were going to be friends according to his father. 

The question was how would their friendship turn into useful

cooperation? Jane, now Duchess of Orfleur, Earl of Arlesene and Rachel

had shown one scheme that required the active participation of the lands

on both sides of the straits. "Sir, I come for no other reason than to meet

you and your wife. We may not be family by blood but the Briton way we

have seen is to adopt."

"Is it?" The King was confused.

Al said "The Bartonbry way is to make families.  The Duchess never had

her own family that should explain it."

Tomkit said "There is a man who I did not know existed who rules the

docks of Arlesene. We would call him a criminal chief. Minda brought

him to our aid and though all his possessions could be brought twenty

times over by my sword she made me meet him as an equal prince."

Al said "He is lowly but useful.  Also a rebel with less than fifty pounds

could destroy our Melbun docks by setting fires, causing fights,

circulating bad coinage and calling on the labourers to riot. Then what

would happen? That couldn't happen at Arlesene unless Louis wanted it.

Also he happens to be a humble lovable gentleman.  You know – like the

Abbot."
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This last bit might have been a bit too much but the Lanconian

ambassador said "That's a good connection Alefred.  Louis leads the

docks humbly to his own limited ideas and nobody would dare challenge

him.  You happen to have found the nice side of his – err 'mixed'

character and he's proud of that. What about the Abbot? He's defied the

authorities in a way they can't quite see to gaol him. He's an outlaw in

their eyes. Anyone that meets the 'Barefoot Abbot' will respect him for

being a man of the people.  In Lanconia that's a strange idea but you

Britons are full of the idea that the common man is as worthy as the

lord." 

Al knew what his next mission was – to find the Abbot and take him on

a barefoot New Year's day mission somewhere with a pound of Minda's

coppers in his pocket.

The conference finished with a plan of business for the next week, month

and year.  Tomorrow they would have the official welcome for Tomkit, his

entourage and the Duke.   

Minda won her bet and Luvien won his. Each loser paid the followers of

their victor a gold coin.  Everyone was happy in success and to see

generosity when losing. Minda introduced Luvien to her followers then

made friends with his.  Bloody hands make a brotherhood.  Nobody said

this but a seed of Minda's complete trust in Luvien was planted in every

mind.  She didn't cling to him. She didn't try to speak for him.  She didn't

suggest who to seek out or what to say. She let this red-blooded duke get

to know the men and girls who had elected to try her close-up hunting

without a single glance.  On their way back to the house where tonight's

ball was she casually asked him how he was getting on but she couldn't

resist a little hug and a big smile. He smiled back.

"I'm setting you free Luvien. Don't you dare sleep with another lady but

flirt all you want. You watch me flirting with the men!"

"Can't we stay together?"

"No! Why is the dog on a leash if it isn't loyal. You've had enough of being

told what to do.  All I ask is you behave nobly and smile. Don't forget to

smile. Think of me if you forget gorgeous. We'll stay here the night. My

staff are very busy so I will burden another."

"I'm afraid on my own.  I don't know much your language."

"I have staff waiting if you need help. Do your best.  We will dance.  How

will we dance! Save yourself to the end lover!" 
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Avel Towers
Rachel's army had little time to moan, and anyway she'd spoken to all of

them at some time making it clear there would be more opportunities to

earn money for sticking sharpened stakes in fields, getting well fed and

weapons practice. Some soldiers were already wondering how to join a

real army in Italy. She had the knights fight hand to hand, gently mind

you, with the common soldiers. Every knight reminded the troops that he

was worth more alive than dead.  The Italian way of dealing with knights

charging on horseback was kept to a couple of secluded mornings with

Rachel and Ranaldo. The first was to describe the way the front of the

pikes was unlikely to be broken by a charging knight and then how it

would move faster than a dismounted knight to deal with him. The

second morning was to practice attacks against less sophisticated troops

and try out coordinated tactics.  Rachel knew that her talk the night

before about checking all the time for the others would get lost in the

excitement of the charge. Eventually she decided the only thing she

could do was to lead with her chestnut hair flowing behind in the winter

sunlight and put paper roses round her shield to focus their attention.  In

the moments before they started Rachel said as she unpinned her hair

and had her shield presented to her by an anonymous servant "Each one

of you is made of four horse legs, some horse armour, armour, a man, a

helm and a heart.  So our team is made of vital parts. Today I do not

judge you can see that truly so I will lead. If I fall then Dick will lead and

you will continue and you are to leave me to my fate. Is that clear? You

have a battle to win.  Synth you say a prayer for all of us then we will

mount.  And for God's sake don't hurt any of the army. We'll soon need

every man who can hold a spade." 

The Briton cadets and the new cadets arrived at Avel towers on the

Eleventh day of Christmas.  Tomorrow would be a great day but this

evening was when Minda and her cadets would count their catch for the

last year and cast their nets for the next.  Also, tomorrow would be a bit

exciting!

In one corner of the hall were four strangers. Tomkit, Luvien, the

Lanconian ambassador and the Italian ambassador.  In another were

Flor, Brand, Paul and Arthur and – The Abbot!.  The cadets were mixed

together on benches. Dozens of pale faces in the lamp light.  Two empty

chairs were brought to the front.
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Minda stood in front of them in a simple smock-dress, no eye patch and

without her special glove.  "You know you are my children. You know I'm

a woman who makes men do their duty. Some who would be sitting in

those chairs have died doing their duty which makes me sad. We cannot

dwell on every sadness but deal with it and revenge or prevent a

repetition." A hardly audible 'Amen' came clearly from the Abbot. Those

that heard echoed it with good voice and a second wave followed. "Every

man and woman here will play a part in the history of the world.  You

won't be the ones to farm an acre and die without leaving your village.

You won't be the ones to fish each day from your beach and one day

never return.  You won't be the forester who chops trees and hunts in a

single wood until frozen in a snowstorm. You won't be the miller who

takes sack after sack of grain to feed the village.  All of these men are

worthy but you have more to do. You have to lead. You have to educate.

You have to share. You have to fight. You have to fight together no

matter how hard the fight. I will train you. The world has many riches for

bold men – and bold women – but what are riches if our houses are

burned by invaders or rebels? One day we will deal with the horror of the

wars in Italy. We have more urgent things to do first but so you Britons

and Lanconians know – Our neighbour's house is on fire and we will be

bringing them water."

"Each of you cadets know you are climbing stairs and none are even near

the top. The Briton cadets have climbed further while the foreigners are

beginning to see the way upwards.  None of you – not even me – can

truly see where each stairway leads.  I judge you on taking each step like

a toddler – one at a time then steadily making it their castle until the

next one.  Think how much joy does every mother and father get from a

child taking its first steps."

"You are all learning accounting and finance so you ask what is the cost?

I will tell you part of the cost. Do not listen to my exchequer Tomlyn! The

cost is the worry you might tumble down the stairs.  You will all rise to

be the friends, advisors, wives and husbands of kings and princes and

warrior queens.  You will all try too hard and forget your team.  You will

all find danger and I hope know how to deal with it.  When I am gone I

want you to have somewhere to run away to and then beat your enemy

by another means."

"You are the next generation. I will do anything to see you succeed

together.  You have awkward fathers – fanatic mothers – strange

brothers – frantic priests all telling you what you will and won't do.  They

do not know what you know. They have not seen what you have seen. I

snore in church because I have been out all night looking for outlaws so

you can do the same.  I know none of you will pretend with excuses now.
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There are so few like you nobody will believe your special advantages. In

fact you are the only ones.  Look round this room. In the corner you may

seen the next king of Lanconia but you cadets are the only ones that

matter."

"You are my children." Minda whistled the 'to me' with Maggie's

signature. In a few seconds Maggie was beside Minda.  "Look at Cadet

Maggie's belly-bump. That is the generation you must look after. Please.

For me."

A discharge for this emotion had been rehearsed but Luvien couldn't stay

still. He stood up. When huge man stands up in a crystallised moment

people notice and wait to see what will happen. He went to Minda.

Kissed her then kissed Maggie. He even smiled and then smiled and

cried. Arthur saw his ending act had been neatly trumped and stayed

put.

Flor wiped away too many tears and took his turn to brief the cadets on

tomorrow's simulated attack and their role.  Some had already practised

but it was important everyone knew this was going to be a pretend

attack and relief. "Lanconians and Italians! The purpose isn't to play at

fighting but to show defeat is grim – very grim – and defence is essential. 

None of you will be attackers as rumours could start for real against

Lanconia and Italy. Each of you will be given the defence of your hosts.

We know it's only Lucky and a few cadets but fear is a flame that jumps

from thatch to thatch quicker than lightning." 

Avel towers attacked!
Flor and Meltom, as the Melbun version of Tomlyn was now called, had

to hope their arrangements were sufficient.  Each time they went

through the numbers they were uncertain. They had the Royal family

and two dozen servants. Tomkit and the Duke with another two dozen.

Say fifteen cadets with fifteen families at three or nobles and three

servants. Twenty five foreign cadets.  A score of generals from Rachel's

army with their servants. Now add two dozen other nobles with wives

and servants. Now add friends of cadets. Now add guards and house

guides and house servants! Meltom could deal with these figures and

understood how to turn fifty pounds into two days food for a hundred

people. Flor left Meltom to the task of entertainment, firewood, candles,

torches, silverware, ale for idle servants and the thousand other details
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necessary to entertain the court and elite of Melbun. Flor asked if Mary

could watch on the strict promise that she didn't interfere and was

occasionally useful.  In fact she was useful as Meltom was not liked at all

by the female staff. Flor got by with asking 'what would Doreen do'.

The elite and parents of cadets knew Minda's event was going to be

different from anything else. They had all been told, often at first hand, of

the Black Team's 'sports day' at Arlesene and expected something

similar. They were to arrive before noon then there would be

entertainment in the afternoon followed by a feast at dusk and then a

ball. By as many ways as she could think of, servants, dressmakers,

children and husbands, Minda sought to calm fears that this would be a

tournament of fashion. 

Minda and Luvien greeted every arrival at the park gatehouse. Whether

they were nobles or butcher's carts everyone got a welcome.  By now

Minda had convinced Luvien that this was worthwhile. He got many

cheery winks back from the carters and footmen after doing this. Minda

had taught him to challenge on false grounds and then capitulate in

good spirit to let people know he was easily confused and never angry. 

He had never been so happy at being silly before.  "Hey lady! You can't

ride in here on a white mare! Chestnut only. At least I think she said

that. Should I ask?" So he would ask Minda standing a pace away and

winking at the victim. "Ask her if she has chestnut hair and say how

lovely it is then let her in." Of course Minda knew all her guests by now

so this was play-acting but repetition relaxed the Duke. He saw that

saucy challenge was an opening to shared chuckles.  Minda assured him

that after sharing chuckles he might be thought worthy to share troubles. 

When he quite sensibly asked why sharing troubles was a good thing she

explained that when people shared their troubles with you they showed

their trust.  He should get their trust – he had nothing to hide and

everything to gain. Did he have anything to gain? Yes of course! He

would become a sought-after man and trusted in his own right in the

society of Melbun instead of being a dirty foreigner stealing their Minda

and hiding in her skirts. 

In the second hall musicians played for demonstrations of Italian and

Lanconian dancing by the foreign cadets and quiet contemplation.  In

the main hall there were serious and silly games of throw-ball, piggy-

back pillow jousting, musical chairs. Also musical laps where the there

was one more lady than men's laps to sit on. When the music stopped
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the left-over lady and the last man to be sat on retired. The foreign

cadets had been sent to the kitchens in Bartonbry to bring some of their

speciality foods and style of sweets to liven-up the dull diet of Briton.

Now, with the help of the more experienced cooks of the ambassadors

there was a succession of dishes to try brought round by footmen. The

footmen had been trained in the Bartonbry way of helpfully explaining

what the dishes were and showed pleasure at each successful trial and

intelligent and confidential concern at all reactions.  They made sure the

last few helpings of each dish were saved for guests who had expressed

a special liking.  The idea of a servant being so attentive and serving

with genuine pleasure was something every master and mistress wished

for, so this was another way Minda showed her cleverness.

There was archery on the front lawn. Firstly at static targets then rolled

down the gentle slope to the river at about running pace. The

competitors were given differently coloured coloured arrows so they

could fire at once as many times as they could manage in the time the

wheel came into the allowed firing arc. 

Minda, Maggie and John gave a demonstration of knife throwing aiming

first at simple targets then cords stretched across a board then a sack

with a target that spun as it hung.  After the demonstration they offered

to show anyone who wanted a go.  

There were knock-billet skittles and ale for the servants and guards in

the rear courtyard. 

Twenty armed men in black coats with white tatters walked casually in

bunches through the back gate of the courtyard. Their faces were

painted black with a white band across the eyes to match their shields,

black with a white stripe with two 'eye' breaks in it. They wore helms,

carried swords and at least another weapon but whatever their mission

was there was no urgency.  They even chatted with the milling servants.

Finally a great warrior made an entrance. Accompanied by a woman

blacked-up and armoured, strode the littlest knight with the biggest

heart. He hadn't got the white eye stripe but two white hearts on either

cheek.  His troops beat their shields and knelt before him. 'Est sólo uno!'

they chanted.  Many of the onlookers had been tipped-off by the staff and

those that hadn't been took their lead from the others so these strange

invaders were not challenged. 

The little knight held up his jewelled Moorish knife. "Attack!" 
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The next few minutes were different from all the other parties ever given

in Melbun. Pil and Den had developed the attack so that there were

candle holders and all sorts of stacks to be noisily pushed over and down

stairs.  Cords holding wall-hangings were slashed and tables knocked

over.  The foreign girls had been given the job of screaming a bit. 

Somehow a table was waiting to be axed into splinters with a couple of

blows by Jed.  Within half a minute of entering the main hall the only

sound was panting.  Blades hovered over kneeling captives.  Arrows

waited for instant release into the gaze of parents.  There was silence

while the clump clump of Avel boots came into the room. With folded

arms and as grim a face as he could manage the great warrior growled to

his men. "Fetch me the ugly one. I want to see her in chains!" The

mysterious accompanying lady whispered something to him. "What the

King himself!" Another whisper. "And the Queen! She is nice. I like her. 

The King not so much." He drew his curved golden knife the King had

presented to him last year.  "You see the sort of rubbish he gives as

presents. Look at this. Emeralds AND rubies! Red and green together –

Yeuk! One or the other but not both!" As carefully rehearsed the gold

knife was speared into an apple then passed to the mystery lady who

held it aloft. "Gregori! Remind my captives their lives are forfeit." An

arrow took the apple off the tip of the knife in a second.  More

whispering. "The bear from Lanconia! No! What here?... Brune! Show

yourself!"

Minda gave him a push as his cue. "What is it little one." He bellowed. "I

am he." The mystery woman beside Arthur came over all faint, wilted at

the knees and smiled hopefully. Arthur jabbed Lucky in the ribs. "Oy

you!" Lucky did a superb job of acting undecided. Fortunately Luvien was

facing away from the captive guests and parents as he failed to keep a

straight face, however he remembered his lines and challenged.  "I will

fight you man to man little one! Name your weapon!"

"Speed." Suddenly three crossbows were pointing at Luvien's chest from

a range of two paces. Each bolt was a rose stem.  The mysterious lady

followed slowly with a crossbow armed with a feather duster. It wasn't

wound and she tickled his chin then smothered his face.

Flor shouted from somewhere "Rachel's army is here to free us from these

barbarians."

Arthur replied "You wish and you wish but you do not fool me Mister Flor.

Now where is the ugly one! Men I want her here in chains begging for

mercy at my feet!"

Minda strode up to him. Picked him up and perched him on her shoulder.

"If the Queen wasn't here you'd get a spanking but I know she loves you."
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"Please listen everybody! Your boys played attacking. Now they know

how easy it is. If a hundred clever Northerners had come who in this hall

would be alive now? This isn't the end of the story.  Rachel's army is

going to rescue us all from these brutal men. I want to see what a girl

has done in a few weeks.  

The important thing the army had to remember was that they were there

to show off their skills and discipline. Strictly ordered blocks of troops fed

through each other in a sort of leapfrog. Three blocks of troops stood their

ground behind a hedge of sharpened stakes against charging knights.  A

single archery target was destroyed in seconds by concentrated fire.

Archers loosed all together on the sound of a drum beat so the spectators

could see black wave after black wave soar then land on a series of straw

and cloth knights.  The axemen paraded with flashing blades in unison.

The pikemen raised and lowered their forest of spears together.  Finally

the army was arranged in a triangle with the knights at their centre. 

Everything was still with every weapon facing out. Except for a single

rider in shining goldcloth coat and flowing chestnut hair walking her

horse around talking to the troops. After perhaps five minutes of this

stillness that had to end but didn't, the King rode out to meet her. She

blew the 'to me' on a whistle and all the weapons were laid down. The

troops, knights, horsemen, carters and cooks gathered round her.  A way

in was made for the King. The knights formed a symbolic circle of

submission by kneeling around Rachel. Nothing like this had ever

happened to the King!

The King shouted out so all could hear. "To every man here I say you

have earned your pay. Today you have shown our friends that Briton

knows how to fight. By doing so you won't have to fight our enemies

alone. Think on that.  No one man is an army. No one Kingdom can

defeat it's many neighbours. You are the muscles of Briton that will make

our nation safe for our families.  Can I trust you to keep Rachel safe?"

A roar of YES! was the response.

Rachel stopped the King with an urgent message. Then he continued

"She says she will take you to the greatest danger in the shortest time."

The King and everyone else looked a bit puzzled. 

Rachel spoke up for herself. "If there's a fire then I will attack the blaze

not the sparks. The sooner I attack it the less it eats and the less it

grows.  Will you join me?"

Now it was clear. YES!
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Close up the King saw the bruises under her eyes. Here was a girl who

had given everything.  "You won't be the only ones to follow Rachel but

you will be the FIRST!"

Clearly Lord Weston had also been punished by the schedule. He

shouted. "There is beef and ale for every man at the riverside lodge. 

Enjoy it."

Rachel peeped her whistle. "But make your tents first. The paymaster will

be round tomorrow morning.  Thank you. Each and every one of you

knight, or cook.  If we meet again it will be too soon."

HURRAH!

The under-generals gathered their men for a last encampment.  They too

were tired and looked forward to a bath and feast.  The knights were

waiting for Rachel to lead them to the house until they realised that she

was no longer caring. Upright but asleep.

Dick Doppel said to the others. "Rachel has fallen I will lead. Our orders

are to leave her to her fate? We cannot do that."

Sir Hattorex spoke. "Yes we must.  Nothing terrible will happen to her.

Some might sneer but she has told us a score of times to obey orders. 

Others will see to it. We have to take the fight to the feast. We are still

strong. We must show them inside. There are hours to go yet. Cadets to

impress. Nobles to cadge a new livery from.  Daughters and wives to

woo."

Rest for Rachel
Many had their personal opinion about the best way to speed Rachel's

recovery.  Maggie knew the strangulation of stress from the spring and

guessed the physical bruising of over a month as commander.  The next

morning Rachel insisted on being woken at ten to tour her army for the

last time. "It's not the last time Rachel." said Maggie. 

"I hope it is. I had knights who now obey orders and generals who can

fight their own battles. I was training them not the soldiers."

Maggie understood but couldn't grip the reins. "They need something to

fight for. Freedom or even wealth are fog against your sun.  They will

fight for you. That's what they're fighting for. You. Not against nasty men

from the north.  Not for twopence a day.  Not for the honour of the

Kingdom but you. Just you."

"Well they'll have to grow up!"
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"I thought you wanted to be a general and deal with the Briton

mercenaries in Italy?"

"Yes I do but why do they need me for God's sake!"

"They're simple men. That's how they think."

"Right then! I'm off to Northland to bring their army here to teach them a

lesson."

"You are tired aren't you Rachel."

"Yes. It's like not being able to breathe in the brain."

"Rest. Would you like to go home?"

"To Bartonbry?"

"No to your parents silly! Stay there and I'm sure you'll get a message

when the Queen wants to see you."

"Queen? Why?"

"You remember we saw her in the spring and we did that fluster. Now

she loves you for being brave and strong."

"I won't go unless you're beside me Maggie."

"What. The boldest woman in Europe afraid of meeting the Queen!"

"Yes I am Maggie. I'm taut with men but loose-wove with women."

"Do you think the Queen is trying to twist and knot you Rachel?"

"I can't take the chance.  I sharpen my own blades so I know they will

cut. My whetstone is in my pack if you don't believe me!"

"Um. Rachel dear.  You have been my best friend for years and when we

ran away – that's exactly a year ago today! You led me. Now I see you

started with leading me then the Black Team then guards then an army.

You cannot stop leading!"

"I never led the Black Team! That was Jane."

"You led from behind."

"You can't lead from behind stupid!"

Maggie ignored the insult of a very tired friend. "Yes you can. You did

brilliantly. You would often discuss tactics and strategy with me and

Jane in a way that showed you could see more than us.  I remember the

time when we were given twelve shillings and just a day to get any tree

cut down in Heronswell and get it back to Bartonbry. How impossible
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was that? But you schemed how to cheat without anyone being able to

deny us. It was you that saw that some of the money should be a bribe

for lying and that if we split up we could get a tree cut down a couple of

miles away from Bartonbry and still have the timber limber and fellers

from Heronswell in charge when it came through Bartonbry gates."

"But everyone knew we cheated."

"I hope so. That's what they wanted us to do."

"What? Really? I've often worried about that. Really?"

"Yes. She's training us to cheat."

"I'm tired. I mustn't cheat my men."

"Who are your men. All of them?"

"Yes I suppose so. They all looked at me like – I don't know – Like I knew

everything and had a pocket full of secrets only generals knew."

"You do. You commanded the knights."

"Seven second-rate knights."

"Good training for the first rate ones then."

"I suppose so. Stop bullying me!"

"I'm not. Who else would you talk to – or should you sleep?"

"I should get more sleep.  Sorry Maggie. I'm exhausted."

"I know love. Nobody expects anything more of you."

"Except everybody who has forgotten what they are fighting for. Get

Minda to smack their bottoms."

"Did you notice the King didn't make you an earl?"

"Why should he?"

"He is thrilled by everything this year. You are the sugar glaze on his

cake.  You have done ten times as much as Jed. So why aren't you at

least an Earl?"

"Um. I see. I haven't had time to think of that.  Yes I suppose he should

show his gratitude...  Yes! Why not!"

"Because he doesn't know how.  If Minda hasn't told him then she doesn't

know either. You are a wolf in the lake. Nobody has ever seen anything

like it before."
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Allies and ambitions
In the private rooms of the castle it was agreed that Jane would be their

anti-piracy general with Rachel taking orders on this side of the sea.

Briton would help Lanconia if attacked from the north and Lanconia

would help Briton if attacked by the Northlanders. As friends they

admitted they didn't know what such help would be but it was in both

their interests to have a stable partner. Alefred was able to point out that

the intelligence offices of both Kingdoms had ways of cooperating.

The Lanconian ambassador invited the King and Queen to meet Tomkit

of course with Louis and Tallya for a private afternoon party.  When

Minda heard of this she insisted on Luvien going without her. "You

should come too Minda."

"No. You all have your own minds. As it is they will say 'what does the

Duchess want?' I suppose it's like when I let you flirt at balls I know you

will come back to me."

"You are a mighty woman dear. Do I guess you would marry me if you

could?"

"Yes my Brune. And I can! Will you make a solemn promise to me and I

will tell you the secret."

"Yes. You see! No hesitation. I am obedient."

"Your mother must not know this secret.  I will release you to go home

dearest if you are offended.  The King says he will bless our marriage so

long as I am sole mistress of the Dukedom. You shall have no say or

ownership over me my servants or chattels.  It's a bitter blow to you I

know and your mother will rage but the King needs me. Briton needs

me."

"Lanconia needs you.  I need you.  I only make one demand...  You will

show me how to be a master worthy of my mistress."

"You are easy to please Brune."

"A spy told me you are known by your close family as Min.  May I call you

that?"

"Ha! That is Pod Watts a smith from Lostnock. He always shortens

people's names. When you meet him he'll call you 'Luv'. When you're at

the ambassadors I will be at a meeting of my brother smiths of this town. 

They have told you my legends?"
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"Yes Min. I'm not sure where the many coats of legend become the flesh

of you. I'll take the flesh before me."

"Me too you bear!" 

Minda's happiness turned to professional seriousness when there was a

Brother's meeting at Smith Ablit's smithy. She was out of practice and

her muscles soft but they took it for granted she could work miracles for

them.  She had never seen ten smiths together before.  They had all

made an effort to dress at least one social level above their station. She

refused to be the 'father of the forge' insisting that she was a visitor. After

two or three minutes of casual conversation Minda spoke up. "We are

here as proper Brother's meeting and so far there has been no business. I

can get chatter whenever I want!"

"Sorry brother." said the Father of the forge. "Has any brother got a

pressing problem?"

"Widow Roberts is to be made homeless. Can we find a shilling each?"

Minda said "Keep going! Who else?" A couple more needy cases were

mentioned. "Good! Now what about your country cousins?" There was a

guilty silence. "Who will be an ambassador to your country brothers? I'm

busy being an ambassador much further though I wish I could spend my

days in forges listening to the blows of the bellows and music of the

hammer.  Who is it to be?" Silence.  "Right! You will appoint your most

charming and carefree apprentice or daughter. Here is five pounds to

start your fund.  And here is a pound for a horse, riding lessons and

expenses for your ambassador."

One brother said "Why do we need an ambassador?"

"To bring news of lonely Brothers so they may prosper in love and

business.  So their widows won't starve.  So they get help when they

need it. If you want more funds you only have to ask – but surely you are

not all so poor you cannot put your shilling on the anvil?" 

Al, James, Xavier and Al's father had yet another discussion about the

Northlands.  The only thing they could think of was to use Baltic traders

as weathervanes. They had no ambassador as such and the Northlands

was really a lose group of alliances.  Al had a sudden idea. "If we and

Lanconia are dealing with pirates will the Northlanders want to support

us so their trade is safer? Can't we use that as bait?"
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"Hold on!" said his father. "There is this talk of suppressing pirates but so

far no proper plan."

"Well father I agree we do not really know what we are doing but Jane is

finding out. Remember she is at a port on a coast with lots of little rocky

havens for sea-brigands. On our side Rachel has been learning to be a

general. When she's recovered I expect that will be the next thing the

Black Team put their skills to."

"I see. I will try to convince the King and the next Council we should

have some up-to-date defence plans."

James said "You do not need a full army ready at any moment but

defence forts and generals who can work together must be ready for

battle within the hour. I think we all know of the next opportunity to

practise. Abbot Andrew has done an excellent job of making the

churches angry. Somehow they need provoking more. Parading the

brazen Duchess as a saint might help.  Yesterday I was talking to some

wicked rumour-makers.  They don't know anything of the plan but I think

for a few pounds some travellers and wandering churchmen – Oh... Yes! I

know.  We can send Abbot Andrew on an annoying mission to get

abbeys and cathedrals to give up their riches."

Xavier said "You can't just tell him what to do!"

Al said "Yes we can. He's been told what to do all his life. Now John and

James captured him and I followed it up on New Year's day when he

went barefoot – actually he didn't for most of the way but that's the story

– to bless the poorer parts of town and give away pennies and blessings. 

Then it dawned on me that like on Christmas day roast pigs were

expected. That gave me a lot of trouble to organise secretly.  He had

Lucky with him and both carried swords openly. Lucky's for defence but

the Abbot's was so he could hold it up and ask the crowd what he should

fight with it.  Lucky lead hymn singing simply by standing on a cart and

starting.  I know I engineered it but I was moved."

Xavier said "And somebody had taught the guards the responses and

base lines.  I was hidden in the crowd. I was moved. There were others

hiding in the crowd who were angry."

"Good."

"Good?"

"If they're angry they will make mistakes."

"Oh I see. Anyway Al well done. And also to you James and your brother.

I will toss a coin with your father to see who pays your expenses and

something on account for your next scheme." 
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Now all that remained was to get rid of Beryl. Minda asked herself was

there any reason Beryl would accept to return to Lanconia without

Brune? Could she be diverted? Still at a loss Minda wondered what

would a woman do who's child was being stolen by another woman?

This began to make more sense.  There was nobody less like a baby than

Brune but he had accepted his mother's authority on nearly everything. 

Perhaps Beryl had been protecting and pushing him for so long she

couldn't let him go? An answer with a high price appeared she

summoned Brune and Little Arthur.

"Men. My most precious men.  Come on each give me a kiss..." "Now

Arthur you have been dutifully nice to the Duke's mother. I want you to

do something really important for me. I want you to escort her back to

Lanconia and get her to answer all your questions as you go. She will be

lonely and you are good company. It will help you with your Lanconian

and you'll no doubt get to see Jane and the Queen again.  Will you do

that for me?"

"Yes Minda. I don't like to see people lonely so I cheer them up."

"You do don't you. When you come back you will be bigger, stronger and

the best dressed man in Briton." 

"Will I?"

"Do you think I'd send a brave little boy to Lanconia all on his own if he

didn't deserve the very finest suits?"

"No. Um.  How long will I stay?"

"I don't know. Two months perhaps." At this moment a crow's shadow

passed across her. What if Arthur was captured or even killed by her

religious enemies? Oh no! It was a risk she would have to take.  She'd

think more about that later. "Right then give me another kiss to last

months and off you go to start packing. You can have a guard and two

pack horses. You're a big man now."

Arthur left.

"You know what that was about don't you Brune?"

"Yes and no?"

"I'm giving Beryl my child in exchange for hers.  I will get mine back – I

hope."

"He can't be your child!"

"No silly! He is my adopted heir. When I die he will inherit everything. 

He was a kitchen boy but is cheerful, cheeky and full of innocent
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wisdom.  Shall we have children Brune? It's like dancing – I never

thought I would ever dance but I tried and it was fun.  I never thought I

would have a child but we can try."

"You are so calm dear."

"Will you try to explain the deal to your mother?"

"I will try."

"The alternative is I tell her in a dozen words.  By the way your British is

improving every day. If she doesn't accept she will return to Lanconia

bitter and lonely.  She won't come to Bartonbry whatever happens.  If she

loves you then get her to love Arthur as if he was your child and so her

grandchild."

"But a kitchen boy! How could you reach so low Minda."

"You have seen him put smiles on faces in the middle of a barbarian

attack. I know you smiled! When you smile your ears wiggle. I could

hardly keep a straight face yesterday either. All of the cadet girls want

him as their brother. He's going to have to run fast to escape all those

girls."

"But a kitchen boy to be Duke. Ahead of me even! See I do know what it

means."

"He is the best I could find for the job. In Bartonbry we judge by

reputation not status. You will see.  That's why I have been training you

to be your own man responsible for your own actions.  Then people will

trust you or not trust you accordingly.  If you're a cheating liar then you

will be treated with contempt.  If you are a rich cheating liar you will

soon be a poor repentant or dead without mourners."

"Hey! Why if I'm rich do I get to be killed?"

"Because your money is put to better use in my hands."

"Oh sorry. I forgot your brother's murder."

"Don't worry Brune if you try a bit of cheating or lying I'll get to hear of it

before you've left her boudoir. You've seen how we live and breathe trust

and how it puts smiles on faces.  Here's a thought. We've got eighteen

Lanconian cadets you can be step-father to them like Louis is to the

Ravens."

"You're always looking after other people Min.  What about yourself."

"I've always needed others so I help them and they help me. It's that

simple."
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"But how do these Lanconian cadets help you? They're just children."

"Today they help me by giving me introductions, showing my

sophistication and making people wonder just how I do something they

couldn't begin to attempt.  I've brought the next King of Lanconia to see

our King. I've defeated a rebellion. I've defied the Church. I've shown a

new way of hunting. I've brought Arlesene fashion here. I've captured the

most manly man in Europe.  I've made their teenagers into men and soon

very important men.  I've joined Briton and Lanconia in more ways than

one. I've found a general who men will follow for no more reason than

she has to be followed. I showed the nobles how weak their defences are

and what it's like to be about to be slaughtered by invaders."

"All in one year. What will the next one bring?"

"I don't know but you won't have a spare hour to go hunting.  I have more

work to do and you have to help me. You are not my child. To start with I

will tell you what must be done but that's only because you don't know.

Soon you will see for yourself as I get buffeted how to protect me or break

an enemy before he can worry me. I have a job to do and you have to

help me. You are strong and will soon get used to keeping going without

your mother pestering you. Believe me – it's brilliant when you scheme

everything yourself and you win as a result.  So back to Beryl. You see I

leave it to you. If you fail I will understand – She's a strong woman with a

single goal. Good luck dear bear."

The King and Queen privately congratulated Rachel and her parents. A

hundred good reports of details matched the disciplined display at Avel

Towers. Knights and lords involved in the Christmas Capers had given

her mighty praise.  He didn't really have an honour to suit her so the King

improvised for now. One day she would be a duchess and one day

perhaps she would be called to lead an army against a real enemy but for

now she must learn the quieter business of getting loyalty from those

who would rather not fight. He told her she was worth many of the dukes

and earls that she was going to wake up.  In public with a glowing

account of her achievements and praise for the rest of the leaders of the

Capers Rachel was made 'Lady Commander of the Black Guards' with

the rank of earl.  More senior members would have more fancy black

sword belts and the highest honour of a silk sash-belt would go to

knight-commanders.  It was to be a military honour that the highest or

lowest in the land could earn. Rachel reminded him that it wasn't just

Briton where her guards were.
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As the road to Bartonbry over the hills was still open Minda decided they

would go home. The foreign cadets all together in the first party without

a single Briton. They must find their own leaders and make their own

decisions. The rest of the Bartonbry party would travel tomorrow. The

Briton cadets would resume their commercial studies based at Avel

Towers. John and Maggie would accompany Louis, Tallya with Tomkit

and his entourage when they were ready, to wait for a passage at

Ravengap before returning to Bartonbry.

The 'barefoot abbot' was caught up just outside Melbun by the foreign

cadets going back to Bartonbry. He had six of Minda's guards with him

who soon integrated with the whole party.  He didn't pay much attention

but there were plenty of mock attacks.  The Abbot's secretary, personal

servants and baggage horses were originally the duty of the Bartonbry

guards to guard but soon sections had been spread out amongst the

cadets and the Abbot was being politely questioned as the simplest way

to make conversation. Within an hour he understood how the Bartonbry

attitude to life was special. For him there was a version of that attitude

he himself had to invent for the Abbey. God's way of making the world

beat it's troubles with a smile.  At Knowlegate cadet Sandri and the

Abbot stayed the night with the road-mending monks. Like most of the

other cadets Sandri had been expecting to learn a bit of this and that but

now he had just one thing he wanted to do and a rich father to send him

servants and books on making roads.  

9 Prelude to storms
At Bartonbry Perce now had three cadets and a penthouse attached to

the stables for them to as their own with a servant to cook and clean for

them. This private luxury only a couple of minutes from the castle was

earned by long hours and dirty work. Disgracefully they started picking-

up Perce's rustic accent. Bartonbry was tickled by its youngsters, proud

of its enthusiastic militia companies, amazed by the new spirit in the

Abbey, breathless with the booming economy and pleased their duchess

had a husband.
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The day after Minda returned from Melbun she went on foot to the

market square, preceded by a carefully spread rumour, arm in arm with

Abbot Andrew and Brune. A small thin man with a simple cloak and his

crook between two stout giants. She addressed the crowd saying she

was glad to be back and this year would see everybody working twice as

hard and be twice as scared and twice as prosperous. Abbot Andrew

was as new as the cadets in the ways of Bartonbry so they were all to

look after him and be cheeky.  The Duke of Troctenburg from Lanconia, "I

call him Brune", she said in a mock conspiratorial whisper, was going to

marry her as soon as the formalities could be arranged. "He knows how

to flirt – So watch out husbands!" Abbot Andrew held Minda and Brune's

hands together in a simple symbolic act of union and gave a blessing.

Brune said "I em not used to being sheeked but the Duchess she is

teacsing me." Everyone chuckled. "I will be proper happy while Little

Arthur back here. He finds how to be a big duke in Lanconia so he comes

here a great duke again." The Abbot lead prayers then everyone chatted

to be introduced and catch up with the news.  There would be a full

marriage service in Melbun cathedral in the spring or summer when

travelling was easier. It would also be a symbol of defeat for the Pope's

men.

Tutors
When Doreen reported that Allesandro and the tutors drank and argued

noisily at all hours Minda asked that Doreen should coax them with the

whip of what would happen if Minda knew. Doreen summoned all the

tutors, informed them they would not have wine or spirits for a fortnight

and they were to set a better example to the cadets.

"You are the stairs that these daft children will trample up over. That's

how it will be.  I don't care if you show them the step to gold and jewels

it's their step not yours with them on your shoulders. You will get paid by

the Duchess and your pupils will look after us all in our old age. If you

need sex get it in another place. Hey! Why not get married or get your

wives here quickly. If you lay a leering finger on a cadet I will find out in

minutes and tell Minda. I'm sure you will live a long time. I won't say

decades...years...hours even – I think you know Minda wouldn't flinch at

the a public torture. You give lessons to your students so they learn. She

can give lessons so that others learn from the smell of your charred flesh.

By now the cadets knew that teachers were fair game if they weren't

good teachers, and worth stalking if they were – That way they learned a
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whole lot more of something else in a few minutes.  In Bartonbry the

tutors had been educated to recognise the awkward or curious questions

as a gold coin turned up by the plough. Obviously the bow string energy

of these lessons would soon get beyond the scope of the tutors so there

was a simple rule that when the subject strayed the tutor would defer the

matter until an appropriately knowledgeable person could be found. 

Amongst some cadets this was a challenge: How high is the sky? How

many ways are boys and girls different? Every one was dealt with by the

simple procedure. ('Nobody really knows' and 'If you don't know by now

then see me afterwards'.) The curious thing was that tutors could easily

tell the difference between stupid-confound-you! questions and I'm-

riding-the-wave-of-logic questions. So could the cadets. Stupid questions

soon earned groans from the other cadets. The joint challenge was to

respect and make the best of whatever there was to make the best of.

New tutors
Three new Italian tutors presented themselves at the castle. They had

come on their own behalf because they had heard how much the 'forta

bellidonna' valued education, unlike in their confused country. Aha!

People who are not quite what they seem.  "Lucky! Whistle for James and

find me a couple of convenient Italian cadets."

"Do you want Allesandro?"

"Not yet. It could be embarrassing for him. Explain that to him for me. I

trust him but understand he may be tempted to do favours for his

countrymen. They could be genuine."

They decided to search them very carefully for weapons then search their

lodgings while Minda questioned them. Lucky admitted he couldn't keep

track of everybody. "Right then! You and Brock and James – No! John and

Maggie instead.  All of you first but John and Maggie and Brock mostly –

scheme how we can spot spies and track them then fluster them. The

innkeepers know to report strangers but not everybody stays at an inn."

"You're right again Minda. I have tried to keep an eye on you and your

friends and the places you go and the people you might meet but we

don't have a criminal class in Bartonbry any longer I can use for cheap

jobs."

"Um – Lucky.  There's two of us now you have to look after."

"What! You're pregnant!"
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Pause. "No. Brune and me... That's a funny conclusion to jump to? Has

your wife just told you some news?"

"Yes.  I'm all churned-up."

"Come here Lucky.  Come on – you're my best friend. The silent one. You

looked after me that horrible day and I'll calm your nerves."

"It's a shock! Married one day and then bawling babies the next! I'm

shook-up."

"Don't worry Lucky. What are you worrying about?"

"I'm not worrying – except I am. Um. Will I be a good father?"

"I'll see you're a good father – like it or not. If you want a word or anything

at all then you me and Flor are brothers and sister.  I have said before

witnesses you can have my life to save yours and I say it again in private. 

I will explain it to Brune as soon as he is ready to understand."

"He's nearly there Minda. When he said in the square about Arthur I was

moved. We went to say a private prayer in the chapel later."

Minda grinned. "Brand taught me to stick close to my enemy. You are

showing me how to keep close to my friend."

Lucky said "I'm not a woman or nosy gossip. There are cadets. There are

children of cadets. Then there is Arthur.  Then there is you.  Can you

have children?"

This was blunt talking that only the closest could use "Stick close to your

friend eh?"

"I don't need to know but last night I had no sleep about becoming a

parent."

"Well done Lucky. I'm glad you asked." There was a minute's silence with

arms round each other.  "I must take what God gives I suppose.  I know

I'm going to hell but what if I gave birth to a completely blind and

completely crippled child? Would I not be sending the poor thing straight

to hell for no sin of hers?"

"It's true you have many happy and strong children if you like. It's just..."

"You're worried about your child to be aren't you?"

"I've prayed for you and children and wondered. Now the worry hides in

my shadow so I see how you must be in the deeper shadow of worry."

"You said not – but you are a woman Lucky. Only a woman would think

so."
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"See my Adam's apple! The world of women is a foreign land to visit not a

desert to be avioded around."

Minda thought about many things for a while. "Do you know Lucky? You

are almost a sister to me than a brother. You look after me in a different

way."

"How so Minda?"

"A brother would shield me. You work silently in ways I trust to shield me

but then you put me to bed with my dreams – Good or bad dreams – and

wait silently beside me until I wake up."

"Ha ha! The last time I tried guarding at the bottom of your bed I woke

you up with my snoring!"

"It was a horrible dream – So thank you." 

The three Italians may be scholars, that wasn't the point. Who paid them

to make the journey and could they be useful to the cadet school? Minda

took the second part first. Their claimed knowledge was Cannon Law –

As the Pope saw it, geometry and mathematics... and under questioning

perspective painting, and finance... everything to do with money. 

Minda's expression of interest gave every indication of enthusiasm. Then

she beat them with a bombardment of questions, oh so softly asked,

about their wives and children. Immediately she'd found three family

men so why did they have to leave their families back in Italy? Now the

answers were definitely being returned more slowly. Money came into it.

Where did the money come from? Either they needed paying for tutoring

at Bartonbry, Minda had no objection to that, or one of the cadet's fathers

was paying. Minda needed to know which. Her tutors were hers and they

would tutor all the cadets, many of her servants and some of the

townsfolk. Just like the rat-catcher caught rats for rich and poor so her

tutors would teach where they were sent. She was paying and she

expected value for money.

Minda had pleasant interludes with the three cadets doing duty as

interpreters. She showed them the 'follow-me' sign then said "I need my

tutors to be fit and to know some fighting.  These cadets will now take

you on a run round the walls then a race to the top of the east tower then

fighting with sandbags and shield. The 'let's go!' sign was the wind that

inflated the cadets so they bustled the tutors out for their lung-aching

trial. What was it about these men? While waiting for translations she'd

looked at them carefully. They seemed very fit. The sort of fitness
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expected of a fighter rather than a teacher. While they were running

round the walls she summoned guards and instructed them to follow

discretely after the tutors up the East tower and let Lucky know what

was happening. Sausage sandbags and shields were kept on the top

platform for this regular 'run then fight' exercise. Minda decided to find

out about them for herself. She excelled at brute strength and deception

so this would be a test to see how hard could she make them try.

One of the cadets emerged first but had used all his strength and

coordination on the race. Then the three tutors. As soon as the first came

out he was alert and clearly a fit and trained fighting man. The other two

were ten seconds behind but also men of action. Eye-contact gave them

away. They were watching her acutely even though she stood relaxed to

let them take their time. Each man looked around as a fighter should do

to check for accomplices. The cadets stood gasping with hands on knees

apparently taking no further part in the confrontation. In the half a

minute she allowed for 'get your breath back' she tried to make up her

mind whether to kill them, spare them or a mix. Stay relaxed! Stay

relaxed. Smile. 'Ready when you are no hurry' would do. There was a low-

high-low whistle followed by Lucky's signature.  As Minda was clearly

uncertain with this unexpected call from far below one of the cadets had

the sense to hold up the 'enemy' hand sign. In a moment Minda had

killed the three men in her head.

"First two together!" These were supposed to be games not lethal combat

so Minda raised her shield as a target for the first blow. Minda had her

back to a wall but there was no reason to believe she was about to be

savage. The delay from the need to start the bout by translation gave

Minda horrible advantages. Minda was left-handed which meant she

could use her sandbag on the first man's unshielded side. That broke his

neck with a complex crack.  The second was too close to swing so she

tossed the bag into his face barged him to the parapet and lifted him

over. The third's open mouth demanded her knife but sense prevailed.

Instead she threw her knife into his stomach – crippling but not

immediately deadly followed by a kick to the crutch and a shoulder

wrench to twist him off two paralysed feet onto a head-down crouch and

fetal flop-over. 

Minda woke-up. The three cadets! "Well done boys. See! I am not angry. 

I didn't kill him so we may find out who really sent them and if they have

accomplices.  It's your job to torture him to death – I will give you

servants to help. It will be horrible but remember you are safe because
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men like him are dead.  Lucky will tell you what we need to know before

he dies."

Lucky was beside her holding her elbow. They exchanged tense smiles.

Her job had been done. Presumably three of the Pope's assassins and she

got all three of them in ten seconds! One of the guards took her arm as

she exited the platform and kept holding it.  "It's alright Littlip. I'll find my

own way."

"All of us have been trained to see you safe home miss. My sword is

ready in case there is a lurker."

"Thank you Littlip. I suppose I should be more grateful."

"You will have two men close with you until Lucky says. And anyway

miss it's my pleasure to have such a warrior on my arm. Something to tell

my children." In a tumble Minda realised that Lucky was training her

staff to talk to her sweetly about children. She was so happy for a

moment. Oh Lucky! She'd just thrown a man to his death and now she

was riding on the arms of her staff. And! And people were running

around and ignoring her. There were more important things to do than

pester her just now. That was good.  

Lucky confirmed the men were killers and an accomplice priest had been

caught. The three cadets with help from James and Rachel soon had a

confession from the third doomed assassin. They were given the job of

describing the interview, race, fight and confession in detail to the other

cadets with Brock as special guest.  Minda hugged each of the three

cadets in private to show she knew the scars of torture and

responsibilities of a torturer. The bit that went straight into legend was

throwing one over the parapet. Paul worked carefully on spreading word

of her cleverness in detecting a conspiracy and determination to keep

Bartonbry safe for everyone.

Brune settles-in
Brune didn't know how to handle his hedgehog wife. It was wonderful

that she was so capable but irking that he hadn't been involved in the

action.  Was he supposed to calm her down or praise her up? Doreen

advised him to let Minda manage her own affairs in public but take a

close interest in private. Show Minda he could follow her lead.  Next day

he started close-fighting practise with Lucky and Minda when she had

time. Lucky had learned Brand's method of making each exercise fun. 
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Brune's wasn't all that fit and strong for a man of his size. Again from his

own experience with Brand, Lucky took him on strengthening runs. The

axe was his best weapon so Lucky arranged frequent exercises in the

forest where Brune could compete with his sweat and his strength

against the skill of the local woodsmen in axe-work and carrying logs.

Minda made him promise not to try axe-throwing until he could toss a

hammer twice with a blindfold.  Then she'd forge him a blunt throwing

axe and then a pair of sharp ones.  Maggie had adopted the Duke's four

pages – all sons of lesser nobles – gave them the collective name of 'the

hounds' and saw they were looked after as they joined the cadet teams. 

His secretary and servants were adopted by the castle staff.  Soon the

Duke was used to riding out with just a single companion and greeting

whoever he met.  Often it would be with Minda and Lucky first thing in

the morning. Sometimes castle servants needed to keep practised at

riding and he would take them out to stay the night at one of Minda's

houses so everyone knew how much to carry and could make a strange

house comfortable in the shortest time to dry their clothes and have hot

food. Everyone learned the various advantages of travelling light or well

equipped.  It was agreed that the Duke would leave military matters

alone for now and concentrate on charming and getting to know the

general population so that there would never be local danger of treachery

and other troubles could be dealt with.  Minda told him she had been

lucky always to have a safe home while growing up and she wanted

everyone to be safe.  

Roles for the Black Team
The Black Team and Jed knew there was more than enough for them to

do. Minda made it clear that they were not to strain too hard at the

moment.  She treated them as hard and sharp but still brittle.  "You have

grown up too quickly.  You need some very gentle heat.  My three on top

of the East tower were just three more now. We're on a violent road. I

have more to worry about than three assassins. Rachel you are my

general. Maggie you are my wandering Doreen. John you are my ferret.

James you are my eyes and ears. Al you are my stand-in at court. Jed you

are my Little Arthur."

"I don't understand Minda."

"You will cheer everyone by your optimism and harmlessness.  Strangers

don't take you seriously – that's the picture we want to show – 'There's

the clever Duchess and her clever cadets... and the bumbling one.' We

know in a few weeks you will have got your own brains back but the
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Black Team will train you in being a fool and show how important that

can be."

"Why?"

James said "If we sent an elite band of soldiers to the Northlands the

Northlanders might think it was a good idea to see you were dealt with

in some way. But if we sent you to blunder into boudoirs you would get a

different reception and meet different people."

Rachel said "Nothing is decided yet Jed. I would have a conference of

war as soon as possible so we have a plan. Now we only have half plans."

Minda said "Tomorrow then.  When I said you were my servants of course

you are all cherished servants of the King.  I want you to be servants of

Brune as well."

Maggie said "He is easy to serve.  We're already working with Lucky to

ambush them and be cheerful."

Chief of Finance Tomlyn had assigned Clerk Sam Tarton to cadet and

military accounts.  The whole of the Black Team spent an afternoon with

him and Tomlyn understanding how money made an army work. 

Training and defensive war gave no return on capital so they praised

whoever had the idea of stealing church treasure.  All the greater reason

to defy the Archbishop of Melbun and goad the Pope's allies to angry

defiance so we may see them and crush them with their own fury. 

Council of war
Next day the council of war started with Minda congratulating everyone

in the brilliant way they had worked together, taken advantage, and the

most of all made advantages.  "Getting Abbot Andrew to burn his boats

by preaching at the docks was genius John. We've a lot of real fighting

ahead. Your job Rachel is to find those in hiding – hiding from their duty

– and show them how to sharpen their swords. We can't fight

Northlanders, churchmen, northern warlords, outlaws, assassins and

mercenaries by ourselves.  Our job is to make others want to fight them. 

We're going to have an hour to go over our mistakes and lessons from the

last year.  Rachel, Lord Densen, Lord Ranaldo, Jed and Brand will you

stay in this room and use Tomlyn to write down your strengths and

weaknesses, where your luck may wear thin and what simple rules you

should remember for the next year.  Knowing your mistakes will make
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you stronger.  The rest of you come to my parlour and we'll do the same

with Paul writing the profits and losses of skill and chance."

In her parlour she had Brune sit beside her. "The others are discussing

how good they are at making war. We are also looking at ourselves but

our task covers everything else.  Brune! To show you have to earn your

bread like the rest of us will you start by telling where you are weak and

would be strong?"

"Oh. Erm.  Lucky says I'm unfit.  I think I should listen to men like Lucky. 

I would like to be able to defend you against three assassins."

"Thank you Brune.  That's a good start."

"Lucky?"

"I wish to look after you and my wife but it's hard to do both. I want to be

Abbot Andrew's best friend."

"James?"

"My weakness is that I'm no good at doing anything on my own. I can't

make people do things. I still want to settle in a village of vineyards near

Arlesene with Helen."

"John?"

"My weakness is I won't leave Maggie.  I know she is ten women but I

still won't leave her.  My strength is Maggie."

Minda asked "That's nice to say but what skill are you weak at?"

"Reading and writing and all school subjects really."

"And is that what you want to be better at or is there something else

where you could use your talents even more for us?"

"My year has been full of good chances. I was thinking of the people on

the quays not politics when I suggested Abbot Andrew."

"That's what I like to hear. Honesty from our most devious cadet. It

makes me smile."

"Paul?"

"I'm too contented to think of weaknesses. Let others say how I have

tripped and slipped."

"You have worked very hard Paul.  Your weakness is you don't know how

to manage subordinates.  That's why I haven't given you any except
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temporary cadets who know they have to work.  We need more than one

secretary who can speed accurate messages across hundreds of leagues.

I want you to stay here to know everything when the rest of us are far

away but you can't do that job on your own.  We'll help you out. You'll be

my X."

"I have learned a bit from the teams. I promise to ask for help.  Will that

do for my ambition. To promote myself!"

"Marvellous.  Maggie?"

"I have lots of weaknesses.  Many regrets.  Do you want to hear them?"

"If we can learn or you would like us to know anyway."

"I thought my weakness was not putting my heart into the fighting

exercises like Rachel and Jane.  Then came Black Friday and I found my

weakness was killing came easily.  A strength was if Rachel hadn't dealt

with those three in the inn then I would have butchered them – really

butchered them! Then my weakness was some black thing that sucked

my life away as if to pay for those lives I took. Then my strength was

being happy in Lanconia. Then my strength was being a general after

Jane left us. Everyone seemed to gather round as if I knew what I was

doing."

"Stop there Maggie!" said Minda "Are you listening to that Paul?

Sometimes respect and confidence is all you need. Carry on Maggie."

"My weakness was that I was coping with events rather than making

them happen. I think that's my nature. Deal with things when I must

rather than plan clever schemes. I seem to be good at mothering cadets,

perhaps the best person for the job, so I want to do more of that – but not

all at once. Now my weakness is I'm worried about going to fight with a

baby in my belly."

Minda said "If you have to fight this year then the rest of us will have

failed.  You're a leader in another way Maggie. Our first mother cadet."

"I had some help with that!"

Brune was new to easy-loving families. He laughed as much as the

others. 

When the two groups had taken their mid-day meal together the master

plan had to be discussed.

Minda began "In our team we discovered we are in good heart for this

year's work. Maggie isn't going campaigning but she will be Doreen of
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the cadets. You might not think he is man enough, and he doesn't, but

with our help Paul is going to be a man who knows everything that

happens in Europe with shadowy servants."

Rachel said "Please Minda. Erm. No. Forget it."

"Whisper it to me Rachel."

Rachel whispered.

Aloud Minda said "Good question. Now say it aloud."

"Is James not better at intelligence?"

"Thank you Rachel.  We must say what we think! The answer is simple.

James is already a brilliant intelligencer who is in great demand by the

chief intelligencers of Briton and Lanconia.  He is one of my knights on

the chessboard who will stay hidden then jump – jump – jump in strange

directions – landing on a different colour each jump.  Paul is an

apprentice intelligencer who is watching the whole game.  James will be

a piece on the chess board of Europe while Paul will be noting who is

playing and where their pieces are.  You can't retire to that vineyard yet

James!"

"Thank you Minda. It makes sense to me.  You're so good at putting each

of us to our best task."

"Oh but I don't! All of you pick your own prey. I start you on small stuff

but for Rachel to bully brute Knights shows you are not playing with

throwing knives now."

James said "Thank you Minda and Rachel. There was a feint shadow of a

question in my mind but you asked and answered. I assume everyone

else knows what they're doing and I'll see my opportunity when it

happens."

"That's what we're hoping." Said Brune. Brune! Everyone looked at Brune.

He wasn't supposed to understand this yet. They knew the truth of

James' role but they'd have to treat Brune with more respect for learning

their family secrets so quickly. Minda and Brune shared a close moment

of success.  Everyone else shared it and gave them time to share it. There

was the bread of the 'Bartonbry smile' and the sparkling wine of the

'Bartonbry family smile'. 

Back to the business of dealing with their battles.  According to Minda

there were two definite items of war and two dangers.  Pirates is first

which is not sea-outlaws but land-based criminal gangs smuggling,
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stealing and ransoming by using ships. On her side Jane would have the

King of Lanconia and Tomkit to help her and Minda had written to her

not to lead lesser men.  Rachel had last night had a letter from Jane. The

news was she was extending her dukedom by visiting neighbouring

dukes – with the Duke of Orfleur by her side of course and often in her

arms – with a 'remind me? Who is the top-dog?' attitude to force

cooperation.  She was building two ships! One would look like a fat sow

but the other a wolfhound. Her plan was to ask the Port Warden to invite

every experienced captain based in the port and those visiting to give

their opinion on the details of plans and building. There was no secret,

there couldn't be really, but every captain knew Orfleur was open about

its determination to deal with sea-wolves.  The unspoken implication

was that other ports should be doing the same thing.  For the benefit of

the Black Team Rachel said that Johnas had been given two duties by

Jane, to recruit sailor-guards and land-attackers.

"She says we should look to defeating our pirates on land first of all as it

was well known that there were many dishonest Briton lords."

James said "I will follow that up Rachel."

Minda asked "So do we starve our sea-outlaws or smash them?"

John said "Or we could make them our own sea-army.  What if we need

ships full of men who know how to fight to defend against the

Northlanders?"

Minda saw the strategy. "We must keep the Northlanders away this year. 

Next year we will be ready for them.  Did you hear that Jed and Al?

That's what we must do."

James said "Or we fight the Northlanders after they land with Rachel's

knights and say the pirates in the channel may be annoying and

expensive but would not conquer us."

This was another moment of family unity.  James had denied Minda's

view.  Everyone could try to guess the weight of risk. 

Brune broke the silence "All your strategies are above my head but before

when I've been at a council somebody takes charge and everybody has to

do as he commands. I can see by looking at the happiness on my wife's

face that your Bartonbry magic is flowing today."

Maggie said "Minda is not a 'he' but a 'she'. Women won't take bullying

but she's the mother of this meeting." Another moment of shared truth

and recognition that Brune had taken root in Bartonbry.
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Rachel said "Until a moment ago I was expecting to race through the

southern counties with four knights and a hundred troops just for fun and

see what happened. Now I know I must face north." There was more

silence as this change of priorities sank in. "I know half of my mission but

not the whole."

Tomlyn said "Please can we deal with the plan to raid the churches.  It is

soon and it's all in our hands.  We have half plans. I have made some

sketches and – I know you will mock me – but the profit and loss budget

shows we should get about a hundred times the treasure for what it

costs. That's a good return. I have costed the forces by making various

guesses but where are they to come from and who will lead each raid?

We have twenty targets. Probably enough men but few leaders and not

much time to get everyone to their cathedral or abbey ready for the same

day."

Rachel said "Who is to be the great commander? Is it Minda or the King?

Lord Weston would do it but he is old."

Maggie said "What about you?"

"I'm facing north. The north is a big place full of hard men."

"I will come with you – at least part of the way.  I may be pregnant but

I'm not an invalid."

"Hold back!" said Minda. "Tomlyn is right. We need a leader for the raids

on the churches. We need their money.  John you did well to make the

churchmen hate Abbot Andrew. Whatever happens we must have

money to defeat pirates, build ships like Jane, bribe knights to train with

us and possibly bribe the Northerners to go away if they land and we

haven't got an army ready."

Maggie said "I have an idea. I could try to win loyalty for the King. Some

lord who never listens to his lady has me swooping on him. I could baffle

him with stories of the parlours and councils of the King and Queen of

Lanconia.  I would remind him times were changing and he must do his

part. He knows not to snub me because that would be like snubbing you

and the King and Rachel. There are not many men who dare meet Rachel

now let alone snub her."

Densen spoke for the first time.  "You are a wicked woman Maggie! You

have the key to the northern problem there."

Lucky said "Yes! Distract him then persuade him.  You a harmless girl!

very prettily done." John beamed at Maggie.

James said "You could say that next year's cadet school would be for

boys from the Northern counties and perhaps we could have some
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Northerners too. Men have their fashions too. They must know if their

boys are left out of Bartonbry cadet school they will sink to obscurity."

Rachel said "And girls James!"

"I'm guessing we could find a hundred run-away girls following you if

we're not careful."

Minda said "James is right. Well spotted James. I may be fashionably

dressed but I am not a beauty. Look at Maggie and Rachel. They are

glowing womanhood with it's prettiest face. Every girl will want to share

your fortune. Two mere merchant runaways and look at them now! A

saucy general and a charming young mother.  Every lady would want to

have you as daughter and your child as a grand child.  Now are you sure

Maggie? You know what we agreed earlier about mothering the cadets?"

"This is more important."

"I think you're right. Densen has it. It's worth a try. You being like the

shield and Rachel the sword."

James said "Shall we give Maggie some Lanconian pages as servants?"

Lucky said "Rachel will have to decide what her best force is. They're

there to impress not to fight."

Rachel said "I'll take a fighting force. Maggie may sweeten a lord, turn

the heads of his sons and win the hearts of his womenfolk but I have to

command him and the language of command most men understand is a

kick to the crutch. Or if not that display of something far worse – more

sharp and shiny."

Minda said "So we have the first part of our plan. Rachel and Maggie

visit the north.  Now does that leave the rest of us to deal with the

Church raids?"

Rachel said "Some of the churches are in the North."

"Seven." said Tomlyn.

James said "Suppose the Melbun cathedral is raided on the first of some

month then you don't have to raid every other church on that date. Only

before the news arrives. So that will give us weeks of time to spare if we

have forces faster than the ordinary news and we can catch the first

messengers."

Minda said to the older men.  "You see why we need these children –

They are so clever.  You're our master of facts Tomlyn. Can you come up

with a first plan?"
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"Yes Minda. I have one ready.  You can find nearly enough men if the

news isn't spread first but not enough commanders.  In truth the trouble

will be if anyone comes to the defence of a church or realises your troops

have a lot of treasure worth a quick swoop."

Minda said "I'm tempted to make you the grand commander Tomlyn."

"I would do it if needed. I have watched boys and girls become great

commanders so why not me? Only joking Minda."

"It's a good joke from my master of jokes. We depend on you. This

afternoon I want you and Rachel to make a plan together for us to

discuss tomorrow."

"Now to the Northlanders.  Um. Paul! Tell us what we should know about

them."

"Why haven't they attacked before? Only our merchants know anything

about them. Their reports are cautious and don't get to the heart of

anything."

"Do we have an expert in this Kingdom or are we all blind?"

"We're all blind."

"That's not good enough. If we send Jed and Al and – um – me? Then

would that help?"

"Anything would help."

Ranaldo said "If you would go then I feel obliged to come with you. Such

danger needs comfort."

"You are a gentleman Ranaldo.  If I went I would have Brune with me but

your offer couldn't be brought with gold.  If I went I would need you and

Lord Densen to stop the excitement of teenagers getting out of hand

here. Our cadets will return home in the summer and we must write a

good report for each of them."

James said "And they must give a good report of us."

Densen said "We've seen enough to know they are in the safest hands.

Tearing our hair out with Rachel – see how little I have left! – was good

fun and more. It was something worth doing.  You children don't know

what it's like to leave your youth behind and let others take your place of

excitement."

Ranaldo said "It comes too soon."
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Minda said "We don't wish to make war glorious but as you said – A duty

worth doing.  That is the task for Rachel and Maggie.  One of you must

stay if I leave. The cadets are just twenty nine children out of all the

children in Europe. Say nine of them might become great but all the

others will enrich our future."

Densen said "Stop a minute please. I have heard about the North. I know

you want Rachel to bully and charm them but the North is a very

different place. The lords there are not the country land-owners you have

here but sons of chieftains with constant feuds. The King's rule depends

on strange loyalties of the bigger lords. If you went with gay words of

'behave so we can all profit by trade' you would be laughed-at."

Paul said "I understand the King is keen for the Northern Lords to be

reminded he hasn't forgotten them and prosperity of the South might be

used to subsidise defence of the North. That is bribes for good

behaviour."

Densen continued "I do not think Rachel is ready for that yet. None of us

are. Capering about Melbun and showing off pretty fashions is not

enough preparation."

Minda said "What more preparation can we do?"

"How about an easier set of Lords in the west. They are wealthy on trade

and will be more impressed by fashion. Rachel could excuse her

presence there as the King's fancy for a harmless girl to find cadets."

James said "What good would that do?"

"Learn the art of making lords understand their duties without having to

fight them."

Minda said "Commanding not demanding."

James said "Success in the West can then be used as an example to

those in the North."  
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10 Expeditions
Bad news came that Prince Richard and Charlsaine had been captured

by pirates and were being held for ransom. Minda had instructed her

cadets that they were to disobey a direct order from the King to get

involved in negotiations or rescues.  They didn't go to battles they

couldn't win. It was the King's problem not hers or theirs.

The best use for the Black Team was for Al to find out about the

Northlands. James was to survey the south and east ports for strength

and piracy. Rachel, Maggie and John would go west first as an easier

first mission than the wilder north. 

East across the sea
Jed and Al were teamed together again. They had a lot to learn from

each other. Al was the all-round educated diplomat and Jed the man

with a willing prick and lots of luck.  James had worked hard at the

docks for them and found two Northland traders and six Briton traders

who dealt with the Northlands.  Of course the traders didn't live in the

docks. They were sophisticated merchants but nobody would ignore an

invitation to Minda's town house. Al's father greeted them as they

arrived. The sight of a well-dressed grey-beard was reassuring and many

knew who he was. 

Al's father started the council. "Welcome gentlemen. Thank you for

coming. These two young men and this older servant of mine intend

travelling to the Northlands as soon as they can on behalf of the King

and the Duchess of Avel. Alefred?"

"Father. Traders. I have a mission to the Northlands to discover cadets for

the Duchess' school next year. I understand the summer in the north is

short so I would go as soon as I can."

One said "I see what the Duchess wishes but the Northlands isn't a

kingdom like ours – More like cities and districts who group together for

protection. They do have a King but allegiance there depends on

business and brute strength not nobility. Do you know that young man?"
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"No. That's why I have asked you to help me the Duchess and the King."

The next two hours were full of useful warnings and questions with

guesses for answers.

Next day they were on their way to Ravengap. They had one of Rachel's

knights, Sir John Sallen and his peaceful retinue as notional leader of the

party. James had found a stranded Northlander ship-hand who could

help them with the languages. Apparently the Northlanders spoke a

number of different dialects to complicate things.

Al asked Alison Rouse, twin sister of Cadet Rouse, and daughter of the

Master of the King's counting-house if she would like to come too.

Hurrah! Adventure! How exciting to be going away with Alefred from the

famous Black team and Bartonbry's most sexy cadet Jed! She assumed

Alefred was taking her away to be pretty and find some romance out of

the sight of Melbun. Five minutes with her brother made her think again.

"You have been asked for a very important reason I don't know what it is. 

I trust Jed to be honest. Anyone who is in the Black Team has to be

worth serving.  They need you.  Take your best two dresses and insist on

a maid.  Or if you have doubts say them straight before you start."

"I want to go Andy."

"It isn't a game. You must earn their trust. Show you care for them and

the King and learn everything they tell you. In the cadets we always ask

if we don't understand or even if we forget something simple. Everyone

forgets or needs their memory confirming – It's nothing to be ashamed

of."

They spent two weeks at Ravensgap waiting for the weather. Lord

Graveston found he had no option but to comply with the King's plans.

To begin with there was survey of defence preparedness. Jed began to

see the separation of different matters from his accounting lessons

become useful. Al tried to make Jed see the details of their own security

but Jed was blind to deviousness. Sir John broke Lord Graveston's vague

military plans in minutes. Then the two of them shared the knowledge

that the children were right in the horrid way they couldn't relax as they

got older. "I feel ten years younger thanks to a teenage girl." said Sir

John.

"You are just happy not to be forgotten by your children."
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"No Tom. She showed me I was useful. Useful to my King. She slapped

me in the face and kissed me.  No other woman – or man – could do that

but she commands where the King can only wish."

"You are in love Jack."

"In a way yes. Of course I would ravish the chestnut hussy, but if I saw

her standard on a battlefield I would race to it though every archer and

pikeman saw me in his aim. Where she fights so will I.  My life of fighting

was over but now I know I will fight so long as I can stand."

"There are rumours of wars. What's happening Jack?"

"What would happen to your family and land if the Northlanders brought

a battle fleet up the river? Just two miles away."

"I would lose everything."

"So you'll fight and maybe not lose everything."

"But I'd be killed."

"You'd be killed if you don't fight. What's the difference?"

"Easy! If I'm going to get killed anyway I might as well spend my wealth

on enjoying myself than straining to build walls that last ten minutes."

"The King doesn't want to see you killed. He doesn't want any raiding

Northerner to live to return home. He has money but you must have the

will. I have been told to tell you plainly that if you don't have the will to

resist invaders then you will forfeit this land and a stronger guard

appointed.  It was Rachel that told me and then the King confirmed it." 

"The King doesn't lead and won't pay so why should I be the one to pay?"

"Because others are paying also.  We are going to the Northlands to stop

them invading this year until you are ready. We may all be horribly killed. 

None of us will get rich."

"Why are you taking a girl with you then Jack?"

"I think we have to distract in everyway we can. Our mission is to charm

and so capture their children like we have the cadets of Lanconia and

Italy. Even if we do there will be tribes who only see an opportunity for

ransoming you and our Kingdom for many boxes of gold."

"I see. I salute you. I salute you."

"And what is your duty Tom?"

"I suppose I have to fight invaders."
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"Good! We'll show you how. And also how to ask the King for help. He

doesn't really expect a lord of foetid marshes to build a great wall. But he

demands full duty.  In the days we are here we will make a start."

Alison had been instructed by Andy to note everything about horses. One

thing she knew about horses was that men could discuss details that

women never cared about. She had tried to follow Andy's enthusiasm

since becoming a cadet but after size and whether a horse was a steady

days-horse or a foxy hunter she lost interest. One thing he had told her

was that if she was in deep danger she could go to any senior horseman

and say certain words then explain her connection with Andy and thence

to 'Bartonbry Perce' and she would be looked after.  After a week at

Ravengap she found Lord Graveston's head horseman and explained she

was lost. "My brother is a cadet of Bartonbry Perce. He says I should

know all you horsemen. I don't know what to think."

"E'd do right miss. I seed you ride and wondrd."

"I wasn't thinking of myself."

"But 'e vas thinkink of you miss."

"Was he?"

"Gracious yus! I've 'erd of your bruver. There 'aint a stable in Briton wot

wouldn't ave im.  That's not just Perce Miss. Your bruver is stretching

where the uvers canter. Now what is your personal problem?"

"What! I haven't got a personal problem."

"Yes you do miss. Everyone has.  'Orsemen call your bruver 'counter'

Rouse. A man who seeks value in all things.  I have been watching you

from the time you came here."

"You knew who I am?"

'' 'Corse! And both your men are fine men. Your second personal problem

is that you are one mare with two stallions.  You must settle them down."

"What's my first then?"

"You and I both know. I won't tell you what you know already."

"How can you tell? I have only guessed two weeks."

"Easily mother-to-be. Will you show me your teeth?" Alison complied.

"Counter trusted you to 'orsemen sweetheart . He knew what he was

doing. Raise your lips please...  ...Hmmn. I'm not happy. If you was a
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mare in my stable I would expect a pregnancy cut-short. I don't think

you'll carry it to full term."

There was a very concerned look but no comforting arm or soft words.

Alison was far away from home with nobody to grow her emotions with.

"I have been told there were 'wise women' who dealt with pregnancies. I

don't know wether to believe you but I trust you." Suddenly she was

scared. "Who can help me?"

"There are free ways a pregnancy can go dear. Too short, alive and

healthy and too long."

"What about alive and not healthy?"

"I was talking about the mother. If the foal is bent or weak it's God's way

but if the mother dies it's a whole 'orse lost."

"So you treat me as a horse!"

"Yes I do miss... Is something wrong?"

"I expected more respect."

"'Orses are my life. People are the rest. Your brother was full right Miss.

You will be looked after here if you need help.  I'm sorry if I have shocked

you."

After finding her adulthood with her maid, Alison visited the head

horseman again with a private shilling and a sincere 'thank you'. He was

better prepared and patted her hand. "I'll see you have a twist of herbs for

you take with you tomorrow. If it grows so big but stops kicking then

there's nothing more sad than carrying a dead baby inside you."

"Is it really going to die?"

"I'm worried it will but I can only guess the future."

What happened to Al's trade mission to the Baltic and Northlands is a
book in itself. He found them more determined than rough, keener to
expand by trade rather than go to war, masters of long-distance sea
trade and raw materials. The politics of the Northern lands could be
described as a large land with central rule, semi-autonomous trading
ports on the south Baltic and Fresia with rather less peaceful ports on
the north of the Baltic.  The Middle-land Emperor was supposedly a
vassal of the Pope and had already tried to shake him off but that
ended in a humiliating defeat. The new anti-Pope movement in the
west is tempting news for the Emperor. The immediate outcome was
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willingness to trade and join an anti-piracy pact. There was no threat
of organised invasion but raiding traditions lurked.

Rachel's expedition west
Rachel chose Sir Richard Doppel, Dick, for his thoughtful loyalty and Sir

Paul Hattorex, Hex, for his forwardness, as knights to accompany her to

be fighting men lords could understand.  Maggie would be her equally

fashionable but gossipy 'sister'. John was to be their man-servant-pet.

John's official working role was managing the sixteen servants and

guards. The experienced travelling steward lent by the King showed him

what to do and took over when John was on more important business.

Each knight had two pages. Rachel asked they should take a third boy

each who might one day benefit from some hard months of touring the

Kingdom. There were two lady's maids, two horsemen with battle-horses

and pack-horses, a deputy King's tax-master with man-servant who was

there as a miserable ferret to scare the rabbits with his warrant if it

should be needed and finally four guards. They didn't seriously expect to

be attacked on their journeys but if the leaders raced-on ahead the

servants would need protecting. The guards knew they had been

selected for eventual promotion. Anyone guarding Rachel knew the road

would be rough but effort always appreciated.

To travel light each girl would have her fashion dress packed in pieces on

her horse, the knights would carry their own swords and shields but no

armour while John carried locked writing cases, Avel knives and his own

essentials. Their servants were not expected to be such determined

travellers. If the girls arrived without their maids then they would use

what the Lord had available and if necessary dress each other. If the

Knights had no pages and battle horses that would be dealt with by utter

indifference. Rachel had shown them that nobody except a fool would

question authority without a good reason and if they did firstly they were

safe because she, Maggie and John knew self-defence, secondly if

challenged they would find a way together to break the annoying idiot.

Thirdly they would win by deception if they had to. Dick and Hex knew

the hand signs and whistles and they agreed to add an upper-lip

covering lower lip as 'doubtful – untrustworthy' for when they were in

company. 
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All their hosts on the tour had been warned by King's messenger about

the general intention then a clearer schedule as Rachel got closer. The

King had made it clear that Rachel was a woman to be respected

because she was a fresh wind in their stuffy Kingdom. On Minda's

insistence the King's instruction to lords were to ignore any demand from

Rachel except proper hospitality due to a favoured servant of the King.

They were to judge for themselves whether the King had sent them

buffoons or battle-masters.

Minda had emphasised to Rachel and Maggie that they were not

working to a calendar. Each lord was to be trapped to say what aid he

would give to the Kingdom. Minda, the King and, and other important

men in Briton and Lanconia knew Rachel could trap beautifully with

shock and admiration. If Rachel was blunted then she must rest. She

didn't have to prove anything like she had at the Christmas capers. Now

her followers were loyal and she was the edge that must be sharp. She

was their blade in the fight to win loyalty from faint hearts.

Their general plan was to ensure the next lord in the chain knew they

would arrive before dusk. Knowledge went ahead that slovenly and

second-rate hospitality wouldn't be tolerated.  For John this was difficult

as he was a nobody servant.  Hex solved this by insisting this man of

letters should be by a fire and have candles to write Hex's histories of the

wars he'd been in. John wrote with difficulty for an hour each evening

like this. Mostly he wrote to his girlfriend at the herbalist's shop, number

sixteen Bridge street, Melbun. He also wrote to Louis and Tallya, the

Queen of Lanconia, the Duke of Avel, the Abbot of Bartonbry. Anybody

who's name or town on the face of a message would command respect in

their host's eyes.  Maggie helped his struggles in the moments she had

from being beautiful and aloof from everyday cares. Hex wished he'd had

such a tutor as he could only manage his sign and a few figures. John

didn't know how to help him except to say a year ago he was likewise.

The girls demanded respect in ways and amounts the lords had never

experienced before. The knights were there as solid and sympathetic

supporters. They had enough civilised conversation to demonstrate their

history of battle and recent rebirth, by reference to Rachel, of the

Kingdom's oneness in determined defence.  The girls, especially Maggie,

showed their greed for trade and contempt for anything local. They

listened though and their journals were added to and placed back under

the locks of John's writing cases.
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Their typical plan for a morning was to send the slower servants off

towards the next lord while showing their military strength to the current

one. By now those who wished to had made it known that they thought

this was a bluster. Maggie and Rachel casually tossed spinning knives

between them. John would come in the middle and be a harmless

juggler until the shield of one of the knights had six knives banged into it

in the space of two seconds. When the spectators looked at John and the

girls again they each had a knife in each hand saying quite plainly they

were not open to any arguments.  Dick or Hex would defuse the threat

and insist on an immediate inspection of the lord's soldiers. The

confusion and results of this told a lot.  The demand to see the Lord's

troops started as a shock but soon spread ahead of them. Either way

Rachel could spot flimsy and frightened men.  By carefully rehearsed but

invisible pressure the lord would be close by while Rachel admired or

abused his troops. She limited herself to a single look of disgust at the

lord. Her despairing body-language told the rest. When she found well

presented troops she praised them then tested their organisation. There

was nobody happier than Rachel when there were keen soldiers and she

encouraged at every opportunity. A girl's smile would warm a man's

heart and that could win a battle.

Maggie made it her business to investigate potential cadets. The

womenfolk had heard of the outrageously expensive dresses from

Arlesene and were awed when those rumours appeared before their

eyes. On closer acquaintance it turned out these two girls had actually

been to Arlesene and even added the sash themselves! Rachel carried a

sword given to her by the Queen or Lanconia on hers! On her sash

Maggie carried nothing but a leather pouch given to her by Minda with a

decorative four inch bronze needle in it. That gave her ways to start

conversations or tell legends about Minda. 

Some of the Lords were abbots and bishops who would soon be victims

of the spring coup. Firstly the Black Team ensured there was no

nonsense about the Pope's demands for the capture of Maggie and

Rachel. This matter was dealt with directly followed by applied charm of

the girls and gentlemanly discussion of fighting by the knights. This

unsuitable pressure was a deliberate ploy to test the hospitality of the

churchmen.  Without troops to inspect in the morning the Knights would

forcefully insist on a financial contribution to the King's war chest in lieu

of men, the Black Team wandered about looking for signs of wealth and

ways to attack each of the buildings. The tax-master would take his
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warrant to a local landowner or business that might know how the abbey

or cathedral operated.

Surprisingly often they were warned of outlaw bands.  John, Hex and

Rachel would take the lord aside and explain they needed to be safe on

their journey and it was his duty to deal with outlaws... ...but they

understood what it was like fighting fog. The King would help later in the

year because the Duchess had been training cadets for this very purpose

but he needed knowledge of what was happening or rumoured. John

would speak with the Lord's secretary so that arrangements were made

for fortnightly intelligence reports to be sent to Secretary Silver at

Melbun castle.

The reputation of Fischester town and cathedral for aggressive insolence

was worrying. Apparently it controlled the trade in tin and lead and liked

to defend its monopolies. From there it bullied and defended the

interests of the local families without much interference from the King. A

place like this was unsafe for the Black Team. Was there any way they

could use this to their advantage? Only John and Rachel could sneak

inside the town disguised but their accents would betray them

immediately.  Dick and Hex could probably go unmolested, after all as

simple fighters they would be easy to hoodwink and not do much harm?

So it was decided just the knights and their pages would bring the King's

demands for pledges of support in the defence of the realm while giving

the story that the girls were exhausted by travelling forty days non-stop.

John had learned the role of knight's page long ago. It was four days

before they were reunited with the girls at another lord's house.

They had been treated with suspicion and veiled hostility. Yes, they had

asked about support for the King. No, they hadn't got anything but

promises of further discussions.  Yes they had been challenged by a

horribly stupid drunk but no, they had ignored him. On the third day they

were abused by a mob of half a dozen with many more idle spectators.

'What would Rachel do' came to their aid.  One was picked out of the

crowd, asked his name, delightfully insulted for his feeble strength, then

asked to repeat his worst insult at two paces distance while facing two

cheerfully grinning knights. The crowd was happy to sacrifice one so

they could escape themselves and anyway hadn't he asked for it? This

was good entertainment. The knights (did you notice?) never reached for

their swords. John whispered to Dick and another was forced to come
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out from the crowd. "Squareface monk. You! Come here and say a

prayer." commanded Dick. "What's his name everybody?"

"William Tobbor"

"Come on Will. What are you afraid of?"

"Er nothing."

"Then come here and let me see a fine example of the manhood of

Fischester." The crowd sniggered. William knew he had been abandoned

by the crowd. "So you're William Tobbor?"

"Yes sir."

"Good. You understand British..." Dick left the question hanging.

"Yes."

"Good. Now as by your own admission you understand British do you

understand the question 'who paid you to insult me today?'" Clearly he

did. Dick was in no hurry. (John had decided on an escape route and was

watching for surprise attacks. He passed this to Hex who had been

engrossed in the public humiliation.) "My goodness people of Fischester

– you really are slow thinkers. Is it true you have to share brains? No

matter! You know where I'm lodging so put it in writing by noon with all

the figures and facts – You can write can't you?"

They continued on their mission to an armourer less than a hundred

paces away.  "It was like Rachel putting words into my mouth!" Said

Dick.

"Well done both of you. Next time you must look out for the second

attack. I thought that was an ambush. Think where you'd have gone if I'd

whistled. Did you see that group in the inn opposite? Everyone was

armed but doing nothing but watching. What does that tell you Dick?"

"I don't know. It was like Rachel's voice of command in me!"

"And five arrows in you. What would they have been like? Rachel doesn't

live in dreamland! Now we're going out the back when I give the whistle.

Hex make sure the back way is safe." This was team work to enjoy!

Mistakes exposed without malice, the best in command, the rest in

support, all together.  

Hex asked "Where are we going next John?"

"Good question. Damn! I never thought of that...  ...Come on boys! Your

lives are at stake."
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Hex said "Why not stay here?"

"Because we're being hunted and now we're trapped. Let's go to our next

target the Archbishop. If he kills us we at least know every flake of gold

leaf will be taken from the cathedral as revenge."

"He wouldn't dare kill us."

"I'm sure he wishes he could. We are annoying him. Or we are annoying

somebody. That's a good sign but bad for us."

"He's an old knight – Leave him to us John." said Hex.

"If we have to fight him then yes he's all yours but our first plan is to win

him or get him to show his weaknesses. Enough talking! We are sorry to

distract you today armourer.  The King will be here himself to blast the

imbeciles who thought to provoke us today. The ones with the money.

Now we have no trade for you as we have to look after our lives but I will

have a war axe now on account. We have four or five hundred paces to

go and you may now lead us out of your back door to the Archbishop's

residence." The armourer shook with fear. "Don't be afraid of us. Our eyes

are on our enemies. You are our friend. My wife's father is an armourer so

do not worry."

After a tense ten minutes their suspicions about the Archbishop were

confirmed by a rude delay in letting them in to the Archbishop's palace.

This was a real palace with halls and rooms and corridors all with large

glass windows. They announced simply they had come to lunch with the

Archbishop on behalf of the King. By now they knew all the subtleties of

being unrefusable unwelcome guests and how to exploit them.

John started "Please Sir my job is to find boys who would be cadets as no

doubt you have heard. The Pope doesn't like people like me. I'm worth a

hundred silver florins – Have you ever had a price on your head Sir?"

"No boy. I understand in Melbun the Pope is ignored but here he is still

respected."

"So here I am Archbishop. In your house. What will you do?"

"I will decide."

"Yes you will decide... ...We will wait..."

"You will have to wait!"

"We will wait..."

"I meant another day!" John showed the 'Follow-me' sign.
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Hex said "I think we will wait as long as it takes to give your guests wine

and food."

"And if I don't!"

"And if you don't what?" Asked John.

"And if I don't decide."

"Death from me. What about you Dick?"

"Could be a bit hasty John, but death would be the safest option."

Hex joined the fluster "Here and now or dragged back to Melbun?" he

asked his colleagues.

In the silence John asked the Archbishop "You chose to treat us as your

enemies rather than your honoured guests. Why was that?"

"You are my prisoners!" 

"You are dead." said John "Both doors to this room are death to anyone

who enters. Thank you sir for being honest and saving us wasted time. 

My men (will slowly wake up from their stupor! and) watch the door on

my left." John kicked a wedge-nail under the other door. "Right!" said

John "Do you want to die? I expect William Tobbor has been briefly

outraged by finding his throat slit by now.  What would you say to him in

Hell Bishop?" John's knife said more. The Knights had heard stories of

Rachel's tortures, they didn't know whether to intervene out of humanity

or gloat.  "I'll have the rings off your fingers or your fingers off your hands.

Which will it be?"

"You are a devil-imp of the Antichrist. She has bewitched you with her

evil magic. You can be saved by confession."

"I'll have that one with the red stone.  Look men! That's pretty. Will you

give it sir or will I take it?"

"Over my dead body!"

"Goodness no! We don't do that sort of thing do we men? What? Us kill for

gold rings. No we cut off the bits we need.  Who's men were they in the

Blue Lion?"

"I don't know who paid them." When the slow knights chuckled it was

proof that the denial was transparently false. At last! Now John could be

the prisoner's friend. "Nobody in this room believes that. It's a brave man

who lies to me. Let me hear you count your fingers."
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There was no escape for the archbishop. John tossed his knife casually

and suddenly there was another just as menacing in his other hand.

"One. Two. Three –" There was a knock at the door.

Without taking his stare off the archbishop John showed the follow-me

and called "Come in!" A clerk appeared, was grabbed, pulled into the

room and the door shut. Still looking at the Archbishop he barked

"Name?"

The Bishop and the clerk answered together "Pichard".

"Do you have a message Mister Pichard?"

"Er! No!"

John gave the universal raised eyebrows face of disbelief to the Bishop. "I

don't want to kill a man for forgetting why he came into a room Bishop

but my men might forget their restraint."

"Tell us Pichard."

"I am to tell you that Tobbor has – er fulfilled his duty. I'm only a

messenger!"

"Accomplice to murder.  Pichard! Stand in that corner with your hands on

your head. Death will either come quickly or slowly, today or another day.

Now men I want the bishop's head sliced off. Quickly! Then we'll leave.

Hex?" 

The next few seconds were long and memorable ones. Bloody and brutal

ones. The smack and sigh of a sword sweeping into a paralysed neck are

not easily forgotten. While that was going on John prepared their exit by

an axe blow to the window and so they escaped into the palace garden,

then to the gate then to the street, then to their inn where their horses

had been held at readiness.

Fischester would pay a high price for defiance. On the fast ride to where

Rachel was staying they agreed it would be an honour to lead a force to

reduce the town to submissive poverty and loot the cathedral.  John

congratulated the knights on their bold actions but then asked them if

they would have known what to do without him.  They agreed not. "Then

gentlemen I will say first you should learn but second the day will come

when I cannot survive without you.  I know that so don't get soft – I'm

depending on you.."
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At their conference a dozen miles from Fischester Rachel asked the Duke

of Paxham and his three eldest children to join them. She explained the

morning's events and the murder of the Archbishop.  "We have found the

King's enemies. I suspect you wish to be left alone but the King can no

longer accept grudging or half-obedience as full coin. The Archbishop

tried to imprison the King's servants and he has paid but the cathedral

will need to pay a fine of a hundred pounds of gold or two hundred of

silver to you on behalf of the King. We cannot yet attack our enemies

with force so we must discomfort them other ways. Are you sure you will

give the King service within your means sir?"

"Yes. To be honest we know how best to run our part of the Kingdom and

interference by the King is unwelcome."

"Of course it is. But then being conquered by barbarians from the east

would be unwelcome to the point of death."

"But we're in the south. It isn't our danger."

"Where do you sell your metal? How would you profit? How would you

cope with the thousands of homeless escapees from rape and pillage

flooding your lands and taking anything they could find to eat with

desperate violence? Those that have lost everything have nothing to lose

by outlawry."

"Hmm. I see what you mean. You are a clever young woman."

John said "I would like to read the messages being sent from Fischester

today.  I expect you will be asked to add to those chasing us.  It's time

our knights looked after themselves – will you stay here with the Duke?

Maggie, Rachel and myself will take a guard and page and one of your

children each to watch the roads.  The road here will be clear and we will

be back sometime after dark."

 

As John had predicted, demands for help to catch the murderers came to

the Duke's castle. Four horsemen arrived only a few minutes after the

messenger-catching parties had left. The Duke replied robustly to the

effect that he and the town would support the King and anyone who

didn't or tried to take the King's servants prisoner were traitors. The

knights put on their best jolly faces to confront the horsemen. Hex said

"Look at the blood on this tunic! Ruined! Let the cathedral know I expect

fifteen pounds to buy a new one by noon tomorrow here or I'll burn their

treacherous church of the foreigners down the day after." As by now they

had plenty of practice Dick added "Do you want a Church loyal to the

King of Briton or a Church loyal to the foreign Pope.  How much of your

tithes goes straight to Rome?"
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Strong people either hate or like other people who show they are strong.

The Duke shared many pleasant bottles and stories with the knights that

afternoon. Maggie and John had the Duke's daughters while Rachel took

the son. With a trained guard and enthusiastic page who was looking

forward to putting their practise to good use they shouldn't have much

difficulty trapping messengers. Really it was an excuse to indoctrinate

the children and enjoy ambushing again. Maggie had now fully

recovered from her bloody ambush baptism and was keen to play her

part with a light-hearted confidence intended to charm her twenty year-

old woman companion who was wearing only ordinary hunting attire.

Maggie's problem was that she did things while her companion watched

them. Maggie's view and friends spanned many hundreds of miles as

opposed to a score. John's daughter was similarly limited and clearly

lived in a world of romance, asking if it was true what had happened in

Arlesene that the girls had told her and then making fairy-tale

assumptions about kings, queens and golden palaces.  As soon as

Rachel discovered threads of fantasy in her child she said "I have drilled

the sons of kings, knights, and the dukes of three kingdoms. We are on a

little boring man-hunt today so please let us keep each other amused

with stories but when I hold up my hand like so – or whistle I expect you

to obey orders instantly. Do you understand Terence?"

"Yes miss."

"Good lad. The King's discipline must reach out here if honest people are

to sleep safe. Now how do you suggest we catch any messengers?"

Five messengers were examined that evening at the Duke's.  All were

given additional messages with the originals clearly marked as opened

and read by the King's agents. John was getting to see the importance of

controlling as well as using communications. As the Duke was snoring

John wrote a letter from 'King's Agent John Taylor currently travelling

with Earl Lady Commander of the Black Guards' to the Sherif of

Fischester summarising the King's position and that the King would be

expecting a report of how good order and loyal service to the crown was

to be demonstrated to be sent to Melbun.

James' expedition to the southern ports
On the south coast James's apparent role was to be a nondescript

servant of Lord Callabarne. The Lord was to make an official report on

the readiness of the coastal towns to defend and alert in case of raiders
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appearing from the sea. He was also to enquire in general about

smuggling and armed shipping. There were plenty of hints given that

outlawry on the seas would be suppressed, had they heard of the King's

new general Rachel? They called her the Black General because she

preferred to meet her victims at no-moon with no warning! The only

excuse for armed ships would be defence, so Port Wardens and local

lords had better get organised.  A lot was left unsaid. James had the

companionship and assistance of Xavier's versatile servant Jawden. This

was his first mission to recruit informants. Who better than a boy from

Melbun docks to recruit shipping spies? After a couple of experiments at

Melbun James realised that it was fairly easy to find out what was

happening but none of his informants could write and rewards for the

poorest would be suspicious. 'Hey I've had some luck would soon be a

night of drinking with a tell us about your luck'. James either had to find

literate office-holders who would be afraid to lose their Office or use

wandering agents posing as seamen or traders.  For office-holders he

might try Port-Wardens and Tax Officers to work with.  As the officers

were presumably taking bribes that left Port-wardens.  James discussed

the matter with Lord Callabarne. 

"Sir, I am failing in my task. Have you any other suggestions?"

"I supposed I was a stalking horse for you James."

"Me too sir. It's important we know exactly where and how to strike."

"You are at least noting the landward defences of each harbour James.

That's useful and something which I don't wish to be seen doing.  Let us

do our best for the next month."

"We don't know the sea. Is there an outlaw captain who we could bribe

as informer and get given the honour of say – um – 'port defender' ?"

"Oh ho! You are clever James."

"You are the most intelligent of the lords from Melbun I have met sir. I

usually have to explain simple things many times."

"You must come to my laboratory.  The world of nature has many secrets

that some of us philosophers are beginning to see darkly. You must come

and see my crystals."

"Yes sir. I would do that with pleasure but today we have other things to

deal with."

"Ha ha! Youth pulling at the wandering grey beards! You're right.

Between us we must find strong people and either win them or – er –

sink them."
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"We need some to beat the others. I expect gold could be found for those

that help the King."

"The trouble is that we might give a captain gold to fight for us but just a

few sea miles out of sight he's up to his old tricks again."

"I see the problem. I can see half an answer."

"Really! You are a philosopher James. And just a boy from the docks –

What a treasure! You should be my apprentice."

"I'm already seemingly an apprentice to a dozen trades and callings sir. I

would still like to see you crystals. What is a 'laboratory'?"

"It's a place to do experiments without interference."

"In secret."

"Yes. Experiments often go wrong. You don't want lots of people mocking

you because the formula is not quite right or one ingredient was sub-

standard."

"What sort of experiments do you do sir?"

"Ha ha! You don't need to be an apprentice James. You are already a

master."

"How so sir?"

"You ask the important questions and don't give up until you have the

answers."

11 Work to be done
Minda wanted to be with all her servants but the sensible thing was to

stay in Bartonbry.  By the end of January the dry spell ended with daily

waves of rain driving in from the west. Each day was a little colder and

the wind a little more from the north. Each day the roads became worse.

Each day the messengers and general news became more erratic.  The

Britons knew that once mired there was not a lot of travelling that could

be done until there was a spell of two weeks of drier weather.  Brune was
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used to short spells of cold and wet and didn't worry too much.  Paul

reflected that this strength should be admired and with collusion from

Lucky arranged for Brune to be at the right place to physically haul a

farmer's donkey out of a flooded ditch and also carry its load back to the

peasant's cottage.  The strange thing about this charade was that Brune

got a deal of pleasure from doing things the Bartonbry way and had to be

restrained from giving the peasant a payment. Two of the Ravens and an

Italian cadet that Paul had selected were witnesses.  When the party had

returned to the castle Minda addressed them while she had an arm

round Brune.

"What have you seen boys? I mean first what will you say you have seen.

Second what did your eyes see and third what have you learned?"

Gradually it was teased-out that they saw the Duke rush to pull the

donkey out without thinking of his own safety. They saw it was a set-up.

They saw it was for a purpose... To build the Duke's reputation.  Minda

invited them to eat with her that evening with two of the girls and we'll

talk more about making a reputation and how it can defeat opponents

without ever picking up a weapon.

Brune said "And how the legend becomes lived. I've learned!" 

With the Black Team on their travels, Minda and Doreen had to be

mothers to the cadets. Doreen concentrated on formal social etiquette

and making sure cadets and staff knew she was always watching them.

Her evening meals would typically be attended by four cadets and two

school staff. Ranaldo or Densen would often be her companion after the

others had left. Everyone seemed happy. Minda's evening meals would

be more stretching and although the cadets were expected to be well

dressed and respectful there was a degree of informality allowed so that

characters and ideas could be easily understood. Minda wanted the

cadets to grow up, think for themselves, think together, deal with sudden

awkward questions and go away hungry for more growing-up. Without

Arthur to read stories to and without Maggie to tell stories there was a

hole in her life. Brune said he would try to find a story teller and after a

week of enquiries found one. Himself! He was in a strange world where

Dukes plunged into ditches full of mud to heave out a miserable

peasant's donkey so nothing was impossible.  He would make a story for

Arthur each week and send it by the next messenger after telling it to

Minda.  This was their most lovely moment of shared future – Imagining

a child together while Brune would invent the daftest episodes for

Minden. Each week a tinker, gipsy, wizard or perhaps a king looking for

a golden sword he seemed to have lost.  They would try and sell her
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something like a windmill that talked what the winds had heard on their

way, a cloth so fine it shone like a mirror but up close you could see

straight through it, or a magic box that each time you opened it held

something wonderful like a golden apple or diamond brooch but with a

bad side of when it was opened on alternate occasions it forced whoever

opened it to insert something valuable. They had other intense moments

hoping to have children.

While Brune was legitimately earning the soubriquet of 'the best duke of

Bartonbry' that would go into immortal legend, Minda was making her

town work and her estates and properties work for her.  Tomlyn now had

nine clerks! All were in various stages of the Bartonbry system of being

given responsibility and expected to live up to it. The two long-serving

clerks who a year ago were no more than frightened scribes could now

see the figures as what they represented for real. Minda had made

Tomlyn explain his secrets to the two clerks to free him for more

important things. Now they had status and increased salaries allowing

them to move into better houses and be respected as one of those who

could intervene with the Duchess on a tradesman's behalf. Sam dealt

with armies, schools and business loans. Jim with estates, businesses

and Minda's personal finances.  Last year every cadet had been

introduced to the world of accounting. The Church could offer salvation

after death but when Minda poured a bag of gold coins onto the table as

the actual profit shown in their figures in their second accounts class

they were all converted to money. The points of their questions helped

Tomlyn and the clerks learn many answers they hadn't thought of. Now

the three clerks beneath Sam and Jim were more than normally needed

but it was understood that they would duplicate each other's work in

slack times or help cadets and eventually the Duchesses' business would

grow to need reliable men who could deal in business not just record

figures.  Everyone worked long hours for the whole castle knew this

winter was a breathing space before a breakneck summer of investment,

trade and marriage. Mostly it was assumed that keeping the Little Army

and collecting military equipment was for the cadets to play with.

Doreen had deviously found confirmed bachelor Tomlyn a wife. Now his

hobby could be left to when time was free rather than the only thing he

had to do when he wasn't working.  His wife made him take part in the

limited society of Bartonbry. He spent money on clothes! He learned

dancing! By Minda's decree business matters that were hinted-at or

openly expressed at social events were dismissed with abruptness.

"Since you have mentioned it to me socially I will ask you to see my clerk
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Tarton and he and Minda will decide. My life is forfeit to the Duchess. I

will never do a favour for anyone lest I be seen to be partial." This

became known in a few days but men in need of finance or hoping for

business still asked. Or they got their fine-dressed and charming wives to

ask for them.  It took about a month for Tomlyn's unbreakable granite

wall to become obvious to everyone. One day there were two who offered

specified amounts of money to Tomlyn. The next day at ten o'clock they

were 'arrested' by castle guards and taken to the stocks in the market

square. Sherif Brock had been informed of this extra-judicial punishment

and he knew Minda would accept his objection if he made one, but in his

job he'd had to put up with years of attempted bribery so he replied with

a smile.

Tomlyn had found a way to turn the Church attacks into tables of figures.

He had two tables with distances and days from Melbun down the sheet

and places where there were target churches listed in the fourth column. 

This was probably the only document in the kingdom that listed targets

so clearly. Columns two and three gave the best messenger time and the

how long it would take an enthusiastic armed convoy. The first sheet

gave good weather times and the second when the roads were bad.

"You see what matters don't you Tomlyn? We must get to our targets

before they are alerted so they can hide their treasure or organise a

defence.  We haven't got brute force so we must stab in the dark.  Now

what am I supposed to do with this?"

"Er. It should let you see you can use ten attack forces instead of

eighteen."

"I'm not as clever as you Tomlyn.  I can't see that from these figures. Get

– um the Eagle team to have a look and explain it to them then explain

what you told me about ten not eighteen in writing. I just can't see it –

figures like this aren't telling me a story they're teasing me." Tomlyn was

visibly sunk. "I don't make the decisions here Tomlyn. You do! But I like

to know why I've decided something.  This is just what I wanted to hear!

I expect you've spent a lot of time on this. It's time well worth spent. I

trust you."

"Please miss may I show you this?"

"I know when you call me 'miss' there is something difficult coming up.

Carry on Francis."

"Paul and I colluded to give John a table of lords to visit and what we

knew about them. See...  ...It is full of gaps.  We have left many blanks in

the columns for John to fill in."
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"Does he have to remember all this?"

"No. We gave him a copy."

"Well done. Now if we search I expect we'll find he will have learned

what has to be known and left the document itself behind."

"What? After all that effort!"

"A servant in possession of a spying document would get them all killed. 

When I say killed I mean horribly – really horribly – killed. You did right

and so did John. We need to get it back from where he's left if in case

somebody stumbles across it. Leave that to me."

"I'm sorry miss – I didn't realise."

"Nothing to be sorry about Francis.  What you did was the best thing.

They all know what they have to discover by the blanks in your table.

You have asked a thousand important questions throughout the

kingdom."

"Have I?"

"Yes. They see the picture with blank canvas and will be doing their best

to paint-in the gaps."

"Oh! I only thought it might help them, with Paul's advice of course,

navigate."

"It has. But they're supposed to be encouraging lords to put a bit of effort

into loyal preparations for defence not spying Church treasure troves."

"I'm sorry Minda. I didn't see the trap."

"You did the right thing. They did the right thing. There are some things

that are not safe to write down. You must keep at your tables. You know I

need them for my business. Can you add another table for my official

wedding in Melbun Cathedral? We need to alert guests now so they can

travel from Arlesene and beyond."

"I have a small sheet of notes already Minda."

"You are a darling. Hmm. Tell me Francis. Was it your idea to make that

or your wife's."

"Samfia said I should have a table but I schemed the 'who, what,

accommodation special favour, travel, how much, what gift to give, what

gift to get and how important to others' details."

"I have too much to deal with now. I'm determined to make my estates

and businesses work hard for me. They should be like my servants and
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ready to do more. No! They should be like the rest of my servants and be

ready to do much more. When I said you would make a good commander

in January I meant it.  You know what is to be done and you have men

under you who know what they have to do so you can do your thing.

Thanks to you we – and the King – have a plan to steal the riches of the

Church. I will use the same number of men but spread more thickly.

Something is bound to go wrong. You know I will be the commander in

chief don't you?"

"No Minda. I had assumed Lord Weston or Rachel."

"It's going to have to be me because others are elsewhere. I shall be the

King's cat's paw and Rachel will know what the real situation is but

you've given me the weapon I need."

Work at the Abbey
Abbot Andrew had a new heart but an Abbey with over a hundred

brothers needed something more definite than 'be humble and build

roads'. He started by setting a rule that every brother would endeavour to

do at least one day of manual labour and one day of service outside the

Abbey each week. Lay brothers laboured every day already but for the

ecclesiastic brothers this was something strange. However in the spirit of

Bartonbry they would try it.

The Abbot's ditch-digging plan had been known days in advance of

course as tools were brought and borrowed. Since she was a child at

Selenden, Minda was always watching for labouring jobs she could

sweat at for an hour to keep fit and share simple life with simple people.

At Lostnock she had spent half a day a week heaving bales, casks and

boxes in the tax officer's warehouse. In Bartonbry anything would do.

Ten minutes throwing bricks to the third storey of a new house, learning

sawing, hauling barges for an hour. What Brune was learning to do for

show she did because she had always done it, but with the same effect. 

Brune and Minda had a secret half hour lesson in digging and picking

from a forester. Cadet Sandri was asked if he could direct with some

plan. Four experienced quarry labourers from Willows were on hand. ten

minutes after the start of the great dig Brune was at the Abbey gates

asking if he could help.
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After two hours Abbot Andrew admitted the difficulties of trying to

improve the culverts for water supply and drainage. One brother had a

bad spade cut in his foot, another had been knocked over by careless

barrow pusher. Unfit and unused to tools they were cold, muddy,

sprained and blistered. The Abbot blew his whistle. "Stop work!" The

three score brothers had made an impressive path of mud stretching

towards the river but digging was more difficult than it looked and as

each had tried to do their bit of duty.  "See me smile brothers! Each has

bravely shown their enthusiasm but skills are lacking."

Brune and Minda's gang seemed to be making more progress on their

patch. They had brought planks to run the barrows along so they didn't

get bogged into the earth. They used a plank as a footboard to stand on

while digging. This gave a straight edge to the cut and stopped them

caving in the sides and getting muddy.  Sandri drove in stakes, did

things with strings and agreed where the spoil would go.  In Bartonbry

where impossible things happen a woman was smiling in a ditch

bellowing for another barrow.  When the whistle went she bellowed

"Where's the ale! I'm sweating like a horse!" Of course Minda was the

only one to have thought about the need for ale and here was a cart with

a barrel of small beer ready with a tapster and jugs. "Come on Abbot"

This ale's for your men." Sixty sheepish but thirsty brothers took a quart

each.  Minda draped herself over two supporting brothers as if she was

exhausted. First rule: Appear equal or inferior. "Um. Abbot Andrew?

Would you like a bit of advice?"

"Yes please Your Grace."

"If I was you I'd start a little bit a time. Your determination and energy is

the very spirit of Bartonbry and God will be proud of you. He wants

determined and energetic servants just like I do. You are they brothers.

As I'm persuading whole kingdoms that friendship is better than war –

you will show your brother churches that God has made you wealthy so

you may do good things with that wealth."

Abbot Andrew replied "I have seen you dig a ditch with my own eyes.  I

have seen you do bigger miracles than that. You say you know you are

going to Hell but I say you will be with angels right by God's side."

"I really will go to hell Abbot but on this earth I will help you and your

men dig your ditch and ten like it and then a hundred roads and a

thousand bridges." There was a moan from the ranks of Brothers.  "Who

moaned! Step forward and say your moan."
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An old Brother stepped forward. "Please your Grace I am too old for

digging."

"Well said Brother! Well moaned." She smiled and gripped him tenderly

round the shoulders. "I'm the teenager who wishes everything to happen

today. What is this ancient Abbot doing demanding daft ditch

digging?..." She let the question hang. "...He's testing you. You all tried. 

Now a few will get good at digging and I will lend you my experts – I

have this young expert all the way from Italy. As you learn there may be

building, brick-making, glass-making, making the river navigable all year

round and don't forget the care of the Abbey. There are those that dig

and those that see the diggers fed and those that see the diggers have

sharp tools and those that see they have the stone ready when they need

it."

Abbot Andrew said "We have the finest friend ever in the Castle. Shall

we make this day – the 20th February – a feast for labourers?"

Minda said "That's up to you.  Now I'm getting cold. Will you let us have

another hour at your ditch?"

Foreign cadets learn
At Bartonbry the cadets were becoming tightly knit and confident teams,

proud in themselves having found the secret of working together.  Minda

believed in kneading her teams like dough.  Fashion, courtly friendship

and appreciation of the fine arts was something the Briton cadets never

had. Also it soon became apparent that the Italians had a more

advanced grasp of mathematics, geometry, financial calculations and

preparations for war than Britons. Minda didn't let being attacked by

Italian 'tutors' put her off finding the best teachers. Everything took

months but they would do their best with what they had. The town was

proud of their cadets and the cadets were keen to be commanded in

strange ways. For the start of Lent the Ravens were given a day of

accosting ladies in Bartonbry square and giving fashion advice. Minda's

clothier and assistants had prepared by spending hours with Bartonbry's

clothiers and staying with them for 'Foolish Tuesday'. The five girls and

five Italians had been instructed to persuade the Abbey to help them

remake a culvert that often flooded on the Lostnock road. Cadet Sandri

had been asked in secret two weeks in advance about materials and

tools. Minda showed she was specially proud of him. It didn't matter that

he didn't really know what he was doing as he was keen and intelligent.

He knew more than everyone else and that would have to do. 
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She appointed one of the girls to look after the safety of everyone on the

job.  No – Minda didn't know any details but just that someone ought to

be watching for danger because danger was everywhere.  "I expect of the

twenty five cadets one to die naturally, one to die from accident or anger

then two or three injuries that won't get better. We've already had an eye

out in the kitchen of all places! You are only to be blamed if you should

have seen a danger and forgot to look. I go cold when I think of my lucky

escapes. If you can stop one leg being crushed by a stone that will be

worth hours of grumbling."

"Why? I don't understand."

"Everyone is so keen they forget simple things in a rush. In any group,

not yours I hope, you will have thieves and lazy people who are full of

excuses for themselves or complaints about others. Then you have to

obey the warnings of the men that know. I have asked men who mend

roads and they have many warnings.  You must do the same. Go and find

them! Ask!"

"But I'm not the boss."

"Sometimes the boss must listen to the expert. As yet you have no boss.

Who should I appoint?"

"I don't know."

"Neither do I. When you find out please tell me. Now suppose you needed

a lookout to watch for thieves and mischief makers – That's a restful job

compared to digging up to your knees in mud – would you pick a girl

who had worked really hard and was still strong or a girl that had done

her best but was feeble?"

"Erm – The feeble one.... I know! I know you're going to say that's the

wrong answer."

Minda smiled. "Haliscia. Look at me. I'll take my eye-patch off. Look at

me and remember this moment... Some can learn not to repeat mistakes

– The others die. Some can learn from their achievements. The elite learn

from knowing their weaknesses. Welcome to the elite. Remember this

moment Haliscia.  You said you know you've given the wrong answer."

"I'm sorry miss."

"I'm pleased. Now you are only afraid you're wrong. 'Afraid' isn't 'knowing'

is it?"

"No miss."
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"So let's make you into a real grown up. When there's something wrong

what do you do?"

"Say so miss."

"Correct. That's easy. Now are you afraid I have asked you to specially

look after the safety of the others because you are useless or because you

are the best?"

"I don't know miss."

"Because you're the best. I always pick the best so they can become

better and another can follow."

"But I don't know any of your answers miss."

"But you will! A minute ago I told you something was very important,

really very important. How did I do that?"

"I don't know miss? I'm confused."

"I took my eye-patch off and smiled and told you how you were special."

"You are too quick for me! I am not special."

"After lasting this long with me you are specially special Haliscia. I know

your weakness do you know it?"

"N-no miss."

"Fear! You're easily afraid. You've even used the words more than once

just now. Inside each of us is a little man who jumps out to stop us doing

things. In your case it is 'Mister fear' or 'Mister worry'.  Some people have

'Mister who cares about anything' and 'Mister death to you for looking at

me like that'."

"Now I can see you without your eye-patch miss."

"Does that make it easier?"

"No miss. You are growing me up but I still have 'mister fear' inside of

me."

"I once had an owl swoop over my head in a wood.  That owl left an

arrow of fear in me. Even now I might dream of an owl and I scream in

my sleep. I know real fear dear but your little man with a pike is worry

not fear.  True fear will make you shit and scream silently and become

thinner than a sheet as it passes through you."

"Please miss. Erm.  I already messed my britches."
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"Oh no! Sweetheart! My lips are sealed. Lizzie!" Lizzie appeared in

seconds. "Will you let my lovely friend try on your Arlesene dress."

Later Minda, Lizzie and Haliscia shared cakes and wine. Minda said "If

Mister fear stays with you then I want to know. I don't care how far away

you are – write to me. Mister fear is not a good teacher.  Mister

suspicious and mister worry should not rule your life but may visit."

Mister fear paid a visit to Minda. Oh shit! The ghost of sex stalkers

returned. This took a moment to fling away and another few moments to

scheme the right approach. "Lizzie? Could you take Haliscia on a walk

round the castle walls. I hate the idea of Mister fear lurking in Bartonbry

but if he lurks then would the two of you come back and tell me where."

Twenty minutes later Lizzie in her stylish maid's dress and Haliscia in

one of the best half-dozen dresses in Briton returned.  Lizzie's smile was

reassuring. "You're going to remember this evening aren't you Haliscia."

"Yes Minda."

"If the world is upside down, inside out, and full of demons you will be

safe here is that clear?"

"Yes Minda."

"You will be safe here even if you have sinned and broken trust. Is that

clear?"

"No Minda."

"You are one of my children. I want you to do terrible things to

unpleasant people. By unpleasant I mean terrible. If you get in knots you

can come back and I will understand."

"This is a lovely dress."

Hurrah! At last Haliscia was thinking! "What do you like about it?" There

was the unmistakable sound that shouldn't be heard outside a privy.

Minda held her hand and smiled. "We WILL get that mister fear." 

Rachel slept on her own.  That was her choice and rule. Every man

would wish for her nighttime company. Having experimented with

James she knew the pleasure. Poor James, and how was John doing

with Maggie pregnant? Her idea was to be like the knights and capture
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victims for sex. In her case she was just too busy to worry about sex

now...  Except mister sex kept knocking.

Jane
Jane made it her duty to trace the piracy behind the capture of Richard

and Charlsaine. Once the rat's nest had been found she could have dealt

with it quickly but instead chose to make it a problem for lesser lords so

she could see how they reacted to the challenge and her demands. She

and the Duke were happy dealing with a lazy dukedom, casual

allegiances and uncommitted neighbours.  They both took pride in

seeing Johnas becoming a leader.  The Duke noticed a change in the

King's respect. Some of the rigid separation between layers of society

began to rub off on Jane. There was to be no doubt that Charles and

herself were the most favoured, most fashionable, most progressive and

most energetic couple in the Kingdom of Lanconia. Their staff were

smart, public servants were helpful, corrupt crown officials were trussed

and sent to Arlesene in the back of a cart.  Unlike Minda, Jane didn't

need to seek companions as she had her duke who was all she wanted

for featherdown company or strength. Gentle days and nights led to

shared ambitions. For a long time yet she would be the prettiest duchess

in Lanconia and he the most cheerful as a result. They could build on

that. While Arlesene led the world in fashion the Italians had the eye for

furniture and interior decoration, so they would to import some Italians,

and Jane would see that knowing Italian was the thing every

fashionable lady should do.  If she owned the Italian teachers in Arlesene

then that should be a good source of gossip.  The games day had been a

great success so they would host one every year. With Louis' help they

should be able to build and staff their own depot at Arlesene and build

up the direct shipping by providing river pilots.

When she found all guards in Arlesene and some elsewhere were

wearing the black sword belts Rachel had instigated for her special

castle guards she was furious but had no answer. There was no law to

stop anyone having a black rather than natural brown belt but this was a

liberty too far! Charles made the good point that black was a practical

and smart colour so Rachel was showing the whole of Arlesene how to

smarten-up guards, and if it was practical then nothing short of a firm

royal decree would have any effect.  Mr. Jim thought about it and

suggested the answer. So, with the King's permission and agreement

from the guards themselves, the leatherworkers guild was pressurised to
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make a presentation in the main square of eighteen belts with silver

badges in the shape of Avel blades recessed into the two-layer belt and

the royal crest embossed above the hilt. From now on anyone who

wanted an 'Avel belt' could have one for their guards but they might only

have the Lord's crest embossed.  Three more belts were presented.  The

condition of Jane's petit-earldom, another pinnacle of fashion, was that

she must stand on Arlesene bridge at least once every year. With careful

rehearsal, in a ceremony completely alien to Lanconian nobles who gave

loyalties in private, the apprentices of the leatherworkers guild gave the

gold belts to the King, Tomkit and Jane on Arlesene bridge. All but foot

traffic was stopped by castle guards wearing their new belts. Plenty of

nobles had been let into the secret and all watched and heard as best

they could in the crowd. How clever of Jane to arrange for a little dias of

small-casks and planks for them to stand on so they could be seen. That

was what the Black Team did! They thought how to do the thing well. 

After the presentation Jane addressed the King by shouting to the crowd.

"Your Highness – You made me Earl of Arlesene in the summer provided

I stand on this bridge at least once a year. Here I am standing on it. Then

I demanded you should tell me how to serve you.  Now I ask again. Tell

me how I will serve you sir?"

"Jane Weston Duchess of Orfleur you have already served me well. But

you demand more! Children today! Always wanting more!" A rough man

from the docks shared a wink with Tomkit. Jane had impressed on them

that they were not to proceed until the crowd were smiling. There was no

difficulty on that score. "You have shown strength and judgement. Will

you serve me by being Warden for this river from this bridge down

stream to Orfleur?"

"Yes sir."

"And will you see the seas at the mouth of the river are safe for honest

sailors?"

"Yes sir."

"Then I must remove your title of Earl of Arlesene!" Jane acted shocked

disappointment. "And instead make you Warden of the river Rigan from

here to where the land can't be seen. To see prosperity and safety for

boats of all nations."

"I will obey. Sir?"

"Yes Warden?"

"Who will develop the river above this bridge?"
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"You will I expect! I don't think I could stop you!"

"Please sir I will spend all my duty on the lower river but I will try to find

you a young person worthy of being a petit-earl by next summer."

That ended the rehearsed speeches. Now came the casual mingling with

rich and poor. A smile was all the armour they needed.  Except! All of

Rachel's guards had taken her lessons seriously. One of them now had

the confidence to stop a man urgently trying to wriggle through the

crowd. While the town assumed the black-belts were a girl's fancy the

guards had understood their unpreparedness against stealthy attacks

and done something about it. Their black belts meant they had spent

hours using brains and practising close support day and night.  When Al

and Jed visited they had more hours of lessons in the town and country

in and out of uniform as attackers and defenders. Now that training paid

off. A polite "Wait a minute mate it'll soon be over." was ignored. Eye

contact confirmed suspicion. He was allowed to continue a pace but

received a terrific punch in the small of his back. Enough to make him

turn, try to turn round as he fell against the packed bodies ahead without

disabling him. Completely off-balance and now falling twisted-sideways

a guard's boot on his stomach finished the encounter.  Later the guard

was given a gold coin by Tomkit. Then Jane gave him a kiss and five

gold coins to be used by all the black-belt guards on something

worthwhile – not drink! Then, by devious arrangement, Louis himself

handed over beer-money with sincerity. How could the worst criminal of

the docks be such a gentleman? Jane's understanding of the loyalties

amongst simple servants was unequalled in Lanconia. Jane had never

tortured a man before but remembered that the new intelligencer Harzel

had been Rachel's victim so they would share this would-be assassin. 

This was their first meeting. Jane started. "How are you managing

Harzel?"

"It's difficult Your Grace."

"Miss will do. We are going to work together. Rachel told me you have a

wife and two daughters. Are they healthy and happy?"

"Yes thank you miss. They have moved to be with me here."

"I'm pleased to hear that. Now if you are criminal I will kill you. If you

upset those that are dishonest but too clever for you then you can come

to safety in Orfleur. Is that clear?"

"Yes miss Jane. You Britons are so straight."

"If you need my help don't ask me when it's too late. Is that clear?"
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"Yes miss Jane. You Britons are so friendly."

"I'm afraid it may only be the Black Team or Bartonbry cadets but you

can rely on me.  Does that help? Are things difficult?"

"I would rather not say anything about the Intelligence Office miss."

"I understand. That's a good policy. I'm more concerned with the

intelligencer himself than the office.  I don't want your secrets but I do

want your heart."

"You have it Jane."

"Good man.  I know you are ambitious. I know you were crooked. You will

never be a great man in other men's eyes being an intelligencer but if

you do you job well then some people like me will secretly know your

worth.  And to repeat – I will slit your throat if you betray your Office.  If

the Office gets too much for you like it did for Lord de Raqueronne then

at the first sign come to me. There is nothing so strong that it cannot be

broken. There is no man that can fight fifty. You are important Harzel so I

don't want you bending and breaking.  I can't keep calling you Harzel."

"I was christened Teiser but my friends call me Tess."

"As you well know I mean every word I say Tess. Just so you know how

friends share their strengths as well as their worries I'm building my own

intelligence network. If you want information then you must ask for it –

I'll leave you think through the other implications."

"That's a generous offer Jane. You are a very generous lady. You can

afford to be."

"Oho! Money! All of today's belts cost me one livre and two nights lost

sleep. If the assassin was after me then the day and night of Rachelising

for the guards and a dozen black sword belts was a good investment

because you see what happened. Do you know the name of the alert

guard that spotted the prisoner?"

"No miss."

"I do. Why don't you?"

"Er. You're better at getting the facts than me miss."

"Rachel trained the guards. You are guarding the Kingdom too. Do I have

to train you?"

"I will listen."

"What do I know? I came here to ask how Rachel interrogated you so I

might make a start on our assassin."
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"There is only one Rachel miss."

"That's as may be but let's start with is this man more use to us dead or

alive?"

"I don't know."

"How will you decide."

"I don't know. Ask him questions I suppose."

"Alright. I will give you a choice. You can ask questions with or without

me. Which?"

"With!"

"Why?"

"By Christ! You girls conquer me."

"Why not threaten him with me first. It doesn't matter if he holds out.

After twenty minutes of waiting his reaction when I walk into the cell

will be worth watching."

"I need an interrogator like you on my staff."

"Yes – so you have to watch and learn." 

The assassin had been easily proved to be carrying two assassin's tools.

Harzel hadn't learned the lesson from his interrogation by Rachel that the

prisoner needs some hope. Bullying didn't work but when Jane pointed

out that if she was to order his release onto the streets of Arlesene his life

expectancy would be measured in minutes he gradually understood

there were some options that might be less fatal than others.  Someone

who knew too much was worth a small gold coin. She knew the street

rates. She asked mechanical things like how old he was, had he heard

she was Earl of Arlesene, was he married, did he have children, how

much was the contract and how much up-front? Guilt was obvious and

after the first few admissions truth was the only way out.  Jane would do

the simple thing of congratulating or endorsing every trivial admission

with an encouraging smile.  Gradually the target, motive and sponsor

were revealed.  After the interview Jane said "I want a battle-sword Tess.

Then we're going back on the bridge to cut that man's head off. You can

do the cutting. I don't want my dress covered in blood. Are you ready?"

"No miss."
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"You must do this thing. Do it here in secret if you like but if you shy from

death then you can't be an intelligencer. If you do it in public you will

earn respect as a hard man who is no longer the dog of others."

"It isn't the intelligencer's job to deliver justice."

"Who trusts you Tess? Who respects you? You need those things that

money can't buy to do your job. How will you do it? Do you want your

enemies to have to pay ten times what they paid him because the last

one that tried something stupid was dead within a couple of hours. They

will have to try other ways which will cost more, take longer and

hopefully implicate more weak servants by bribery."

"I don't know how to do it."

"Then ask the expert. The King has an executioner. Talk with him. I'm

going to see the Captain of the Guards now.  When you've executed your

man I expect you to have a plan to exploit the information we've just

found. I'll help you but you must make a start."

Arthur
Arthur succeeded where others had failed. Beryl was bombarded with

questions and thanked for useful answers. He discovered that an excuse

for a second thank-you could often be arranged a day or two later. For

example when warned that a Marquis and his wife were due to visit he

asked what the polite form of address was and then when introduced

said he hoped he'd got that right but Beryl really was a good teacher.  In

fact most of his teaching was done in a school room where he was given

formal lessons in Latin and religion to begin with but as soon as letters of

complaint could get to Bartonbry they were returned with clear

instruction that he was to learn modern languages and accounts instead. 

By now Arthur had his private letter service schemed through the village

blacksmith and no matter how hard Beryl tried to drown him in duty to

the Church he knew better than anybody the limits of respect due to the

churchmen and stated that he would save his confessions for when he

had anything to confess and leave his devotions until the Pope

apologised for his mistreatment of Minda.  If God wanted to he could

strike him dead at any minute but hadn't yet so what did that tell

everyone?

Brune
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Brune was having fun. Minda was great company in all moods. He was

used to being told what he must and mustn't do by his mother but now it

was different. He could do whatever he wanted knowing that he must

set his own limits to please Minda. Also when commanded by herself or

a lowly servant he would obey because nobody would give such a

powerful duke a command without careful thought.  In this way he was

saved from nasty accidents and he caught the habit of asking for things

rather than demanding them.  He was soon fit and taking an interest in

all the physical trades around Bartonbry.  His fighting improved in many

ways. He was getting more practice at the deviousness of all edged

weapons. His speciality of the axe was often demonstrated with literally

shattering effect. He was not yet very proficient at impressing with axe

juggling and throwing but it was improving and when it came right

anybody watching within fifty paces would be impressed or scared

according to their friendliness.  

Minda organised cadet expeditions where the task was to 'look after'

him. Of course he was a powerful fighter but it was an interesting fiction

with a nice feeling that if something bad really did happen then Brune

would rescue the situation with his brute force. These expeditions would

be followed by a dinner where lessons were discussed and the cadets

tested then toasted. Minda had told him that he would soon need cadets

with him as he inspected her estates as she'd never had time to do much

inspecting herself yet. 

Minda said "I've just had a letter from Jane. I'll tell you the news later but

she has promised the King a cadet to develop and care for the river in

Arlesene above the bridge while she cares for it below the bridge.  I can't

let him have Sandri he's too valuable to me and I must do something

about our own river."

"Ask him dear."

"Sandri?"

"Yes. He's the one likely to know. That's what you keep telling me – Ask

the one that knows."

"So I do. I see it's working!" More happiness in each other's arms.

Paul
Paul asked for a few minutes of private meeting with Minda.  "Firstly the

King has summoned the bishops for a test of obedience on Ascension
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day, 16th May. He has demanded a certain number of pounds of gold and

more in silver or equivalent in precious stones. Now thanks to you they

have an accountant in the intelligence office so the King could go to the

Archbishop with an idea of what each bishop could easily afford.

"Did I do that?"

"Strictly speaking no. But it's Henry on loan for a week here and there

with advice from Tomlyn."

"What! Why didn't you tell me?"

"Secrets Minda. What you don't know can't be mis-spoken. I have come

to an arrangement with the Intelligence office that we will find a cadet

as secret wandering assessor in the guise of trader and offer one of our

clerks permanently."

"You wouldn't be telling me if you hadn't got them in mind Paul."

"Cadet Granger and Sam Tarton."

"The cadet idea is good if Henry thinks so. We may want to survey roads

and rivers so that could be another disguise.  You know how Sandri and

his mates are getting on well with the Brothers. There could be a

connection there do you think? Don't they have accountants in Melbun?

Why take a precious one of mine – he's only a clerk but he knows so

much about how my businesses work."

"I thought that one of our men in the intelligence office would be a good

idea."

"We don't have any problems with the intelligence office it's our enemies

and false friends we have to get close to. I'll have a talk with Henry. But

well done Paul. You knew when to get on with things and the moment to

discuss them. I'm proud of you.  How is married life?"

"Er. I'm happy. Jenny's happy. She says she's too old for child rearing but

it's really nice to sneak home to a mid-day meal with a wife who chatters

about unimportant things. I've a confession to make. I tell her you're not

very good at writing so that's why I work such long hours. She says I

have grey hairs and worry too much."

"You earn your salary ten times over Paul. Can you keep going for ten

years?"

"I don't know. Tomlyn has many clerks but even though I try to use

cadets most of my work I have to do myself."

"Are all the cadets trustworthy do you think? Especially the Italians."
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"I don't think any are secretly against us. Some might be easily distracted

when they get home but they're very loyal to their teams and Brune. 

Hmm. Please you have told me to tell you rough things. You were the

star the Briton Cadets followed but the foreign cadets race to Brune first."

"Is he is more fun or is it just because he's a man?"

"It might be because you are their mother who makes them say their

lessons while he is their happy uncle. Perhaps they play along with him

while you make them wash behind the ears."

"I suppose I do.  Thank you Paul.  Is that the real reason you asked for

this conference?"

"No. I hadn't really thought of it until now. But now I've said it I can see

the truth."

"I suppose it's good. It shows he's loved in his way even if I'm the 'old

witch'."

"Being married is peculiar isn't it?"

"Next item!"

"Still on the first item we are not sure what will happen. The Pope's men

are very active spreading stories against you and trying to paint the King

as your puppet. You were very clever sending Al in secret. He's also

demanding each Bishop swears against the Pope's anathema ruling

about you."

"How's that going to turn out?"

"Nobody knows. Abbot Andrew is of course the man all the other

churchmen hate."

"Hate? Why?"

"Because he made up his mind, is setting the new standard of holiness

they have to match if they are to get donations.  They don't have

someone like you to make up their minds for them. Lucky gently

persuaded him that until he recruits guards from volunteer monks we

will see he has four simple but hard men with him when he's about. Also

we'll test and train any stranger volunteers as we expect half of them to

be false."

"Do we really?"

"You're a woman in a man's world. You showed them up and they find

ways to attack you. The Abbot has done the same. He will grow. The
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Briton Church doesn't want somebody to suddenly say 'It's easy. Do as I

do. If I can do it why can't you?' They are livid. He becomes a saint

almost overnight by preaching barefoot on the Melbun quays on

Christmas day instead of joining the pomp in the cathedral."

"Barefoot? Oh sorry. I understand. It's the legend."

"He really does want to build roads with his bare hands. Your bit of ditch-

digging has been portrayed as half your godliness and half his godly

ability to bring a wayward woman back to the service of the Church."

"Does he have a future without my protection?"

"An interesting one.  Mostly after he's been assassinated I expect."

"Good. If there's a legend building like a thunder cloud then it might turn

into real lightning.  Tell him we're on his side and not to hesitate if he

has any ideas. Tell him we're too busy with our business and the defence

of the kingdom to spend much time with him but he is our good friend

who we wish well."

"Do you want him as Archbishop of Melbun?"

"Hmm. I need to think about that.  I'm safer not being in Melbun.  I think

he is too. From what you've said the churchmen hate him and everybody

else loves him. I'd rather one of our clerks, Henry and Sandri was lent to

him so they could scheme something definite that needs funds so that

the ordinary lords could show their support."

"Then he'd have to build whatever it was."

"Then he'll have to learn how to cope with success."

"Second item. Now we have a pivot date 16th May we can plan around

that. Your Lostnock international market fair in the first week of July.

Melbun has woken up and is scheming an international market week on

the last full week of June/"

"/What! The bastards! They've stolen my idea."

"I think you will be able to turn it to your advantage. Suppose we set your

marriage ceremony in Melbun cathedral for mid-summer's day. You will

have all your friends, enemies, foreign families and a few kings where

you can lead them. They can enjoy a few days of feasts and hospitality

through cadet families and then everyone moves off to Lostnock. But

think! We're the only ones who know what's happening. We will have

arranged our pavilions and planned our food and guards and have all the
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cadet families to call on. They all want to show hospitality so their sons

may be shown the same when they are abroad."

"They all know they are to spend time abroad then?"

"After the adventures of the Black Team the cadets themselves can't wait

and the parents look on it as an opportunity rather than a duty to you."

"These things don't happen by chance."

"The Black Team's trip happened by chance."

"You're right but they have a magic beyond me." 

"They wouldn't have any without you Minda. Me neither. You still have

magic even if Brune and Rachel and Maggie are winning more hearts

today than you. You planted those seeds. You tend them. One day you

and me will lie in our graves beneath their boughs."

"Next item!"

"James and Rachel should be back by the second week in April. Easter. I

would expect a report from Al well before the end of March. A week or

so.  It depends on the winds."

"What have you heard from James so far?"

"Lord Callabarne is energetic, organised and subtle. He should be a

special friend of Bartonbry."

"How old is he? Is he married?"

"I don't know."

"Men! You must learn the important things."

"I will write straight away."

"So we have a good servant. What about James?"

"He admits failure to find agents to infiltrate pirates and smugglers.

There are obvious reasons. He is fully occupied in other good ways."

"What good ways?"

"Learning the geography and the common difficulties and weaknesses of

ports.  He is leaving Lord Callabarne to deal with the politics.  He has

taken to visiting the Tax Officers in private and trying to scare them by

reciting passages of royal proclamations he's learned and mentioning

your name."
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"Then what?"

"Leaving with a twisted smile and few words about past crimes could be

forgiven but from today none would be then having the office watched by

the local street boys for who went where. He submits the results of the

tax officer tests to the King's head tax officer in Melbun.  Via the

intelligence office of course."

"Item! Find if the Tax Office in Melbun can deal with hints of wrongdoing

found by James. He must scare the officers by walking in and not taking

'go away' for an answer."

"He also says that should the Officer be in need of support from another

utterly honest Officer who holds the King's warrant then they should

write direct to you and send a copy to the Melbun office."

"I haven't had any."

"You have! Three.  I kept them. They arrived by the messenger five days

ago.  I was waiting to see if the Melbun messenger brought a

confirmation from their Tax Office."

"I need fresh news. Don't ever stop my mail!"

"Because Miss I judged none of the pleas for assistance desperate and

we would need to wait until we knew what the Melbun Office did with

their copies."

"Why should the Melbun Tax office tell us. That's their business."

"Now it's our business."

"So? They have no command to tell me."

"But I pay a clerk to tell me."

Minda was confused and shocked. "You have corrupted someone in the

Tax Office haven't you?"

"Yes miss."

"Oh no! How could you?"

"It was easy."

"I didn't mean how did you do it but...  ...doesn't honesty mean anything

to you? I've dedicated months of my life to making the Tax offices of

Lostnock and Bartonbry honest.  The only honesty in those sorts of places

is brutal and if I'm there it grows friendly. You've betrayed me Paul!"

"How else will I show you your next corrupt victim to slaughter?"
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"I lure my prey to confess and then to keep confessing out of loyalty and

blackmail. That's not corruption. Suddenly you remind me of the old

Abbot."

"You have taught me my job Minda. Protect you and your children.  If we

find the King's Tax Officer isn't honest isn't that worth a few shillings?"

"It makes me sick.  I'm revolted. I shall have to write and apologise."

"Or please Minda you could congratulate him on his honesty and energy

if we find that's what he is about. You would make a solid friend even

more so than Mr. Bob.  Or if the King's Officer is ignoring real worries he

could be replaced by Mr. Bob if needs be."

"But don't you see?"

"No miss."

"When I scheme I do it in open council. You are planning to replace a Tax

officer with Mr. Bob as your own plan.  Have you discussed this with Mr.

Bob?"

"Yes Miss."

"Oh. What did he say?"

"Don't let you know."

"But you did."

"I didn't mean to. You found me out."

"Ha! I'm angry."

"Mr. Bob said you'd be angry if I told you so I asked him why. He said

what you said. Corruption.  How do you think we get secrets from

others?"

"By asking and making them want to give them. Remember I found you

out about your poison mission."

"That was a very close thing. If I had been a hard man and you weren't so

– beautiful – you would have died."

"Stop lying! I'm not beautiful."

"You were to me Minda. Your face is broken, you are a lumbering

giantess with the body of woodsman and your lips don't fit together but

your whole being is beautiful.  Who said painters should have the

monopoly on beauty!"
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"Hmm. You're happy to corrupt Tax officers in my name so I shall ask

your wife what you really think of me."

"Please Miss you won't find me wanting except I have to say to my wife

you are not as beautiful as she is."

"A spark of honesty at last!" She held him again. "You are so brave to lie

for me Paul. I'm angry at the corruption of the King's Tax Office but in

time my anger will turn to grudging respect then admiration but – like if

we were married – don't expect me to admit you were right all along."

"Next! Rachel." Said Paul breaking their happiness of shared mastery of

confusion. "She's stirred up revolt and run away as instructed.  You have

the dispatch from Fischester and I have nothing more yet except that I've

passed on certain parts of the news to test allies who may be false

friends."

"She wasn't sent to cause trouble. What about finding honest generals?"

"I don't have any reports on that?"

"Why not?"

"Rachel was the King's envoy not yours. Even though we know Rachel

would come to your side not the King's the rule was made for lords to

report their loyalty, enthusiasm and readiness to the King himself. So I

only have second-hand gossip."

"How long before Rachel returns here?"

"Two or three weeks."

"Maggie's baby must be bigger. I hope she's alright."

"With your pardon my wife has been writing the gossip to her every

week."

"Hmm. And you attached a line at the end."

"Only a couple of times. Then I wrote in my hand which I think she'll

recognise how much I wished her well.  There's no secrets there."

"But with John?"

"I have left that to the Intelligence Office. They have ways beyond us."

"Why? We are just as clever as them."

"Think of John. He has a lot to tell each day with each lord and has to

write it in code.  One code is more than enough."
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"I should like a summary."

"You're right. I shall arrange it."

"By asking please not bribery."

"Please send a letter to X and I'm sure it will happen. He is your servant

too."

"But what about Rachel? She's our sword. She's the one we sent into the

darkness hoping she was strong enough."

"We would have heard if she was having trouble. I asked the others about

Rachel. I asked how much in this mission she should be left alone and

how much encouragement she should get from Bartonbry and they all

said she would find what she found and if there was anything we could

do she would tell us."

"And so far nothing?"

"She writes often to Bartonbry."

"To me?"

"No to me, Brune, Brand, Abbot Andrew, Brock, Tomlyn, Lucky and

Doreen."

"What!"

"She says 'Look after you. She's alright but will need a week of rest when

she comes back.' "

"I don't believe it! Writes to you all but not to me."

"Please don't you see? She's the Kings envoy so she doesn't want to write

straight to you or else every man will use that to say she is your servant

not the King's."

"Really? Do you think that really Paul. Tell me truthfully."

"I'm a married man – I know the traps of 'tell me truthfully' but Rachel is

your sharpest blade. She dare not jump back into your hand lest the

shudder be unexpected and you lose your grip. She is trying to carve

smoothly to show your strength."

"Are you sure she isn't enjoying herself using my reputation?"

"Yes. She has her own fighting reputation which is stronger than yours or

the King's. I like to think she is enjoying herself and I have made copies

of all her letters to your staff and friends which you can see."
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"Copying private letters. Telling me about corrupting a clerk in the tax

office made me angry. This makes me feel dirty."

Rachel deals with disloyalty
After discussion at the Duke of Paxham's Rachel decided this would be a

good opportunity for the lords to show the power of their coordinated

strength and deal with the Fischester trouble. "You see lords that the

King could give you interfering orders. He could even command me to

demand your assistance. Or he could appoint one of you or another to be

commander of you all. I have another way that will be cheaper, quicker,

less interfering and bring you a great deal of credit. I could leave you all

in a muddle and return to the King so I may explain you hesitate and

bicker. Or will you listen to my simple plan?" By now the lords knew

Rachel was worth listening to carefully and every question contained a

bolt of lightning. "You will pick a leader between you. You will squeeze

the breath out of the body of Fischester so that it learns the lesson that

good men – peaceful men – men who are strong with wealth – men with

wisdom – you very men who value the King's peace so he doesn't have to

keep bothering you with demands – you will fight the cuckoos.  If you do

that the King will say 'At last men I can trust to look after their own

affairs. These men deserve better transport and to be trusted with more

tax revenue to improve their roads and educate their sons so they may

trade with confidence in far lands.' I will now withdraw and leave you

with my two knights to answer questions and share thoughts so that you

may decide amongst yourselves what you want to do without an

interfering girl sent by the King to chase you like a washerwoman with a

besom."

Rachel may have alluded to a household broom to brush off the rust of

lazy leadership but the presence of Doppel and Hattorex underlined that

Rachel was the sharp tip of a very big spear. As Minda and Rachel were

doing the spring-cleaning for the lord of the Kingdom there was no doubt

that the days of letting things gently decay were coming to an end. The

energy of the Christmas capers. The quick snuffing-out of last year's

petty revolt and the marriage with Lanconia were signs of fresh and

fertile times. It was rumoured that the Duchess had even shown the

monks how to dig foundations for a new abbey with her own hands.

Nobody would want to be examined by the Duchess on the subject of

loyalty and laziness.  There were the usual worries and distractions but

the knights had been instructed to see that the lords decided two things
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no matter how much wine it took. First they would join together see to a

swift and hopefully peaceful surrender of Fischester and second decide

on one of them to be leader.  The knights reminded them that Rachel

didn't go to fights she couldn't win so they would have a couple of weeks

of trying to find the bits of equipment their sergeants 'knew they had

somewhere', polishing metal and men then trudging home again after a

couple of hours of confrontation. The question of rewards was raised.

Rachel's genius had realised this was really important to the lords, but

she wasn't going to get involved in negotiation. So the knights had again

been primed to say that whatever the rewards from the King and

elsewhere were they were bound to be generous as an example for the

next group of regional lords who would be asked to deal with their own

local problems. 

Rachel, Maggie and John were in the stables with horses packed in case

the lords decided that they had more to gain from independence or delay.

"It's funny" said Rachel "When I'm being the great general I have no

nerves at all. You remember Maggie when we were in the King of

Lanconia's council and I trapped Harzel and the Archbishop I was simply

following a trail. But now I can hardly stop my teeth chattering."

John said "You are wise to look after us like this in case the plan goes

wrong. I'm sure they will see sense and follow you but I suppose caution

is why we still breathe."

"We mustn't forget there are three hundred florins sitting in these

stables." Said Maggie.

"And a lot more beside in honour for a man who doesn't mind great

dishonour and a short life." said Rachel. "But we all look after each other

don't we."

Maggie said "You're getting a bit tired with this day after day Rachel.

How soon can we say we have done enough? What more can we do?"

Rachel said "I looked in my journal. This day the sixth of April last year

we practised fighting – archery then assassination. Spent an hour

writing and teaching the boys letters. Slept two hours in the day. The

three of us girls took a stitching lesson for the other cadets – it says here

buttons and quick repairs. Then as reward we were allowed to pick six to

take with us as guards and servants for noble ladies on a night hike to

Willows."

"I remember" said Maggie. "We picked who we thought were the most

useless then jogged most of the way to stretch them."
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"I thought they did really well but they let us be the brains while they

were pack-animals."

"Hey yes! It was Jane's idea. 'Load them and lead them' she said. That's a

good phrase."

"And she took us on a wrong-route then waited to see if anybody

followed." I learned a lot from Jane.

"Isn't it funny. I was excited and keeping up easily but more excited

about what excitement there was rather than every shadow carrying a

danger.  I was so young!"

John said "You are now two young girls in one lovely woman's body

Maggie."

"How do you know the baby is going to be a girl?"

"Sorry Maggie. I meant you are young with twice the wisdom for you age.

May I ask Rachel that we think of returning Maggie to the comfort of

Bartonbry soon even if the two of us have to stay on the road."

"If the lords are sensible then we can head back in a day or two. My job is

to light the fire not to stand and watch it."

John said "You've done a good job Rachel.  You are a general in the field

and in the halls. Think what Jane is doing in Orfleur."

Rachel said "I can't wait to be back in Melbun to tell my tales and then

hide in Bartonbry for a month. You're both right. We should be heading

home before we go lame."

After such careful preparation the lords had no real difficulty deciding to

do things Rachel's way. Lord Pollork was to be their chief. Rachel held a

five minute policy meeting with him then addressed all the lords

together with what she'd decided.  "Frank here is your leader. What I

didn't tell you is that I have been summoned back to Melbun by the King.

I wouldn't have asked you to do the King's work if I didn't think you could

do it. All you have to do is be well organised and work as a single King's

force. I've trained my knights so I will leave them to encourage the

others. Any questions?"

One said "What exactly do you want us to do?" These were the words

Rachel had been hoping for. Obedience! Hurrah! "What do you think you

should do? What would best for you and the King? Come on! Everyone

speak up so we may decide quickly." It was so easy when you knew the

tricks. They gave ideas, she asked if the ideas were good and could be
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improved and with only a little bit of her leading they built a plan that

was all their own.

Testing ride
Rachel decided to race back to Melbun on her own with two fit guards

using lords they'd previously stayed at to stay the night and pass on the

news. Her plan was to do two days journey in one. Long ago she'd

learned to use the nearest horse rather than one of her own so this was

just a matter of stamina with changes of horses as a royal messenger

would do wherever there were staging towns. She caught up and

overtook others heading for Melbun but only two youngsters could keep

up with her and both of these were obviously, and soon proved,

runaways. Rachel tested her companions directly and insisted on

sending back to tell their parents where their children had gone. With

two runaways she relented as there was no point in pushing them so

hard that they would give up in despair. Rachel easily knew how to find

how close to oblivion she was pushing people. There wasn't much

friendly chat but when she wanted to know how much every bit hurt she

didn't worry about sensibilities. Strip and show the sores! Then practical

words and encouragement that went to the heart. At every evening stop

Rachel offered her two recruits a second-class but not shameful

alternative of taking their time but neither would take it.  She was so

proud and worried about them. One night she decided the boy was too

exhausted to continue and the girl wasn't far behind so she told them the

next day would be a rest day. Of course a rest day for Rachel involved

reunions, casual requests from the King, writing, getting her boots

resoled, cheeking then appearing arm-in-arm with the town Sheriff. Her

reputation was such that she could run up the stairs to the Tax office and

demand to see their 'Assimilation leger' and have it presented for

inspection.  The Assimilation leger was only leger Rachel knew and

unlikely to be a leger of corruption, but if such a simple thing wasn't up

to date then she and the officers knew there was some spring-cleaning to

do.

Her runaway recruits Mary and David were absolutely determined. They

didn't know what they would be expected to do except that Rachel and

the Duchess and the Black Team were their heroes and so every effort

was necessary to reach that level. They knew they were weak but might

be strong.  Both came from noble families and had been heated to flame

by legends of the Black Team. As Rachel stopped the night on her way to
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Melbun this was their last chance to cling to such a heroic future. Rachel

assessed each and decided that if they had lasted two days with her

then they had potential. "You can't keep following me because I don't

know where I'm going. You're no use to me because you know nothing.

So let us sort this out because you are a fine boy and girl. That's what we

do in Bartonbry. We sort things out! If I needed servants I would have you

because you are brave and brave servants are the very best. Though I

have thought of it I cannot take you to the King and say 'how lovely these

young people are'. Can you tell why I can't do that?" They shook their

heads. "Because if anyone who runs away gets presented to the King

then I will have a hundred runaways. Now do you see?" Sadly they did

when it was made clear. "So we have to do it in secret! Yes children mine

we will scheme a way to betray you to the King as scoff-parents that

gives you credit.  You already have my credit for the pain of riding with

me. There are two days to go. You are each to look after the other and I

will see you get your sores dressed but one day of rest is all I can afford.

You can both stay here and be caught up by my friends or come with me

where every mile is more pain. You have already proved your courage."

Both decided to continue with Rachel.

When Rachel arrived in Melbun it was already dark. The two guards

were tired and the two runaways were far beyond 'enough'. Rachel was

determined to present herself without delay whatever inconvenience it

was to the King.  Inconvenience! A word to the smiling gate-guards and

formalities were dispensed with. The great thing about a King's castle

while he is in residence is the many servants and their experience of

dealing with minor crises while sorting out the social levels exactly.

Rachel had long ago crossed the social levels, now she needed her

servants and companions looked after and she would give the King her

simple good news herself, dust smeared road clothes and all. Every

guard in Melbun cherished Rachel so her two road guards were properly

looked after, soon drunk then sleeping amongst good brothers. After a

couple of explanations from Rachel her runaways were fast asleep.  The

Queen had been delegated to deal with Rachel while the King was in

Council but Rachel's stretched skin and sunken eyes told of mighty

warrior. 

With quick thought the Queen asked "What about the others?"

"They are fine and your Kingdom is fine. I must tell that to the King while

I'm breathing. I will have a bed or a grave from you tonight whichever is

least trouble." Within two minutes Rachel was shown into the Council

chamber. "King! Councillors! There are lords in the West combining

together!"
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"I told you!" Cried one councillor. "You were mad to send her Sir."

"What's your name councillor!" Asked Rachel.

"Duke of Kerkmandry."

"Well Duke I have some news for you and a twenty pound fine for the

accommodation of two runaways here tonight. I have ridden from

Fischester in six days. Have you ever done that sir? Now the news is they

are combining of their own accord to keep your peace Ted. Their task is

easy unless they lose faith in you. Duke! Do you wish to say sorry?"

Within a minute of arriving Rachel had reminded them of her different

rules.

The Duke had no option but be humiliated. "Yes miss. I apologise."

"Good man. I don't have the strength left to smash my knife into your face

so we'll call it quits eh? Your Kingdom in the west is safe tonight Ted.

Please find another to talk honey and roses to your northern Lords. 

Which one of you will do that thing?"

The Queen entered the council chamber and led Rachel away to a night

and a day of sleep and turbid imaginings.

 

What they learned about ports
James and Lord Callabarne returned to Melbun a lot wiser. There was

definitely a lot of seafaring knowledge and a fair bit of dishonest

experience including fighting at sea but everything was freelance.

Harbour defences varied from easily repaired to dishonestly managed.

Landward defences of ports seemed to be based on the history of past

struggles rather than current threats. Some ports were now twice the

size outside the walls than inside! Others had wasted away. James had

secretly listed the easiest approach for overwhelming the port town and

commanding the harbour. The truth was that given a fair wind any force

from the sea could sail right into most harbours and do great damage in

an hour or two. If smugglers could navigate the channel at night with

carefully placed men with lanterns then so could raiders. James actually

paid a 'completely honest' fisherman to enter the harbour of Rabatmouth

at night and calculated that six axe men, six guards and three captains

could set fire to at least a dozen warehouses full of everything

combustible from wool to wood and tallow to tar. Those men could be

carried on one boat. What if there were accomplices expecting gold on

shore? What if there were five or ten boats. What if the ten boats visited
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five ports? There would be a huge stay-away ransom to pay for a couple

of hour's work. 

When they returned to Melbun a greater truth appeared. There was

nobody they could tell who would understand. Lord Callabarne's new

role as the auditor of ports was all very well, he had collected a lot of

information as asked but nobody to analyse it. James had investigated

port security but the details were beyond the intelligence office. James

and Lord Callabarne were fortunate to meet Henry in one of his visits to

Melbun. Henry recognised their situation. To Henry facts told a story but

if you told somebody that thirty percent of trade was from ten percent of

ports or fifty percent of roads could be improved in three years by a five

percent trade levy nobody was interested. That a return of seven and a

half percent could be expected for the measly expenditure of one

hundred pounds per mile average on the river between Lostnock and

Bartonbry was lost on landowners and anyone else who made money out

of alternative forms of transport. His voice was unheard. Now here were

two more unheard voices.  His advice was simple. 'See Minda. Tell her I

have heard you and you deserve a long questioning.'

"Long questioning?" Asked James. 

"She will have to answer to others if she takes your cause so she must

ask lots of questions to be ready."

Sadness at Bartonbry
Brune was in heaven. He didn't have the responsibilities of a dukedom.

He was sure his mother was looking after his dukedom in Lanconia

without reference to him like she had always done. He was surrounded

by cheerful and energetic people. He knew what 'being fit' meant. It was

great not getting out of breath after a walk.  Cadets could easily beat him

from the lowest dungeon to the highest tower but whereas before it was

impossible to run even half the way, now he could run right to the top

and pick up the nearest cadet, and they were all sweating and panting

hard.  One day he caught up a cadet who was obviously struggling for

some reason. His automatic response was to help.  That was the moment

of all moments Brune knew he had found a home in himself. He rejoiced

with Minda.
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Twenty hours later the cadet was dead of appendicitis. Brune alone

carried the coffin on his shoulders to the Abbey graveyard at the head of

a long line. Everyone had liked Sandri and his mad schemes.  
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12 Where is the
future?

Minda was safe in Bartonbry but needed to be in Melbun for making the

Kingdom strong. The trouble was that she had to be her own advisor on

strategy. She could talk to Brune about anything but he looked on the

future as something that happened and all you could do was arrange it a

bit more conveniently. Brand was a fighter. Paul was politically

knowledgeable but had never known lung-bursting survival and constant

alertness. All of the Black Team were away. That left Lucky, Doreen and

Brock all good listeners and careful guides. And why not Abbot Andrew?

He would have to be making his own strategy, leading, feeding and

looking after his men.  So a dinner was arranged in Minda's private

parlour with them plus Francis and Allesandro.  After Brune had toasted

Little Arthur he admitted. "I think I grow more like him each day."

Doreen agreed. "You are learning mischief you scamp!"

Andrew said. "We all smile when we see you coming."

Minda said "To my love. Do you remember we said we would laugh at

your manners when you first arrived?"

"I didn't understand you then but I do now sweetheart."

Brand said "Um. You're not getting any smaller. You're stronger and

tougher than ever."

Brune said "And far over the sea Little Arthur is getting bigger every day. 

When we see him again he'll be a young man." 

Francis said "Someone write to ask how tall he is."

Brune said "I know it! I got the cadets to turn it from Lanconian measure

to ours. Four feet four inches."

Minda brought them to business. "I have to defend and grow my

dukedom. I have to defend and grow Bartonbry and Lostnock. I have to

look after my servants, the cadets and the foreign cadets. I have to

encourage the King to encourage his men. I have to defend and grow the

kingdom.  And I have to attack, destroy and rebuild the Church. Black

Friday at Lostnock was a shocking lesson for us all. Andrew has shown
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us how the Church may be reborn without being conquered, but this is

the magic Dukedom of Bartonbry where we're all a bit fey. So much fey

that we are feared for our magic rather than trusted for our simple good

sense.  Do townspeople greet you with smiles now Andrew?"

"Yes. They wish me well as they hope to sell me things."

"Ha ha! Bartonbry is catching the Lostnock craze for commerce."

Francis said "You made it so Minda."

"Bartonbry is now a name known everywhere for spinning the world

faster. The Pope doesn't like it but for now we must treat him as an

annoyance as we've more urgent threats and opportunities."

Andrew said "Please Your Grace. I would have my own cadet school

following your lead. We have the money and know what we want to

teach them."

Minda saw the flaw and pounced. "Girls as well as boys!"

"Oh. We thought just boys. We want to build roads and bridges and dig

rivers. That's not really for girls."

There was a delicious silence. "That's man's thinking. You saw me in

your ditch when the others were getting themselves bogged in mud,

confusion and hurting themselves. Many of your boy cadets will be

hopeless at making roads but good at medicine or mills or money.  So

will your girls be clever at getting a good price for road-making tools,

finding temporary accommodation, watching for people who want to

help or give money."

"Oh." 

"The reason I've called this meeting here is that we all have to reach into

the future long before it reaches us. Well I do and you do Andrew.  I have

all my staff and find it hard so you must find it doubly hard." Minda knew

Paul's role as informal councillor to the Abbot and hoped this would lead

to more developments. 

"Paul asked me if I wanted to be Archbishop of Melbun and said you

could arrange it."

"I suppose I could but until you have a strong idea of what you would do

if you held the Office and until I thought you had proven yourself capable

of bullying and making things happen it should wait.  It's a good idea in

time."

"Thank you Your Grace."
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Call me "Minda! We're in Bartonbry. We all know our roles so let's stay

first-name friends."

"Sorry Minda."

"You're not used to our close meetings Andrew. I invited you because

Bartonbry needs to be one family not Town – Castle – Abbey. Quite

simply Andrew I don't know whether to stay here or move to Melbun so I

ask all those who might be able to help. That includes you. If you have

suggestions they are welcome."

Francis said "I'd like to hear what Brock has to say."

Doreen said "Me too."

"Oh. Um. I would like Minda to stay as our mascot until Little Arthur

returns. The town is safe if you leave but we will all be sorry to wake up

each morning when you can't bring your cheeky smile along our main

street.  You went away before in the summer and the sky didn't fall in on

the town but each day was a little duller than it could have been."

"Thank you Brock. Silent trees shelter us and you do the same."

"My wife tells me how every day the ladies watch for every detail of what

you're wearing." Brock smiled with a big grin knowing very well that

Minda was a careful dresser when it came to practical rides but

otherwise fought against her maid Lizzie to slouch out with the least

pomp.

"You are a dear Brock. Tell Eve I wouldn't be here if it wasn't for your

honesty and now I am here I wish I had time to think about fashion. You

men should... Um. Shall we leave flashy fashions for men to the militia

companies? They are a joy to watch at drill – like kittens. Bold but weak."

Lucky said "Our wives won't have us poorly dressed. We have had to

secretly force your Lanconian clothier to suit us."

"And very nice you look Lucky, Francis, Brock, Brand, Paul – and Andrew!

You naughty Abbot! Doesn't he look handsome Doreen?"

"Yes Minda. A proper man of the world."

"You're going to meet some miserable men Andrew. They're already

envious so you have nothing to lose."

"But my rule is poverty."

"How much did your suit cost? It really is lovely."

"Twenty pounds Minda." 
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"Strange you haven't had the bill Andrew?" A truth storm broke in the

room. "Of course I know who my clothier works for. That suit cost nearly

thirty pounds and I'm pleased to have paid the bill. You are a credit to

Bartonbry. You will have to face the money-givers of Melbun and I will

see you are well armed."

"I see what you mean now about reaching out into the future before it

reaches you."

"Don't worry Andrew. You are not my servant. It's my privilege to be the

first to acknowledge the first true leader of the Church for many years

and show my support."

Francis chaffed "You're one of us now Andrew. She gives us such gifts

that make us more powerful than we dreamed even more grateful to be

in her service. Now all you need is a wife."

"What! A wife!"

"I was like you." said Francis.

"Me too" said Paul.

"Me too." said Lucky.

"Me too." said Brune! Everyone looked at him. "Er. That was down to my

mother. As I wasn't going to have any choice in the matter I

concentrated on shagging whatever I could when I could. She did me a

favour. Now my darling wife is so patient – er – when she wants me to

understand my duty.  Um – Oh – I see what you mean Abbot. Have you

got any spare cells?" It took a while but the unexpected jesting was dawn

breaking in the room.  Truly Brune had caught Little Arthur's spirit. This

was magic!

Minda said "I love you all so much but can we get back to business? I

was hoping for some guidance on how to make the most of my

strengths."

Immediately Francis said "I will list your strengths and weaknesses

before ten tomorrow. Is that a help?"

"It's a start. But my question is 'do I have to go to Melbun to do all the

things I have to do."

After a long silence Doreen spoke up "Men usually leave blood stains or

blood ties but women get forgotten.  Give the men time to forget the

things you've told them to do then turn up and ask a few questions. Do
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that once or twice and they'll know full well you'll be checking up in

person and asking those tricky questions that expose sticky answers."

Lucky said "I listened carefully before Minda. I will see you are safe in

Melbun."

"Could you see Andrew is safe also?"

"No."

Brand said to the whole table "Two and a half years ago I saw in hours

that Minda would be a great general. I'm so proud of you now Minda. 

What is possible? Forgive me – but as someone just said I reached out

into the future and I'm here to hear question and answer given with

military precision. If you need Andrew looked after in Melbun I will see

to it Minda."

"It was just a question. Allesandro! You have been silent."

"I have nothing to say except I have learned more than the cadets about

so many things. There are Italians and Lanconians waiting for invitations

and sponsorship to come to Bartonbry where all the clever people are."

"Get the Lanconian and Italian nobles to pay them. They may be our

future but the cadets are not as important as an invasion from the

Northerners."

"With respect Minda. They are twice as useful. First they have been

learning how to turn the reckless frustration of teenagers into useful

aggression. They would defend Bartonbry. Secondly they are the seeds of

the future of three kingdoms. They are precious in a way that makes

people share their protection. You showed the way and others

volunteered. Even ignorant Northerners are not so ignorant to slaughter

the favoured sons and daughters of Lanconia and Italy. That respect will

be turned to good effect.  Suppose the Northerners arrive at Bartonbry

tomorrow – One thing they will want to see for themselves is this school

of the future. Even the most brute barbarian realises that schooling is

important and a school for nobles is a jewel to be cherished not crushed.

Even if our cadets were taken back to the Northern lands they would be

looked after and eventually be much wiser, stronger and able to weld

nations together."

"But we'd be dead."

"But they wouldn't be."

"Hmm. I see your point Alex. It's a good point! But I'd rather stay alive."
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"Doreen! Have you any advice?"

"You go where you please. There will always be a home for you here. My

advice is to swoop like a hawk then vanish back to your nest. Can I also

say you have lots of loyal cadets. They think they have independent

futures but I think they will all be your servants in one way or another."

Allesandro added "Whether Briton or foreign or next year's batch."

"Next years! Who said anything about another year of cadets!"

"Um. I did. I assumed the – er – return on capital was so great that you

would continue your successful policy."

"Francis! What's the return on capital for the cadets school?"

"I cannot measure it Minda but I would not blush to say twenty times.

Not twenty percent profit but twenty times profit over ten years."

"I understand Francis. A lot. So Allesandro you must be the best to stop

others taking future cadets away from us. Andrew! We need to agree."

Brock said "Are there not enough to go round? I've had a letter from

Rachel hinting that I might have two dozen of the Kingdom's roughest

sons in my town next year."

Minda cried "What! Why does she write to you like this and not me?"

Doreen answered "Because it's something for us to worry about not you.

Rachel knows if we need to tell you then we will. Of course we will. Don't

you have enough worries?"

"I do but – I don't know – Simple things can be shared. This meeting was

supposed to be for you to help me reach into the future but it isn't

working. You support me with – er support in each way – but I was

hoping for guidance about whether I should stay here or make Melbun

my base for the spring and summer."

Lucky said "I will walk with you tomorrow and we can share thoughts

but apart from saying I think I could keep you safe at Melbun I have

nothing more to add this evening."

Tomlyn said "I often visit Melbun now and I know there are things I can

only do there. That takes me away from here and you and my wife and

my real life. There I'm a cloud in their sky. Here I'm the rock on which so

much depends."

Minda said "That reminds me. Each of you is a foundation rock to me.

You really are Andrew – on my word. Please think the unthinkable. What

should I do if you get appendicitis? Poor Sandri showed me a lot about
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the future and we will build on his foundation. If you should die

tomorrow Andrew then I will be sad but your abbey will have lost a

guiding star. Why do you think I asked Lucky if he could guard you too? I

want to see a strong abbey not a house of endless women-hating

discussion."

Brand said "Me and Doreen will look after you here – Won't we?"

Minda immediately caught the 'won't we'. She guessed what it meant

and was happy. "I owe you my life Brand. I owe you my happiness

Doreen. I owe you both a lot more than could ever be put in Tomlyn's

ledgers..." She kept the initiative with a finger to the side of her nose. "...If

you have anything happy to tell us then please wreck my already

wrecked strategy meeting with your happy news."

A glance and a nod was exchanged between Brand and Doreen.  Doreen

said. "We would be man and wife."

"Brand! How dare you! A lifetime of wenching and now you come to my

castle to seduce my most important servant.  I thought you were my

friend!... I bless you both.  Andrew! Have a word with Brock. Men need

wives and women need husbands."

Paul said "Ask Doreen. She was the one that trapped me and look at me

now a broken man!"

Allesandro said "Stay away Andrew! My two were nothing but trouble."

Brune said "Mine is nothing but trouble Andrew but I wouldn't be

without her."

Minda said "Between the lot of you you've ruined my business meeting

by turning it into a happy family gathering. I should have known better!"  
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13 To Melbun
Minda left for Melbun. Each of the late Sandri's Eagle team formed up

with a brother from the Abbey, a servant a guard and two luggage

horses. Each group of four was to travel independently and look after

themselves. They would have to make their own arrangements for

everything. When they arrived at Melbun they were to lodge at an inn of

their choice and send word to Minda's town house then wait for

instructions. They had seven days to make the journey that Minda would

do in three. Minda remarked to Andrew as the main party forged-on that

there would be four very sore brothers as he'd not foreseen that travelling

on horseback would be an essential skill for a surveyor or contractor of

labour and materials. 

Brune had been told the stories of Little Arthur decorating his horse.

Even a strong horse couldn't manage a whole day's ride carrying

someone as big as Brune so he had two for travelling and a boy to look

after them. Even though he had a servant boy it was a private pleasure to

spend a few minutes talking to the animals as he groomed them.  Others

asked Minda secretly if they should follow the fashion or let Brune be

special. Minda said "Ask him. He's grown-up you know." So Bartonbry

became known for making extra little efforts with horses by the general

people, while horsemen went out of their way to cast a critical eye on

what really mattered.  Generally they agreed Perce of Bartonbry had

trained them well – And there was nothing wrong with the horses either. 

Minda's horse Thunder was a piebald strong in heart and brains when he

wasn't distracted. Minda didn't bother decorating him with flags,

rosettes, curry-combing, badges, ribbons or plaits; he was already mixed-

up black and white enough. Instead she would talk to him about the

world of horses as they shared a crunchy treat at a rest. The horse-boy

would stay out of earshot but close enough to be whistled. Minda had

wondered if a horse could be trained to obey whistles so she asked Perce.

"Youm must be the 'ead of the 'erd to 'im Minda.  'E will think he is your

knight amongst serfs. 'E'll larn to obey but 'orses don't know

responsibility. Get him to understan' 'to me' first. 'Orses want to be with

the herd leader. Then I guess you may have danger – I 'ears tales my

beauty! – You should try 'trust me! Stay calm'. That's what 'e need most.

'Concentrate on me!' Minda worked every day with Thunder and they

soon trusted each other. Thanks to Perce he could apply his strength and

stamina and knew his duty but it was Minda who saw he didn't get

scared or distracted when he should be paying attention.
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Road making
On the way down the zig-zags from Knowlecross they met the road-

mending monks dealing with the damage of winter. Andrew renewed his

friendship with them, passed-on his sad news about the cadet Sandri

they'd met at Christmas.  Then, without a word from Minda he said "Tell

me what you need in money each year and I will beg it from the

merchants in Melbun. Tell me how many and what sort of men you

would have to stretch your repairs over the mountains to Top village and

I will recruit them in Melbun. Tell me how much it will cost to house and

feed those men and I will pay that myself."

The head monk knew a good thing when he heard it but such a

disruption to years of steady existence was a torrent stream eating his

road. "Our job is here. Others must work elsewhere."

"But brother don't you see? As you must know my own Abbey fell in its

own ditch. We couldn't even dig a ditch! You must spread yourselves to

set more stones and level more path and drain more turf. If I had a

hundred men with hundred staves I couldn't dig a yard of ditch without

spade blades on them. You are the blades."

"Abbot Andrew we respect you. Every man here says you are one of the

worthy ones, but we can only do what we know."

Minda had very carefully sat down as if disinterestedly gazing at the

terrifying and barren view of the valley below.  Only Minda and Andrew

were left as the others gently negotiated their way down the zig-zags of

the road. She asked "If I taught you a new prayer and you liked it would

you say it?"

"Yes miss. I have heard you dug the abbot's ditch for him."

"I'm on my way to keep this kingdom safe from invaders and rebels so I

cannot stop to help you except to say you and others have shown me I

must have good roads and good roads need good men – dedicated men –

men who know what they are doing.  Many use them but few give due

credit. It's the way of the world Brother."

"Already she has decided to use every clever skill from foreign countries

to make our roads better."

"You are an angel Miss. Without safe roads men die from being lost,

falling into bogs, spending so long fighting quags they can't find shelter.

They all die."

"Listen to me Brother. If the shepherd can't get his wool to market his

children will starve to death. Horrible aching death. If the rich merchant
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can't get his cloth to wealthy ladies to dress in fashions then he doesn't

buy cloth, the weavers and finishers are out of work and their children

starve to death. The dyers' and spinners' children starve to death. The

carters have no work and the shepherd's children starve again. I will

make the rich merchants pay your wages but you must make the roads

reach the whole way not just your little piece." The monk looked at the

Abbot for guidance. Minda said "Abbot Andrew. Who would you have

teach in your cadet school? Brothers who are not as strong and free from

rheumatism as they were perhaps?"

"I must say a few words to my brother in private Minda. Shall I catch you

up?"

After she'd left to follow the dots below snaking their way back and forth

across the face of the mountain the Abbot said "Either I have been

possessed by devils or she speaks good common sense.  Which is it? You

who live in the raw air here can't have been bewitched. If I am

bewitched then tell me simple brother."

"We are not all that simple here. Every traveller tells the news.  We have

heard plenty of the Duchess and her servants and you. I was once

married Abbot.  I know what women can be like. Mine was a fountain in

a desert for me at first but then only a fountain. Frothing, splashing,

spilling, wasting, jumping. Every kiss a slap.  Your woman is a lake of

wisdom.  I dare not swim in it. It is too calm, too deep, too many secrets

are in here."

"Can you not take a boat? After all you don't have to marry the Duchess."

"What about you Abbot? You've said you want to learn the pick and

shovel. When will you start?"

"She has given me two more powerful tools. Money and status. I am to

see wealthy men and be so humble and holy before them they will think

I will be next to Saint Peter giving them a recommendation at

Judgement day.  That money will be your money. She says I will earn ten

times what you could use."

"We have tried it Abbot. We get sent away with a token."

"So how much money do you need in a year to mend your bit of road?"

"A pound a week."

"Fifty two pounds then. Do you have a cadet – er apprentice – er novice I

could take with me to bring the money back to you?"

"You're really serious?"
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"Yes."

"Hmm. I tell you what. If you deliver twenty five pounds in three weeks

then we'll find a way to go further."

"Whatever happens Brother I will give a home to aged or injured road-

mending brothers so they can live the rest of their lives by a fire in

Bartonbry."

"Some people are whispering 'Saint Minda'. I see why. Even if you don't

get the money you'll have credit here."

"No really! The money is easy... Oh I see. Shall we say a prayer each then

I must run." 

At Melbun Lucky allowed Minda to stay the first night at her town house

but never the same house two nights running. She stayed at the castle,

Maggie's parents, Avel Towers her country house where most of the

cadets were based, Lord Weston's and, to be honest, wherever she

pleased. Nobody would dare refuse. She made up for the expense by

having a small household of only eight servants and three guards and

providing a gift of a jewel stolen from Lostnock cathedral. Brune was

tasked with getting to know the cadets and staff at Avel Towers. After

his boast of being the new Little Arthur he was tested without warning

by the cadets on daft night expeditions, visits to very important people

where he was going to be tested on every detail of what he saw

afterwards and as a distraction while the cadets got up to mischief of

their own. Brune was enjoying a free boyhood he'd been denied. He also

found compliments to ladies of all ages could easily be returned in the

form of urgent demands for romantic meetings or 'accidental' bodily

encounters. On the 'He's grown-up ask him' principle he asked Minda

what to do about this. She told him that if he gave any woman a baby

before her then she didn't know what she'd do but it wouldn't be nice.

Making a baby hadn't worked for them yet.

Minda arrived in Melbun the day after Rachel James and Lord

Callabarne were resting after asking Minda if she had ideas. She'd

caught their letters at Top asking for advice two days ago. James was

staying as a son at Lord Callabarne's country house half a day away. This

was the first time in his life that James had been treated as a lord and

man in his own right. Lord Callabarne realised James' social experience

with lords could do with improving and was happy to do what he could

for such a promising and well-favoured young man. After so many days

on the road they would enjoy quiet pursuits of hawking and dancing with
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James being instructed on how to command footmen and the etiquette

of presenting himself with decorum to noble ladies and lords.  He

discussed it with Lord Callabarne, asking why it should be important

now when they had just done six weeks of meeting lords. The answer

arrived slowly. When James was on business his importance was

because of his work for the King, but when at leisure he was just another

young man waiting for his father to die.

Abbot Andrew was guarded by Minda's best men and started his

profitable 'begging by not-begging' by having an audience with the King

arranged by Minda.  She'd explained to the King that Andrew was a

chasm opening up at the feet of the other churchmen that would eat

them and so worth encouraging gently.  Paul and Brune had been

working on his fund-raising skills asking him questions during the

journey to prepare him for a dozen interviews with wealthy people. 

Minda suggested he should visit the quayside again as a sign that he

still cared.  She would even introduce him to the smith's brotherhood...

No she wouldn't! The smiths were her forgotten family and she must

warm them and weld them again. How could she have forgotten the

magic of their brotherhood so quickly! Then realisation came! She had

Brune now.  

Minda suggested to the King that they should have two days of dealing

with their own business before a council at the King's nearest country

house. On the day of the council she decided to ride the ten miles alone

without servant or maid.  The others followed but the damp April air and

slippery clay coat to the road were all she and Thunder could

concentrate on. It was glorious to be alone for once.  To find danger.  To

deal with it. Only herself to think of – What freedom would that be!

Perhaps she should keep riding on past the King's house and settle down

as an apprentice smith at the next forge? The dancing sparks of mad

freedom died down to embers and then went out as the day showed her

statue as clear as an icicle. She couldn't run away.  She dismounted and

they walked. "If I was poor who would have my last carrot Thunder? You

or me? You don't care do you? You just obey when you think I'm

watching. A piebald horse! Not one thing or the other. You'll do for me

Thunder. I'll give you my last carrot. Us piebalds have to look after each

other don't we – Nobody else will." The sun without heat, the road

without life, the careless sheep, the man lying still in the hedge twenty

paces away! She woke up and tried to punch the world into proper

shape. Memory of that first pretend ambush at Selenden pushed over her

stupid mind. She couldn't find the spur to do what it was she should be
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doing! Then it came and she dived for the ditch, rolled and looked for

immediate threats then lurking threats. She couldn't see any. Thunder

looked around and snorted. Then there was silence.  The man in the

hedge was terribly still. She should wait five minutes for her followers

but really she didn't want to be found frightened in a ditch. Which was

better being found in a ditch or dealing with the situation.  Come on

Minda! You are strong! What are your strengths? Who knew you would

be coming along here? Lucky and Rachel. The horse boy. Brune. No

enemy could know. Who might guess? Why was the man in the hedge

still. She knew she'd seen him yards before trying to wake up. Stupid girl!

A confession to Lucky and Brand – If she lived. Hey but! This was what

she'd been trained for. Now the training returned to it's deserted mind. 

Everything was clear, she knew exactly where she was and quartered

the surrounding area to look properly for ambush points. This was fun!

No enemy could know but who was playing games? She removed her

cap and held it in clear view but no arrow came. If she hadn't been

attacked by now when it was obvious that she was alone then it was a

false alarm! How scared she was getting.

The 'No danger' and Lucky's signature whistles came from somewhere.

Minda stayed still trying to unknot everything. 'To me' and Flor's whistles

came from ahead. If they were together then she would be happy. At this

moment another thought came. Why hadn't the following party caught

her up yet? 

It had been Flor's wish to talk to Minda in private and Lucky's to turn it

into a test.  A stuffed dummy poked into a hedge was bound to catch her.

Lucky had never seen Minda ambushed for real before while Flor

wondered if she was still the steel in the moonlight she'd been on that

smuggler's trackway. As they hugged tearfully on the still lonely road

Minda admitted her complete confusion.  We're not the people we were

two years ago. Everything I worked so hard for last year seems copper

against the silver of today. My inside force has vanished."

"Your inside force was beaten down last spring but you recovered and

gave the recipe to many others. Now it is Flor and me who fight in

shadows while you and Rachel fight in council chambers."

"Men. Brothers. A few minutes ago I was a silly girl wondering if I only

had one carrot left in the world I would give it to Thunder. Now I'm wiser.

I would give it to you two." Flor neighed or was it a whinny? Anyway

they were together at ease. Despite the intense moment of reunion with

intimate friends every one of them had stayed on watch. "Rachel has the
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order of the Black belts. I will have the order of the carrot and you shall

be the only two other members." 

"What about Thunder?" said Flor smiling.

"Hmm. No I think he's a servant but you are my brothers-in-life-and-

death. Tell me Lucky is there a spy behind stopping the followers?"

"Yes and no. Your followers went the long way."

"Answer my question you beast!"

"And four guards are holding up traffic ahead and behind."

"Haven't we held them up long enough?"

"Two minutes! What shall we do with her Flor? The most powerful

woman in Europe delays a carter and farmer's wife for two minutes and

she causes a fuss." For Minda that two minutes had been ten. 

They walked the next two miles to the King's house with linked arms

catching up the news and just enjoying being together. Thunder knew

the 'to me' whistle and look from Minda and after about five times

realised he was supposed to follow.  He would get a carrot or two in due

course as Minda hugged and stroked his muzzle. 

The council meeting was strange for all of those present.  Only a few of

the King's usual councillors had been invited or even knew about it. The

usually absent Xavier was there accompanied by a clerk with a locked

chest. Alefred's father, the Ambassador-at-home, was there

accompanied by his clerk. The Archbishop of Melbun and his clerk were

nervously poised knowing that they would have awkward questions to

answer and their answers would be unwanted. It was Rachel's idea and

Minda endorsed it, that the two desperate runaways from the west who

had forced their way to the capital could at least be present at the start.

They were still sore and tired but without any time of notice to worry

they were pitched straight in. Minda had her clerk Paul who had his

clerk. Lord Callabarne had James and a shared clerk. Lord Weston

chaperoned Rachel with great pomp and smiles.  There were a total of

eighteen lords and their clerks as extras. Minda had Brand behind her

within whispering distance. Brune was less than three minutes away in

case he should be needed. He wasn't bored as the Queen and her ladies

made pleasant companions.
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The King welcomed everybody by name including the reckless runaways

Mary and David from the west. Even as he said his nice words it dawned

on the King that being nice to these children would earn credit with

parents everywhere. Minda knew a thing or two! Then he brought them

to business. "Thanks to the energy of the Duchess of Avel – I admit it! I'm

like a bachelor who's new wife has, as they say in the stables, taken me

in hand. When I look round I see an old fighter Lord Weston who I

respect mightily but isn't fit for hard campaigns – I know the pains of age

Robert. Now Archbishop! Are you a fighter? What will you do if the

Northlanders invade tomorrow? I have other councillors that I have as

councillors because they are wise rather than strong – But what its

wisdom without strength?" For a moment the King found the cruel

woman's logic he'd seen with Rachel at council before Christmas.

Everyone had heard of Rachel's two fatal bites in the King of Lanconia's

council. Now everyone looked at her.

She sat slouched with elbows on the table and chin resting on her hands.

"Don't look at me for wisdom! My duty is to fight. Your duty is to give me

horses and money and men so I may defend you." Her strange, still,

posture with darting eyes was disturbing for unknown reasons.

The King continued "My Black Belt Earl has done better. She has welded

some of the Western lords to knock sense into the others. While she was

sleeping the sleep of great warriors I was awake and realised the

simplest thing. We must work together."

Rachel muttered "Show them how."

For the next two hour of situation reports and rumours Rachel never

changed her aggravating chin-on-hands pose. Her eyes and sometimes

smile followed them but this was unnatural. Minda was thrilled by this

taunting. 'I am the winter you won't live through and I have put you on

my special list to play with whips of hot ice!' Further thought led Minda

to the conclusion that Rachel didn't have a particular objective and was

just doing her best to be a wolf looking over the flock ready to catch any

weakling or lone explorer.

Minda gave her speech to the effect that there were still so many threats

to peace. Even the King's son and daughter-in-law were still being held

for ransom by pirates. She had cried these threats aloud but few seemed

able to render real assistance. The few that had, she named Lord Weston

and Lord Callabarne as examples, had spent say a couple of months hard

at work and didn't seem to have suffered. She knew many were at court
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doing useful things but a really efficient Melbun was no use if bad things

she wouldn't name but others at the council knew should happen. We

must have men out where it matters. Business can't thrive if there is

piracy, outlawry, invasion and smuggling.  War costs a fortune. We must

spend a much smaller fortune on seeing that war doesn't happen.  Is the

Church willing to support the kingdom? I don't like the idea of murderous

leeches – Especially when we need to be defending our borders."

The Archbishop rose straight to bait. "The Church is not poisonous and

we don't go murdering! That's a grave insult."

Rachel said "Xavier has the true account of the Bishop of Fischester's

murdering." 

Xavier realised he was supposed to follow-on. "A great deal of roguery,

unlawfulness and in a particular case a good agent of mine found he was

directly complicit in murder. He was swiftly executed by the King's

servants."

Rachel said "Have you any reason to defend rogue Bishops like him?" The

Archbishop hesitated. "Think carefully for Xavier's agent who risked his

life to do the King's justice was a good friend of mine."

"I have heard a different story." The Archbishop foolishly paused.

"Oh that's alright then.  For a minute I thought you might be trying to

shelter criminals. Please carry on." By the look on her face Rachel had

lost interest in the matter. The spectators were thrilled at this war of

blatant untruths. The King grinned down at the Archbishop.

"I object! It's not fair. The Church is against murder but there are proper

procedures and limits.  You can't walk into any church and murder a

bishop without a legal trial."

"Do you recall what happened to your predecessor Thomas?"

"Yes."

"What?"

"You ordered his son to murder him at your table."

"What lesson might you learn from that?"

"Um. You're threatening me."

"Yes I am. You will give a public reward of fifty pounds to my servants

who saved you from a great deal of embarrassment. And there will be no

more nonsense of Minda being anathema. Show me the letter you'll be

sending to the Pope confirming that he is no longer your lord by dusk
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tonight.  If you don't it will be written tomorrow – by the next archbishop

of Melbun.  What do you think of Abbot Andrew?"

"I will have to have a council. I am a spokesman of brother bishops not a

ruler of them."

"And what do you think of Abbot Andrew? Bare feet – That's a good

touch don't you think." The whole council knew the archbishop was

being harried for sport. It was good sport.

Rachel sounded bored. "Your Highness I need money for troops and forts.

I think he can find money easily and if it pleases you Sir I will undertake

to burn any abbey or cathedral that won't acknowledge you as lord before

the Pope.  I haven't got time for politics and excuses. I need money. The

Kingdom needs that money." This was more sport. "I have rested two

days of idleness. Two more days the Kingdom is left undefended.

Tomorrow I will be heading east and north but I won't be ready. What

can one girl do Archbishop?" Another impossible to answer question to

delight the onlookers! "How much can you give Archbishop?" 

In the thrilling moment of shared victory, only Minda, James and Brand

knew the pattern of bullying a victim to trap the crowd. Rachel sat up as

if waking from sleep and let her hands lay flat on the table. "And how

much can each one of you give?" Waves of disbelief flooded the room.

The chill of suddenly being the quarry. The warm wave of admiration for

luring everyone into her trap.  The chill of being caught. The chill

crashing wave of wondering what the cost would be. The warmth of

being in the same net as all the others. The foam of confusion of being

asked one of her questions with no right answer. Minda and Brand held

hands. James smiled across at Rachel but she was intent on smiling at,

and making eye-contact with, the gaps between the councillors. John

had taught them that. Everyone assumes you're smiling at them

specially without having to accept their gaze. 

Eventually the King said. "Are we each and all agreed that both Minda

and Rachel will get our full support?"

Quick-witted James saw the flaw of general good intentions fading away

unless they were trapped. "There will be an office at Avel Towers open in

two days time for two days.  Our war is one against laziness, neglect and

corruption. We don't need adventurers or mercenaries looking for loot.

Our job is to strengthen the Kingdom's defences."
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Minda said "One Kingdom against many foes. Can we do that?" More

waves as Rachel's demands were over-flooded by Minda's impossible

question demanding councillor's take individual responsibility.  "Can we

Lord Dorten?"

Lord Dorten knew when he had no choice. "Yes."

"How will you do your bit to lead the Kingdom?"

The other one was at it! These girls were merciless. "Er. I wasn't thinking

of leading Miss."

Minda had learned from Rachel and Maggie. "Go on." Now everyone

knew that Lord Dorten was being used as an example for them all. 

"Er. I'm not a general."

"What can you do to help protect Briton? Where can you find followers?"

"I'm in debt. I'm here because the King appreciates my cautious council. I

can't give money I don't have and I don't know anything about defences."

"But you could accompany Rachel who might not be able to sway some

lords on the coast to do their royal duty on her own. You could give

weight to our cause."

"I'm sure she could do it on her own. Isn't she a magnificent general!"

Minda didn't let this cheap compliment settle the matter. "I'm sure she

could but she doesn't have time to be nice to every Lord in the North.  So

who will help her. Will you? A trusted King's councillor?" 

Trapped! "Yes."

"And who else will you take with you?"

"Er. I hadn't thought."

Minda addressed the King. "Sir there are two things you should know

about Rachel. First she is determined. What you have seen and heard is

determination. Does anybody know the second?" Silence. The Bartonbry

party knew this pattern of fishing empty waters then producing the

catch.  "Second she is one girl who leads because all around don't want

to lead. But she's a fraud. A complete and utter fraud.  How many wars

has she fought in? How many campaigns has she slogged through?

None! She has leadership and determination but what does she know

about building and repairing forts?"

The King said "I appoint Rachel to be head of all my forces."
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Rachel folded her arms. "I refuse. Didn't you listen to Minda? I am a

fraud. I will fight for you but I can only lead as an example to others who

know how to do the job properly while I'm only learning." Somehow

everyone knew this was false modesty. They had faith in her. She

couldn't possibly be as useless as she claimed after knotting the western

lords together and the success of the Christmas capers.

The King said "I could have you flogged for refusing my order. I meant it." 

"Fetch the whip!" Rachel stood up and started unlacing her bodice. "Help

me Archbishop!" she cried.  This was paralysing will-breaking in a world

of impossibilities! 

Rachel lost no time in starting to bare her top. There was no hanging

back now! Everyone saw she was wearing chain mail underneath her

dress before the King ordered "Enough!" Then to the room. "What am I to

do? Who will give me a better general? Speak up!"

Minda spoke up. "It's a good thing that Rachel is tickling the chins of

lords and knights and contractors and soldiers who were yesterday

working in the fields. But it isn't right for you all to say 'Oh Rachel will do

it. She will sort everything out.' Did I not ask you each how would you

lead? I haven't heard any answers yet? Why not?" Another impossible

question. 

James said "Lord Callabarne and me will lead in the south coast ports.

We will need money and a year and half to deal with the ports and the

sea."

Lord Callabarne said "None of you has the slightest knowledge of how

the far Kingdom is unprepared and defences riddled with rot. I've sat

here these last two hours and heard every excuse for delay! I need two

thousand pounds, two hundred fighting troops and a hundred other men.

Hands up all those who want to see the south coast and the seas

adjacent protected.  James and I went to see for ourselves so we know.

We will take three other Lords in my council and each one will sweat like

a waggon-horse." He got three reluctant volunteers.

James said "We have three volunteers but Lord Callabarne asked for a

show of hands also. We don't let important matters slide in Bartonbry."

For some reason everyone looked at Rachel rather than be first to show

their hand.

Sitting still with arms folded Rachel growled "Don't look at me! You men

would rather blame the expense on a woman! Unless I see every hand

raised I will nominate five to pay five hundred pounds each." It took a
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while for the balance-of-risks to sink in. "You don't have to find this

yourselves! You have many friends who you can lead and they support

you?" Their difficulties were theirs! All hands were raised. "For your

information I have spent a long time with Lord Callabarne and James

Taylor and I can vouch for the thoroughness of their survey and sense of

their plans." This was news to Lord Callabarne and James but they kept

quiet. "King's clerk! Get the names of those who will finance Lord

Callabarne and James! But the south coast is a sore not an enemy.

Tomorrow morning at ten I will have a dozen fit men or a single

experienced builder of defences from each of the Lords here. Wages to be

paid by the Lord. Will that do as a start Your Highness?"

"Yes Rachel. Thank you for reconsidering."

"I haven't reconsidered. Can I have ten of your guards to chase the slow

Lords."

A councillor spoke up. "The time is too short!"

"If you hopped blindfold through thistles it would only take a couple of

hours to get to Melbun. That leaves you ages to worry with your other

Lords what to do before tomorrow. Is that fair Your Highness?" The

general rule of try not to argue with a woman had been reinforced many

times today so the King agreed straight away.

The archbishop said "I was wrong to challenge you earlier Miss Rachel. I

see how you lead by making every man his own leader."  

After an informal lunch at which Rachel used her two volunteers as

decoys to avoid matters of high-state, the Bartonbry party gathered

together. Minda said "You were absolutely brilliant Rachel. James you

were very clever and I'm sure many noted your straight talking. I think

we've got the court walking on our lead but to be honest I don't want

Rachel as the King's general. You were absolutely right to say you would

do what must be done but armies were for another. How noble of you

James to help lord Callabarne but you must move on to a greater

challenge. A year building ships and chasing corruption and finding

skilled captains is the sort of task that would defeat most people but for

you it would be easy apart from staying alive long enough to see the job

through.  I want two or three cadets to do that job. They will put law and

finance and self-preservation and family connections to good use for a

worthwhile project. They have had lessons in dealing with false and

foolish contractors now they can put theory into practice.  I will explain

the sad news to Lord Callabarne and say that I know how much

friendship together in a strange land means but I will see he has great
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credit in Bartonbry when his job is over. We are looking for experienced

men for the cadet school and I have taken a liking to him from the way

you speak of him."

"What am I to do then?"

"Two things this week. Freshen your Italian with some foreign cadets.

Next year they and brothers from the abbey will be sent around the

Kingdom to see which roads need repair most, who might pay and how it

might be done.  They will also report what is happening to you or a clerk

at Bartonbry, in code if need be, about unrest and outlawry."

Rachel butted in. "And then the road repair gang could really be soldiers!"

"I hadn't thought of that. Um. Let's think some more. When we fight we

attack without warning then vanish but they have to stay there or plod to

their next job."

James saw the picture "So real road builders would be assumed to be

soldiers in disguise and treated as such. It could be dangerous."

Rachel said. "I hadn't thought of that. Good point."

Minda smiled at them all. "This morning you were sharp as the highest

tempered steel blade. Now you flex with a springy inside like the best

swords.  Your second task James is to select the cadets to go with Lord

Callabarne.  Every cadet is valuable. Each one could be used three times

over. After I've spoken with Lord Callabarne I'll help you but once they've

been selected you'll need to give them a month's training in a few days."

Rachel said "What about me?"

Minda said "You must stay here for the next week at least and be really

sweet and charming. This morning you were the silent menace that

shrivelled their minds until your way was the only one they could see.

You stunned them.  You have shown them what to do now you must

make them happy doing it with sweet kisses."

"Then what? We need to be defending against the invasion."

"You can only lead if others will follow. You can defeat them in council

but now you must make them obedient to the 'follow-me'. That will take

time. Meanwhile we'll see that key places on the east and north coasts

are warned that there's a warrior soon coming their way who expects

obedience and can be nice or horribly, flesh-creepingly, nasty.  Oh and

collect me three dozen cadets while you're there."
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"Yes my lady." Everyone smiled. There was logic in what Minda said but

they all knew there were many risks in such a simply stated task.

"Oh and you need to have a very close household. I have Flor and Lucky

as my pillows.  Anything I can do with a pillow I can do with them. You

have your black belt order but I have something better – The fellowship

of the last carrot. We don't have any badges or belts and there's only

three of us. If all we have in the world is a carrot then we will share it."

Paul said "I don't understand."

Minda said "It's about sharing all you have."

Rachel said "It's about women pledging their last effort for their men."

Flor said "It's about men earning that devotion."

Lucky said "It's about the men being uplifted by the spirit of hope

whatever happens."

Brune said "I'm lost too. Carrot is a vegetable yes? Arthur! Where are you

when I need you to make sense of these people?"

Minda grabbed Lucky and Flor into a huddle. Their whispers were short

then broke up with laughter. The others were upset at some private joke

being shared. Minda said "The great council of the fellowship of the last

carrot has decreed that a new member be inducted. – Little Arthur!"

Sceptical approval and confusion at Brune being snubbed was snuffed-

out with Flor taking Brune by the arm as Lucky said "Arthur shall be

chief of the fellowship."

Flor said "Brune shall be a promising apprentice but we must wait now

we have a chief for his approval."

Everyone from Bartonbry was now happy. 

Minda insisted on returning to Melbun alone with Flor and Lucky. They

walked a lot of the way arm in arm with their horses following of their

own accord behind. If Thunder forgot his duty then when Minda whistled

the other two followed him. 

"I'm sorry about the carrot club boys. It was all I could think of. I'm sorry."

Flor said "It worked out alright in the end."

Lucky said "It gives Brune something special to work for. It makes the

others wonder at night."

Flor said "I'll be your pillow."
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"I know you will. You have been. Soothing, something to punch,

something that's mine and something to hold and share tears with.

Where would we be without pillows?"

Flor said "What about Brune?"

"Oh I love him dearly. I love Arthur dearly but I only have two to share my

last carrot with and that's you."

Lucky said "I tell you what Minda. If you're dead then I will share my last

carrot with Arthur and Brune in your stead. There's only one thing the

carrot club is about and that's who would deserve your last carrot." 

None of them were keeping watch! Nothing bad could have happened as

James was ahead out of sight supposedly showing Lord Callabarne,

David and Mary about hedgerows while Rachel was out of sight behind

commanding guards to ride through the fields parallel to the road.  Deep

inside Rachel was furious that she'd been given direct and personal

instructions. If they came from Minda they were probably clever and

wise but orders were things for other people.  That evening Minda

soothed Rachel with honest embraces and explanations.  If John and

Maggie were kept at home as they started a family then who would

protect Rachel? Who would she trust to explore or deal with strangers?

Who would she trust with bad secrets? She had already got a dressmaker

which was a clever device, and the idea of letting her sell material at

twice it's real value in secret, as the ladies supposed illicitly, was even

more clever, but she would hardly be a pillow for Rachel. Getting guards

trained wasn't a problem for Rachel but the same objections applied.

Now did she want Minda's own maid Lizzie who had the strength,

confidence and intelligence to deal with all the everyday things that

mattered without needing oversight."

"Yes of course! But I should find my own."

"Well said. If you can find your own before you take yourself to command

where the King won't then that's good. She never threatens in the same

way that you never threaten. I'm so proud of you."

"Could I have James?"

"Um. A good choice but he must be sent to find how to look for signs and

listen for whispers. You're just going where you please with a 'do or die'

message. Do as I say or die. You could have John but you must agree

with Maggie and I want to know what use John would be to you.  Or you

could have four or five cadets. A little three-month campaign will be

good for them. But none will be pillows."
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"What about one of the Ravens?"

"Only if you looked after him properly like a brother. Which would you

have?" Rachel hesitated. "You know what you decide now will be like

marriage? You must be ready to give him your last carrot."

"Not share it?"

"We said share but we meant give."

"Commandero."

"Today he might serve you but in five years you might be serving him

with two infants at your breast. Is that what you want?"

"Oh. No I don't! I see now. You're my angel Minda.  I want loyalty without

love."

"That's going to be difficult isn't it? Think about it. You could have David

and Mary but they don't know anything. See if they are good to talk to

and might one day be good servants for you. They clung to you hard so

you have a good start.  I must speak with them tomorrow. Ask Flor if he

has any ideas. He must know the characters and potential of a hundred

servants."

"I shall miss Maggie."

"And she'll miss you."

"But she has her family here."

"And goodwill, money and a big house if she wants it."

"What will become of her?"

"She may fade from public view but she can welcome princes with her

smile, she can be a mother to orphans, she can pull your whiskers when

you're daft and lots of other things. John might be marking time perhaps

but you know me by now. I find work for clever hands."

"Like the Archbishop said this morning. I'm proud to be told by you to

lead myself."

"When it goes wrong or simply nothing goes right when you want it then

that's when you need determination and leadership. Good luck." 

Last week in Melbun
The Archbishop sent a message to Minda saying as far as he could speak

for the Church, which at the moment was his own diocese, he was
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writing to the Pope to tell him to stop meddling in the affairs of Briton,

and until the Pope relented they would not accept his authority.  Minda

replied to the Archbishop with a naive letter of thanks and general

encouragement and polished her plans for the seizure of the Church's

treasure. By now the plan had been reduced to what were supposed to

be the richest six cathedrals and abbeys. Lostnock cathedral had of

course already been looted and Bartonbry Abbey wouldn't be touched. 

Maggie and John arrived in Melbun. She was Rosy-cheeked and smiling.

He was growing old and drawn before his time, but the bright embers

could be seen when Minda raked him with her happy greeting. "Welcome

home John. I can see you've worked hard to be a hero. I'm so proud of

you. The half I know from X and Paul and all those others you wrote

letters to instead of me – bad man! – is great enough. Rachel's here. Shall

we have a family feast tomorrow?"

"When we were pestering a new lord each day it was fine but the journey

back has been a nightmare of horrible what-if's."

"Nothing actually happened?"

"Oh no. But the kingdom is – this is what Maggie said – like a frozen river

facing spring. One day of a sudden the ice on the top will break up and

start moving again. Nobody is sure when it will be and where the ice

floes will pile up."

Maggie said "I tried to test the ladies on the way back but they were all

determined to leave difficult problems to their lords and throw

themselves into spending more money on being well dressed."

"Money! I like that word." said Minda. "He has a cousin called 'profit'.

First thing tomorrow you can go to clothier's hall for private discussions

and arrange a commission for giving your special knowledge.  The

master of the clothiers is the father of one of our cadets. I'll arrange it." 

Brune was now presentable as a proper solid Briton lord rather than a

showy Lanconian duke with their effete manners and condescending

looks. His days and nights were full of mingling with cadets and nobles.

Minda was often with him in the evenings.  He was typically dressed for

hunting in a unique camouflage motley, another Bartonbry innovation.

Sometimes he would take the leathers of a woodsman including a

polished axe on his belt. Many young nobles secretly tried a woodman's

axe on the belt but the end of the haft struck the ground. Brune was tall

enough so it didn't matter. On formal occasion he was very well dressed
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without being a fop. He would apologise that he couldn't afford the lace

for cuffs and collar while wearing a silk neck cloth sewn with rubies.  He

was gloriously cheerful, occasionally daft and every woman wanted to

hold him and own him, the more privately the better. It was as well he

was now fit! He'd learned from Rachel's threat to strip at the council

meeting and enjoyed every minute of hacking at logs on some lord's

estate wearing only leather britches and a sweat cloth while onlookers to

the clearing were shocked and excited in various ways.  Being a giant he

could stand behind a lady and hold the axe for her as they held it. Ohh

the closeness of bodies! Brune knew he was tickling the ladies but he

also knew this was only a game and was faithful to Minda. He confessed

all to Minda and they relived many close moments of desire... And

fulfilment. 

Minda interviewed each of the cadets alone with Paul to read and take

notes for her. This took a whole day but what was the point of spending

so much on these young men if she didn't know them? 'What have you

learned as a cadet?' was a simple start. Then the more difficult 'What

have you still got to learn?' 'Which bits will you tell your children?' led to

'Now what are you going to do for the next year?' Some felt ready to

marry and used John and Maggie as their guide. Minda said she

understood but anybody who lived their life by how others lived their

different ones was a fool. Until they had met the women of Lanconia,

Italy and other places how would they know half of the gorgeous,

intelligent, rich, cultured and well-connected women? During the day

she developed a rule. 'You're old enough to marry when you're old enough

to understand why you were right not to marry two times before.' This

was followed by "Remember you're a very special person. Outsiders think

you're special because of me and your fellow cadets and the Black Team

and your fine discipline.  Everyone knows you will become the finest

merchants and administrators in Briton – and not being afraid to do a bit

of sharp fighting.  That's fine for them but we in the cadet school know

you're 'very' special. Each one has their skills and now I know yours I will

see you learn twice as much next year as this. It will be hard work but

you know that's building your future." For less-confident cadets she gave

the same sort of talk but emphasised that parents and kings wanted

them to succeed, so unless they were stupid or careless they would be

looked after. 

There was one cadet, Rouse, who had no worries about anything. His

only ambition was to know more about horses. Two day's absence

without permission was recorded in his file when he'd been at a horse
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fair. He didn't want a home outside a stables. When pushed he said a

strong peasant housewife would suit him. His ambition was to be able to

drink beer like the horse dealers.  Minda liked strong characters, reports

were that he was an exceptional stableman but she wondered how much

of his lone determination was strength and how much weakness.  When

she thought that it was up to her to make him strong where he was weak

she flushed cold with realisation.  That's what many had done for her

and she never suspected how carefully they watched! The Hesquerys,

Mr. Trentchard, Brand, Dunstin, Mr Bob. Yes she knew they cared for her

but never thought they schemed to put troubles her way for her to learn.

How strange she did it to others all the time but hadn't thought of

anybody doing it for her. 'Have a try' was in her blood.  Cadets being told

to make their way to Melbun with strangers.  Brune being given

responsibilities and opportunities for example.  He didn't know yet but he

was to lead one of the church lootings as another test. Now the

Archbishop was 'leading himself'! He got that from Rachel who got it

from her.

Surveying parties reach Melbun
The foreign cadet surveying parties were older and wiser after their

week. They'd soon learned that in a small group everyone counts and

everything has to be shared. Leadership and decision-making was

shared. The Brothers hadn't got tough, waterproof Avel boots and were

not seasoned riders. This caused them agony and everyone worry and

delay. With great foresight Brand had quietly briefed that cadets that

they might think of using their guards as assistants and set the hobbling

Brothers as lookouts. This worked well and lessons were learned. Guards

used to orders were easily trained to walk fifty paces and hold a staff.

The cadets were used to having things explained to them so they

naturally explained what they were doing with plumblines and

protractors to the others who then started looking at the track with fresh

eyes.  The Brothers, used to counting rosary beads, and for whom every

step was painful, were tasked with counting paces. One cadet collected

soil samples, another drew maps, another sketched fords that might be

bridged. Everyone was learning! The Brothers were respected for

bringing God into their lives each day but that was considered sufficient

church-worthiness to allow them to continue their journey on the

Sunday.
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At the end of their trek each party found an inn and stayed together with

an unknown future and something mysterious going on. Why were they

not to report to Avel Towers or other families they knew? Why couldn't

the brothers get their sores dressed at the Cathedral hospital? Nobody

knew the answers but when a reply came back from Minda's town-house

to stay where they were and remain incognito they knew there must be a

good reason even though they couldn't see it. The good reason was one

of those 'learn the value of discipline, you are always being tested'

lessons.  When they had all arrived and Lucky had sent false 'So and so

knows you are in Melbun and will welcome you' messages to them all

and trapped the three cadets that gave in to the lure of sneaking five

minutes 'round the corner' Minda relented and welcomed them all

including the brothers, guards and servants to a small feast at her town

house. As well as a smiling Lucky, Brune, Abbot Andrew, Lizzie and

Cadet Rouse were there to welcome them. 

Before the feast Minda said "Servants! You're all my servants. But you're

all your own servants. In Bartonbry you must wipe your own bottoms and

get on with the job of serving your leaders. You're all your own leaders. In

Bartonbry you must lead even if it only yourself." She picked a man-

servant at random. "You sir. Why must you lead if it is only yourself you

lead?"

"I don't know miss."

"Well done for saying so. Speaking up when we don't know is what we do

in Bartonbry isn't it Brune?"

He gave a casual response "Oh is it? I don't really know. I expect so. If

you say dear." Then collecting himself "Oh yes. Definitely! We always

speak up if we don't know." Brune had that essential skill of a fool: To

make prepared remarks appear unrehearsed. "You lead as others watch

you and take their lead. Everyone takes their lead from a leader don't

they – er – Andrew?"

"Yes Miss. We must all lead and set examples." This wasn't a prepared

speech.

Minda continued "Some say I am the most powerful woman in Europe. I

will eat with you and share your news whoever you are now because you

have seen the leadership of Bartonbry in action and I want you to tell this

precious thing to many others. Even if the Northerners flood us with their

invasion Bartonbry must bob to the surface. I may be dead in battle but

you will rebuild the town or at least keep the spirit alive in another place. 
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Cadet Sandri is dead but we will keep his spirit for straight and level

roads alive." Minda picked on a guard. "Will you do that?"

"Yes Miss." The response was immediate and followed by a little smile. 

"Good. Now let's eat together. Brune will pester you boys mightily on

everything. Andrew will pester you brothers on what you've learned.

Lizzie will pester you about how your days and nights on the roads could

be made easier. I will pester you mightily on your wives and girlfriends.

Oh yes! Afterwards I will whip the three cadets who disobeyed orders not

to communicate with anybody and Cadet Rouse will examine every horse

and test you."

It was good food the servants and guards had only ever before tasted as

left-overs. They were scared cold of eating it. Minda discretely told the

cadets it was up to them to encourage their servants. The brothers

tucked-in! The servants and guards had never been served wine in glass

goblets! This was so wrong! In this case wine was its own answer and

after a couple of goblet-draining toasts to Sandri and roads the feast

went smoothly.  In truth Minda and Brune enjoyed any honest company.

Brune's days with woodmen hadn't been wasted. Minda's childhood hope

for any friendship was now an adult hope for any happy family gathering.

Late that evening Brune asked Minda why she'd hosted the bizarre feast.

"Servants, brothers and cadets. Shouldn't you be hosting feasts for

nobles?"

"You're the boy dealing with that and you're doing very well so my spies

tell me. You were brilliant today. They're all honest and yet so innocent."

"You're so clever dear. To throw them all together. Who would have

thought of that?"

"If I die of appendicitis – or anything else – you must. How shall we make

our people better? You came here hollow. We've filled you. You can now

do that to others. You do that to others every day."

"Do I? They acknowledge me as Minda's fool."

"To begin with perhaps but would I be happy with that?"

"No. Er – Now I know you. Not at all."

"So I have found a little man from the kitchens of Lanconia who I love so

dearly and made him a great knight in himself."
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"Erm – I'm more an Arthur than a great knight."

"Stop playing games you naughty man – Help me with these laces won't

you – You're a man that men want to be and women want to have. You

have broken so many hearts in Melbun I should set whispers around to

give you the name 'heartbreaker'. Shall – bloody buttons on this shift –

come on help me! – Shall I set that going? 

"Could I stop you?"

"You're the only one who can Luvien." 

Luring the enemy to show themselves
Lucky had rewarded the two mercenaries recruited in the spring uprising

with the job of being his henchmen. He practised with them as Brand

had done with him. He built them up as Minda had built him up. Now

they had a special mission to protect Father Harris on a visit to Lanconia

and keep him scared.  Lucky had no doubt in their loyalty and they had

no doubt of their responsibilities. They were called to an interview with

Minda. She told them the dangers of their mission and how Father Harris

was to be a bait who might well be eaten but it was their job to see he

was eaten whole by the Pope's men and then brought safely back.  "He

will be confused. You can be dumb but if necessary you bind him and

bring him back so he seen in public landing at a port – preferably

Ravengap – by the 1st of May. He will be scared, tired, uncertain and

possibly treacherous.  You must be none of those things."

"Why do you want us to bring a treacherous man back? Shouldn't we kill

him?"

"A good question Jack. Can you think why?"

"Um – Because that's what you want... So we do it."

"Yes of course but why would I want a Church traitor brought back in

public."

"Oh yes! To show you know where the traitors are. But why send him to

Lanconia?"

"Getting warm Sam. I want him to draw more traitors. If he can bring a

dozen with him to kill me then I'll be really pleased."

"But they could kill you."

"They're more dangerous hidden. I have to bring them out into the open

so I can throw them off the battlements."
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"There's no need for that Miss. We'll kill them for you."

"Thank you. You're right with those wise words Jack. These will be

deadly men so you will need to be careful and completely in Father

Harris' trust. You can help him plot my murder at my wedding in Melbun

at mid-summer. He is one of those horrible men who stay awake all night

dreaming of clever tortures."

"Thank you for saying nice things Miss." said Sam.

"Hmm. You're useful quiet men. Now you show me your danger I'm not

sure I should put you in such peril..."

Jack said "We'll do it for you miss."

Sam said "Of course we will."

"Thank you men. You know I have a hundred things to do and annoyed a

thousand men who have a lot of money. I can't deal with them all

personally so I'm very lucky to have men like you who volunteer for

danger. They call me brave but that's because I have to be brave for all

the others – I have no choice. But you volunteered when you didn't have

to and that's real bravery."

When they'd gone, Paul who had been hiding behind a screen had tears

down his cheeks. "When you showed the Abbot and the world so many

things when you helped his ditch-digging that was plenty to make you a

saint in the eyes of the people but what you just said was better! You

have to be brave for the others. I'm one of the others. You're a saint."

"Now now Paul. Don't take it too seriously. I was just making them feel

heroes so they would die doing my business not another's. Is it saintly

sending men to death?"

"Yes. We all have to die so what better way than in the best cause?"

"But I don't have to. I could let Harris wander then catch him again with

whatever assassins he has collected."

"We've thought about this."/

/"We?"

"Sorry Xavier and me. We wondered how to make his story acceptable to

those with the money. We decided they wouldn't be impressed by a

penniless clerk escaped from arrest even if he had been involved with

plots against you. He needs at least two guards and a servant and a

mysterious wealthy sponsor who can offer gold and safe passage for six
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secretly armed men. We won't catch a whale with a worm for bait. So he

needs Sam and Jack for show at least."

"It's still me sending them where their throats may get cut. You men

shrug but women live in the pond of worry while men only paddle in it."

Family planning
The remnants of the Black Team dined at Maggie's parents. Only Jane

wasn't with them and in a way Al was an latecomer.  Tonight was a time

for reflection.  Rachel's parents were invited of course and Lord and Lady

Weston came after Rachel suggested it.  This was a special moment of

calm in what everyone knew were turbulent times for their children.

Orphans John and James had been accepted as in-laws-to-be long ago.

James and Rachel were utterly loyal to each other but no longer lovers.  

James said "What I don't like is that the whole future of the kingdom is

resting on us. And I mean you too Lord Weston.  Why can't the King

defend his own Kingdom and let me go back to Lanconia."

Lord Weston said "The King is gambling with another's money. He has

already lost what he had to lose. He was lucky that lords in the regions

thought they would do better building their own strengths before trying

to oust the King. Minda came and changed all that. Nobody really knows

how hard Lanconia would fight on the King's behalf. You went with

twenty pounds each in your purses but you came back with another

kingdom between you. Our Jane is now as fashionable as Minda and just

as powerful and just as mysteriously eyeing her next prey."

"Is she happy?" Asked Maggie.

"She's happier than ever." said Lady Weston.

"Is she pregnant." asked John then regretted his coarse thought turning

into words.

"No news yet." Said Lord Weston.

"She's still young." said Lady Weston.

Maggie said "Can you take babies on ships? If so I want to visit."

James said "She's likely to come here for the wedding and you should

have the bump as a pretty baby for all to see."

John said "I'm not going through all this again! First I have to be mother

to the mother-to-be and then I'm going to have to be a father to the

child."
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The Westons didn't see the trap. "Oh stop worrying John!" said Lord

Weston. "Fathering comes naturally."

"I'm an orphan. I never had a father."

Maggie said "Stop worrying John. Would I want to be with a man who

wasn't going to be a good father?"

One of the lessons learned from the Christmas capers was that fun and

games kept people interested in doing well but didn't feed them.  Their

games were planned on what could easily be achieved with the men,

money and material available. The truth was that a lot of military force

relied on stealing supplies as needed. Minda and Rachel reasoned that if

you don't feed, pay or equip a soldier then they're not likely to be much

good. In their sort of fighting a few fast and keen predators were

preferable to a herd.  Lord Weston cautioned them that if they were

defending the east coast then they were the prey and so a different

approach was needed.  "Who is going to bring the East coast lords and

the northern Lords to salute on parade?" asked Rachel? 

"There is none better than you dear" said Lord Weston. "You've proved it."

"So why shouldn't I do it?"

"I didn't say you shouldn't. There are two tasks not one. The first is to see

the eastern lords are taking their duty seriously.  You don't know enough

about forts and beacons yet to test them too hard but you know how to

charm them, show them the King is serious and their lazy days are over. 

Second the northern lords are brutal. They have raids from barbarian

Habernion to deal with so that's to be expected, but they tend to let their

quarrels with neighbouring lords turn to raids and counter-raids and

savage lessons which are lessons in gore. I have thought hard about the

first task and I see you could take a small force like the Christmas Capers

up the East coast to test lords in a sporting way. They will be impressed

with how well organised and disciplined your troops are, then you can

ask them what lessons they've learned and move on. You can impress

the lords on a barren coast that there's somebody in Melbun who is

watching them and depending on them and will give them credit then

they might keep a good look-out.  The brute lords of the north are more

difficult. They will laugh at your fashions. I have laid awake at night – I

have taken council and I have some suggestions. You could make an

example of an unloved lord like you made an example of the city of

Fischester. All the lords are unloved – They all have blood on their hands.

Or you could test them like the eastern lords but I doubt they understand

sport and will suspect you of a plot. Or the King could call them to a
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council and you could steal their sons as cadets to weave north and

south together over time while discovering which ones are more valuable

than others and give them money to improve their own fighters the

Bartonbry way."

Maggie said "If Rachel is to lead then she needs followers. Lord Weston

you're a fine general but a better politician and should stay here. At

Bartonbry we only fight when we know we will win. Shall we say Rachel

should go north but be prepared to run away.  I suspect she will have

coached her close party well by the time they reach the north so the

burden will fall more on them."

Rachel said "Thank you Lord Weston. You have told me a job to do. Two

jobs to do. But I have another three jobs to do. First to learn about

defences. Second to lead an army and third to impress with force rather

than guile.  Shall I take all of the Christmas capers men for a summer of

showing the King's flag and strength to the lords?"

"Half perhaps?"

"I would take them all in two halves to leapfrog. Then they may spend

twice as long in each place without delay."

James realised what this meant. "So you'd have independent

commanders under you. I'm impressed – That's very clever."

Lord Weston asked "Why is it very clever?"

"Because they have to take full responsibility for their troops while

leaving Rachel free.  She knows the strain of command so she'll be able

to test commanders until she finds ones that are as tough and clever as

she is." 

Abbot Andrew was finding it strange to have two faces and using them

every day for profit: Honest noble leading an Abbey fizzing with practical

Christian labour and holy barefoot priest to the common man. Lizzie

explained the business of meeting other men as equals. He could do that

with a little attention to dressing differently for the court or quays. Then

she gave him the key to a certain special honour. "I may be a servant but

I'm a woman full of secrets and promises to all men. Likewise you have

secrets and promises. Men want your godly secrets and promises. Make

them respect you as equal but with a special aura of mystery and

courage."

"I don't know what you're talking about."
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"Then you must learn. Hmm. Why do people say you're godly while they

scorn the other bishops as greedy?"

"Humility I suppose."

"Good! So when you go to see Lord Somethingorother how would you

encourage him to give you fifty pounds for good causes?"

"I don't know really. Just ask and give a few blessings in return."

"Come come! People really are generous but now they are also sceptical.

They don't want their money spent on yet more gold and silver

candlesticks for a cathedral. You've sold your candlesticks at the Abbey

to build a hospital. Something of definite Christian charity."

"No we haven't sold the candlesticks."

"Perhaps you should lie for now and do it later. Brass candlesticks would

polish up nicely instead. Like preaching barefoot on the quays, that

barefoot detail will be a credit to you until you die even though it's a lie."

"Erm Lizzie – Minda says I should get married. I like your sensible

advice..."

"Go on Andrew. Sometimes women know lots. And we can keep secrets."

"Can you?"

"Yes of course silly! You're bound to hear bad things about us all the time

if you only mix with men."

"Um I was wondering if you knew anyone I could marry? Or could you

find out?"

"Ha ha I see! No it's a serious problem. We can't have a holy man who

only wants a wife because Minda and Lizzie have ordered him openly

asking around.  You were right to ask me Andrew.  Um – I can think of

one but she's got to go up the east coast."

"Rachel!"

"No stupid! Well who then?"

"I'd keep your house Andrew. You're not too old for me."

"Oh no. What have I done!"

"What's the matter dear?"

"I've broken a sacred trust."
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"What are you talking about?"

"I can't steal you. I can't marry a lady's maid."

"Why not? If you break the rules you can make up your own. Do not fret

Andrew dear because I won't be around to tempt you. Please say a

prayer for me. If I come back to Bartonbry and you're not married then I'll

be darning your socks and reminding you of little things you've forgotten

as we sit beside the fire."

"I don't know who I am any more."

"That's what Bartonbry does. We change each day. Until now this minute

I'd never thought of you as a nice man to darn socks for but now I'm

looking forward to returning to Bartonbry and a kiss. Wouldn't that be

lovely?"

"Yes I suppose so."

"Cheer up. Next year you'll be on the road east or north or west."

"Oh will I?"

"Yes of course. You'll be the secret Archbishop of all Briton. This summer

you officially marry Minda and Brune at Melbun cathedral and so you

marry Briton and Lanconia also. Only the most important churchman in

the land would do that. Then you're sending your brothers helped by

cadets to survey and direct road improvements all over the land. A week

later you bumble along and ask if they like their new bridge or whatever

and then you say how about a few shillings to pay for it and have they

got any candidates for your cadet school."

"I hadn't thought of that. But I can't officiate at Melbun cathedral. It's like

a lord hosting a feast in another's castle."

"It's already been arranged. Of course you're the only churchman that

knows it yet. They won't like it but the King and Minda and the great

men of Briton and Lanconia will be there to show the Church in Briton

will serve the people in future."

"Women! You really are the best butter – golden, tasty and slippery."

Preparations
Minda left Lord Weston and Rachel to manage their armies but realised

she really needed one military manager rather than Tomlyn, Brand,

Lucky with Rachel and ad-hoc help by cadets. This made her think about

her staff afresh. Until now she'd had a personal household of loyal staff. 
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Now the dukedom – if not the kingdom – needed a staff. There was

nothing for it she would have to invent a staff of cadets for Bartonbry and

then hire them out to the Kingdom. Of course they had been trained for

this but later and to find their own ways. Now, if Rachel could be a

general then the others could grow in her service. They would get the

chance to invest and profit later. 

Lizzie had worked on Brune and warned him to watch for signs of Minda

being tired and irritable. This was one of those times – so many threads

of responsibility to stitch into a pattern. Brune said "I still don't

understand this carrot business but I'll let you me love me forever. Will

that do?"

Minda said "I'll tell you in three months time – and three years time. And

every day before and after."

"Oh good. I thought you didn't care!" A smile and the gentlest of hugs

made words worthless.

Rachel built two forces based on the Christmas capers. She used the

same strategy of getting military leaders to decide in threes who should

do what. Each force started with a hundred fighting men expecting to

add another fifty or so as they went according to the wishes of the force

commanders. Each force was given two cadets. Their instructions were

to learn the practicalities of armies, take a turn at commanding men, see

the bookkeeping was done accurately and be included in the discussions

of the leaders. As far as their hosts were concerned they were to show

the fine sort of men the cadet school produced and look for future cadets. 

Rachel had to rebuild her personal household from scratch. She'd taken a

liking to 'her' runaways Mary and David but Minda vetoed their inclusion

on the grounds that they needed basic training first and they mustn't

encourage runaways or else they'd have a hundred excitable teenagers

trailing along. They might be exceptionally determined but they'd be a

great deal more useful and safe when they had learned discipline.  Two

knights had been a good number on the western expedition so she

repeated that. Lizzie took over as queen-bee of the household. There

were three travelling maids two of whom were youngsters learning as

they went. She persuaded Minda to let her have the best horse-wise

cadets Rouse and Parrick so they could wander the country stables like

Minda would sneak into forges. Minda passed on her worries about their
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tendencies to prefer the undemanding company of horses to that of men.

Rachel made a note to make them her special friends and stretch them. 

The experiment of the travelling tax officer had worked well in the west.

He was a reminder to the lords that the King might interfere more. He'd

given good intelligence to Rachel and been an independent

corespondent with the Castle tax office and hence the King's main

servants. Now the Chief justice, Ambassador at home, Master of horse, in

fact every state official saw the opportunity to have their private source

of inside news. At a conference in the castle Rachel was told she'd be

taking ten men with her. She asked who would guard them, how would

they help the aim of the expedition and pointed out that they would

mostly make the court look as clerkly as the Church. "No sir. That's

wrong. I will take five apprentices or juniors who are no threat to

anybody but who can find out for themselves what it's like to be months

on the road and be baffled by strange accents and sheriffs and royal

officers who want to baffle. I will find ways for them to learn so that they

may be effective another time. If you do that then you must give me two

servants, two guards and one of your councillors as a wise uncle for

them."

"Why?"

"They are bound to stumble over strange things that are not quite what

they seem. What do you expect them to do? Arrest the corrupt tax officer

on the spot and hand him over to his brother-in-law the Sheriff? They will

need to discuss with the uncle and with me what to do. We might send

them at the head of fifty men to burn smuggled goods or pretend to be

corrupt and accept a bribe for turning a blind eye."

"Hmm. I see you have thought this through carefully."

"No sir. It's only this minute you gave me the problem. – And I have seen

another thing from what I said. Um. If I attended your council regularly I

would be a bear amongst dogs in a bearpit but I have just thought that

Maggie would be as quick as me to trap folly but do it more softly – like a

bitch picks up her puppies.  She could be your expert on cadets and

youngsters everywhere.  Thanks to Minda children are not waiting for

the gates to the future to be opened but are scaling the walls."

"They're only learning at the moment dear."

"Every one of the cadets at Avel towers knows as much about modern

things like accounting for profit, managing estates, getting what you

want by devious means, modern fighting and horses as most of your

councillors.  Do you want them working for the Kingdom of Briton or
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Lanconia or themselves? The foreign cadets have many skills ours don't.

Minda wants them working for her, or Andrew or Lostnock not wasted on

some town in Italy. Every cadet knows 'profit' in at least three languages.

Ask Maggie about the 'Arlesene Ravens'. They will be great men all over

Europe. Ask her how long she would train them, how long she would

take them hunting and for what prey."

"I can't have a teenager in my council."

"Why not?"

"People would think me a fool listening to the gossip of girls."

"People have called you a fool in the past. They have called you

indecisive and letting the kingdom gently decay. That's over – Isn't it?"

"I suppose so. Nothing good ever comes from trouble."

"Trouble comes from doing nothing."

"It's easy for you testing lords in the west but then you escape by

galloping home. I have nowhere else to go."

"That's no excuse for letting your roof leak and rats gnaw your

floorboards. Other people live in your kingdom. If you had taken sides

with the Pope then would you be alive now? If Minda hadn't smothered

last spring's revolt you would have given away more royal power the

rebels and in the autumn your weakness would have been used by every

lord and outlaw in the kingdom and you would then die and the kingdom

suffer who knows what.  I have met the more determined lords in the

west and now they are more determined to live a different way because

somebody showed them. Was it you who showed them it was better to

be powerful dukes with the trust of the King than struggling with each

man for himself?

"Um. No. It was you."

"Now I'm going to do the same in the North. If you think there is someone

better then I will go back to embroidery today."

"Stop that! We're not doing whipping again!"

"But we are. Minda doesn't want to be the next King so you're safe.

Between us I think Brune would make an excellent king in a year's time.

Isn't he everybody's favourite?"

"You're threatening me."

"I am aren't I. Every lord in the kingdom is some little threat. For all we

know the Northerners have already landed somewhere on the east coast
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and are marching south to take your rich kingdom from a weak king with

lazy lords. If you're scared of my threats then why not go and ask Abbot

Andrew if he has a quiet cell for you to live out the rest of your days."

"This is intolerable."

"Please sir. What's the alternative to tolerating it?"

"I give up! You win."

"I'm not fighting you. You're the one that's scared of your future. Now do

you want Maggie as a councillor or not?"

"Anything you say."

"Oh. Like that is it? Then I demand a house of my own when I return as

payment for this year's work. Is that cheap for saving your kingdom?"

"Yes. You give value for money.  Erm – I'm sorry I was so grumpy earlier. 

With Richard and Charlsaine still held in Lanconia I am angry inside."

"Do you notice Minda and me and the others from Bartonbry have left the

matter to you and Jane. Why's that do you think?"

"Because you're contemptuous of those who don't succeed."

"You're right in one way sir. We use the fear of contempt to get our men

to smarten up but this is something that we don't know how to fight so

we left it to others. Jane of course found out very quickly and while it

might be worrying for you and the Queen she is using this little crisis to

draw the local lords firmly under her control. She is teaching them the

importance of obeying orders."

"I don't care about Lanconian politics."

"But you should Sir. Which would you rather have? Lord Weston's

daughter as a pretty maid lost to Lanconia or a general like me and

duchess like Minda?"

"You win."

"I'm not fighting you! I though you knew all that? Wasn't it obvious?"

"Not to me."

"Alright let me tell you two obvious things. You'll do as King for now.

You're not bad just a bit flimsy.  Secondly we know you're not capable of

looking after yourself. Maggie might tell you what to do if you look like

making a stupid decision but really what she knows most about is

making men think before being silly and when they are still silly saying

'that was a bit silly' would you like to try again."
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"The councillors won't like it!"

"They will get used to it. Tell them the alternative is to have me."

"There's no argument against that."

The King sent messengers ahead of Rachel with his royal command that

the Kingdom must defend itself but otherwise be peaceful. She and her

knights would hear pleas for financial hardship but see that sloth was

rewarded by a sharp reminder of the King's determination. The same

good reasons for the profits of peace and not being interfered-with by

strange generals that had been used in the west were carefully put in

writing.  Rachel forced the King to say three regional towns where he

would hold Grand-moots himself and another three where there would

be lesser feasts and councils during the early autumn. 

Rachel dragged two of her Christmas knights to be fighting advisors for

James's cadets. They were not to show themselves as immediately ready

to fight there although opponents might think twice if they could return

armed next day. Their military role was to learn about fighting at sea,

where obviously horses and lances were silly, but where giving and

standing-up to a battering was what mattered. James saw the logic

when it was explained to him and he could tell the others.

"Minda and me have briefed Lord Callabarne on their usefulness. I wish I

was going and I wish you were going. Those knights need a woman to

take them in hand."

"Like Jane.  Do you miss her Rachel?"

"Yes. Every day I think what would Jane do then do it."

"If you fall into Minda's trap of sorrow then I will hold you."

"Thank you James. So far all I need is rest and I'm sunny again. A man

should only love one woman and you have Helen."

"Nothing would please me more that to take the next boat to Lanconia

and be with Helen and chuckle over the side-issues of the Lanconian

intelligence office, but if I get a message from you asking for me then I

would be on my way within the hour."

"You've no idea how lovely that is James. We've made love before but

nobody has ever said they'd give up their love to be loyal.  You're special

to me James."
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"I don't understand this carrot thing. Am I supposed to bring you a

carrot?"

"No James. It's who is the person in the whole world that you would give

your last bite of food to. You've said you'd give yours to me. I'm touched

James. We're never going to starve. Too many people owe us so much."

"So we'll die in a dark alley?"

"Or never. I don't think we'll ever die." 

James and John were given a wide brief by Minda. First to stay in the

shadows and do their best to listen for threats as the wedding

approached. They could wander as they wished but they were now

captains and far too valuable to lurk in dark alleys without Lucky and a

guard.  Minda confirmed that each knew the part one or the other would

play in Father Harris's betrayal and death on the appointed day. They

must think how to develop their own spies. They would get money from

the steward of Avel Towers.  They might ask Silks how to recruit spies.

"When you've done that – don't expect them to be very good – they might

be the first to be sent where they don't come back – who knows? When

you've done that you'll know how to pick out and talk to our road

surveyors with enough encouragement to take small risks for you. They

will be our ears in the Kingdom. Silks has told me that you have to tell a

spy what to look for. That makes sense but then they imagine it

everywhere or make things up they think will please you.

"Most important of all it was something James said about returning with

all your information about the southern coast towns but there was

nobody here who could make sense of it all.  Put the problem to our

friends then if they can't suggest someone you will have to look further.  I

know Henry would be able to see so much in trade and land but in time

we need someone who knows lots more about ships, politics, how much

food is left in the barns, where a lord should spend money to improve his

lands or quarries or rivers. Whoever we use he will be a powerful person

because they might say to me why not lend a five-hundred pounds to

Lord Somethingorother because he's got good copper on his land if only

he can dig a drainage tunnel and you'll get it back double in three years."

"Or she." Said John.

Minda realised her assumption. "Or she. I'm so proud of you both. I'm

sorry the next years are going to be confused. Perhaps John will be my

intelligencer, Maggie the one that sends out spies and makes them
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welcome when they return and James is doing nothing much for fifty-one

weeks of the year in Lanconia." They all understood that meant 'one

week to pay for all the others'. "Let's get the wedding and the fairs over

with then we'll have made more friends and contacts. Hey! I don't have a

trade secretary to keep in touch with the traders from the Northlands I

hope are coming to Lostnock."

James said "What about the foreign cadets?"

"We can't use them outright for spying but we may learn things from

them. Is that what you meant?"

"No Minda. You're already plotting to use some as surveying spies.

Possibly Henry should be their master or uncle. I was wondering where

their loyalties were?"

"I think I've caught the surveyors but the other have no star to follow. I

would like the Ravens to be the four kings of Europe in their own ways.

Best general – even better than Rachel. Best priest – Even better than

Andrew. Richest and most respected banker. The fourth to be King to

unite a broken kingdom." John and James looked at each other. They

knew Minda was capable of most things but this would be a miracle.

Minda saw their exchange of sceptical glances. "It may not happen but if

we don't aim and draw we can never hit the target." 

Maggie
Since Maggie had arrived in Melbun Minda had privately hugged her

and told her she was loved and wasn't forgotten. Now the two of them

were sitting arm in arm in Minda's private parlour. They shared the

happiness of the coming baby and Minda praised Maggie for testing the

lord's wives. "And you kept Rachel and John cheerful with your own

cheerfulness."

"I confess I wasn't always cheerful."

"They say you were. I'm sure if you were miserable they'd have said so."

"Thank you Minda. I learned from one of the boat captains that they put

a donkey with the horses. It would stay calm and so calm the nervous

horses."

Minda realised! "You're not a donkey Maggie. You're a natural mother

who deals with fears. That doesn't make you stupid."

"It feels that way."
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"Only because you do what mothers do and nod when they know very

well there's a truer answer."

"But it makes me feel stupid giving approval to the half-truths of others."

"Well at least you can see it! That's why the wonderful skill of pretending

– like John pretends when doing trickery – is important. You know what

it's like to have your brains dyed brown. You know I do too. We have work

to do and I make sure my servants know if I should fall in that brown dye

pit I am pulled out and taken to Elizabeth Mintern. I want you to be

Elizabeth to the King's council.  It was Rachel's idea."

"How? I don't understand."

"They're all strong men who cannot pretend to any weaknesses. In no

time you could have their trust. They might think you are the donkey in

the King's council but you're no more a donkey than I am. Rachel has

forced the King to accept you as a King's councillor in her stead."

"She told me about the council where she sat with chin in fists. I can't do

that."

"Exactly! You can sit back with arms folded and smile. Everyone will be

secretly hoping for your approval. You are a jolly person Maggie! Do you

remember that moment in Arlesene when you brushed a bit of fluff off

the King's jacket so naturally? That's one trick. You can say how smart

they look in a way none of the other men will. In time the men will want

to confide in you and you can tell them not to fuss over silly secrets that

you knew anyway but how about doing something about something that

matters.  Many councillors will hate your interference but they'll soon

learn to live with you."

"But what's the point?"

"Women are not supposed to have brains. All the Bartonbry women are

strong. I'm not just saying that to be nice. You proved it in Lanconia.

Hmm. That was what any very clever girl could do. Did you ever wonder

if Rachel would have killed hers in that inn if you hadn't killed your three

in that ambush first? Then would the smouldering rebellion have burst

into racing flames? That minute in the woods was a moment that

changed all our lives. You made it happen. Donkey Maggie!"

"I just did as you trained us."

"You were easy to train. Now the King's council needs a calm girl who is

easy to be friends with – a donkey if you like but more of a lioness in a

donkey skin to me – so they behave or be caught with what you

remembered from last time or what Xavier warned you in secret about."
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"But what notice will anyone take of me?"

"We've all heard of what happened in the King of Lanconia's court. Is that

true."

"It was Rachel who trapped and ate them."

"But it was Bartonbry girls who brought back a reputation for being angry

when lied to."

"I suppose if you put it like that Rachel and me have a certain

reputation."

"They will accept you in time as a sugarloaf – Hard and sweet. Rachel's

performance at the King's special council last week was superb. Ask

yourself why your presence would upset anybody. If you're just a donkey

they have nothing to fear. They all know your smile could mean instant

action."

"I still don't understand."

"Suppose lord Soanso suggests something that sounds suspicious and

contradicts what John has told you. You could demand instant action.

Say 'Let me interview this informant straight after this meeting. I'm an

expert interrogator.' You're telling the whole council that Lord

Somethingorother is either lying or not capable of getting the full story

himself. Of course they don't want the risk of getting involved."

"So why should I take the risk?"

"Because there isn't any. Even if the witness is true you win by being

ready to test rumour. When you do it once without any hesitation every

councillor will have to find new ways of scaring the council for their own

ends."

"Is it that easy?"

"It is when you have Rachel and me behind you."

"What does the King say?"

"Who cares? Not me. He's only King because he's more use to me as King

than dead.  Nobody would follow him into battle and nobody really hates

him but it suits me to have him sending Rachel to rein-in wayward

lords."

"Can she really do it?"

"See! You automatically test to check what's true. I hope so. I wouldn't be

sending her unless I thought she could win. After all the fuss of two tiny

armies all she has to do is encourage. There's no serious money being
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demanded. She is a Bartonbry girl so I expect good things and every man

and woman in her forces find new strengths."

"But what if the Northerners invade."

"Between us – and I mean you and me and not another soul – and that

means John – I've had the word that there's no invasion planned. The

usual possibility of raids perhaps but I understand those are more the

result of traditional barbarians than modern traders."

"Why don't you trust John?"

"I do but this way you find out how long it takes for him to find the news

and tell you."

"Oh I see."

"It's alright. Tell him to blame me.  It's his job to find out and tell you. 

You're going to be the most listened-to woman in Melbun so he should

share everything with you.  You're a generation apart from the other

councillors but somehow you know who is lying."

"Aha! And I know who knows too much!"

"Exactly! The really ambitious ones will be trying to get the news before

you do to out-smart you and make you look stupid. Those are the men we

have to watch. Why is it so important to them to know more than you?"

"No man likes being bested by a woman."

"But you're not challenging all the time. You save your rather too

knowledgeable questioning remarks for when you know a bit more. Do

that twice and they know you have a very sharp axe hidden in your skirts

and the muscles to use it."

"You make it sound so simple Minda."

"I know they will be full of outrage at the first council but from there it

will go to where half think of what your girl's reaction will be to their

wind. You will look interested – so interested that they guess you know

more than they do. The next time they speak they'll have rehearsed your

objections and add a little morsel for your approval. Your job isn't to

argue with them any more than Rachel's is to conquer the northern lords.

Your job is to encourage them to stop pretending they can fool everyone

because you will soon expose them if they try."

"I'm easily fooled. Even after John explains a trick I still can't see it."
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"You have John and James and others to show the simple things and you

know very well when a man isn't being completely honest. A simple

smile and raised eyebrows is all it takes."

"They know I must have secret help."

"That's good. They know you're good at what you do and have a secret

source. What will those with still-hidden secrets think?"

"You're a devious bitch Minda."

"We are aren't we. Are you expecting yet Minda?"

After the brutality of this Minda answered "No. I hoped. But not yet."

Flor
Minda had to rearrange her own household. She wanted Flor beside her

again. His winter of learning administration and impossible

responsibilities with only weekly letters of encouragement from Minda,

Tomlyn and Paul still hadn't given him the swagger of the cadets, and he

couldn't think quickly unless there was immediate physical action

required, but he worked hard and would be another Maggie perhaps.

After the shock of the friendly ambush on the way to the King's council

she wanted to be that young fearless girl again. The one who slept under

hedges, threw knives and smashed iron to see it mould to her will in a

world without cares. "I don't know what to do with you Flor. You have

been as dull as the best armour – as uncomplaining as the best horse

and asked the right people for help and advice. I've arranged our looting

expedition to take us past Trowstead – In fact that's going to be our

excuse for heading in that direction. I think you'll remind Mister

Trentchard very much of Henry but with the practical knowledge to run

an estate with ease."

"Thank you Minda. I've had lots of help from everyone at Bartonbry and

the cadets have been wonderful – they treat me like one of them! I'll

wonder aloud if the gardens are being looked after and a gift of rose

bushes will arrive from one of their fathers. Then I visit the father to

thank him and we get talking about gardens and what I don't know and

by the end of the meeting we've had some nice wine and as a favour to

you and a thank-you to me he's lent me his head gardener for a week.

Then I make the son-cadet be involved and everyone smiles the

Bartonbry smile."

"I'd forgotten the Bartonbry smile! Well done Flor. How big will my

empire be in five years? We've been lucky to have Tomlyn and Doreen
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but I'll be needing ten of each. Perhaps you're the man to steady the new

men and women. I'm told they have a donkey in a boat-load of horses to

stop them getting scared. We'll have to see and I promise we'll ride out

again in the mornings for fun like we used to do."

Treachery trapped
Now as the river Ravon turned to golden soup sprinkled with crumbs of

gulls in the sunset, and the quay at Ravengap steadily came towards

them nobody relaxed as you might have thought after a testing journey

and uncertain sea voyage. Father Harris had been used to scheming

plots in abbey offices not braving the roads and uncertain hospitality of

inns and the discomforts of boats. He'd been used to secrets safely kept

in files not being tested everyday. He'd been used to the certainty of

knowing right from wrong but now every moment was a knotted lie. The

six 'monks' hoped their mercenary habits would be disguised by their

monkish capers from Father Harris's two Briton guards. They knew they

were being paid a lot less than their real worth if they managed to kill

the Duchess of Avel but that was the fate of an assassin. They'd all

wondered what the reward for betrayal would be and how long they

would live to enjoy it. 

Jack and Sam didn't need much encouragement to get a reputation for

enjoying drink with the natives wherever they were. Why shouldn't the

holy brothers of the Abbey of Saint Susan of Gallentia celebrate a safe

passage at the Golden Lion while Father Harris let his sponsor know of

his return. A dozen Port Wardens had been warned about Father Harris

with or without company so Jack and Sam were soon publicly arrested

and soon privately released but kept under good guard for protection. 

The Warden himself came to see them as they ate a great beef meal. "I'm

told by the Duchess that if you returned you were to be properly fed. I

was also told to keep you secret so tonight's accommodation may not be

luxurious but you're not to worry. You have mighty friends."

"Do you have mighty friends Warden?" said Sam.

"Are you threatening me?"

"No sir. I didn't mean it like that. We are content aren't we Jack?"

"Yes sir."

"Oh . What did you mean then?"
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"That a very rich person in Lanconia will see his servants executed

because you were the one to arrest them. You have made a powerful

enemy."

"I can vouch they are nasty men sir." said Jack "I'm sure they would kill

the Duchess. We think they have weapons but were too scared to look."

"That's alright boys. We soon found them in a chest."

"Is Father Harris alright sir? asked Sam "The Duchess commanded us to

see he was safe."

"I'm a gaoler not an inquisitor. These things will be sorted out by those

who know their business."

"Thank you for speaking to us sir. Being back in Briton is such a relief."

said Sam.

Jack said "Keep those monks in hand fetters sir they are no more monks

than we are."

"The Duchess sent me a letter. In it she said specially that if you returned

you would be owed a kiss at Bartonbry but would you be patient and stay

alert to stay alive to take it."

"Please sir? Have you met the Duchess?"

"Yes I have."

"Then you know we are fellow servants. Can we have more ale?"

"Ha! She twists me and now you do. Bartonbry! You should all be locked

up!"

"We are going to be locked up but we know why and so long as you have

two Bartonbry guards to guard us we will sleep soundly."

"You will have the same guards/"

Sam and Jack stood up to protest. "/We'll be well guarded or not stay!"

"Don't demand from me!"

"Please sir." said Sam. "If we are worth feeding well then any wooden-top

can see we're worth keeping alive until tomorrow."

"You called me a wooden-top!"

"Stop worrying Warden! We're stuck in your gaol on her Duchesses'

business. We all know that. When she said feed us well she meant if we

die for any reason you will be held responsible. I think she has death for

disloyalty on her mind at the moment."
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"You are threatening me!"

"Our mistress will kill you. She warns and kills but doesn't bother with

threats because threats only work on false people."

Jack said "Honest people take a warning. False people need a threat.

That way you may tell them apart. Haven' you heard that?"

"No but it makes sense. Now I think about it that's very good sense.

Where did you hear that?"

"At my dame school in Eastgrange".

"Then your teacher at Eastgrange taught two of us. Good night

gentlemen."

James was the first to get the intelligence from Ravengap as he'd

invested money in having motivated informants in half a dozen possible

ports. He knew two things: Harris had returned and brought evil people

with him. Even without the latter Harris would have served as a bearer of

coded letters urging Minda's assassination. The two words "full cloth"

were sent out within ten minutes. John and James would deal with

Harris and his assassins to make the most noise of their vile treachery.

Maggie would know every detail but stay silent to discover who else

found out.  Of course the "full cloth" was justification for seizing the

wealth of the churches which, the coded messages would in time reveal,

was going to be secretly sent to Rome for 'safe-keeping'. It had been a

close run thing with Harris's arrival only ten days before the attacks were

to begin whether he came back or not. John had schemed a theatrical

arrival of a popish messenger to be caught outside the back gate of

Melbun Cathedral chapter house if necessary. Initially he thought that

James' scheme with Harris baiting the Pope's men in Lanconia was a

waste of effort when they could achieve the same result with an hour of

rehearsal, but then he understood the value of showing powerful

enemies how easily their plans could be defeated and used against

them.

14 Looting the
churches
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Brune
Brune was surprised by a very sweet Minda trusting and testing him

with leading one of the church raids. He was dispatched with Lucky as

his personal supporter and Brand to do practical troop management.

They would meet up with the knights Hex and Dick and have thirty well-

trained mounted troops. She reminded him that if the military situation

was too tough then they must run away. He was no good to her dead. 

On the twelve days journeying Brune felt he was a real lord for the first

time. Brand suggested the strongest men should be at the rear so they

were easily able to deal with road-troubles like spilled loads, bogged

animals and holding lame horses while loads were changed over.  This

meant Brune could stride with men nearly his size and strength. One

thing that Brune found difficult was ambush watch, he was slow to

calculate danger and let his mind wander. Brand understood and tipped-

off the men with him that he shouldn't be expected to take his turn

except at daily practise.  In the evenings a fit and happy Brune would be

showing the Bartonbry smile in a Lord's hall along with the knights. The

troops were well fed and had plenty of ale, except once when the

evening inspection had been deliberately omitted for two days then

reinstituted to find four offences of neglect. 

Next morning Brune, briefed by Brand addressed the troops before

starting. "Troopers Toppik, Samuels, Smith and Fletton step forward so

we can all see you.  There will be no ale tonight for any man thanks to

these four men. They know their sins so ask them.  Just because we use

fighting names doesn't mean we accept laziness." Later Brand pointed

out to some that in any other army the men would have been whipped.

Any that were found wanting next time they were trusted to do their

chores properly would suffer worse and never be forgiven. If a man has

good reason for skipping some duty then his mates must help.

Lucky was uneasy. There was something strange about the force. Then

he realised! No girls or cadets! "She's sent us to be brute men together

Brand."

"I think she's a mile behind us on the road Lucky."

"But we know she isn't. It's odd. Brune is our life force. What do you think

of him."

"He's hopeless at our sort of fighting but does a good job of dazzling other

fighting men with his strength and confidence. His trick of demanding

the lord set up archery targets, having an archery competition then
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juggling axes before hurling them to demolish the targets is what they

understand."

Lucky said "The women understand it too. He has a hard time being

faithful to Minda. I had a quiet word. He says he will stay chaste so long

as I keep women out of his chamber or tent but if I don't the temptation

will be too much for him to resist."

"That's a hard job. Too much temptation for a guard to take pity on a

fellow man condemned to be married."

Rachel
Rachel regarded the actual raiding of her two cathedrals as morning

exercises to be dealt with speedily and then continue with progress

northwards. While she had exercised her troops against fortifications and

small churches nobody else knew their objectives until the night before

and then only five men of each force. The address to the men was simple,

'The Pope was plotting to secretly take all the Church treasures, the

tithes and gifts of Britons over many generations, back to Italy.' The

biggest problem was how to deal with the looted chests and other

treasures. Rachel assigned the six cadets to record and seal the chests

then deposit them with the Sheriff with the force of the King's warrant

behind her and a personal warning that if a single chest was found

unsealed she would burn the town. What only the cadets knew was that

half the chests would be stored with the Sheriffs as if they were the full

amount while the other half would find their way secretly back to

Bartonbry. That's why she had so many cadets and Bartonbry staff. 

"One more thing cadets. This time we're properly trained and you're to

keep clear of any fighting until the troops are certain the chapter house

and other houses are clear. None of you is to get involved for any revenge

or from feelings of failure at Lostnock. You may be nervous. You may cry

from the painful memory but you're the real spirit of Bartonbry men. 

While the attacks are happening and you're waiting you should be

watching the townsfolk for signs of defending their church.  It should

happen quickly to start with but watch out for resentment and a few wild

shots. You've got your royal proclamations so are there any questions?"

After a pause Cadet Gregori spoke up "Please Miss Rachel." If I never see

you again I will remember the last three weeks and ask Minda to show

me your magic."

"No more questions about the next two days? No? If you think of any then

say so later while you can. This is really important. You know Minda is a
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wicked thief – but she's stolen our hearts so we don't care.  Now Gregori

you said a lovely thing.  It's more lovely than you know because I have

been blessed with sleeping with Jane and her magic must have rubbed-

off on me. And on this eve of battle I will confess something. I want to be

General Little Arthur." This made perfect sense to the cadets.

Rouse said "Everyone in the Kingdom wants to be General Rachel. We

hear lots of whispers and get lots of questions about you from

everywhere." 

"Do they ask am I a witch and a sorceress?"

"Often. When they don't they already know the answer."

"What do you tell them?"

Gregori said "I tell them you are neither a witch or sorceress but you had

power that could freeze Arlesene for a day while the nobles hunted for

silk or have a very important man killed at ten miles without a word

being spoken."

Parrick said "I speak for myself. I say I would not happily die for any other

person."

"So nobody has asked who will be in command of the treasure convoy to

Bartonbry?" There was silence.

Gregori spoke-up. "We assumed we were to be trusted to decide for

ourselves. Was that wrong?"

"Ha ha! No that was right. I was trying to change the subject away from

dying. I'm the same age as you! I've been given the no-surrender jobs

because I'm a girl. You can run away as we have been taught again and

again but I can't."

Rouse said "Nor can Minda any more."

Rachel said "I will run away if I have to but not from danger. I'll have

Rouse and Parrick with me and they will hide me in stables."

"If not danger – what will you run away from then? "Asked Gregori. 

"Again you ask the Bartonbry questions! Um. I'll run away when there is

no hope left."

Minda and Flor
As they left Bartonbry Minda and Flor sent their main force on a mile

ahead and would catch it later. Tomlyn was with the soldiers so that he
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would know the practicalities of being on the road with rough men.  The

two of them rode alone together in the fitful spring weather being one

minute sun, now a shower, now a reminder of winter, now a hollow

promise of summer.  Her household were in convoy a mile behind.

The forge at Heronswell was a reminder of how their lives were now

turned inside-out compared to those mid-winter days less than two years

ago. Knowing she was destined to go journeying Minda had renewed her

striking muscles. Now she was oblivious to the world helping Smith

Yolland. Meanwhile Flor had the confidence to discover the truth about

Smith Yolland's wife. It was sad, she was scared of everything, hiding in

bed and when she couldn't do that hiding anywhere and screaming if

lured beyond any safe corner. Flor asked what would Minda do? Then he

asked what he would do? This was surely something he could fix. At the

Round Bush his friend the landlord Sam Woolnet treated him to spirits

and they sat together in the quiet of the late morning in the private

parlour. Of course free drink for an important customer and close servant

of the Duchess who actually owned the freehold of the Round Bush made

good business, but this really was two men sharing their thoughts about

the weather.

"Tell me Mister Flor – is there a reason why the Duchess never stays here

the night. If so say and I will make amends."

"No Sam. You have no fault. She simply finds it best to make Lostnock to

Bartonbry in a single day. She is – Hm – we are young – and aches, damp

and pleasantries won't stop us. We have a whole kingdom to visit."

"Oh I see. Thank you Flor. Will you be on your way later?"

"We're aiming to be in Lostnock by dusk. The household party should

have already passed through."

"They've stopped at the Snail for their dinner."

"How strange not here? Really Sam?"

"Yes. Go and look for yourself if you like."

"Aha! I know why. They will have been told I'm here and they're

instructed to leave me and Minda in private. I'm sorry Sam. Let me buy

you a drink as consolation."

"That's a nice offer Mister Flor but with the increased trade I can afford

my own drink. You and the Duchess are funny folk."
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"More funny than you know Sam. Can find me a handful of carrots? And

Minda and me would like a quick hot dinner here when she gets tired of

hammering for Smith Yolland. Women! You know – Never on time.

Always get lost in their horseshoe-making."

"Look out of the window Mister Flor. See the line of horses and horsemen

outside the forge. I think you may be staying the night after all."

Flor reasoned that a frightened woman was like a frightened horse so

'soothe and tempt trust' as Lewin and Perce had taught him. That leap of

an idea used up his initiative so, in lieu of any better alternative he

stuffed his pockets with carrots and headed for the forge. He whispered

his attempt to a magnificently smiling and sweating Minda then headed

up the staircase to Mrs Yolland's refuge. He introduced himself without

staring at her then sat on the floor and waited for a response. He let her

initial abuse pass then said "I will see Agnes tonight or tomorrow. Do you

have a message for your daughter."

"How do I know you who you say you are. You could be Old Harry come

to torment me."

"I could be Old Nick or the devil himself but look at me Mrs Yolland." Flor

made sure his gaze was vague and face had a pleasant smile."

"I've heard about you men who sneak into a woman's room!"

"What have you heard?"

"You do beastly things."

"Am I being beastly? Or am I asking nicely if you have a message for your

daughter?"

"Hmm. You're with that Minda aren't you. I knew she was a witch the

first time she came to Heronswell. She stole my Agnes."

"She made her stay here until she was healthy. Now Agnes is married to

a solid smith in Lostnock. What's wrong with that? Do you want a

carrot?"

"Carrot! What do I want with a carrot!"

"I don't know. They're good to crunch while you think. I need to think.

Excuse me." Flor started eating a carrot. The noise was the only sound in

the room. "Would you like a carrot Mrs? I've got a pocket-full and they're

wasted on me because I only have a tiddly brain so thinking isn't my

strength. Mmm. This is tasty. When I'm a lord I will have a whole field for

carrots. See if you think I'm right or silly." He carefully found a choice of
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half a dozen carrots without once meeting Mrs Yolland's gaze and held

them out to her. "These are excellent. Is it the soil or what do you think?"

She took the bait.

That half-hour in Heronswell stripped the skin off Flor. It was only later

he realised that although he kept asking 'what would Minda say' that if

Minda had been there the confidences would have been swamped by

unsubtle demands. They had enough time to spare to indulge in

smithing so they ended up staying the night at the Round Bush. Minda

was beginning to feel the aches of muscular work. Flor was desperate to

share his intimate moments of careful trust building with Mrs Yolland. 

They fell asleep in front of the fire in their room. Doing unimportant

things was somehow important. Two of the Bartonbry guards had been

delegated to disobey orders and carefully watched over the satisfied

couple while the rest pressed-on.

At first light the four of them galloped towards Lostnock. The guards

were thanked and tested for small-party ambush awareness.  Flor

confessed his madness for trying and some success with carrots. Minda

confessed she loved smithing because nothing else mattered.  Later

these intimate friends had revised their ideas of each other. Minda

thought Flor was Maggie and Lucky combined. Flor thought Minda could

be frightened. Hiding in the forge hammering iron was an escape from

her fears.  Oh dear! He'd always thought she was fearless. Being scared

by owls was just imagination but deeper..."

There was a happy afternoon of reunions in Lostnock.  She went to the

Tax Office to first hug storemen Danico and Davey.  Mr Bob had been

entrusted with four deputy Tax Officers to be trained as full officers, been

found a good widow to marry by Elizabeth Mintern and moved to a

smaller house outside the town walls where quite a few houses for the

wealthy were being built. Minda had brought that land on Henry's advice

and was now building a desirable suburb.

Mr. Chris was in his office and what he had to say about Lostnock and

Henry was encouraging. She asked if had other under-officers as well as

Henry. They both knew Henry would soon be too valuable for tax

collecting. She wanted Mr. Chris to come to Bartonbry as her advisor on

numerical facts. Tomlyn was a skilled business manager and clever with

accounts but she needed someone who could measure the whole world
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not just balance-sheets.  Mr. Chris thought about this offer. "I should

resign soon then to let Henry have his day as Collector. He can train his

successors."

"Ask him and tell me what you decide."

"What if the King doesn't appoint him as Collector Minda?"

"Is he ready?"

"Oh yes, but he keeps getting himself tangled with women. Whatever he

does it gets complicated."

"See if Elizabeth can sort him out. Tell him from me if necessary. As for

the King – He will do as I tell him if he hasn't got the sense to guess."

"Do you really tell him what to do?"

"Yes. Like a husband – he's been trained to ask first."

She went to her town house which was now partly her Lostnock business

office. Unexpectedly she found Tomlyn there when he should be ahead

with the troops. "What's the matter Francis?"

"False books Miss."

"Well done for finding it. Is it bad."

"Of course it // Sorry. It was bad enough for the man responsible to turn

white when I explained who I was.  He's not been seen since."

"Right! Find just one obvious thing enough to hang him then get the

Sheriff's men on the case and offer a reward and so on. Then you're

leaving with me at seven tomorrow morning for a day's journey to

Trowstead. Write to Bartonbry and get them to send someone to clear up

the mess."

"I've already asked for help Miss. It's my fault for not visiting before."

"You had other things to do Francis. You can't be everywhere at once.

That's why we're training men to do these things for us."

"Why do you want me so badly on your raid when I could be useful here?"

"Because you helped plan the raids and I want you to see what it's really

like so next time they will be planned better. It's a bit like although you

had returns from this office it was only when you visited that you found

out the truth."

"I see. Thank you."
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"You're not being punished by a silly girl who likes to see her servants

shiver and sweat. We are learning our A-B-C with these raids of dozens

of men. All too soon we may have to take thousands to battle. You and

your men and our cadets need to make that happen so we win against

experienced generals."

"Otherwise Minda your businesses seem very fine. The summer fair for

all traders has lifted every man woman and child of Lostnock. It's cost a

bit of course but like you said it's being done in the Bartonbry style of

doing the job well with the Lostnock drive for profit. It's a good

combination."

"We'll have time on the journey to think of more things." 

"I don't know how you have the courage to do it Minda. The fair won't

make a profit for you but all of Lostnock and a lot of Briton will profit."

"Don't forget those 'Cathedral papers' – They finance my follies."

"But they're not your follies. You profit mightily from your clever land

purchases."

"They were your ideas. Flor tells me food and fuel is expensive here. Why

is that?"

"Because of scarcity. There are more people every day who need more

bread and fuel and shoes and clothes. If the river froze Lostnock would

starve as local produce isn't enough."

"Oh. Someone should build food warehouses on my land.  No – Later!

We'll talk about those things during the tedious miles to come." 

The Watts were thrilled to have Minda amongst them again but there

was a spark of jollity missing. Pod led by bowing and hoping she would

find their humble abode adequate. The rest of the family followed. 

Minda shared a glance with the pregnant Delphia. "Pod! Don't you dare

try and kiss my feet! I'm a smith not the King. And even if I was the King

you should be polite but keep some dignity. You're my family not my

servants!"

"Sorry Min."

"So you should be! Now everyone gets a hug whether you like it or not. I'll

start with darling Delphia and finish with my first love Tom. Then I must

visit the other smiths."

"Flor has sent word to them already Min."
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"But I must see Thredvald's forge. I must see the ghost of Toggy is gone."

"Yes it is Min. Erm. The forge is gone and we're building a casting-house

on the site.

"What about Thredvald?"

"He and Jiller are working against me and with me. We have agreed

Jiller should do the most skilled work. I have built a modern forge for

Thredvald with space to expand to do passing trade for horseshoes and

that sort of thing. My business is more and more with households,

farmers and ship-builders.  Delphia made me add an extra forge for

apprentices to learn in like your cadet school but that was soon in full

use."

"I've lent you the money for all this haven't I Delphia?"

"Yes."

"Good. I have lots of money.  You're going to have lots too. All of you –

Yes you too Agnes! Watch your Tom ride his chestnut mare round his

country estate and whip a few peasants who don't bow as he passes by."

Tom, with his arm round Agnes, looked at Minda and stuck his tongue

out. "How could you! You know I don't like riding and especially not

Chestnuts! Not after that ride to Bartonbry."

Agnes said "Tom has no luck with ships, shoes or horses."

"Well watch he doesn't have you pushing him round in a wheelbarrow

Agnes!"

At last the jokes softened the atmosphere so serious futures and happy

thoughts could be discussed between equal family members.

The evening at the Watts' developed into a warm reunion. Tom and

Minda had a few emotional moments to themselves. "Look after them all

for me Tom. I'm sorry about reminding you about horses."

"Agnes keeps teasing me. I'm going to surprise her one day just you see."

"I meant that about being rich. You'll make a lovely squire rolling along

with your smile, twinkly eyes and whiskers."

"Agnes says I should shave them off. She says whiskers are the sign of

coarse man."
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"You are coarse Tom. Just what you are. But when you're rich the others

won't say such a thing and suddenly side-whiskers will be all the

fashion."

"Delphia is always going on about fashion. I don't reckon on it myself."

"Two of my cadet girls had the capital city of Lanconia in turmoil

because they set a fashion. The noble men paid fortunes for their noble

ladies to get a simple sash of silk." Minda immediately realised her gaffe.

"At court these things are simple but important.  Look! Here is that black

and white star-iron ring you gave me then I lost.  Hold it in your hand

and I'll hold your hand in mine and kiss me." His objection that it was

from all the smiths was lost.  

The next morning Minda, Flor, Tomlyn and two guards were on the road

to Trowstead. To Minda and Flor this journey brought back many

important memories. Sokenbridge where they left the country to live in

the town on their own. Then Rodwell where they were scared by figures

on the hill tops and Minda first met Silks.  Minda went to the forge as

she'd done getting-on for two years ago in fear of attack to meet Smith

Aken. "What news Tom?"

"The news is that the princess that I saved from wicked ambushers has

returned to give me a kiss as thanks."

"We weren't attacked! – But you can have your kiss anyway. Do you

remember that King's trooper that I said you should care for if he needed

it?"

"Yes miss."

"He was a corrupt criminal."

"Oh dear."

"Yes it was sad. He had a family but I had to see him sacked."

"I meant 'oh dear' because I have sheltered him half a dozen nights in the

last year. He said he was on your business."

"Shit! The Bastard. Oh. I'm in a hurry. If he arrives and it's safe for you to

catch him then do so and there will be a reward. If it isn't safe then say

nothing. I'll send somebody soon to ask more questions. Don't worry Tom

you weren't to know and he may be just a vagrant fallen on hard times. If

he's just suffering then you're a good Christian to give him a roof and a

loaf for the night. If he is a bad man then we may trap him and his

accomplices. I will notch the edge of your door beam twice to show the
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times I have come. Any man I send will ask to see those notches.  Thank

you Tom."

"What are you doing back here miss? Are you alright?"

"Thank you for asking Tom. I'm taking two or three days to be a smith

again."

"I've heard you were in trouble with the Pope and he says good

Christians should burn you."

"So? Why don't you."

"The Pope is a foreign fool. You're safe with me miss."

"You're right. He is a fool to make an enemy of me. Did you hear he put a

reward of one thousand silver Florins on my head? Pah! I replied by

putting a reward of ten on his." Tom started laughing. "I can't just stamp

on him like an ant. It may take years and many lives. But I thank you

anyway Tom. I have left looking after the smiths for too long. Now I have

a whole Kingdom to care for."

"Whole Kingdom?"

"Yes brother. The King does as he's told because he's useless. Do you

know how I learned that?"

"No brother."

"Brother Rowsing's widow told me he was a good smith but pennies fell

through his hands.  He would give credit on top of credit then be taken

as a fool."

"I liked him when I met him."

"A lot of people like the King. He's easy to get along with and doesn't

want to cause offence when some lord ignores his law. Now he's got me

and my servants. We're collecting the Kingdom's debts for him."

"We like the news we get about you when we get it. I'm proud a local girl

is doing so well."

Trowstead revelations
Minda and Flor's return to Trowstead had been preceded by the

household. The approach to the village was crowded by everyone. Even

the miserable miller was there. Flor felt he was eleven years old and a

great lord at the same time. Minda tried to be a great duchess to start

with but that idea lasted the time it takes to recognise faces. One thing
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Minda had clear in her mind about this moment was that they would

dismount and show Lewin she still had a clear gait and that Thunder

who he'd never seen before followed her with uncommanded loyalty. She

would visit him privately later to renew an uncle's soothing.  Flor didn't

know his role either. Trowstead might be his home village where his

deep roots were but now what had been his whole world was a small

settlement which needed nothing more than an overseer. To the villagers

their children who had done mighty deeds in places they'd never heard of

and upset powerful people and now fought on the tops of castles and –

and did you know! – That sack of daisies Flor has even learned to write!

Minda and Flor found their eyes undryable as they walked slowly

through the crowd and shared personal news about births, marriages

and deaths. More than once child was presented who had grown out of

all recognition. The more important people stayed at the back. Minda

wondered whether to make a speech. Flor wondered whether he should

make a witty remark that would be repeated. There were no waves

stronger than simple hellos and no floods stronger than simple hugs and

private whispers. 

Marline hugged Flor for minutes.  "You are all my children returned today

Flor." 

With his new knowledge of secret fears he tried to brush this away. "You

say nice things but don't be afraid." Then he realised! "That was a really

nice thing you said Marline. I'm sorry. I wonder if I'm the slow Flor from

Trowstead or the Flor from Melbun who employs a hundred people. "

"You don't!"

"I do. Thirty two in the house, fifteen in stables and armoury for the

cadets, fifty five in the local farms, twenty seven on carting. Then there's

the teaching staff of twelve I'm supposed to employ."

"And I never taught you a bit of it. You learned it all yourself."

"It was hard work. It is hard work."

"I have your letters. I keep them and read them again and again."

"Blame Minda. She said I must write every week like she makes the

cadets write home."

"Don't ever stop son."
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"Please Marline it's nice for you to love me but you don't have to call me

son."

"But I do because Harry won't call you son and you really are his son."

"What! I'm really Mister Trentchard's son?"

"Yes. Yes is all I can say. You're my son now. Let me hold you while you

think about it." 

To her surprise Minda had hardly anything to say to Mister Trentchard.

His idea that she should be a leader of men against brigands and

outlaws had launched a duchess against much bigger enemies and his

fears had somehow fizzled-out. Before Mister Trentchard had been the

mysterious all-knowing guide but now Minda was the spider at the

centre of a huge web. Minda made an effort. "I'd like to thank you from

the bottom of my heart Mister Trentchard for the many hours and all the

money you spent training me. If you hadn't then I would be dead or

married to some noble with a water-spine as a favour for something

worthless."

"You were worth it Minda. Everyone saw you were special."

"But you were the one to see it and draw me from a child into a knight."

"I had no doubts after that first night of the false ambush."

"I remember I was so angry."

"You were angry with stupid men.  I never went to sleep thinking of what

a girl who made stupid men realise for the first time they were stupid

could do.  I thought you could rally some good men and scare some bad

men and then use your family connections to use that to our advantage. I

suppose that's what you've done. But ten times more than I hoped for."

"I'm grateful for your efforts. You were really clever Mr. Trentchard. I

know I should owe you something but I can't think of what it is."

"You've paid it back many times."

"How?"

"Finding good husbands for Raysell and Delphia.  Making me marry

Marline like I should have many years past. Showing me I was right to

believe in you. Making me proud every time I hear of your achievements.

Teaching Flor to read and write – and – er – the other things."

"He really is your son isn't he?"
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"Yes."

"Why not tell him?"

"Once postponed always postponed"

"He doesn't need to have a claim to inherit the manor of Trowstead but

we try to defeat dishonesty in Bartonbry."

"I'll speak to him directly."

"He will hate you. You know that?"

"Will he?"

"Yes. You've lied to him. Tell him why you were afraid to say before then

you may understand each other."

"I'm proud of him."

"Would you be proud of him if he'd lost a leg and an eye and been useless

while going on my business?"

"Oh. I don't know."

"He's on my service now. This is secret but we're on an important mission

where weapons will be used. He could be killed or be wounded so badly

he has to live the rest of his painful days here. I'll look after him of course

but he's your son – Would you?"

"It's different for men. Um – We try to protect while the women do the

caring."

"You trained me. I'm training you. You trained me really well. I'm now

training many dozens as a result. Be very proud. You looked after a one-

eyed cripple girl so what's the problem if Flor came back from the wars

crippled, half-blind and in constant pain that twisted his mind?"

"You make it sound so easy but it's blackness for me."

"I hope to have children one day so perhaps I shouldn't say yet but

shouldn't you love your children?"

"Love and care are different. For me anyway."
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Melbun
Minda's troops based in Avel Towers were a common sight marching

harmlessly through Melbun. It was a major effort to get a body of fifty

men through congested streets.  When tempers frayed as townspeople

were barred until the soldiers had passed or when blockages were

forcibly removed the answer was "Where will you be when the

northerners invade?" Maggie explained the need for such training to the

King who understood in a general way and to the castle guard

commander who was cautious. Maggie reassured him by pointing out

that if they were going to attack the King they had so many other better

opportunities. He was also welcome to ask for a mock attack on the

castle on whatever terms he wanted to test all their men and learn. The

Sheriff was similarly placated.  Neither official knew the bigger plan.

James and John took to riding out of the East gate about dawn and

returning by the South gate half an hour later. In this way they became

known faces and were soon friendly with the gate-guards.  James started

asking if anyone suspicious had been seen. One morning John appeared

with the Sheriff to inspect the gate-guards. The purpose was, he said, to

see they were properly equipped and prepared for emergencies.  John let

the men know that Minda would see they were properly dressed and

trained but as it was the Sheriff's job he should be allowed to make the

first attempt.  One morning they gave the guards two code-words.

'Cuckoo' to stop anyone not known or in a hurry leaving and 'Hawk' to be

extra vigilant for strangers entering. If they had suspicions it would only

mean a delay of a few minutes for a traveller while they sent a

messenger to the Sheriff's office.  In council Maggie was able to say that

certain steps were being taken to improve the alertness of the gate-

guards and if anyone wanted more information they should talk to the

Sheriff.  She also reminded them that Minda's two towns, Lostnock and

Bartonbry, had realised they must be better prepared to defend

themselves. They'd seen the 'Piebalds' as Minda's troops were commonly

called because of their black and white tunics, but perhaps some leader

would step forward soon to organise the town's defence. "When I

compare Melbun and Arlesene I notice one big thing. They see their

walls go right round the town. Here at least a half is outside the walls.

Nobody will call me a military genius in a thousand years so it's nothing

more than an observation."

Ascension day synod
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At the Ascension day meeting of the Bishops there was a strange sight

in Cathedral Square.  In front of the cathedral itself half a dozen market

stalls had been replaced with a low stage on which was a gold cross on a

pole behind a small table acting as a altar. A number of stools and pails

were around and an abbot was washing the feet of strangers. On closer

inspection the gold of the cross was gold leaf on the front and bare wood

on the back and the abbot's vestments were made of ordinary cloth.

Initially a few pennies in the docks created a crowd then Andrew had all

the custom he could want. Richer men soon took their turn to watch and

be impressed. Most people in the crowd with any idea of politics realised

this was a direct challenge to the pomp, greed and arrogance of the other

churchmen and this Abbot Andrew was a brave and honourable man

who deserved their charity.  Days on the roads with Bartonbry folk had

taught the Abbot how to at least pretend to be interested in people. Four

alert Avel guards, changed every hour, were close by. Bartonbry's care in

deceit was illustrated by four dock labourers who took it in turn to lounge

in an inn and lurk in the crowd in case the crowd needed to be

encouraged or to deal with troublemakers.  

Inside the Chapter house clerics already angry at being forced to pay a

royal tax were furious.  The Archbishop tried to calm them. "Have you

met Abbot Andrew? He's rather quaint don't you think?" 

One said "If you think I'm washing feet then think again! I'm a bishop not

a novice."

Another said "I've been watching. He does about thirty an hour.  Looking

at the patrons he must get at least ten shillings each, probably a lot

more. And then he'll be invited to their households for something worth a

lot more again."

Another said. "The Pope has a point. Obviously Minda has bewitched

him."

Another said "I'm sure Minda has bewitched the King too. I call on you

Archbishop to demand an end to all this loyalty money. There's only one

lord of the Church. The King who is the witch's cats-paw, has no rule

over us."

The King himself strode through the square, exchanged friendly words

with Abbot Andrew and beamed a 'carry-on' at the crowd. From the

chapter house the bishops could see the King's happy mood as he came

towards them but none thought it boded well. They were right. James

and Xavier had carefully let the King know of Brother Harris' plotting and
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assassins.  In the guise of discussion Maggie had carefully coached him

in how to deal with the bishops in the shortest time. 

"Thank you churchmen for coming. I see there are three absentees. I

doubt you will ever see them again. Is there anyone here who says the

Pope and not me is your worldly lord?"

One old man spoke up.  "Me young man. And I'll tell you the reason why/"

"/Don't bother Bishop." Two of the king's guards lifted him off his feet and

ignoring his shouts took him outside. "He'll be sent to Italy. Anyone who

won't accept my authority in this Kingdom will be exiled.  Anyone who is

found later to be communicating with my enemy the Pope will be

executed and all the lands and rents and valuables of their cathedral or

abbey will be forfeit.  My first demand is a token so that we may defend

the Kingdom. You need to pay a fair share."

One said. "Please your Highness. What is Abbot Andrew's fair share. I

will match that." 

A guard, actually John, stepped forward and whispered something to the

King. The King hesitantly replied to the Bishop. "That's a fair gesture.

Um. I suppose I can't really ask more than that. Asking you for more

would be unfair.  Hmm. You have found my soft spot. Fairness to all.

What about you others. I suppose you want the same deal."

One who was quicker than the others said "Please Your Highness I have

brought my fine as requested and I would stick to that bargain. And I

will swear to you not the foreign prince the Pope."

"Thank you Bishop. Your name?"

"Cannovine Sir. You are a fair man Sir."

Cannovine was regarded as a rather young and ambitious crawler so the

others left him alone to his fate while plumping for the 'as much as

Abbot Andrew' option. The King confirmed everything was settled and

called Cannovine over to him. "I'm not the Pope. My command is that we

will have a healthy kingdom not a rich Church and an impoverished

people. My command is that if the kingdom starves then so shall the

Church. If the Church wants the benefits of peace and trade it must pay

a fair share. Is that fair?"

"Yes sir." said Cannovine. 

"Will you swear to make peace with the Pope's enemies Bishop

Cannovine?"

"Yes sir I swear."
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"That was quick."

"You are a very fair man sir."

"Oh I see. What about the rest of you?" Muttered agreements came back.

"We'll deal with the formal swearing later. Anyone object? You can say

now and escape with your life."

Nobody notices guards except other guards and assassins so it was a

surprise when Abbot Andrew entered with the guard who had whispered

to the King. The King called "Andrew! Is trade good?"

"Yes sir. The people of Melbun are very generous."

"Good. Good. You show a good example for us all to follow. I've got nearly

three dozen here who wish to follow your example."

"Really! You're a saint Sir."

"Ho no Andrew. Their greed has tripped them up.  Except for Bishop

Cannovine who has just become my favourite bishop." A million

calculations of panic in a few seconds showed no exit from what must be

a trap.  They will pay what you pay to the Kingdom. What is that?"

"Everything sir. Not to you but our Christian Kingdom of men. We are

making a start anyway sir."

"If I needed say one hundred pounds of Gold to pay for an army to give

you peace would you give it."

"If you needed it sir. We would rather give it to the Duchess as she's a

better guard than you."

"I should have you whipped for insolence! No of course not! You're right

Andrew. Cannovine! Your job will be to see the churches of Briton make

it a good place to be a Christian. A very wise woman said to me last

night I was not to demand everything from you as a right because what

would happen if the next King was bad and the Kingdom suffered as a

result. Then your duty would lie with the Christians of the Kingdom not

the King."

Cannovine said "Minda is wise beyond her age."

"It wasn't Minda.  I can take council from other wise women."

"I'm sorry sir. How may I be of service sir?"

Andrew said "May I have him for a day sir? I have many more feet to

wash than I can do myself."
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There was a flicker of hesitation across Cannovine's face but schemer's-

wit won with an enthusiastic pose. As a deceiver himself John saw every

step in Cannovine's calculations.  Somebody that clever and ambitious

needed taming quickly – By Bartonbry!

Outside when Cannovine realised the young guard teaching him about

showmanship and huckstering wasn't really a guard he also realised that

he was child being raised by wolves. After washing a dozen feet the

awkwardness passed and details started to appear. Feet come in many

shapes and sizes with odd toes, bunions, growths and sores. He wasn't in

any danger and showing willing would be his best policy.  After an hour

the guard whispered "You're safe with us. Hungry? Shall I get you a pie?"

"Yes please."

"Watch." John stood up and addressed the crowd. "These men would like

a penny-pie.  I have two pennies, will someone see to it. I have to watch

for the Pope's men."

A dockman, actually James, in the crowd asked what was bad about the

Pope's men. "I just do as I'm told and watch for them." The anonymous

man asked what they looked like.  "I don't know. Ordinary men with

swords and daggers I suppose."

"So they could be anywhere?"

"Could be."

"Amongst us even?"

"Let's hope not. Now can you promise not to repeat a rumour of Popes-

men landing at Ravengap?"

"Yes."

"So have I. I won't repeat it. It would scare people."

While Cannovine was eating his delicious hot and spicy pie that must

have cost more than a penny he could appreciate the guard's cleverness

in making a threat worse because it was denied.  What was it about

himself that the wolves had decided to pick on? He must make friends

quickly.

That evening at Minda's town house a lot was made clear to Bishop

Peter Cannovine as he was made welcome in the Bartonbry style. His

servants had already been brought from the chapter-house and they
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seemed happy enough. He was thirty five perhaps with a front to back

bald head except for black bits at the side. His square mouth matched

his eyebrows and rounded chin mirrored his forehead. Andrew explained

that he wasn't the King's vassal or Minda's vassal but Minda had given

him the keys to certain truths and the people of Bartonbry had helped

him open those chests to look inside. Maggie explained to him that as

soon as quick-witted Bishop had been discovered then John disguised as

a guard decided to capture him. "You made the good deal as the others

brought a sack of clods without thinking to look inside. We want

intelligent friends and stupid enemies."

John said "You're safe with us. Nobody is expecting you to preach

barefoot and wash feet. Of course it might be profitable but if you can

prove you're trustworthy then you'll probably be Archbishop of Melbun

soon."

"Not Abbot Andrew?"

"No. Andrew is the man who will build roads and bridges and hospitals

and schools.  The King needs a man like you who can peer into the

abbeys and cathedrals across the kingdom and see they are being

properly Christian."

"What does 'properly Christian' mean?"

"Ask Andrew and the King."

Maggie asked "Do you have the latest court dress?"

"Er. I don't know. I didn't know I had to be fashionable."

"You do. Ask Andrew later."

"So have you planned this for a long time."

"Good question." said John. "That show's you're thinking. No. It was only

when you broke ranks with intelligence I guessed you were either a fool

or very clever."

"What about my Cathedral? I can't just leave it."

"Which?"

"Farralbri."

John said "With Farralbri it's a race between the Popes' men and ours."

"How do you mean?"

"The Pope has ordered all your portable wealth to be sent to Rome for

what he calls safe-keeping.  We have intercepted one vessel with that
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purpose and there were six assassins on board. You're not to say that

secret. In fact if anyone thought you knew it your throat might be cut

within the hour."

Maggie said "We have seen it happen in Lanconia."

"So are you the Black Team we've all heard about?"

"Well done again Peter. You're looking at two hundred silver florins worth

of Pope's ransom."

"I didn't agree with that. I mean feeding the starving makes sense."

"To you maybe – but in Lanconia the peasants must starve even though

there is enough to feed everyone."

Andrew said "That was one of the things that made my mind up to

devote the Abbey to the people."

Peter caught up with the implications of the 'race' between the Pope and

Minda as far as his Cathedral was concerned.  "Minda's going to steal the

Cathedral's wealth."

Maggie simply said "Yes." There was a long silence with Peter at the

centre.

"Does the King know?" was the best he could think of.

Maggie repeated her monosyllable. "Yes."

Again a long silence. "That's stealing."

"Yes."

He wasn't getting anywhere like this!

Eventually John said "Is the treasure better use here or in Italy?"

"Here I suppose."

"So we should all wish her luck then?"

"No. I see what you've done. If I was at Farralbri now then anybody sent

from Rome would be told to go away. But Minda will take it by force."

"Yes."

"You don't expect me to approve that do you?"

"No I suppose not. But now you can start with a clean sheet and not

worry about various crimes the Cathedral has been defrauding the King

with." 
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Two days after the bishop's meeting the long-postponed looting took

place. James chaperoned Abbot Andrew and Bishop Peter in

inconspicious merchant's clothes to the upper story of an inn overlooking

Cathedral square and explained the crime that was about to happen. "I

have brought you here so you may see for yourselves we have learned

since Bloody Friday of last year. We are like a barber pulling a rotten

tooth – There may be some blood and pain but we have spent six months

planning and practising so if anyone gets badly hurt it won't be because

we meant it."

Peter realised immediately the lie. "Six months! But you said the Pope's

plot to take the treasure was only discovered a week ago."

"Yes.  What do you make of it Peter?"

"You lied."

"I did. What else."

"Erm – It's a big plan."

"Are you glad you're now with Bartonbry?"

"I'm with Andrew not the Duchess or the King."

"I must apologise for myself Abbot Andrew. I'm told to assure you with

the greatest sincerity that your worthy ideals will be brought about in

many places in months. Minda's first need is to pay for the defence of the

Kingdom. Where else would she get the money needed from quickly?

There was a real threat of a rebellion in the north and an invasion by the

Northlanders across the sea. Possibly both together. Today we're stealing

from rich churches but it might have been – and could still be – raiders

killing, burning and looting everything including churches.  The King will

get the money and we know he's as bright as an ox-hoof so it will be

people like us who will manage it. My job is to see you both stay alive so

you may play your part in using that wealth."

Andrew said. "Thank you for that apology James. Did you and John

capture me on Christmas deliberately?"

"There was no plot then sir. John had the spark of wanting a churchman

on the churchless quay.  You were the tinder that flared up. Minda

recognised your brilliant flame and fed you twigs to grow your fire. We all

made a chimney to draw your draught.  Now you burn the toughest oak

yourself. Even now we are cutting fuel in far places to feed your furnace

in the future."
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By now Cannovine had no doubt where his future lay and he was quicker

than Andrew. "And do you want me to be the man who puts the heat to

good use?"

John said "Um. Perhaps Andrew knows how to use his heat but we need

a furnace in the capital – at the centre if you like that can burn steadily

without flaring-up and sulking. I think we're going to light you from

Andrew and then you'll be the burner of damp rotted wood while Andrew

gives warmth and a hearth to gather round."

All three of them were amazed at the force of the metaphor. James for

the luck of hitting an explanation and the churchmen for the way it

turned clouds into clear stream water.  There was no time to say more as

troops started entering the square. "Look over there! That's Maggie and

the King and his guards. They're just there to watch... Do you see the

coach below us? That's got the Ambassador-at-home with the Lanconian

and Italian ambassadors in it."

After a while Peter said "Nothing seemed to be happening!"

James said "That's because the cathedral, chapter house and

archbishop's palace all have back entrances.  We knock on the front door

to cause a fuss, wait for rats at the back then rush from the back.  There's

a lot going on inside those buildings. You must realise that each man

has only so much defence. Together they get reckless but if you keep

each one separate they know they are doomed without support – and we

say betrayed by who they trusted."

Andrew said "The way you describe it is horrible."

"Would you have Northlanders slashing and stabbing? Would you rather

be dead or defeated?"

"I would rather live in peace."

"That's what this money will buy. Notice it isn't a ransom which only

encourages a raid next year but a cloak against the storms and shield

against invaders."

Peter asked "How old are you James?"

"Nearly eighteen."

"I'm twice your age but you have twice my world in your head."

"You must catch up! We'll help you. Others are already overtaking us.

Look! The Chapter house is now safe.  See the soldiers are now facing

out.  I expect the palace next. I was at Lostnock cathedral on Black
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Friday.  Would somebody say a prayer for everyone's safety – I'm getting

nervous."

Now rumours were beginning to spread. Smiling black and white

soldiers happily answered questions from nosy townspeople to the effect

that a plot had been foiled but details were as yet unknown.  Maggie

strolled across to the ambassador's coach for casual conversation.  The

King in the corner gave authority to the proceedings but was otherwise

redundant. James said "While nothing is happening Bishop Peter you

could chat to the King and tell him we're here if he's fed up watching

sitting on his horse."

"I can't just go up to him! He's the King."

"You could watch me or Andrew do it? What's the worst that could

happen?" Cannovine understood this was a battle of fear against

Bartonbry boldness, realised the winner and raced down stairs then more

casually across the square to the King. 

James called after him. "Smile!"

"What do you think of him Andrew?" asked James. 

"I've only known him two days.  He is like a tame Robin. Eager to take

the crumbs you offer then scheme for more by display."

"We're used to working together but he's not. I think he'll make a good

courtier. Someone who nobody completely trusts but dare not challenge."

"Was it the King's idea to pick him?"

"No. Mine. Ask them.  In the meantime you're going to be a bigger saint

whether you like it or not."

"How easy it is to be a saint in an unholy land."

"True. Minda was a witch before and now she's a saint. Why can't people

see she's just a woman who wants to make the world better?"

"Why am I going to be a bigger saint?"

"Because you stood apart from the Pope while the rest of the Church

hesitated. The rumours will be the Pope has plotted to steal the church's

wealth – possibly with the connivance of the bishops. If that isn't enough

to get any sympathetic churchmen lynched then news of the assassins

sent from Lanconia – they're real by the way – will hammer the nail

home."
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"This is the end of one Church and the birth of another."

"You two must be the midwives and nurses. The rest of us are busy on

other important work."

"James?"

"Yes sir?"

"Do you think I should get married?"

"What! Why ask me? What do I know?"

"I'd like your opinion that's all. You know a lot so I thought I'd ask as

you're honest in that most dishonest way of our closest comrades. I could

be your father so if you have an idea tell me."

James thought. "Don't ask Bishop Peter as he'll have ideas for himself.

Um. I'm an orphan so I don't really know.  When I see John he's

sometimes smug with Maggie's instruction and sometimes worried for

her and sometimes tumbled by her woman's logic and secrecy mixed to

make guilt."

"I can't make my mind up. After all these years I've been nearly celibate.

It seems too late to change."

"Doesn't a good woman and a good man make a good marriage?" James

guessed there was a particular woman in the case! "Oh. Erm. Brother. If

you were my Brother John then I'd say – perhaps – The sharp sword edge

needs a well made blade and a solid handle. See John and Maggie. He is

the handle and she is the blade. They are one. Would Lady

Somethingorother be a decoration or a coarse, firm to grip handle? You

don't need more introductions to high society."

"Praise be to God. You have answered my question. Thank you James."

"Have I?"

"Who over the last five months has shown me everything?"

"I don't know?"

"You have! You showed me the quayside. You showed me that the

brothers in the Abbey never had a proper family. You showed me the

road mending monks at Knowlegate. You showed me a man all alone

can be alone but he can't do everything on his own. You showed me how

to dress-up to impress wealthy benefactors and – well – bathing feet in

the square was genius!"
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"Did I do all that?"

"Yes. I've watched you – and Minda and all the cadets and servants – but

most of all you and John were the boys I wanted to be when I was your

age. Would you marry Lizzie?"

James was completely lost for words. Then the urgent need for words

faded. "I would have her as a mum. Will that do?"

Raids
Elsewhere in the country similar scenes were enacted over the next two

days. The outward calm of Cathedral square was not representative of

what actually happened at Melbun or elsewhere.  Inside chapter houses

and bishop's palaces there were extreme threat of violence. Shouting,

anything being knocked over, clashes of swords and shields, thuds of

hammering axes and short screams subdued most churchmen. Many

were kicked or hurled to the ground to obey faster then dragged to their

feet to be punched for not obeying even faster.  Every jewel, piece of

gold, key, chest, roll and book was seized. Arms were broken in a couple

of places where there was hesitation in delivering what was demanded.

Nobody counted the priests that made futile gestures and what

happened to them. For their raids Minda and Flor blocked the

intervention of the Sheriff by holding him in his office. Brune showed-off

by smashing the windows of the Archbishop's palace with two hurled

axes then climbing in as the signal to attack.  Rachel took the most

important lords in the region hunting while her forces made their

simultaneous raids then explained the King's policy at the following

banquet.  "The lesson you lords must learn is that the King won't accept

wealthy lords neglecting their military duty. I will have two hundred

troops from each of you for a week beginning in seven days time. You

will each supply me with your own service or that of a general and a

dozen staff for a fortnight starting tomorrow.  In the west I made the

lords there pick a chief and now you will do the same.  In two weeks time

you will know how to be a force together and know where you are weak.

My forces will help."

One of the lords stood up. "This is outrageous! First the Cathedrals and

now the Church. You are nothing but a brigand in skirts!"

"You say the nicest things Sir. Come here to me and be kissed."

"No! You're the Devil's child."
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"I understand your shock Lord Trowall but your fellow lords see the sense

in being smart on parade so you may be trusted to watch this part of the

kingdom yourselves without the King sending someone a lot uglier than

me to boss you around."

"We won't be bossed around by anyone."

"Do you recognise the King's will?"

"Yes. But you/"

"/Be quiet! Servant! Bring my warrant!" The roll was in Rachel's hand in

fifteen seconds. "Come and inspect the royal seal for yourself Lord

Trowall."

"You don't fool me witch. Words on a paper do not mean anything!"

"What does mean anything to you?" Rachel could see where this was

going and debated her next deed.  

"The King's sword himself."

"Will the lords near to Lord Trowell please stand back. I may have to use

the King's sword. Will another Lord come and read this warrant and

vouch for it to the others."

"I don't care what it says I won't be bossed by a hellish harlot."

"And your alternative is what?"

"Erm The loyal lords here will take you back to the King so he may deal

with you woman!."

"Perhaps Lord Trowell has had too much to drink? Will one of you Lords

vouch for his good behaviour tomorrow?" No response. She asked the

Lord looking at the warrant "Is that in good order?"

"Yes. It gives you the power to demand troops for the defence of the

King's realm."

"But I'm giving you a better choice of something different! You can

surrender troops to me and I will use them as I see fit or I will see they

are fit and you can use them. Which do you want Lord Trowell?"

"I'll have nothing to do with it! I'll have my own troops and stick to

defending my lands. That's what each lord should do."

"You're an idiot! Do you expect each cottager to refuse to serve the militia

and say 'I'll only defend my cottage'. Now you've got ten seconds to kiss

the seal on this warrant as sign you will obey the King's will.  Ten – Nine

– Eight – Come on – Six – Or die – Four – Oh well – See you in hell –
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Open your mouth!" Smack! Trowell sprayed blood from the back of his

neck as Rachel threw from three paces. Before he'd hit the floor Rachel

called "Imagine you had to rely on someone that stupid to look after your

flank in battle. I could have just kicked him to the floor but you're all

better off without that stone round your necks. If you have other stupid

lords then see they have intelligent generals or wives.  Now I'm going to

be very angry so don't say anything.  You know what you have to do. Do

it!" 

As a result of this demonstration one of her Knights, Sir Synthrum, lost

his mind in worshipping confusion. How calmly the lady Rachel had cut

out the weakness when the Lords would not do it themselves. In the

world of knights women were objects of lust and allure but here was a

girl as good as any knight in strength, dedicated purpose, clear vision,

noble cause and swift execution. She asked little but loyalty and only

swore oaths for fun to rouse mates when drinking. She could conquer

without fighting while knights could never snap their fingers at lords. 

She could wear armour and silk with equal effect. Sir Synthrum became

a useless nuisance and was sent back to Bartonbry where he became a

brother soldier for Andrew and Peter.

15 Wedding
Minda and Brune might have been married in five minutes of simple

public declaration at Bartonbry in January but now it was to be

celebrated across the Kingdom and further.  Now she was a national

heroine, brave saviour of the Church where the King may have been a bit

slow. The crippled one-eyed girl that had lifted everyone's hearts and

stiffened everyone's pride in the Kingdom. The teenage duchess who had

walked into the court of the King of Lanconia and tamed him with her –

er – not really witchcraft. The mother to orphans and aunt to Rachel The

Slayer who all the knights were flocking to support so the Kingdom was

safe. A giantess who had found a wild bear and made him human again

by her love. Some even claimed she was queen of the Blacksmiths –

something no smith denied. Many inns painted black and white borders

to their signs to indicate Minda had stayed there (perhaps).  Many baby

girls were christened Minda.
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Maggie's baby girl was beautiful. She called it Elizabeth after Mr. Chris's

wife.  John wrote to the Minterns himself to tell them. Maggie wrote too. 

Minda, in Melbun a week before the wedding wrote too, promising also

to see them in a couple of weeks herself for the international Lostnock

traders fair.  Within an hour of the birth Maggie had an orange tree in a

tub delivered from Rachel with a note written weeks before.  The

preparation and execution of the Black Team wasn't going to be defeated

by five hundred miles! There was a second, sealed note. Dearest sister

Maggie, you killed five before I had the courage to follow. Now you start

on the births! You are the one I will follow but give me time. All my love.

As everyone important in the Kingdom would be present every lord

decided to visit Melbun or if they were infirm send a scion. Minda had

foreseen the pride of the Blacksmiths boiling over in a great gesture and

suggested instead smiths should make marriage rings for anyone who

brought old iron to make it, a cake to sweeten it, a kiss to melt it and a

hug to form it. Brass, silver and gold may be more flashy but iron was

stronger.  The guilds of Melbun had seen the effect Minda had made in

Bartonbry and Lostnock. Each guild from glovers to candlestick makers

advertised its luxurious gift beforehand. With all the important people

visiting Melbun trade was brisk and profitable as a result. The Melbun

fair was a more traditional retail event when compared with the

Lostnock market which had been carefully planned to attract

international traders in raw materials and wholesalers. Nevertheless

Melbun's fair was huge, with two extra meadows being used beyond the

normal fair-field.

Brune had rented a town house to be his private base in the weeks

before the wedding. Minda and her spies were barred with the greatest

of good humour in the run-up to the great event.  He now had good men-

servants of his own acquired in different ways.  He stole Brand from

Minda but Lucky refused. When asked why, Lucky said "I can only serve

one mistress.  I will serve you faithfully sir when you are married but she

may need me more than you."

"We're already married! This is just a celebration dolt!"

"I know that Sir. I also know my duty.  I'm sorry you had to be rude to

me."

Brune had realised his gaffe before Lucky had replied. "You're too good a

servant for me Lucky. I'm sorry to call you a dolt. I'm an idiot."
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"You're under pressure sir. Mistakes will be made.  Minda's under

pressure too. She keeps her mistakes inside so she needs me and others

to take the sails off the mill when it turns too fast."

"Bartonbry! I apologise Lucky."

"Thank you sir. You're a great man and a pleasure to serve but this week

there is someone who is frail who doesn't have you to support her.  I

might catch her if she falls."

Arrivals
Four days before the wedding the atmosphere in Minda's house changed

imperceptibly like suddenly realising the all birds were singing. Worries

about every job not yet finished were replaced with confident smiles.

Everything would be alright now! Minda fully expected pleasant

surprises from her servants so indulged their little secrets. What she

didn't guess was the happy secret everyone else shared.

The town was overflowing. The Sheriff had to ban unattended carts from

some streets and employ guards to control traffic or else Melbun would

knot itself to paralysis. A large royal party came from Lanconia led by

Tomkit and his wife. There was The Duke of Orfleur and Duchess Jane

quietly close together. Richard and Charlsaine and dozens of servants,

guards and wagons.  To Minda's sadness they had to leave Orfleur before

Little Arthur arrived, but Brune confirmed that Arthur and Beryl were

definitely coming.

Louis and Tallya came with a party of thirty merchants. Only John,

James, Jane and Minda knew how Louis had found the money to rent a

warehouse and then set about building a new quay with a crane and

good cart access.  Jane enjoyed her 'Mindering' with Louis when she was

in Arlesene. She caught a bookkeeper and trained him in basic finance to

manage the investments. Other businesses on the waterfront found they

shouldn't try to interfere or compete too hard for trade that 'King' Louis

wanted or they wouldn't have any labourers to load or unload boats. Jane

impressed on him that if he provided merchants with a reliable and

efficient service they would accept his port tax but there was no chain

mail that could stop money.  As she was the King's Warden for his part of

the river she must have her cut.  A kiss whenever she felt like it but for

now it was better her cut went back into improving the port. She
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separately asked the merchants how to improve the river itself. Louis had

offered to do that for her as they all had to deal with him but she said it

gave her an excuse to find out about the merchants herself.

Most of the cadets were away on their expeditionary duties but by

servant-led magic they had a complete hunting outfit made in motley

where each cadet had given a piece of cloth. Also they gave money and a

design for an outrageous dancing-dress based on the stripes and

blotches of her camouflage hunting clothes but in bright silks with

tatters. Her dressmakers had been appalled but were reminded of

Minda's gipsy dress and that she was still only nineteen and teenagers

had always relished outrageous disrespect for their parent's tastes.

The foreign cadets stayed with their Christmas hosts. In six months they

had matured in every way.  They were still energetic youngsters but now

harnessed the brains of horse to the cart of action. They could speak

British – although Bartonbry seemed to have new words and accents of

its own.  As parents and even whole families arrived from abroad to

collect them they were made welcome. The early summer for privileged

teenagers was every-day-exciting for them and everyone who could join

in.  They had all been given the option of returning for another year.

None had refused.

Maggie and John looked after the Ravens every day. The boys from the

Arlesene quays knew about children being born and dying at close hand

but this was their first experience of an important person giving birth to

an important child. It was strange for them to be with a family who

assumed their child would live. Maggie gave each boy the child to hold.

"The King of Lanconia is to be the godfather. Will you be her brothers?"

Hewar said "I would look after her but I don't know how."

Maggie said "It's the will the counts.  You can stand-in for the King of

Lanconia at the christening."

"But I can't! I'm just a dock boy – the King will be furious."

"No he won't. I insist!" Said Maggie. "It will be alright. I want to see the

King soon so come with me and I'll show you."

"As you wish Miss Maggie. Oh and the baby is really sweet. I wish her

every luck. Do I have to kiss her or giver her a present or anything?"
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John said "Only the rich people do that. I'm a dock boy too. Look at us all!

We're dressed by Minda. Her safety is our safety. Her wealth is our

wealth." Later John said "Louis is on his way to being rich and noble

instead of just being a bigger rat than the other rats. We are helping him

to help Arlesene."

After a silence Maggie said "You boys will be lords as powerful as Kings

if we scheme right. When Elizabeth is twenty I want to tell her who her

four god-brothers are and have her not believe I know even one such

great man. But you will be four!"

Some assumed Maggie would be a fragile invalid for a week, but after a

day of recovery being fussed, overwhelming pride and being battered

with goodwill presents from King to the kitchen servants she was

determined to be fresh and fit.  Perhaps a visit to her dressmaker that

servants could broadcast in advance would do to start with. Gossip

amongst the matrons would be a good role to fit with her King's

councillor job.

Twilight of togetherness
The afternoon before the wedding Flor and Lucky suggested Minda

might like one last dash through the woods, cold meats under the stars

and shared thoughts as they watched the heavens turn through the

summer night. Minda was more than ready so long as she was home by

ten next morning as the wedding was at three. Flor joked to Lucky in

front of Minda. "Five hours to get ready to go out. That's what I find with

Mary. What about your wife Lucky?"

"You're optimistic there Flor. She needs days to get a new cloak and

before that weeks to persuade me to pay for it." In those few seconds of

jesting the three of them returned to their happy hunted days.

They rode out in the early evening and stopped to greet a blacksmith.

Flor said "I need a new horseshoe. If I give you my last carrot will you

forge me one Minda?"

"No I bloody well won't. Watch!" Minda broke the forge open like an egg.

Unintelligible orders flew, spectators gathered at the commotion, Minda

concentrated.  Almost without time for taking breath Lucky and Flor had

iron rings that had been first made as needles and then bent round. They

may be unpolished but there was no flaw. 
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Lucky said "Smith! The Duchess needs a ring also. Give me a hammer so

I can make it."

Flor didn't need the 'follow me' and said "I must strike or blow or grind

too. We don't leave until the Star-iron girl wears our ring!" There was

happy experimenting and smiling effort as Minda forged her needle-ring.

It was unpolished but fitted perfectly. Flor casually asked if the smith

could polish his by tomorrow morning and see they got to Minda's house

by noon. Yes. So they were all entrusted for polishing.  Minda knew she

was being manipulated by Flor and Lucky but was delighted Soldiers

never stop to think that generals need comrades as well.

They illegally rode into the King's forest. Within twenty paces of leaving

the road they smelled camp-fire-smoke and rolled off their horses in

instant reactivation of their training. It turned out to be just a vagrant

who was scared at being discovered and even more scared at being

discovered by the eye-patch duchess who found your every sin you ever

thought of. Grotesque in the light of the little fire he fell back clutching

his chest and groaning. Lucky took the role of guard. "What's the matter

with you Man?" Asked Flor. Soon it was clear he'd died of shock. Minda

looked around at blackness. Flor looked at her blankly, her face

illuminated red by the small crackling fire. Lucky was a hidden watcher. 

Minda said to herself 'What would Minda do?' She would be noble...

...and keep everyone safe. "When we're safe Lucky can you say a prayer."

"There's no danger Minda... Shit!" What was supposed to be a warm

reunion of comrades was broken glass.  "A camp fire wouldn't warm me

now Minda."

Flor had taken a guarding position. "Run away! That's what Brand

always says."

"Yes." Said Minda. "We'll walk. One of you make marks so he can be

found and buried. Let's go home. Let's finding living people." They trotted

the three miles to Avel towers using the warm mid-summer sky to help

them.  Minda insisted on putting Thunder in his stall herself. When she

wished him good night it was as if it was for a last time. She was clothed

and soaked by sadness. Each inward breath was an invitation to tears

she must fight.  The boys took one arm each. Lucky said "You remember

the time at the stream when we washed that little murdered girl? We got

over that together didn't we?"

Flor said "You have to be strong for all the others."

"We killed an innocent man! How can I live with that?"
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"He died of fear. We don't know what he was afraid of. Perhaps some

horrible crime. We may have just done God's will."

Luck sensed the 'follow-me'. "He is bound to have many crimes to his

name."

Fiercely Minda responded "Is it a crime to take a rabbit so you don't

starve? Is it a crime to cut the King's trees so you may cook the only food

you have?"

"We're agreed he wasn't a criminal tonight deserving to die." said Flor .

"But we can't say he was innocent either."

Lucky said "The fact he was shocked when everyone knows the Duchess

of Avel can forgive genuine repenters tells us he must have been a bad

man."

Minda said "This is so horrible."

Lucky said "I won't tell anyone."

Flor said "I'll see the servants don't talk."

"Stop it!" 

Flor said "Minda. – Dear Minda. We're not fighting you. You've got to get

married full of smiles tomorrow. Brune and Arthur/"

"/Arthur!"

Flor hesitated a hundredth of a second too long before answering. "If he

gets here in time."

"You don't fool me Flor! I know Arthur is in Melbun."

There was a long-enough silence. Lucky said "I know you will see him

tomorrow and be happy."

Flor said "Sorry Minda. He's here and there's nothing to be angry about."

"You bastard men! I hate you all!"

Flor said "I thought we'd be sharing a last roasted bird and carrot

together tonight in happy discomfort. I'm sorry it's all gone wrong

Minda."

"Why do you trick me?"

"Tricking people is what we do. – Isn't it?"

"Stop! Oh yes you're right."
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Happiness
The day of the wedding was generally accepted as good-omened across

the Kingdom. Church bells were rung. Two churches were burned by

angry citizens for not ringing their bells. Bits of black and white were

everywhere.  Guards were shaved, their equipment polished and

inspected. Lucky and Brand had prepared for watching, fighting and

escaping at every stage. The Sheriff had been consulted on the

procession route and employed extra men to keep crowds orderly.

It was a surprise when Minda walked at the head of her party instead of

riding to the cathedral. She wore a long-sleeved, pale sky silk dress of

squashed pleats over a deep sky base. Hundreds of small coloured stones

were sewn into the crevices of the slashes so they sparkled as if peeping

out from their native caves. Her hair was in a half a dozen loosely pinned

back plaits inter-woven with black and white ribbons. Blue Avel boots

matched the dress. Her huge sword hung from a black and white silk

sash picked with gold. No dress would ever make Minda beautiful but

her smile was an unmissable invitation to happiness.  Cathedral square

had been cleared of the usual market stalls, swept and watered to lay the

dust. By the time Minda had chatted her way to the cathedral she was

last to arrive.  After a quick closing-up of the party while the hem of her

dress was unpinned she turned to everyone. "Smile! It confuses the

enemy! Follow me!"

Waiting just inside the doorway was Brune magnificently dressed in a

tunic of chestnut and yellow ochre velvet with gold embroidery, fur-

trimmed edges and hose striped in the same blue shades as Minda's

dress.  Brune had prepared the waiting guests and nobles with cheerful

quips and acting the tongue-lashing he'd get if Minda found fault with

his dress. This was to be the public confirmation of the end of the

Church's independence and Minda's victory.  She would appear as a

dutiful Christian and dedicated supporter of the men of God while they

blessed her.  The real event where families and nations could make

alliances and share hopes and memories would be the feast at Avel

Towers later.  Minda solemnly gave her sword to the King for safe-

keeping.  There was lovely singing from the choir. Abbot Andrew helped

by Bishop Peter went through their rituals. Some cadets sang in

Lanconian. The blessed and sworn couple were presented to the

congregation. Other cadets sang in Italian. Despite Minda's plan to act a

part she found the solemn spacious beauty of the Cathedral and Brune's
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grace making this a moment where love wrapped her all over in golden

warm Brune-scented mist.

After the churchmen had finished their ceremonies the King said a few

quiet words to Brune then gave Minda's sword to him! This insult had

been prepared but it was shocking to everyone, including to their

surprise Minda and Brune.  "The King says he can't control you so he

hopes I can.  Here you are dear.  You're the only one I'd trust with this

brute." Brune carefully slid the mighty black weapon back into the

scabbard on Minda's sash then with a grin and admonishing raised

finger, carefully, in full view of the audience, said "Now behave!" and

slapped her on the bottom.  She kissed him and everyone smiled.

Everyone knew this was the start of amusements as the thought of

Minda 'behaving' was impossible to believe.

As they prepared to leave the cathedral Minda whispered to Brune.

"You've been taking lessons from Arthur!"

"Me! I wish Arthur was here. Don't you dear?"

"Yes. With all my heart." There was no time for more as they had to lead

out to the steps in front of the door then take the congratulations of three

hundred nobles, family, loyal servants and cadets.  That took an hour of

handshaking and kisses. Finally a path was cleared through the guests

so that Minda and Brune could climb onto a chariot pulled by a black

and white pony for the three miles to Avel Towers.  The horse-boy rode

one pony and they started off at gentle trotting pace with many following

along from the general crowd with cheers and shouted well wishes.

Minda and Brune were so happy to be arm in arm facing the followers

they didn't immediately notice the horse-boy singing a country song

There was a maid of the stars all white.

She came to Bartonbry one black night

A great brown bear from Lanconia

Won a heart and a hand from her/ 

/"Arthur!" Minda recognised his voice. There was no doubt when he

turned round with a innocent look on his face.  Minda beat Brune "You

bastard! Beast! Beast! Stop! How am I going to deal with both of you!"
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Al's expedition to the Baltic

Apologies for not giving you more of this, but a book can only be so long. 

I have deliberately hinted that the Alison character might be very

different to the girls we've met so far, which should lead to something

interesting. Enthusiasts thinking of writing their own 'what happened

next' bit will probably want to start by researching the Hanseatic League

and go from there. 

Future books

Five Minda books in fifteen months is enough for the moment. Much as I

enjoy writing about interesting people in interesting situations there is a

danger of too many characters hustling for their fifteen pages of fame.  I

want to know what happens next too, so there's a fair chance these

legends will return to the page soon.


